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Abstract

This thesis examines the spiritual lives of eighteenth-century English women through an analysis of their personal writings. It explores the manuscripts of religious women who practised their faith by writing letters, diaries, poetry, and other highly personal texts—texts that give unique access to the interior, spiritual lives of their authors. Concerned not only with the individual meaning of those writings but with their communal meanings, it argues that women’s informal writing, written within personal relationships, acted to undergird, guide, and indeed shape religious communities in vital and unexplored ways. Through an exploration of various significant personal relationships, both intra- and inter-generationally, this thesis demonstrates the multiple ways in which women were active in ‘writing religious communities’. The women discussed here belonged to communities that habitually communicated through personal writing. At the same time, their acts of writing were creative acts, powerful to build and shape religious communities: these women wrote religious community.

A series of interweaving case studies guide my analysis and discussion. The thesis focuses on Catherine Talbot (1721–70), Anne Steele (1717–78), and Ann Bolton (1743–1822), and on their literary interactions with friends and family. Considered together, these subjects and sources allow comparison across denomination, for Talbot was Anglican, Steele Baptist, and Bolton Methodist. After an introductory chapter, Chapter Two focuses on spiritual friendship, showing how women used personal writings within peer relationships to think through religious ideas and encourage faith commitments. Chapter Three considers older women as spiritual elders, arguing that elderly women
sometimes achieved honoured status in religious communities and were turned to for
spiritual direction. Chapter Four explores the ways in which women offered religious
instruction to spiritual children through the creative use of informal writings, including
diaries and poetry. And Chapter Five considers women’s personal writings as spiritual
legacy, as they were preserved by family and friends and continued to function in
religious communities after the death of their authors.
Long Abstract

This thesis examines the spiritual lives of eighteenth-century English women through an analysis of their personal writings. It explores the manuscripts of religious women who practised their faith, in part, by writing letters, diaries, poetry, and other highly personal texts—texts that give unique access to the interior, spiritual lives of their authors. Yet this thesis is concerned not only with the individual meaning of those writings but with their communal meanings, and argues that women’s informal writing, written within personal relationships, acted to undergird, guide, and indeed shape religious communities in vital and unexplored ways. Through an exploration of various significant personal relationships, both intra- and inter-generationally, this thesis demonstrates the multiple ways in which women were active in ‘writing religious communities’. The women discussed here belonged to communities that habitually communicated through personal writing. At the same time, their acts of writing were creative acts, powerful to build and shape religious communities: these women wrote religious community.

A series of interweaving case studies guide my analysis and discussion. The thesis focuses on Catherine Talbot (1721–70), Anne Steele (1717–78), and Ann Bolton (1743–1822), and on their literary interactions with friends and family with whom they were particularly close. Talbot, Steele, and Bolton were chosen, firstly, because they left extensive personal archives that illuminate a particular kind of very personal and highly interactive writing; secondly, because their papers are complemented by the extant personal papers of friends and family, making it possible to consider their writing and religious lives within close relationships; and thirdly, because they were fully integrated
in Anglican, Baptist, and Methodist religious worlds respectively, thus enabling substantive theological and cultural comparisons to be developed.

Various strands of enquiry weave through this thesis: questions of gender and religion, themselves inflected by denomination; themes related to personal writing and manuscript cultures; and the interplay between the writer as individual and her relationships and communal affiliations. The result is a multilayered discussion that is simultaneously historical, literary, and theological, in some ways also constituting a work of collective biography. This interdisciplinary approach requires that diverse scholarly literatures and historiographies, which typically exist in isolation, be drawn together in discussion. The result is a variegated and highly textured account of eighteenth-century women’s spiritual and writing lives.

The first of the interrogative strands is that of women and religion. Rather than focusing on women’s engagement in formal religious structures and activities, this thesis explores women’s informal and often hidden participation in religious communities, focusing on the capacity of women’s personal writing to have communal religious effect. This informal activity was not in protest or opposition to formal activity, but rather acted alongside and supported more formal religious activities. The sources used here suggest a female spiritual practice, for extant manuscripts demonstrate women, more than men, engaging in the kind of literary interaction and developing the distinctive manuscript culture that is analysed here. Concerned not just with the form but the content of women’s religious lives, this thesis is attentive to matters of theology, belief, and interiority, and in the process illuminates subtle and significant differences across denominations. Including women across a range of denomination supports a contextual analysis that attends to theological distinctions which went to the heart of religious
identities and would have mattered to my subjects themselves. This approach not only avoids the false notion of an amorphous ‘religious woman’, but allows me to cut across denominational silos, bringing into dialogue often isolated religious historiographies. Talbot and her set were Anglicans (members of the Establishment), Steele and her family were Baptist (deeply rooted in Old Dissent), and Bolton and her circle were Methodist (actively forming a New Dissent). Denominational histories have developed independently and unevenly, have emphasised different themes, and the diverse nature of their historiographies presents both challenges and opportunities in drawing these subjects together. Despite divergent historiographies, these women lived in the same religious world and drew from the same religious tradition, and putting them in conversation with each other illuminates not only distinctiveness in their manuscript cultures and spiritual lives, but significant commonalities as well.

The second strand of enquiry weaving through this thesis is personal writing and manuscript cultures. The letters, diaries, poetry, and other highly personal or ‘private’ writings considered here speak eloquently of their authors’ own religious belief and experience. Employed within close relationships, these texts were also uniquely capable of educating, empathising, and encouraging faith in others. This was an active and creative process that pressed against traditional generic boundaries: diaries were sometimes addressed and sent through the post; greetings and closures were scanned into poetry; and conversion narratives were embedded in correspondence and diaries. Rather than limiting the analysis to letters or diaries, this thesis therefore addresses a range of genres found in personal archives and so allows for a richer portrayal of women’s writing and religious lives. This thesis highlights the materiality of manuscripts, which themselves speak to the manner in which women’s personal writings were intentionally
used to stimulate faith in others as they were shared, annotated, copied, and distributed within religious communities. Beyond their immediate use, personal writings also had a more extended function in which women also played key roles. The activity and intentionality of women is evident in the preservation of manuscripts and the construction of archives, firstly by the authors themselves, and later by friends and family. Thus the archive itself became an artefact that was used by friends and family following an author’s death and is considered here as an agent in the further shaping of religious communities.

The third strand of enquiry is the interplay between the writer as individual and her relationships and communal affiliations. While the writings considered here formed part of women’s personal faith practices, they were not written wholly for themselves but for those in overlapping formal and informal, familial and religious communities. While recognising the meaning, for historical actors, of their affiliation with local church communities and their placement within particular families, this thesis looks beyond church and the nuclear family, allowing women’s own manuscripts to illuminate particularly transformative relationships. Maintaining this broader perspective demonstrates how kinship and friendship relationships were fluid and how traditional relationship boundaries would not hold: single women loved, as ‘daughters’, girls with whom they shared no biological ties; friends became ‘sisters’; and older women were spiritual ‘mothers’. Women actively chose and invested in these relationships, effectively (and affectively) constructing community through writing. The thesis reveals the activity and spiritual authority of frequently overlooked women, notably aunts, single women, and older women, and argues that a wide family heritage was necessary to pass on faith. Finally, since women did not live in a hermetically sealed feminine world, the thesis does
not limit its discussion to women but considers also their relationships with men and the writings of men in their familial and religious circles.

The chronological parameters of this thesis are c. 1740 to c. 1790. By 1740 dissenting denominations such as the Baptists enjoyed a fairly well-established toleration, and the Methodist movement was beginning to take shape. The year 1790 corresponds with Methodism entering a new, more settled phase (as an autonomous, organised denomination), as well as increasing political and social instability with accompanying shifts in gender understandings. The intervening fifty years thus present a pivotal period within which to analyse Old and New Dissent, and to make comparisons with the Established Church. These dates also correspond with traditional periodisations of the evangelical revival, allowing my research to be mapped onto related and relevant historiographies. The fifty-year span permits attention to be paid to inter-generational engagement. Since the final chapter concerns the posthumous use of women’s personal writings, in the latter part of the thesis the discussion extends beyond the period 1740–90 and into the nineteenth century.

Chapter One comprises a theoretical and historiographical discussion organised according to the three strands of enquiry just outlined, after which I set the scene, introducing Talbot, Steele, and Bolton and their extant personal writings. Since the thesis examines the ways in which personal writings functioned within religious communities, here I also introduce those communities, highlighting emotional, spiritual, and intellectual links that are later developed. The form of Chapters Two through Four is parallel, each highlighting a particularly significant relationship, a mode of interaction, and a spiritual theme, thus broadly addressing questions about who was active in the literary encounter analysed, how the encounter proceeded, and what constituted the content of their belief.
Chapter Two explores the theme of spiritual friendship. It asks how the care and concern of spiritual friends were influential not only in supporting women’s public activity, but in deepening their commitment to religious communities and clarifying their spiritual identities. This chapter focuses on intra-generational literary interactions, notably between friends and siblings, and demonstrates the often flexible boundaries between such relationships. Religious women conceived of such literary interactions as conversation, and this chapter explores this mode of interaction, giving particular attention to poetic exchange as conversation while also revisiting the familiar trope of correspondence as conversation. Friends often turned to each other during distressing circumstances or at moments of crisis, and thus I consider the spiritual theme of resignation as it was discussed in different religious cultures. This analysis of women’s common appeal to resignation in response to illness and death highlights subtle but significant differences in theological emphasis and belief across denominations.

Chapter Three examines the ways in which women acted as spiritual elders within religious communities. It is concerned with literary exchanges across generations, and focuses on women’s relationships with those they considered to be more advanced in the spiritual life, to whom they turned in their own efforts to develop a more mature faith. Here I ask how women were mentored through the exchange of personal writings, and discuss how those mentorship relationships were purposefully sought out and subsequently nurtured. This chapter considers the activities and authority of older women and men and explores the idea of spiritual motherhood and fatherhood, relationships that often existed beyond the bounds of the nuclear family and frequently at a distance, thus relying on both travel and post to facilitate connection. It analyses the possibilities for spiritual direction as it was performed through correspondence in particular, and explores
various Protestant enactments of this Catholic religious practice. As older women and men confronted their own approaching deaths, the theme of spiritual assurance came to have especial significance. The varied expressions and meanings of assurance are thus discussed, particularly within different denominational and cultural contexts.

Chapter Four analyses the manner in which women communicated religious ideals and ideas to much-loved children. It thus also focuses on inter-generational relationships, asking how women used personal writings to transmit faith to younger friends and family they thought of as their spiritual children. Again pressing beyond the boundaries of nuclear families, the chapter demonstrates how single women and aunts performed particularly important and overlooked roles in instructing younger friends and family members in the spiritual life by modelling belief, expression, and religious practice. Focusing in particular on the shared use of diaries, this chapter argues that women used informal literary interactions as a means of education by which they taught young friends not only how to write about their faith but what to believe, including how to order their days and live a holy life. The theme of holy living was common across religious cultures while having particular denominational resonances, and women’s modelling of personal patterns of living and their reflections on holiness illuminate these commonalities and distinctiveness across religious communities.

Chapter Five considers women’s personal writings as spiritual legacies. It extends the discussion beyond contemporary relationships to ask how women’s personal writings continued to function within religious communities after their authors’ deaths. In writing to others about their faith, women were not only working out contemporary religious identities, personally and communally, but were producing a textual record of their theological ideas and spiritual experience that was preserved. Women were especially
active in these acts of preservation: in some instances, authors intentionally and self-consciously bequeathed manuscripts to family members with expressed hopes that their personal writings would bear spiritual fruit in the lives of others; in others, they played integral roles in constructing domestic archives in which personal writings were preserved. The chapter argues that women’s arguably ‘private’ writings not only constituted personal memory, but acted in important and overlooked ways as communal memory as well, sustaining and shaping religious communities long after their author’s death, not just temporally but often geographically distant from when and where they were written. Finally, while the preservation and posthumous use of women’s personal writings was common across the religious cultures considered here, an analysis of preservation patterns, manuscript usages, and attitudes toward time and memory communicate subtle and significant differences regarding denominational identities and cultures.

This thesis offers fresh perspective on the presence and participation of women in religious cultures by attending closely to their activities as writers within close, personal relationships. It shows how their acts of writing had multiple meanings, both individual and communal: an analysis of women’s manuscript cultures across denominations shows women actively involved in processes of self-examination and self-expression by which, in effect, they wrote themselves; it also demonstrates their vital and neglected activities in writing religious communities.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In July 1755 Catherine Talbot travelled the twenty miles through Oxfordshire that took her from her home in the Bishop of Oxford’s palace at Cuddesdon to an Anglican vicarage at Witney.¹ She may have made the journey on behalf of Thomas Secker, with whom she had lived since childhood, for he was then suffering from gout and confined to their home at Cuddesdon.² Religious conversation blended with polite sociability, and the evening concluded with her beating William Freind at a game of chess. Freind was the rector of St Mary’s, the Anglican Church at Witney, and in his congregation was a twelve-year-old girl called Ann Bolton. Seven years later, Bolton would make the decision to join the Methodists who met at Witney, and her spiritual seriousness launched a lifelong habit of writing. She described her ongoing spiritual quest in a 1773 letter to John Wesley who, considering it exemplary, later published it in the Arminian Magazine.³ On the facing page is a poem written by the Baptist Anne Steele and addressed to her niece Mary, in which Steele encouraged her young and much-loved niece to live a life of thoughtful religious engagement.⁴ The poem remained in manuscript until after Steele’s death when Caleb Evans, Baptist minister and friend of the family,

³ Ann Bolton to John Wesley, 16 June 1773. AM 9 (September 1786): 517-518. For her draft letter, see Ann Bolton to John Wesley, 16 June 1773. Pudl., 4/7/13.
⁴ Anne Steele, ‘To Silvia’. AM 9 (September 1786): 519.
published a volume of her miscellaneous verse, where Wesley probably encountered it. Catherine Talbot, Ann Bolton, and Anne Steele never met, passing much of their lives in very different social, literary, and religious worlds, yet together they offer a particularly fruitful example of a neglected tradition of women’s writing in religious communities. This thesis examines this tradition by bringing their spiritual lives and personal writings into conversation with each other.

Talbot, Bolton, and Steele were deeply religious women who throughout their lives practised their faith by writing letters, diaries, poetry, and other highly personal texts. While these writings sometimes found their way into print (as described above), they were not intended for publication, and here I am primarily concerned with how they functioned in manuscript. Focusing on manuscript use highlights the social function of women’s personal writings, for Talbot, Bolton, and Steele often wrote for friends and family, and analysing their use within friendship and kinship circles illuminates certain significant relationships, both within and across generations. Further, it demonstrates the literary range of such writing, for material clues in manuscripts highlight the creative and fluid ways in which women used textual forms to participate in spiritual communities.

This thesis is a comparative study, across a denominational spectrum: Talbot’s religious self-understanding was Anglican, Bolton’s was primarily Methodist, and Steele’s Baptist. They were highly involved in their respective religious cultures and personally connected to religious leaders such as Secker, Wesley, and Evans. My comparative approach to women’s personal writings highlights the diversity of women’s religious lives, and attending to cultural and theological distinctions enables a more nuanced and highly textured analysis of eighteenth-century belief and practice than has

---

often been presented. Yet points of intersection existed, as indicated, and the comparative approach reveals significant commonalities as well. Moreover, the women considered in this thesis exhibit a shared awareness of the potency and possibilities of personal writings, and used their writings to great spiritual effect. Women’s highly personal, purposefully shared use of letters, diaries, and poetry reveal important and as yet overlooked ways in which women engaged intellectually and spiritually in diverse communities. Indeed, women’s informal literary activities effectually guided and shaped diverse religious cultures in ways that have not been sufficiently recognised.

My research thus highlights multiple ways in which eighteenth-century women were engaged in writing religious communities. Firstly, the phrase is descriptive of the communities in which Talbot, Bolton, and Steele participated. They wrote letters to each other, they exchanged diaries, and they addressed affectionate poetry to friends and family. These religious communities wrote. They wrote out of love for one another even as they wrote to encourage faith, to challenge and educate, to empathise, and to urge continued trust in God even in suffering circumstances. Whether separated by distance or near to each other, they wrote to maintain emotional and spiritual ties that bound them together in religious communities. Secondly, the phrase describes what their writing accomplished: it shaped religious communities and cultures. These women wrote religious communities. Their writing provided a text by which contemporaries and later generations learned religious life and language. In this way, women’s personal writings complemented certain formalised means of culture formation (such as listening to ministers or reading religious books), such that through writing women engaged in the creative act of shaping religious cultures. Women’s personal writings both emerged from
spiritual communities and undergirded those communities. Women both inherited and
created religious cultures.⁶

Various strands of enquiry are woven through this thesis: questions of gender and
religion, including denominational affiliation; themes related to personal writing and
manuscript cultures; and the interplay between the writer as an individual and her
relationships and communal affiliations. These interrogative strands are interwoven
throughout the thesis. Here, however, they are introduced briefly in turn.

Women and Religion

Religious women of the past have been studied from multiple perspectives, depending on
scholars’ disciplinary positions. On the one hand, women’s and gender historians
increasingly recognise the influence of religion on women’s subjectivities and activities
and are engaging in a range of nuanced analyses. Sue Morgan and Jacqueline deVries
identify this historiographical trend as a ‘religious turn’ in gender history.⁷ Such renewed
calls to ‘take religion seriously’ in the eighteenth century have taken place alongside the
frequently intertwined discourses of the Enlightenment and gender, all leading to an
exciting and growing field of scholarship,⁸ though not typically characterised by

---

⁶ Sarah Williams makes the point that women both inherited and created religious cultures in Sarah C.
13-17.

⁷ Sue Morgan and Jacqueline deVries, eds., Women, Gender and Religious Cultures in Britain, 1800-1940
(Abingdon: Routledge, 2010), 2. This ‘turn’ is relatively recent. Writing in 1986 Gail Malmgreen argued
that religion had so far been neglected in the study of women’s history. Gail Malmgreen, ed., Religion in
scholars have begun to speak of a ‘religious turn’. See Thomas Albert Howard, ‘Commentary: A “Religious
Turn” in Modern European Historiography?’ Church History 75, no. 1 (2006): 157-162; Ken Jackson and

⁸ See Sarah Apetrei, Women, Feminism, and Religion in Early Enlightenment England (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2010); Karen O’Brien, Women and Enlightenment in Eighteenth-Century
Britain (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009); Phyllis Mack, Heart Religion in the British
Enlightenment: Gender and Emotion in Early Methodism (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008);
Sarah Knott and Barbara Taylor, eds., Women, Gender and Enlightenment (Houndmills: Palgrave
theological precision. On the other hand, while historians of religion continue to expand their understandings of the church as institution and of eighteenth-century theology, Morgan and deVries argue that they have produced little sustained research on women and gender. Rather than locate my research solely within either gender or religious histories, in this thesis I attempt to integrate gendered with religious interpretations in a way that respects my subjects’ dominant religious motivations while being sensitive to women’s distinctive experiences and expression. While this kind of integrative work exists for the nineteenth century, the eighteenth century has been much less well served. The study of religious women has also tended either to be denominationally specific or to label devout women with the monolithic term ‘religious’, and thus I attend carefully to religious affiliation, highlighting denominational distinctions in theology and religious life as well as commonalities across belief systems. Finally, the study of religious women has tended to focus more on women’s public activity rather than the inner life of faith, and thus I use women’s personal writings as a lens into their spiritual aspirations and self-understandings. These three lacunae in scholarship on religious women—in relation to period, denomination, and interiority—are here discussed briefly in turn.


9 Gregory, ‘Transforming “the Age of Reason” into “an Age of Faiths”,’ 295.
10 Morgan and deVries, eds., Women, Gender and Religious Cultures in Britain, 2. Writing in 2002 Merry Weisner-Hanks observed that in many cases religious historians had not even reached the stage of ‘add women and stir’ that characterised early studies of women’s history. Merry E. Wiesner-Hanks, ‘Women, Gender, and Church History,’ Church History 71, no. 3 (2002): 614. See also Elizabeth A. Clark, ‘Women, Gender, and the Study of Christian History,’ Church History 70, no. 3 (2001): 395-426.
Studies of eighteenth-century religious women often locate women within the institutions of church and family and have interpreted their experiences on a spectrum with subordination and empowerment (victim and agent) at the extremes. A more authentic account of eighteenth-century religious women’s lives must accept that women’s spiritual concerns were sincere and very deeply felt, and it must look beyond the institutions of family and church. Such an account would more faithfully reflect contemporary women’s self-conceptions, for most would not have perceived themselves simply in terms of victimisation or agency.

Some studies of women’s religiosity have focused on religion’s supposed withdrawal into the home. In *Family Fortunes* (1987), Leonore Davidoff and Catherine Hall argued seminally that evangelicalism, as it had emerged by the late eighteenth century, led to a domestic religion overseen by godly wives and mothers. This narrative has driven much scholarship on women’s relation to the home and has been thoroughly critiqued, including whether the notion of a domestic woman is actually an eighteenth-century phenomenon. The debate has turned on Davidoff and Hall’s account of
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gendered ‘separate spheres’ in which they ascribe to evangelical ideals a dichotomised division of space, with women presiding over the private sphere of home, and men moving in the more public sphere of work and society.\footnote{Davidoff and Hall, \textit{Family Fortunes}, 107-118.} Within this inherently hierarchical system, religion is seen as authorising women’s oppression. Though often construed in starker binary terms than Davidoff and Hall’s account justifies,\footnote{Davidoff and Hall acknowledge that there was ‘ambiguity among evangelicals as to the strict definitions of male and female responsibilities’. Ibid., 117. See further Kathryn Gleadle, ‘Revisiting \textit{Family Fortunes},’ \textit{Women’s History Review} 16, no. 5 (2007): 777-778.} this formulation has generated extensive efforts to demonstrate the plurality of men’s and women’s activities and to complicate notions of public and private.\footnote{For example, Joanna Cruickshank, “If God . . . See Fit to Call You Out”; “Public” and “Private” in the Writings of Methodist Women, 1760-1840,” in \textit{Religion in the Age of Enlightenment} (New York: AMS Press, 2010), 55-76; Amanda Vickery, \textit{The Gentleman’s Daughter: Women’s Lives in Georgian England} (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2003); Christine Wiskin, ‘Urban Businesswomen in Eighteenth-Century England,’ in \textit{Women and Urban Life in Eighteenth-Century England: ‘On the Town’}, ed. Rosemary Sweet and Penelope Lane (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2003), 87-110; Elizabeth Eger, \textit{Women, Writing and the Public Sphere, 1700-1830} (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001); Kathryn Gleadle and Sarah Richardson, eds., \textit{Women in British Politics, 1760-1860: The Power of the Petticoat} (Basingstoke: Macmillan, 2000); Jane Rendall, ‘Women and the Public Sphere,’ \textit{Gender and History} 11, no. 3 (1999): 475-488.} While not wanting to engage such public/private debates directly, here I explore women’s religious engagement beyond the home, not conceiving of such activity as ‘public’, but rather personal and relational.

Rather than an oppressive force, some historians have seen religion as an empowering force that enabled women’s engagement with the church and wider society.

At certain extremes, feminist historians have assigned proto-feminist motivations to women’s experience of religion. Jacqueline Eales claims that women ‘actively used their religiosity to create conditions in which they could gain time away from the busy

demands of family life’. Sarah Apetrei warns against such readings that perceive women as using religion to pursue agendas, as though women would ‘transcend, negotiate, manipulate and exploit’ religion in order to subvert a patriarchal system. Yet (as Apetrei also argues) religion did stimulate and legitimise new forms of activity for women, and narratives of such activities are extensive for the eighteenth century. Women were active as preachers, founders of religious organisations, writers, philanthropists, and missionaries. Helen Jones highlights the activities of women as patrons of religion, while Anne Stott and Dorice Elliott attribute Hannah More’s and Sarah Trimmer’s public activities as educators to their religious beliefs. And the opportunities afforded to Methodist women to preach are well known. Here I argue that religion also stimulated and legitimated less visible but equally significant activities for women as they wrote letters, diaries, and poetry within religious communities.

Recent scholarship on eighteenth-century religious women has begun to interpret women with reference to broader cultural themes and structures. In *Heart Religion in the British Enlightenment* (2008), Phyllis Mack gives a much more rounded account of Methodist women than studies that have focused just on their well-known public activities as preachers. She seeks to understand the ‘ideas and emotions of ordinary

---

Methodists’. Asking how modern historians should interpret Methodist ideals of self-abnegation in light of Enlightenment ideas of self-transformation, Mack argues for a reformulated understanding of agency that recognises the personal resolve to subvert one’s will in response to divine direction. This analysis helpfully complicates gendered interpretations of religious women that understand agency primarily in terms of personal empowerment, for she recognises the primacy of belief in religious women’s lives.

Emma Major’s *Madam Britannia: Women, Church, and Nation, 1712–1812* (2012) is a multilayered work of cultural, literary, and political history in which Major gives an account of Anglican women’s activities in defining the national Church and the nation. She perceives in printed text and image an elision of the increasingly popular figure of ‘Britannia’ with exemplary elite women, and interprets these women as active agents in shaping overlapping religious and political worlds. And in *Sarah Osborn’s World: The Rise of Evangelical Christianity in Early America* (2013), Catherine Brekus uses the manuscript diary and other writings of an eighteenth-century New England woman to explore ‘larger historical forces’ such as evangelicalism and Enlightenment, capitalism and consumerism, slavery and the American Revolution. Mack, Major, and Brekus interpret religious women’s lives in terms larger than the institutions of church and family, as religious histories are made to intersect with intellectual and cultural histories and with literary scholarship. My approach builds on these broader analyses of eighteenth-century religious women and develops them along social and literary lines,

---

24 Ibid., 8.
focusing in particular on relational and generational interactions and on women’s use of life writings within religious communities. Furthermore, while feminist readings of religious women’s lives can become indistinct religiously as women are considered apart from their specific spiritual commitments, I keep women’s beliefs and theologies central to my analysis, as discussed in the following section.

The chronological parameters of this thesis are c. 1740 to c. 1790. By 1740 dissenting denominations such as the Baptists enjoyed a fairly well-established toleration, and the Methodist movement was beginning to take shape. The year 1790 corresponds with Methodism entering a new, more settled phase (as an autonomous, organised denomination), as well as increasing political and social instability with accompanying shifts in gender understandings. The intervening fifty years thus present a pivotal period within which to analyse Old Dissent and New Dissent, and to make comparisons with the Established Church. These dates also correspond with traditional periodisations of early evangelicalism, allowing my research to be mapped onto and at times to question related historiographies. Since my final chapter concerns the posthumous use of life writings, in the latter part of my thesis the discussion extends beyond the period 1740–90 and into the nineteenth century, as I trace the ongoing use of women’s letters, diaries, and poetry as potent spiritual legacies.

---


Denominational focus

This thesis attends particularly to distinctions in denomination. As Linda Peterson helpfully suggests, gender should not be presumed to be the ‘crucial factor’ in women’s self-understanding and self-expression; she argues that religious, regional, political, and social allegiances are equally important considerations in the study of women’s lives.30 Here I foreground women’s religious allegiances, which I believe were a dominant factor in shaping women’s experience and expression. Religious histories can develop and persist in denominational silos, with little or no interaction with other denominational histories or larger religious historiographies. Putting my subjects in conversation with one another takes seriously ecclesiastical and theological distinctions that went to the heart of their religious identities, allowing me to identify ways in which their religious beliefs and experiences were denominationally distinctive. In a recent article, Sarah Williams identifies the need to develop greater sensitivity to denominational differences that ‘subtly but crucially’ distinguish religious cultures.31 This theme runs through the volume on gender and religious cultures in nineteenth-century Britain in which Williams’s article is published.32 Likewise, Jeremy Gregory observes the ‘spectrum of Christianities extant in the period’ and asks how they were related.33 In such a religiously plural society, this thesis asks how Anglican, Methodist, and Baptist beliefs and cultures related to each other. Considering women across a range of denominations also draws attention to commonalities in belief and experience that might be overlooked in studies of individual

32 Morgan and deVries, eds., Women, Gender and Religious Cultures in Britain. See also Alison Twells, review of Women, Gender and Religious Cultures in Britain, 1800-1940, ed. Sue Morgan and Jacqueline deVries, Reviews in History, http://www.history.ac.uk/reviews/review/1017 (accessed 28 January 2011).
33 Gregory, ‘Transforming “the Age of Reason” into “an Age of Faiths”,’ 288.
women or studies that consider denominations in isolation. These women drew from the same spiritual tradition, lived in the same religious world, and sometimes attended churches and chapels of other denominations, and there were significant points of connection and continuity between their religious cultures.

Denominational histories, and in particular denominational histories that give accounts of women, have developed unevenly. A robust and multivalent scholarship has developed in relation to Methodist women. The tradition of celebrating the public ministry of certain Methodist ‘holy women’ began with Zechariah Taft’s two-volume *Biographical Sketches of the Lives and Public Ministry of Various Holy Women* (1825–28) and dominated writings on Methodist women for the next century and a half. Consideration of Methodist ‘holy women’ evolved into a more particular interest in women’s public activities as preachers as they emerged in the eighteenth century, and this contravention of traditional gendered roles continues to fuel scholarship by both historians of Methodism and feminist historians. Methodist historians have also been interested in women on account of their proximity to John Wesley, and thus a body of

---


scholarship developed in response to Wesley’s close relationships with particular women; in these analyses Wesley retains a central position. Recent interest in Methodist women has also developed along social and family lines, childhood and education, and psychology and the body. Phyllis Mack’s *Heart Religion in the British Enlightenment* initiates a more internal exploration of Methodist belief and experience using gender and emotion as an interpretative guide. Mack asks whether and how women thought about religious questions differently from men, and accounts for gendered distinctions in both psychological and physical terms. Here I extend Mack’s examination of Methodist interiority, though use less of a psychological and more of a relational and theological framework, highlighting in particular women’s interpersonal use of life writings in shaping spiritual lives and communities.

In contrast to the well-developed historiography on Methodist women, the study of Baptist women remains underdeveloped. This presents certain challenges in bringing Baptist women into conversation with Methodist women, while it also allows for ample


39 Mary Clare Martin, ‘Marketing Religious Identity: Female Educators, Methodist Culture, and Eighteenth-Century Childhood,’ in *Educating the Child in Enlightenment Britain: Beliefs, Cultures, Practices*, ed. Mary Hilton and Jill Shefrin (Farnham: Ashgate, 2009), 57-76.


opportunity to set new agendas for scholarly discussions. Baptist historiography has tended to be institutionally focused, prioritising pastors, ecclesiology, and missiology, and thus has been dominated by the study of men. It also has tended to be driven by sectarian interests, written by insiders for insiders, and has only infrequently engaged broader historiographical questions and themes. In his recent history of the Baptist church, David Bebbington includes a chapter on ‘Women in Baptist Life’ and concludes that too little research has been done on the ‘role of women’ in the Baptist church. Those studies that have been undertaken have tended to be brief and have focused on so-called ‘great women’, predominantly in recognition of women who distinguished themselves by engaging in leadership roles. Much of this work has been for the seventeenth century, a time of religious persecution and political unrest for Baptists which led to increased opportunities for women that, during the more settled period following the Act of Toleration of 1689, were withdrawn. Karen Smith has argued that more work should be done to recover the ‘presence and participation’ of women in

---

Baptist life more broadly, indicating that different sources will aid this process of recovery: she suggests a more thorough analysis of diaries, correspondence, personal papers, and different types of literature, including novels, poetry, and hymns. Writing within the tradition and across centuries, Smith has contributed more than anyone to this work of recovery, as in her study of nineteenth-century Baptist women’s activities in missions. Her call, in 1991, to employ a broader range of sources in studying women remains relevant for eighteenth-century British Baptists. Here I consider such sources, particularly as they were used within personal relationships, to enquire into the nature of Baptist women’s ‘presence and participation’ in familial and spiritual communities, pressing beyond analyses that interpret women’s religious roles wholly in terms of the institutional church.

Anglican historiography has also tended to be institutionally focused, emphasising the activities of male leaders, ecclesiastical hierarchy and theological controversies, or the relationship between the Church and the nation. For many years the historiography of the eighteenth-century Church of England was dominated by accusations of torpor and languidness, though more recent scholarship has challenged this characterisation, demonstrating both vitality and variety within the national Church. The eighteenth-

century Anglican Church is more difficult to depict in terms of both belief and culture, in part because of the complexity of internal variations. It accommodated not only Catherine Talbot, but also John Wesley and George Whitefield, whose varied theologies famously resulted in very public disputes and pamphlet wars that pitted Arminians against Calvinists. Furthermore, while Methodists and Baptists naturally defined themselves in relation to other religious cultures, the privileged position and assumed identity of Anglicans meant they had no such need. A historiography of Anglican women as Anglican women is therefore more difficult to delineate. Scholars of the bluestocking circle, such as Susan Staves, have increasingly noted that many elite literary women were Anglican and had close associations with Anglican clergy, though the focus of this scholarship has been on their literary activities rather than their religiosity or, indeed, an interior piety.\(^5\) Clarissa Campbell Orr has recently argued that the study of bluestocking women should not be limited to their literary careers, and in particular that greater attention should be given to their theology.\(^5\) Here I consider Anglican women as Anglican, critically engaging the substance of their belief as I analyse their literary and spiritual interactions within friendship and family circles.

---


The women who are the focus of this thesis were not chosen as singular or straightforward representatives of their respective denominations, as though it were possible to locate the female denominational experience in the life of one woman. However, while Catherine Talbot, Anne Steele, and Ann Bolton may not be Anglican, Baptist, and Methodist archetypes, they do illuminate denominational beliefs and experiences. They were fully integrated in their religious cultures, connected to religious leaders, regular attendants at religious meetings, and deeply committed to their chosen faith communities. Moreover, alongside their participation in formal religious activities, they each used informal personal writings within close relationships to stimulate spiritual lives, undergird communities, and shape religious cultures.

_Spiritual lives_

Throughout my analysis, particular focus is given to matters of theology and religious interiority. Rather than focusing on external activities, my concern is primarily with personal piety and inward devotion: the spiritual lives of my subjects. It is unsurprising that historians with interests in religious women have frequently focused their scholarship on demonstrations of women’s outward activities and achievements, thus highlighting the varied ways in which women overcame gendered constraints in religious cultures often perceived as relentlessly patriarchal.52 Alongside studies that have sought to recover women’s ‘public’ activities in religious contexts, a few scholars have begun to probe the interior world of feminine devotion. Thus, as mentioned, Phyllis Mack has explored the feelings and beliefs of early Methodists.53 And in her work on early eighteenth-century

---

52 For one example amongst many possible examples, see Anne Stott, _Hannah More: The First Victorian_ (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003).
53 Mack, _Heart Religion in the British Enlightenment_.
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women writers, Sarah Apetrei asks a question that similarly directs my enquiry: ‘Rather
than reading texts chiefly as they are grounded in discourse and the social world of the
author, can we aspire to capture something of the internal world, the “I”?’.54

The challenge of accessing this inner world is significant. In 1986 Gail
Malmgreen asked, ‘To recapture the religious beliefs of ordinary women is a daunting
assignment, but why should the more accessible figures…still be so little known?’55

Almost three decades later her question still stands. Jacqueline deVries states that it is ‘far
easier to construct a picture of outward religious practices’, and Sarah Williams concurs,
suggesting that the ‘content of religious belief remains a shadowy dimension which is
frequently avoided because of its complexity’.56 Alongside other historians who seek to
listen to their subjects respectfully and ‘on their own terms’,57 I try to hear Talbot, Steele,
and Bolton as they articulate deeply felt beliefs and emotions in their own writings. The
collective biographical approach employed here acknowledges the subjective and shifting
nature of such belief and emotion, and I seek to gain a fuller understanding of women’s
inner lives by attending to their writings across a range of relationship, genre, time, and
circumstance. As we will see, such an approach also demonstrates how the official
writings of religious leaders did not always correlate uncomplicatedly with what lay
people believed and how they lived.

54 Apetrei, Women, Feminism, and Religion in Early Enlightenment England, 44.
56 Jacqueline deVries, ‘More Than Paradoxes to Offer: Feminism, History and Religious Cultures,’ in
Women, Gender and Religious Cultures in Britain, 1800-1940, ed. Sue Morgan and Jacqueline deVries
57 Mack, Heart Religion in the British Enlightenment, 9; Hempton, Methodism, 149; D. Bruce Hindmarsh,
University Press, 2005), 4. Mircea Eliade famously declared that religion must be understood ‘on its own
terms’. Cited in deVries, ‘More Than Paradoxes to Offer,’ 204.
Women Writing

Many studies of women writers focus on the capacity of authorship (whether in print or manuscript) to equip women with individualised agency and public authority. So Felicity Nussbaum considers women who wrote spiritual autobiography to be ‘claiming public territory for speaking and writing’. Yet when women’s informal writings are not viewed wholly through a modern feminist prism, we see them functioning in more complex and creative ways. Neither women’s writing nor the study of interiority should imply an exclusive concern for the individual self; rather, women’s personal or ‘private’ writings exhibit ongoing interplay between individual faith, intimate relationship, and communal affiliation. In her 1993 challenge to press beyond private/public dichotomies when mapping ‘the breadth and boundaries of female experience’, Amanda Vickery stated that historians must develop ‘more sensitivity to women’s own manuscripts’. Her challenge still has relevance. My research uses women’s manuscripts as a window onto their spiritual lives, asking, How did women experience and express their relationship with God? What religious rites and communities did they create? How was their spiritual experience expressed to others? What influence did women have in the transmission of religious knowledge?

Personal writings

My analysis makes use of a range of writings that I have called ‘personal writings’. These include letters and diaries, autobiographical reflections and memoirs, poetry and assorted

59 Vickery, *‘Golden Age to Separate Spheres?’* 413.
60 Ursula King poses similar questions of the historical study of women’s spirituality more broadly in Ursula King, *Religion and Gender* (Oxford: Blackwell, 1995), 17.
ephemera found in personal archives. Since I am interested in religious belief and experience, especially as a matter of interiority, these genres are particularly helpful since they are where historical women’s voices are ‘most clearly heard’. The genres I use are often classified collectively as ‘life writings’, and while I locate my study within recent trends in the study of women’s life writing and use this language intermittently in my thesis, more often I have chosen to use the term ‘personal’ to describe the manuscripts analysed here. Scholarship on life writings, sometimes also called self writings, tends to focus on the individualist self that emerges in such writing: the writer (and especially the woman writer) is understood to acquire agency and liberty, and to transgress social or religious directives regarding modesty and submission, by ‘writing her life’ for herself and for possible future readers. In her study of letters in eighteenth-century families, Sarah Pearsall argues that such emphases on ‘self-fashioning’ obscure important interpersonal dimensions of letter writing. Amy Culley analyses the relational nature of women’s writing in particular, arguing that women’s selves were created not as autonomous selves but, crucially, through relationship: she argues for a model of ‘relational selfhood’ that I find helpful. In a similar way, my concern is not only with

---

the way in which personal writings were employed by women to rehearse and articulate self-understandings; it is also with the ways in which they functioned socially, within familial and religious communities. The word ‘personal’ signals not only the writer as individual, but suggests the relational possibilities of such writing.

The analysis is not limited to letters or diaries, but instead addresses a range of genres found in personal archives, including poetry, conversion narratives, and other autobiographical writings. In the chapters that follow I interact with bodies of scholarship that focus on individual genres, asking, for example, how diaries were employed as a means of religious education, and how poetry was used to enhance emotional and spiritual bonds between family members. The broader literary scope permitted by crossing generic boundaries not only allows a fuller picture of women’s religious and social worlds, but acknowledges the flexible and overlapping boundaries between such genres. Diaries were sometimes sent through the post; standard greetings and closures were scanned into poetry; and conversion narratives were embedded in correspondence and diaries. Taking her inspiration from Robert Dodsley’s popular memorandum books, in 1765 Talbot began to experiment with ‘perpetual letters’ that were a kind of diary, recounting the events of successive days.66 Letters and diaries sometimes resisted generic classification, and this thesis thus complicates scholarship that considers literary genres in isolation. At the same time it develops the work of scholars who have noted the indeterminacy of genres and suggested the need to cut across generic labels to understand

---

how a historical writer constructed her self.\textsuperscript{67} This is true also for analyses of spiritual lives. As Michael Mascuch writes of the Puritan Samuel Ward, ‘Instead of just a diary, Ward produced a pile of papers representing his practice of piety’.\textsuperscript{68} This more diffuse practice of religious self-expression is consistent with the archives analysed here, though extends beyond an individual practice of piety. Traditional generic boundaries not only obscure individual self-expression but can also obscure women’s relationships and religious interactions. That is, as diaries or letters alone do not articulate my subjects’ religious self-understandings, nor do they, in isolation, represent women’s interpersonal religious practices. Affectionate and spiritual bonds were built and strengthened through concurrent diary exchange, poetic dialogue, and epistolary interaction.

\textit{Manuscript cultures}

In attending to the specific social, religious, and cultural circumstances in which women’s writings were written and used, this thesis foregrounds the manuscripts themselves, presenting the materiality of manuscripts as a central and organising dimension. I analyse not only the content of women’s personal writings, but also how those writings functioned at the time of their writing and how manuscripts persisted after they were written. As material artefacts they authenticate their writers’ very immediate emotional and spiritual lives, while their contemporary and subsequent use attest to women’s relationships and their influence within familial and religious communities. I trace women’s manuscripts as relics of vital lives of faith that emerged as part of the memory


of religious communities, and in so doing also interact with and contribute to scholarship on material cultures, the history of emotion, and memory studies.\textsuperscript{69} Furthermore, this thesis builds on scholarship on non-print literary cultures and manuscript circulation, such as that of Melanie Bigold and Margaret Ezell, particularly that which demonstrates how women’s spheres of influence were larger than print culture would suggest.\textsuperscript{70} I extend this work to religion, arguing that manuscript circulation was an important and neglected means of women’s engagement in religious communities.

**Women in Community**

Emphasising the use of women’s personal writings within religious communities directs my approach to analysing individual women writers within their various communities. The women I consider in this thesis were committed to their chosen denominations, and certain markers identified them as members: Methodists were issued with class tickets, an important symbol of belonging and identity that was renewed quarterly;\textsuperscript{71} Baptists underwent the one-time religious rite of baptism, thus distinguishing them as members of a local religious community with ties to a wider movement; and after having been


\textsuperscript{71} Sarah Lloyd, ‘“A Testimony under My Own Hand”: Identity, Belonging and Rejection in the Methodist Practice of Ticketing’, paper presented at the Oxford-Manchester Methodist Studies seminar held at Oxford Brookes University, 20 April 2013.
catechised and having learned historic confessions, Anglicans were confirmed. These women did not wholly understand their religious identities in terms of these official memberships, however, and alongside formal associations they belonged to more informal spiritual communities that were defined by affectionate ties of kinship and friendship. Throughout this thesis I use the terms ‘religious community’ and ‘spiritual community’. ‘Religious’ carries institutional connotations while ‘spiritual’ suggests something more experiential and internal; these terms are thus used, respectively, to designate women’s formal associations with church or chapel and their more informal and affectionate connections. Yet since these associations were often overlapping and interconnected, the categories do not always hold. In observing the ways in which women interacted in writing within such communities, my research highlights certain transformative relationships—across gender and both intra- and inter-generationally—and so enriches our understanding of women’s roles and activities within religious communities. Before turning to these relationships, however, I consider certain theoretical issues that attend the analysis of individuals within communities.

*The self in community*

My emphasis on the use of women’s personal writings within spiritual communities challenges social, feminist, and religious understandings of subjectivity as it relates to writing. Dror Wahrman traces a transformation in the eighteenth century from a socially-oriented to an introspective, individualist self, and Michael Mascuch describes autobiographical writing, as it emerged in the eighteenth century, as distinctly
individualist. Mascuch argues that autobiographical writing enabled the individualist
self to be ‘a creator/medium/product unified as a single, autonomous totality’, and he
identifies the author as ‘the hero and originator of his heroism’. According to Mascuch,
it was the ability to consider oneself the subject of one’s life and to regard oneself as
distinct from family and community that created an individual. Bruce Hindmarsh
qualifies Mascuch’s depiction of the eighteenth-century individualist self, arguing that the
evangelical conversion narrative attests to an ‘important alternative version of
Enlightenment individuality’ such that evangelicals in the period understood themselves
as individually called out even as their religious identity was bestowed by others.
According to Hindmarsh, the construction of evangelical identity involved ‘both
individuation and community’. Charles Taylor similarly argues that identity is a matter
of individual conviction and agency as it is ‘enframed in a social understanding of great
temporal depth’: it is both individual and shaped by social and temporal realities.
Taylor contends that the self exists within ‘webs of interlocution’ and can only be articulated
with reference to a ‘defining community’. In contrast to studies that emphasise the
formation of an autonomous individualist self in the period, I wish to consider further the
significance of religious communities (as suggested by Hindmarsh and Taylor) in identity
formation and spiritual self-understanding. Who were these defining communities?

74 Ibid., 88. See also Elaine McKay, ‘English Diarists: Gender, Geography and Occupation, 1500-1700,’
History 90, no. 298 (2005): 205.
75 Hindmarsh, Evangelical Conversion Narrative, 344.
76 Ibid., 346. See also D. Bruce Hindmarsh, ‘Reshaping Individualism: The Private Christian, Eighteenth-
77 Charles Taylor, Sources of the Self: The Making of the Modern Identity (Cambridge: Cambridge
78 Ibid., 36.
Alongside formal religious communities, my analysis explores the flexible forms of spiritual communities, in which religious ties were often interwoven with familial and affectionate ties. This thesis is concerned not so much with writing as a device by which the self was constructed, either individually or communally, but with the spiritual function of writing within interpersonal and communal relationships.

At the same time, my focus on women’s writings highlights tensions in feminist historiographies between writing as a means of individuation and personal empowerment on the one hand, and a focus on women’s interpersonal relationships on the other. As will be discussed in Chapter Four, scholarship on women’s diaries, in particular, has emphasised the liberating power of writing for women. Yet alongside an emphasis on personal writing as a means for a woman to ‘actualise her interiority’, in effect creating herself through writing, scholars have argued that women’s writing was distinctly interpersonal. In her 1980 essay on women’s autobiography, Mary Mason argues that ‘the self-discovery of female identity seems to acknowledge the real presence and recognition of another consciousness’ in a way that is distinct from men’s autobiography. This characterisation of female autobiography as distinctly relational has persisted in feminist historical and literary scholarship. Rather than orient my discussion in such wholly individual or relational ways, I argue that women’s writing had simultaneous individual and communal meanings.

79 See p. 216.
In my analysis of women’s personal writings and the ways in which those writings functioned within spiritual communities, I allow surviving sources to point to especially significant relationships. Beginning with women’s writings, rather than the categories of wife and mother, removes hierarchy from relationships and demonstrates how traditional relational categories do not adequately describe the emotional and relational realities and spiritual interactions of historical subjects. It also illuminates the significance to religious communities of frequently neglected women. Apart from Bolton, who married briefly and late in life, none of my principal subjects married or had children of their own. Talbot’s, Steele’s, and Bolton’s experiences as childless single women provide a perspective that is almost entirely overlooked, and one that complicates scholarship on the family. While Joanne Bailey, in her recent study of parenthood in eighteenth-century England, focuses her discussion on the idealised, affectionate parent-child relationship, my research shows aunts and single women playing particularly important roles in faith transmission. Bailey acknowledges instances of ‘shared parenting’, when grandparents or aunts and uncles assisted biological parents, including assisting efforts to pass on religious values, but her emphasis on biological parenting leads her to interpret aunts, uncles, and others in light of nuclear families, and so she casts them in secondary roles.83

In considering how women engaged in religious communities beyond the nuclear family and localised settings, my research also highlights the geographical scope of women’s engagement in spiritual communities. Tracing familial and literary patterns shows women’s roles as conduits of belief and culture far beyond the home. For example, my research shows aunts and single women driving important literary interactions that were designed to guide the religious education of a younger generation, and these literary

interactions often transpired through the post. Women’s manuscripts also demonstrate how literary interactions through the post were often augmented by travel and visits. Katherine Turner shows that the grand tour undertaken by men is not representative of eighteenth-century travel, but that travel had other, more diverse meanings, particularly for women.84 One of the meanings of women’s travelling was jointly spiritual and relational. Historians who have studied women’s activities as preachers have observed the tensions that sometimes emerged for women preachers, as their responsibilities as wives and mothers did not easily harmonise with their religious call to travel and preach.85 Rather than generating tensions, however, my research demonstrates that women’s travel in the cause of religion was sometimes actively propelled by kinship and friendship ties.

I have chosen to describe the defining communities to which my subjects belonged as ‘communities’ rather than ‘networks’ because this more closely reflects language they used themselves. When Mary Steele composed a letter requesting admission to her local Baptist church, she wrote of her desire to be received ‘into yr Community’.86 At the same time, the word community is suggestive of close relationship between individuals who knew, loved, and trusted each other, rather than the functional exchange of ideas implied by larger, more complex, and less affectionate networks. Community also has religious connotations (convents are religious communities, and the ‘communion of saints’ designates the Christian church across space and time), wherein

86 Mary Steele to Broughton Baptist Church, [1795]. AL, STE 5/9/6.
members engage in a common life based on shared beliefs and practices. Finally, and not insignificantly, the language of community makes explicit the practice of communication that transpires between members, thus evoking the intimate and informal literary interactions that are at the heart of this thesis.87

Women’s ‘work of kin’

My analysis of women’s literary interactions resonates with Amanda Vickery’s assessment that the ‘well-turned letter’ of an eighteenth-century woman became a performance in a ‘longstanding female work of kin’.88 However, where Vickery associates this literary engagement with women’s access to ‘worldly exchange and debate….a world far beyond the boundaries of their parish’, I ask how correspondence and other informal literary interactions enabled women to participate in the religious regeneration of their families, broadly conceived, including across time and distance.89 Such writing was not a one-way means of relaying religious doctrine or precept, but was dialogic, experiential, and personal.

Vickery is not alone in regarding the ‘work of kin’ as uniquely feminine. In his study of aunts and uncles, Robert Milardo refers to women as ‘kin-keepers’ on account of their distinctive efforts to perpetuate and strengthen relations between kin.90 Comparably, Christopher Johnson and David Warren Sabean identify a ‘small army of relatives’ whose ‘officers’ were sisters, mothers, and aunts who actively knit together family members

87 On letters playing out the etymological connections between communion, communication, and community, see Clare Brant, *Eighteenth-Century Letters and British Culture* (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2006), 313.
89 Ibid.
through letter and visit. In her study of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Quakers, Sandra Stanley Holton argues that women played crucial roles in binding together kinship networks through writing, adding that women’s activities in this regard extended beyond the act of writing to that of creating and preserving family archives. The archives used here likewise show a greater tendency on the part of women to forge emotional bonds through literary exchange and manuscript preservation, and to use personal writings in the generational transmission of meaning and culture. While the subjects of Holton’s research are Quakers, her discussion turns more on their political and emotional connections than on an in depth engagement with their religious beliefs. Here I build on Holton’s work to explore the spiritual dimensions of women’s ‘work of kin’.

Women and men

This thesis is primarily concerned with women’s spiritual lives and manuscript cultures but it does not disregard the presence of men in religious communities. It thus challenges gendered interpretations of women’s sociability that focus on the gynosocial, for rather than exposing a hermetically sealed feminine world, my research shows women living alongside and interacting with men. The men with whom my subjects interacted include brothers and friends, relationships that are frequently overshadowed in historiographies by those with husbands and fathers. My subjects also interacted with prominent religious
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leaders such as John Wesley and Thomas Secker, who are here illuminated in fresh ways. Rather than highlighting these men’s public roles and activities by focusing on treatises, sermons, and other official writings, my use of personal correspondence and diaries reveals them as friends and pseudo-parental figures.

While men and their writings feature in my analysis, the greater attention is given to women and their writings. This imbalance reflects the nature of the archives I have used, in which women’s personal writings outnumber men’s. Anne Steele’s manuscripts, for example, are preserved in a vast, multi-generational family archive in which the literary presence of women far surpasses that of men. Neither did the men in Ann Bolton’s and Catherine Talbot’s circles use diaries and letters in the same way as the women analysed here. Or if they did, their writings have not survived, which may suggest that women’s writings had a unique posthumous meaning. The sources used thus suggest the presence of a female spiritual practice. They also, however, limit the ability to make gendered comparisons. Additional research would be required to offer a detailed comparison of men’s and women’s distinctive uses of personal writings in the manner under consideration here.

Subjects and Sources
A series of interweaving case studies are used to analyse the manuscript cultures of eighteenth-century women and, through those manuscript cultures, women’s spiritual lives. The thesis focuses on Catherine Talbot (1721–70), Anne Steele (1717–78), and Ann Bolton (1743–1822), and on their friendship and family circles. Talbot, Steele, and Bolton left extensive personal archives that illuminate a particular kind of interactive writing that functioned in personal and social ways within spiritual communities.
Moreover, their surviving manuscripts are complemented by the extant personal papers of friends and family, making it possible to consider their lives within their social and spiritual communities and to analyse the manner in which personal writings functioned within those communities. These women were key figures in their religious and social worlds and provide a window into a central and neglected aspect of their religious and literary cultures.

The case studies approach I employ allows for historical specificity and complexity, acknowledging the ‘unpredictable variety of private experience’ described by Amanda Vickery.94 Alongside denominational distinctions I attend to differences in socioeconomic status, location, and friendship and kinship patterns. Since I am concerned with the ways in which personal writings functioned both individually and communally, this thesis considers Bolton, Steele, and Talbot within their religious communities. It is a multilayered discussion that is simultaneously historical, literary, and theological, while in some ways also a work of collective biography. Biographical details for persons within these communities are included in Appendix 1, which should assist the reader in navigating the many names included in the discussion that follows. As well, in order to trace the generational transmission of spiritual and literary legacies it was necessary to assemble family trees, which are included in Appendix 2. Biographical sketches and family trees included in these appendices have been reconstructed from a wide range of material, including letters, diaries, church books, and antiquarian sources. It is hoped they will be of value to historians and literary scholars. Before turning to the main discussion, in this section I introduce the three principal subjects whom I have chosen as the hubs of their social and spiritual circles, offering a summary of their respective lives and writings,

94 Vickery, ‘Golden Age to Separate Spheres?’ 390.
and considering them within the context of the emotional, spiritual, and intellectual communities that sustained them. While all of my primary subjects published during their lifetimes, this thesis is concerned more specifically with their manuscript writings. Here I also introduce the rich and highly textured archives used in my analysis, some of which have not previously been used. Throughout the thesis, original spelling and punctuation have been retained in order to illuminate differences in education, and I have used [sic] sparingly to avoid interruptions. All emphases in transcriptions and quotations are in originals, and all translations are my own.

*Catherine Talbot*

Catherine Talbot (1721–70) (see Figure 1) had an eminent Anglican genealogy and was raised in the heart of the Established Church. She was the only child of Edward Talbot and Mary Talbot, who both came from ecclesiastical families. Her father was Archdeacon of Berkshire when he died five months before she was born, after which she and her mother were taken into the household of Thomas and Catherine Secker. Thomas Secker considered Talbot ‘instead of a child to my wife and me’, and he, together with Martin Benson (who was Bishop of Gloucester as well as Catherine Secker’s brother), supervised Talbot’s broad and comprehensive education.95 Talbot lived for most of her life in ecclesiastical homes and palaces, for she accompanied Secker when he advanced through various bishoprics and eventually became Archbishop of Canterbury. Her life was comfortable and privileged, and she spent her days reading, painting, writing, and in

---

a relentless round of visits. More than the other women considered in this thesis, Talbot’s life was patterned after the social expectations of politeness. Her summers were spent happily in the country at Cuddesdon and the winters (or ‘seasons’) she spent in London where she attended the theatre and other social events. She professed to prefer the quiet life of Cuddesdon:

Shew & Gayety is not my business in Town….Upon the whole a quiet Life like mine is better for me than any Other, both for my health & my turn of Mind, & I will take Care that it shall not be a dull or a dronish one.97

Talbot was thoroughly committed to the Anglican Church. She attended St Paul’s when in London, referring to it affectionately as ‘notre chere Cathédrale’, and taking particular delight in the choir music.98 She was often unwell and was grieved when illness prevented her from attending services on account of the cold cathedral air, and was
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96 Catherine Talbot miniature by Christian Friedrich Zincke, private collection.
97 Catherine Talbot reflection, undated. Beinecke, OSB 53/xiii.
98 St Paul’s was ‘our beloved Cathedral’. Catherine Talbot diary, 23 December 1753. BL, Add. 46688.
delighted when she was able to return.99 Talbot never married, but lived with her mother for her entire life along with, during their lifetimes, Thomas and Catherine Secker.

Talbot’s social and religious worlds were complex and overlapping, yet depending on their interests, scholars have tended to consider her in terms of one sole community or another. Talbot’s close friendship with Elizabeth Carter and her association with Elizabeth Montagu, together with her own literary activity, have led scholars of the bluestocking circle to interpret her primarily in terms of her intellectual life and literary output.100 This accounts for her most common inclusion in historical and literary scholarship, though her ‘failure’ to publish a great deal during her lifetime has resulted in her being considered something of a disappointing bluestocking.101 But this is to judge her in terms she would not have recognised, for there was no clear membership in a bluestocking circle in the eighteenth century, nor is ‘bluestocking’ an appellation that can be assigned uncomplicatedly today. Emma Major argues that ‘bluestocking’, as it bridges eighteenth-century letters and modern critical debate, and spans single-sex friendship and mixed sociability, is ‘a term that needs further honing’.102 Talbot’s inclusion in this indistinct society seems to stem from her relationships with particular persons, for her diary and letters do not indicate that she attended the salon gatherings that might more clearly define her membership. In observing her not primarily as a bluestocking, this thesis casts fresh light on her (including by considering manuscripts in ecclesiastical

99 Catherine Talbot to Eliza Berkeley, 4 January 1763. BL, Add. 39311.
101 Zuk, for example, describes Talbot as ‘notorious’ for not publishing very much. Zuk, ed., Catherine Talbot and Hester Chapone, 3. See also Myers, Bluestocking Circle, Ch. 8: “A Buried Talent”: The Writings of Catherine Talbot.
archives, as discussed below), while it simultaneously makes new enquiries into the bluestocking circle. Talbot was also connected with aristocratic circles through her friendships with the Yorke and Grey families, and as such has been studied in terms of elite women’s intellectual lives. Recently, her close associations with ecclesiastical circles have also been observed, although as with other Anglican women, as mentioned earlier, again primarily in terms of her literary activity. I do not limit myself to one of these circles, but instead survey Talbot’s surviving personal writings to allow particularly significant relationships and interrelationships to present themselves. Some of these relationships have not been discussed previously.

Talbot wrote from an early age and as a young girl achieved a reputation as a prodigy owing to her poems and letters circulating in manuscript. Later in life she wrote essays that were published posthumously as Reflections on the Seven Days of the Week (1770) and Essays on Various Subjects (1772). Reflections in particular was enormously popular, selling 25,000 copies in thirty-five editions well into the nineteenth century. Her personal writings have never been considered in their entirety, and some manuscripts are analysed here for the first time. The bulk of her diary and her surviving correspondence with the Berkeley family form part of the Berkeley Collection at the British Library. Also at the British Library are assorted letters to aristocrats and clergy. Correspondence with Thomas Secker and members of his extended family, as
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104 Staves, ‘Church of England Clergy and Women Writers,’ 81-103; Clarke, ‘Bluestocking Fictions,’ 460-473.
105 Myers, Bluestocking Circle, 207; Zuk, ed., Catherine Talbot and Hester Chapone, 4.
106 Clarke, ‘Bluestocking Fictions,’ 460, 472 n. 2.
107 BL, Add. 39311, 39312, 39316, 46688, 46690.
108 BL, Add. 4291, 4319, 4475, 19684, 19689, 35597, 35607, 35608, 35636, 35639, 39311.
well as other ecclesiastical correspondence, are archived at Lambeth Palace Library.\textsuperscript{109} And at the Bedfordshire and Luton Archive and Record Service are kept a smaller portion of her diary as well as correspondence with the Yorke family and other aristocrats.\textsuperscript{110} These materials have previously been used, usually separately, by literary scholars. At Alnwick Castle, letters from Talbot to Frances Seymour, then the Duchess of Somerset, have not previously been used in discussions of Talbot or the Duchess.\textsuperscript{111} Other letters, primarily to clergy and family, are preserved at the Beinecke Library at Yale University and similarly have not been drawn on in studies of her life and work.\textsuperscript{112} A few letters also form part of the Montagu Collection at the Huntington Library in San Marino, California.\textsuperscript{113} Fresh interpretations of Talbot’s spiritual life and her engagement in religious communities are enabled through my reading of these materials alongside each other.

\textit{Anne Steele}

Anne Steele (1717–78) was born in the village of Broughton, in Hampshire, into a family that was well established in the Baptist church. By the eighteenth century, the Steeles had been Particular Baptists for several generations, and members of various branches of the family had been and continued to be involved in its leadership.\textsuperscript{114} Her father and great uncle between them supplied the pulpit of the Broughton Baptist Church for seventy

\begin{footnotes}
\footnotetext[109]{LPL, 1349, 1719, 2872.}
\footnotetext[110]{BLARS, L30/9, L30/21, L31/106.}
\footnotetext[111]{DNP 31.}
\footnotetext[112]{Beinecke, OSB c.22, 53.}
\footnotetext[113]{HL, MO 5139, 5140.}
\footnotetext[114]{Particular Baptists were Calvinistic in theology, believing that Christ died for the elect, while General Baptists were Arminian, believing that Christ’s death was for all. Roger Hayden traces distinctions in these communities in Roger Hayden, \textit{English Baptist History and Heritage}, 2nd ed. (Didcot: Baptist Union of Great Britain, 2005). On the Steele family’s early activities in the Baptist church in Hampshire and Wiltshire, see J. R. Broome, \textit{A Bruised Reed: Anne Steele: Her Life and Times} (Harpenden, UK: Gospel Standard Trust Publications, 2007), 13-50.}
\end{footnotes}
years. Her father and, later, her brother were also successful timber merchants, and by the mid-eighteenth century the Steeles had achieved sufficient wealth to become the wealthiest family in the neighbourhood as well as the primary financial backers of the Broughton Baptist Church. They were thus spiritually and financially at the heart of their religious community. In the period covered by this thesis, the Steeles were moving into a higher social stratum, and their personal papers disclose their attempts to negotiate a new world of provincial politeness. Steele lived a life of considerable comfort, though without the same social privilege as Talbot. And while Talbot’s social and spiritual worlds were complex and overlapping, Steele’s were comprised primarily of a close family circle and her local Baptist church. She was devoted to her family, and often recorded walking in the gardens near her family home or writing poetry within a familial setting. Never marrying, Steele lived with her parents and later her brother for her entire life.

The Steeles were a remarkably literary family, and from a young age Steele wrote verse on both familial and religious themes. As she aged, she also began to compose hymns, some of which were sung in the Broughton Baptist Church. In 1760, at the age of forty-three, she published two volumes of her hymns and poems as *Poems on Subjects*
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115 Henry Steele was minister of the Broughton Baptist Church from 1699 until his death in 1739. His nephew William Steele assisted him from 1708 and assumed the role of minister upon Henry Steele’s death, continuing to serve in this capacity until his own death in 1769.


117 Evidence of this early local use of Steele’s hymns is found in her stepmother’s diary, wherein are pinned transcriptions of Steele’s hymns along with the dates they were sung. For example, Anne Cator Steele diary, March 1750. AL, STE 2/1/2.
Chiefly Devotional, by Theodosia. A selection of her hymns was also published in Caleb Evans and John Ash’s *A Collection of Hymns Adapted to Public Worship* (1769), which had a wide use in Baptist churches at the time. The publication of her verse contributed to her growing public reputation, and her personal papers confirm that ministers and others began to correspond with her and visit her at Broughton. Hymns were only one genre for Steele’s religious expression, however, for she also wrote poems on a wide range of subjects, many of which illuminate her spiritual life and social world. And she wrote letters to friends and family, some of which have been retained in the Steele family archive. This large, multi-generational archive is preserved at the Angus Library at Regent’s Park College in Oxford. Other, related manuscript materials that are used in this thesis are likewise preserved at the Angus Library, the Bodleian Library, and the British Library.

Unsurprisingly, Steele has been studied almost exclusively as a writer of hymns. In his authoritative *The English Hymn* (1999), J. R. Watson designates her as ‘the first major woman hymn-writer’, while Margaret Maison notes how she has been hailed as the ‘mother’ of the English hymn. Until recent years, most treatments of her were cursory, noting her popularity as a hymn-writer well into the nineteenth century. They were also hagiographical, recycling the sensational and sentimental story of her fiancé’s death by
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119 Of the 412 hymns in Ash and Evans’s collection, 62 were by Steele. The collection was popular, reaching an eighth edition in 1801.
120 AL, Steele Collection.
121 AL, Attwater Papers; Bodl., Reeves Collection; BL, M468.
drowning on the eve of their wedding. The story cannot be substantiated, yet it has stimulated a persistent and unifying interpretation of her hymnody: what is perceived as a melancholy tone in her hymns has often been attributed to her inability to recover from the emotional shock and romantic disappointment of her fiancé’s death.  

Marjorie Reeves, a descendent of one of the branches of the Steele family and the inheritor of some of the manuscripts analysed here, used the papers then in her possession to reconstruct the lives of parts of the family, though not that of Anne Steele and her immediate family. J. R. Broome’s 2007 biography of Steele was the first thorough reconstruction of her life and context using the family’s manuscripts, and my own 2008 study was the first book-length examination of her hymns. Timothy Whelan has recently edited a critical edition of Steele’s manuscripts, alongside the manuscripts of other nonconformist women writers, in an eight-volume collection. The emphasis of this collection is on women’s activities as writers. Here I draw on a range of archival material to consider Steele not primarily as popular hymn-writer or poet, instead focusing on her spiritual life and her commitment to and engagement in interwoven familial and religious communities.

---


125 Broome, Bruised Reed; Cynthia Aalders, To Express the Ineffable: The Hymns and Spirituality of Anne Steele (Milton Keynes: Paternoster, 2008).

Ann Bolton

Ann Bolton (1743–1822) (see Figure 2) was born in Witney, Oxfordshire, and spent most of her long life living either there or in the nearby village of Finstock. Her father was a baker or a brewer, her brother a farmer, and she was often drawn into their worlds of work, helping to organise their finances and representing them in business matters when they were ill or absent. She carried a higher level of fiscal responsibility and work-related anxiety than either Talbot or Steele. This range of socioeconomic experience allows me to ask how social factors influenced spiritual and literary interactions, and to observe continuities in such interactions across social strata. Belonging to a lower social stratum, with considerably more demands on her time, Bolton did not habitually record the pleasures of walking, painting, and writing poetry or reading within a close family circle. Rather, she recorded working and worrying about money, caring for her elderly parents and other family members, and attendance at a ceaseless round of Methodist events. She alternately lived with her parents and her brother until she married George Conibeere at the age of forty-eight.

The pattern of Bolton’s participation in social and religious communities has two phases, and the transition between them was gradual. The first phase is notable for its social fracturing. Bolton’s conversion to Methodism at the age of nineteen began with a fragmenting of her social world and an attraction to a new community. She was the first member of her family to convert, and her parents and other relatives responded with fear and anxiety about her new association with disreputable ‘enthusiasts’. Her parents cast her out of the house, and Bolton turned with expectation to the local Methodist society, writing, ‘my delight was to be in their company for I believe they were walking in the
path to heaven & my desire was to go with them’. It is this pattern of social fracturing and reconstruction that has led historians such as Gail Malmgreen to write that for the dislocated and disinherited, Methodism could supply a surrogate family. In contrast, the second phase of Bolton’s social and religious engagement demonstrates a remarkable consolidation that is not often observed in Methodist historiography. In time most members of her family would likewise convert to Methodism, and as her association with the Witney Methodist Society strengthened she became deeply involved in a tight local community. Yet the Methodist network she participated in went well beyond the local, and the ties that bound her to other Methodists were not only religious. She was connected through marriage and business interests to a number of Methodist families,
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127 Ann Bolton c. 1791, private collection.
129 Malmgreen, ‘Domestic Discords,’ 59.
including the Scudamores, Freeburys, and Arundells, who lived in close proximity to each other and to the Methodist Chapel at Stroud, Gloucestershire. Bolton was also related through marriage to the Edens and Wards—Methodist families who lived, respectively, at Broad Marston, Worcestershire and Oxhill, Warwickshire. Her Methodist identity was located in belonging to an expansive new world in which friendship, marriage, and business overlapped closely with religious affiliation.

Bolton’s writing life appears to have begun with her conversion to Methodism. Her earliest preserved piece of writing is a conversion experience labelled ‘A Bolton’s first experience 1762’ (see Figure 3). This narrative recounts events from 1762, when she first heard a Methodist preacher, until September 1764, a year after she joined the Witney society. Other conversion narratives survive, both as discrete documents and embedded in her diary and correspondence. She also wrote letters, recorded sermon notes, and kept commonplace books. But the largest document in Bolton’s personal papers is a diary that she kept for a significant part of her life: the first extant entries are for April 1769, written during a period of increasing spiritual seriousness, and the final entries were written during a visit to Mary Fletcher at Madeley, Shropshire in July 1797. In the intervening years she amassed a vast and complex diary record, almost 1,300 manuscript pages of which are extant. The diary survives in nearly a hundred fragments, from notebooks to torn sheets (most of which were incompletely dated), and I had to reconstruct it carefully, using both internal and material evidence, before it could be used in the discussion that follows. It is hoped that the restored diary will make a substantive contribution to Methodist scholarship. For a description of this reconstructive process, see Appendix 3.

130 Stroud deeds. GA, D7824/1 (1700-1952).
The vast majority of Bolton’s manuscripts—including her diary, many of her letters, and some miscellaneous documents—remain in private hands. Other correspondence, both to and from Bolton, is preserved at the John Rylands Library in Manchester. Additional letters are scattered singly throughout Britain and beyond. My emphasis on the use of women’s personal writings within spiritual communities led me to additional papers, including the correspondence of the Ward family (Bolton’s friends living at Oxhill, Warwickshire), which is archived at Warwickshire Record
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133 Vanessa, Lady Bolton, of Pudlicote, Oxfordshire, is in possession of most of Bolton’s personal papers. Anne Bolton Logue, of London, owns additional correspondence. And Nancy Rycroft, of Stainland, Yorkshire, has in her possession related manuscripts, including the diary of Elizabeth Bolton, written in the next generation. For details see Bibliography.
Office. The majority of Bolton’s personal papers and the related manuscripts mentioned here have been used minimally or not at all, and never collectively.

Amongst Methodist historians, Bolton is well known as a long-term correspondent of John Wesley. In fact, at 116 letters, there are more letters extant from Wesley to Bolton than to any other of his correspondents; thirty-one of these letters, which are used in this thesis, remain in private hands. Yet since she is typically mentioned only with reference to Wesley, she has not been the subject of significant analysis in her own right. Maldwyn Edwards, in *My Dear Sister: The Story of John Wesley and the Women in His Life* (1980), includes a chapter on ‘the dependable Ann’. John Banks’s longer work is titled ‘Nancy Nancy’ (1984), an allusion to Wesley’s affectionate address in his letters to her. In most works on Methodism she is referred to only in passing. This is partly because her life did not conform to the narratives of female empowerment that have long dominated Methodist women’s historiography, with its emphasis on preaching. But it is also due to the lack of access to her personal papers, the majority of which are used here for the first time. Bolton’s personal papers are substantial and provide significant opportunity for fresh appraisals of the literary cultures, social interactions, and spiritual lives of Methodist women.

**Structure**

The structure of this thesis is shaped by my overarching argument that women used informal literary interactions within personal relationships to stimulate religious belief in
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136 WRO, Ward Family Papers.
137 Pudl., 4/7; one letter is owned by Michael Davies, a member of the extended Bolton family (for a copy, see Stain.).
others, and that their writings continued to have spiritual effect within religious communities after the death of their authors. Chapters Two through Four follow a parallel format: each chapter combines an examination of a particularly significant relationship, a mode of literary interaction, and a spiritual theme, thus asking questions about who participated in the literary interaction under consideration, how that encounter proceeded, and what they discussed and believed. The spiritual themes chosen—resignation, spiritual assurance, and holy living—enable me to draw out denominational distinctions in belief while also demonstrating that different religious cultures engaged common ideas, though in distinct ways. Analysing such themes across a denominational spectrum allows for a more nuanced understanding of eighteenth-century English religion than possible when considering denominations in isolation.

Chapter Two explores the theme of spiritual friendship. It focuses on literary interactions between peers, asking how women used letters, diaries, and poetry to encourage each other in their spiritual lives. While scholarship on women’s spiritual friendship has tended to focus on the capacity of friendship to facilitate public activity, my focus is more internal: I analyse the manner in which friendship enabled a deepening of personal commitment to religious communities and a clarification of spiritual identities. I frame my discussion of spiritual friendship under three subthemes: I highlight sibling and friendship relationships, probing the flexible and overlapping boundaries between such relationships; I ask how religious women conceived of their literary interactions as conversation, and give particular attention to poetic exchange as a mode of literary interaction; and I focus on resignation, a common religious theme in the period, though one with different resonances and meanings, as a way of beginning to draw out denominational distinctions and to identify commonalities between religious cultures.
Chapter Three explores the hidden ways in which women acted as spiritual elders in religious communities. It is concerned with literary interactions across generations and focuses on the relationships of women with those they considered to be more advanced in the spiritual life, and to whom they turned in their efforts to develop a more mature faith. I ask how women were mentored through the exchange of letters, diaries, and poetry, and discuss how those mentorship relationships were purposefully sought out and nurtured. The chapter explores the idea of spiritual fatherhood and motherhood, relationships that often were formed outside the nuclear family and frequently at a distance, thus relying on travel and the post to facilitate connection. The discussion is organised around three subthemes: I analyse women’s relationships with parents and elders, and give special focus to the constructive, and overlooked, contributions of older women in religious cultures; I explore the practice of spiritual direction as it was performed through correspondence in particular; and I discuss the varied meanings of spiritual assurance within different denominational and cultural contexts.

Chapter Four analyses the extensive and often hidden efforts to communicate religious ideals and ideas to much-loved children. It thus also focuses on inter-generational relationships, asking how women used letters, diaries, and poetry to model religious belief, expression, and practice to children. Again pressing beyond the boundaries of nuclear families, the chapter examines how women thought of younger friends and more distant family members as their spiritual children, and argues that women’s instruction through personal writings played an important role in the transmission of faith to a younger generation. The discussion is organised around three subthemes: I highlight the significant and often hidden contributions of single women and aunts to the spiritual instruction of a younger generation; I explore how women educated
younger friends and family through manuscript cultures, giving particular attention to religious training through diaries; and I discuss the theme of holy living, especially with regard to the use of time and the establishment of daily routines, as I continue to explore denominational distinctiveness and commonalities.

Chapter Five extends the discussion beyond contemporary relationships to ask how women’s manuscripts functioned as spiritual legacies within religious communities after their authors had died. In writing to others about their faith, women were not only working out contemporary religious identities, personally and communally, but were producing a textual record of their theological ideas and spiritual experience that was preserved. In some instances, authors intentionally and self-consciously bequeathed manuscripts to family members with expressed hopes that their personal writings would bear spiritual fruit in the lives of others. In others, manuscripts were preserved in domestic archives and became the subject of reflection in later manuscripts, thus producing a complex generational layering of religious writing. Such manuscripts became a collage of a group’s religious identity over generations. More than personal memory, women’s arguably ‘private’ writings also acted in important ways as communal memory, guiding and shaping religious communities long after death.

This is not an account of women overcoming social or religious constraints to engage public fields of education or philanthropy, nor of women nobly performing often overlooked roles within the home. Rather, it offers fresh perspective on the presence and participation of women in religious cultures by attending closely to their activities as writers within close, personal relationships. Motivated by deep faith, love for others, and a powerful impulse to write, Catherine Talbot, Anne Steele, and Ann Bolton performed personal and communal acts of devotion when they put pen to paper. An analysis of
women’s manuscript cultures across denominations shows women actively involved in processes of self-examination and self-expression by which they, in effect, wrote themselves. Yet it also demonstrates their vital and neglected activities in writing religious communities.
Chapter 2

‘To do my soul good by religious conversation’:
The Encouragement of Spiritual Friends

…will you not favor me with a visit this summer I think you could not come at a time when I more need the conversation and advice of a spiritual friend… 140

When Nancy Overbury (fl. 1800) wrote to her friend Mary Whitaker (1773–1800) late in the century and invited her to visit her at Tetbury, Gloucestershire, she felt in need of spiritual support. Overbury was born into a family with a long history in the Baptist church: in 1750 Nathaniel Overbury had been minister in the Baptist church at Tetbury, the family had been key contributors to the building of a new chapel in 1779, and they continued to worship there.141 Nancy Overbury looked particularly to her aunt Hannah for religious guidance, but Overbury wrote that a family dispute had prompted her father to ‘lay his commands’ on her ‘not to visit her [aunt] lest she should prejudice my mind’.142 Overbury continued to attend the Baptist church with her father, but she felt the ‘great loss’ of her aunt’s spiritual influence ‘very soberly’. This was the context in which she wrote to Whitaker, a member of another longstanding Baptist family at Bratton, Wiltshire, to suggest a visit during which they might speak on spiritual subjects. Whitaker was unable to travel the thirty miles to Tetbury, and so the two young women devised an

140 Nancy Overbury to Mary Whitaker, undated, but late eighteenth century. Bodl., Reeves Collection 22/6.
142 Nancy Overbury to Mary Whitaker, undated, but late eighteenth century. Bodl., Reeves Collection 22/6.
intentional and regular correspondence in which they encouraged each other to live thoughtful and serious religious lives. Overbury later wrote:

> With great pleasure I begin a correspondence with my dear Miss Whitaker and oh may it be for our mutual edification may the blessed spirit of all grace direct us to write only such things as shall tend to quicken each other that we may run the way of Religion with greater vigour and delight…\(^{143}\)

This chapter analyses the rich variety of spiritual friendship enacted within intra-generational relationships and asks how women within a peer group, such as Nancy Overbury and Mary Whitaker, used letters, diaries, and other personal writings to learn religious belief and life together. While historians have observed the importance of women’s friendship in supporting public activity, including religious activity, friends also played important and underacknowledged roles in supporting a more personal, interior faith. Taking a broad view of such friendships, this chapter notes especially the porous relational boundaries between friends and siblings, and observes the possibilities for spiritual friendship between women as well as between women and men. It focuses in particular on the mutuality of such relationships (Overbury’s ‘mutual edification’) and considers literary interactions as ‘conversation’, a term that highlights the personal and interactive nature of such encounters. Friends often turned to each other during distressing circumstances, when various cultural voices urged their resignation to illness or death. More than a cultural trope, resignation was a religious directive and is here analysed as a subject of conversation between spiritual friends of various denominational commitments. When analysed as acts of spiritual friendship, women’s literary interactions illuminate one of the hidden ways in which women constituted religious communities, for these informal literary encounters helped women not only to think

\(^{143}\) Nancy Overbury to Mary Whitaker, undated (6 November), but late eighteenth century. Bodl., Reeves Collection 22/6.
through religious ideas and personal faith commitments, but to articulate what they believed and so guide friends’ responses to suffering within diverse religious communities.

Friends and Siblings

Varieties of spiritual friendship

In 1773, when Anne Steele was ill and confined to her room in Broughton, Hampshire, her niece Mary, then twenty years old, attended her with great concern. Mary Steele (1753–1813) was distressed by her much-loved aunt’s illness and felt powerless to help. In a poem addressed to her friend Jane Attwater (1753–1843) she wrote sadly of how she bent ‘hopeless o’er the Bed of pain’. 144 She hoped that Attwater would help her to respond with resignation, that ‘Heavenly Guest’ with its power to ‘soothe the Sorrows of the human Breast’. She wrote:

…teach my woe worn Mind
   These Heaven-descended Visitants to find
   Teach me that happy calm thy Bosem knows
   That views with equal Eye Lifes Joys & Woes…
   With friendly aim direct my erring Mind
   To soar with Thee to pleasures all refin’d…

Having written her poem, Mary Steele signed and addressed it, and sent it to Attwater, who lived fifteen miles distant at Bodenham, near Salisbury. Attwater’s response came in a long and sympathetic letter, dense with religious advice and interspersed with poetry:

   For you my friend the ardent pray’r shall rise
   May heaven indulgent hear a suppliants cries145

Members of the same extended Baptist family since they were born within weeks of each other in 1753, Jane Attwater and Mary Steele were also dearest friends. Their literary

144 Mary Steele, ‘To Myrtilla 1773’. AL, STE 5/5/iv.
145 Jane Attwater to Mary Steele, 5 May 1773. AL, Attwater Papers, acc. 76, II.B.2(b).
interaction on this occasion indicates how their familial and affectionate relationship was
also a spiritual friendship, as they helped each other respond to anxiety and grief with
appropriate religious perspective. It also suggests the complexities and varieties of such
friendship, wherein diverse forms of sociability were often interwoven.

As mentioned, historians and literary scholars have tended to interpret the
significance of women’s friendship in terms of support for public activities.146 Thus in her
study of the bluestocking circle, Sylvia Harcstark Myers credits women’s friendships
with providing the ‘supporting structure’ necessary for intellectual women to live a ‘life
of the mind’.147 A comparable trend can be observed in studies of religious women’s
friendships: Sandra Stanley Holton shows how friendship provided the psychological
support necessary to Quaker women embarking on unconventional paths, such as political
engagement;148 Sheila Wright argues that friendship supplied Quaker women ministers
with emotional support not supplied by their husbands;149 Phyllis Mack attributes the
capacity of the Methodist Mary Fletcher to manage an orphanage and home for
impoverished women to her friendship with Sarah Ryan;150 and Sarah Prescott

---

146 There is an extensive literature on women’s friendships in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. See,
for example, Smith-Rosenberg, ‘Female World of Love and Ritual,’ 1-29; Lillian Faderman, Surpassing the
Love of Men: Romantic Friendship and Love between Women from the Renaissance to the Present (New
York: Morrow, 1981); Irene Q. Brown, ‘Domesticity, Feminism, and Friendship: Female Aristocratic
‘Dynamics of Female Friendship in the Later Eighteenth Century,’ Nineteenth-Century Contexts 23, no. 2
(2001): 221-240; Patricia Crawford, ‘Friendship and Love between Women in Early Modern England,’ in
Venus and Mars: Engendering Love and War in Medieval and Early Modern Europe, ed. A. Lynch and P.
Maddern (Perth: University of Western Australia Press, 1995), 47-61; Heather King, “‘Nay, Then ’Tis Past
Jesting’: Piety and Female Friendship in Catharine Trotter’s Love at a Loss,” in The Pious Sex: Essays on
Women and Religion in the History of Political Thought, ed. Andrea Radasnu (Lanham, MD: Lexington
Books, 2010), 127-148. On eighteenth-century friendship more broadly, see Naomi Tadmor, Family and

147 Myers, Bluestocking Circle, 2.


149 Wright, “‘Every Good Woman Needs a Companion of Her Own Sex’”, 89-104.

150 Mack, Heart Religion in the British Enlightenment, 157-163. On Fletcher and Ryan’s collaborative
friendship, see also Joanna Cruickshank, “‘Friend of My Soul’: Constructing Spiritual Friendship in the
demonstrates how friendship enabled religious women’s intellectual engagement and sometimes facilitated publication. Notwithstanding the importance of female encouragement in supporting women in these ways, here friendship is examined in terms of its encouragement of religious belief and interiority.

Spiritual friendship had a plurality of meanings that spanned religious affiliation, social alliance, and affectionate ties. This is quickly apparent in Methodist life writings, which refer to some friends as those provided through formal religious structures and to others as those chosen personally. Historians of Methodism have tended to emphasise the first kind of friendship, interpreting Methodist sociability in terms of its official connectional polity. John Wigger thus refers to the ‘social principle’ that undergirded Methodism’s elaborate ecclesiological structure, and David Lowes Watson describes bands and classes as mutually supportive of ‘intimate fellowship’ and ‘spiritual growth’. Membership in bands and classes provided a sense of belonging to a community drawn together by common beliefs and experiences and supported by formalised affiliations that encouraged openness and honesty, and these official Methodist connections were frequently expressed in terms of friendship. Thus Ann Bolton often referred to those Methodists with whom she had official connection as friends, as in, ‘a friend of our Society’ or ‘in meeting my band I had sweet fellowship with my friends’. Or again, when she met for prayer and conversation with her ‘Friend

Mrs Robinson’ in 1777, she wrote in her diary, ‘Our Souls seem’d sweetly knit together in the bond of unity & love.’

Opposition from those outside the Methodist community enhanced such intimacy. Many early Methodists faced tensions within their natal families and so turned for understanding and acceptance to fellow Methodists. This was certainly the experience of Bolton who, after converting to Methodism in 1763, wrote that her ‘enemies’ (whom she identified as ‘my neibours…my parants…my relation & aquaintance’) were ‘very powerfull’ in pressuring her to abandon Methodism. She found comfort and acceptance in the Witney Methodist Society. Such opposition to Methodist beliefs was felt beyond home and family. Feared as religious ‘enthusiasts’ who threatened political, religious, and social stability, Methodists experienced prejudice from mobs attacking itinerant preachers, in popular prints satirising Methodist ‘enthusiasm’, and through verbal and physical assaults made on individuals. In 1771 Bolton wrote to Sukey Smith, recounting the story of a young woman in her band who was accosted by a man who used ‘abusive language swearing she was a Methodist & yt he would kill her’. He pulled a weapon from his coat and moved to stab her, but the position of her stays prevented the knife from entering and the woman escaped with her life and a beating that left her ‘exceedingly black for some time’. Under such circumstances, Methodists would understandably be drawn together.

155 Malmgreen, ‘Domestic Discords,’ 55-70; Lawrence, One Family under God, Ch. 2: ‘Loosening the Bonds of Family and Society’.
From her conversion, Bolton participated faithfully in her local Methodist society and its attendant bands and classes, yet it is clear that her band and class did not meet her need for religious friendship. In fact, formal relationships of this kind were sometimes strained. In late 1782 she wrote in her diary that ‘one that I meet w’th in Class much tried my humility & love’, and by early 1783 she was troubled by ongoing friction with Mrs Endol, with whom she co-led a class.\textsuperscript{161} She wrote in her diary, ‘I needed more of that Love that bears all Things…and more of that true genuine Humility that lays the Soul at the Feet of every one’.\textsuperscript{162} Such frustration with their relationship was not only personal, for she was concerned that the difficult relationship between her and Endol would harm those under their care: she did not wish to ‘hurt…any feeble Lamb I earnestly wish tenderly to lead’.\textsuperscript{163} Nearly a year later things were unimproved, and she continued to pray that their ‘union in spirit & in our Lords work might be perfected’.\textsuperscript{164}

While religious ‘friends’ were supplied through her membership in the Witney Methodist Society, Bolton felt the lack of a particular, chosen friend. She wanted a friend who was empathetic, spiritually mature, and with whom she could converse honestly about her religious desires. In May 1784 she wrote in her diary, ‘Oft have I look’d about to see if help cou’d be obtaind out of God, to see what friend cou’d advise or counsel but none appear’d suitable for my case – if I did attempt to speak to any I soon found an insufficiency in them so I was constraind to go simply unto the Lord’.\textsuperscript{165} The next day she continued, ‘I want a suitable companion, to whom I cou’d unbosom all my troubles’.\textsuperscript{166} She expressed this deep desire in a letter to John Wesley (1703–91): ‘It is true, “a friend

\textsuperscript{162} Ann Bolton diary, 9 January 1783. Pudl., 3/1.
\textsuperscript{163} Ann Bolton diary, 10 January 1783. Pudl., 3/1.
\textsuperscript{164} Ann Bolton diary, 22 November 1783. Pudl., 3/3.
\textsuperscript{165} Ann Bolton diary, 4 May 1784. Pudl., 3/4.
\textsuperscript{166} Ann Bolton diary, 5 May 1784. Pudl., 3/4.
is born for adversity,” but a suitable one is not all ways at hand, for though I have much
union with the dear children of God here, yet I seem sometimes to be called to beat the
trackless path, and follow him, “who drank the bitter cup, the wine-press trod alone.” 167
Unconvinced that Bolton’s social and spiritual needs could not be met by her
participation in the Witney society, he responded, ‘I wonder you do not find one person
that knows how to sympathize with you. Surely there must be some such in the Society at
Witney.’ He thought her lack of a particular friend might be due to a lack of prayer for
such a friend, and so he advised her ‘to make it a matter of earnest prayer; and certainly
God will give you a friend’. 168 Yet Bolton remained dissatisfied with the possibilities for
friendship in her class and band, and six months later Wesley wrote of her ongoing
disappointments with ‘bosom-Friends’ living nearby. 169 As we shall see, the support she
most needed from peers was found, on the one hand, in a brother who also converted and
was thus both biological and spiritual sibling and, on the other, from Methodist friends
living outside her local circumstances and with whom she interacted predominantly
through correspondence.

While Bolton’s experience introduces the varieties of spiritual friendship that
women experienced, Catherine Talbot’s experience illustrates how spiritual friendship
sometimes blended with other forms of sociability. Talbot’s friendship with poet and
classical scholar Elizabeth Carter (1717–1806) provided valuable stimulation and support
to women attempting to pursue intellectual lives in the eighteenth century. In fact, Sylvia

167 Ann Bolton to John Wesley, 22 June 1784. AM 14 (November 1791): 589. See also draft letter, Pudl.,
4/7/24. Cf. Proverbs 17.17; ‘Hymn XXI’, John Wesley, Hymns on the Lord’s Supper (Bristol: Printed by
Felix Farley, 1745), 16. In this letter, Bolton refers to reading Catherine Talbot’s essay on
‘accommodableness’. See Catherine Talbot, Essays on Various Subjects (London: Printed for John and
Francis Rivington, 1772), 25-34.
169 John Wesley to Ann Bolton, 24 December 1784. ‘Letters of John Wesley at Charterhouse,’ Proceedings
Harcstark Myers describes it as critical in enabling Carter’s translation and publication of *All the Works of Epictetus* (1758).\(^{170}\) Yet their friendship also nurtured their mutual efforts to live serious religious lives. This aspect of their friendship has been neglected, since Anglican women’s spiritual concerns have often been eclipsed by scholarly interest in their writing activities, even as they are obscured by practices of polite sociability. While intellectual and polite, Talbot and Carter’s friendship was also a spiritual friendship, providing a critical space within which they could discuss their religious lives.

Talbot and Carter met in 1741, when Talbot was not quite twenty years old and Carter was twenty-three, and the manner of their meeting illustrates how the formation of some spiritual friendships was regulated by social protocol and etiquette. For several years Carter had wanted to meet Talbot, who had a reputation in London as a pious and learned young woman, and Carter sought out her friendship with some determination. In a letter to her friend Hannah Underdown (*fl.* 1738, *d.* 1783), Carter wrote of her ‘very restless & impatient persuit of a young Lady whom I have been in Quest of for these 2 or 3 years’\(^{171}\) Carter relayed her pursuit of Talbot over the course of several letters, concluding that the ‘whole Affair’ was ‘a perfect Romance’.\(^{172}\) Their eventual meeting took place inside St James’s Church, Piccadilly, at the centre of fashionable Anglicanism.


in London, and involved an elaborate performance involving fans. On arriving at church, Carter appealed to the verger to seat her in the pew next to Talbot, and though they did not speak nor even look at one another directly, Carter recorded that ‘by something wrote on my Fan we had a perfect Knowledge of each other’. The next Sunday the performance resumed. Earlier in the week Talbot had, through a friend, sent Carter an ‘enigmatical Line’, which Carter transposed to her fan, adding two lines of her own. She carried the fan with its message to church, but whether through reserve or observance of some social code, she could not bring herself to speak nor deliver her hidden message. The impasse was overcome when Talbot dropped her fan into Carter’s pew, and when Carter retrieved it they spoke with each other at last. Carter would not reveal Talbot’s identity to Underdown, though she did send to her a ‘puzzle’ that concealed Talbot’s name—perhaps similar to the ‘enigma’ (see Figure 4), written by Carter, which mingles the letters of her and Talbot’s names, a material indication of Carter’s attachment to her. The verse below reads:

Oh! may our social Thoughts united joyn
Close as our Names in this expressive Line

Carter and Talbot’s meeting was formal and ritualised, regulated by social convention, though at the same time it was suffused with emotion and rich with potential for more serious and personal dialogue.

---

173 On the capacity of fans to express emotion and to be imbued with affection, see Susan M. Stabile, Memory’s Daughters: The Material Culture of Remembrance in Eighteenth-Century America (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2004), 155-163.
As Talbot and Carter’s friendship had its origins inside St James’s, Piccadilly, so it developed within the Anglican Church more broadly, and as propriety controlled the manner of their meeting, so social prescription and politeness shaped their developing friendship. Talbot and Carter passed their lives in markedly different circumstances. Carter spent much of her life in Deal, Kent, concerned, as she wrote, ‘with my books, and half a dozen friends’; there she was relieved of the social expectations and perceived artifices associated with fashionable social gatherings in London.\(^{178}\) Talbot moved in a more formal social world where polite codes of behaviour and discourse might inhibit serious conversation on spiritual subjects, lest religion prove disagreeable or potentially divisive.\(^{179}\) By the time she was in her thirties, such conventions proved constraining and

---

\(^{177}\) Bodl., Add. C 243, f. 399.


frustrating to Talbot, who had become increasingly earnest and wished to discuss her religious beliefs and practice more openly. In 1756 she complained to Carter, ‘I have no patience with the false politeness of the world which banishes every subject that is interesting and delightful, if it bears but the name of seriousness’. Feeling that she could not speak of what concerned her most, especially in the larger social gatherings in which she often found herself, Talbot picked up her pen. She wrote to Carter, ‘I take the unconscionable liberty of writing to you who do not need it, what I dare not speak in polite companies that do’. As we shall see, their correspondence filled a spiritual need for Talbot, providing a context within which she could reflect honestly on her interior life within the context of personal friendship.

Women’s spiritual friendships thus exhibited greater variety and complexity than previously has been observed. Yet such diverse representations of spiritual friends had a common religious impulse: these friends desired to seek God together, and to be encouraged and supported in their efforts to live serious religious lives. Before turning to the ways in which informal literary interactions nurtured such efforts, a further complexity is introduced: siblings could be spiritual friends, and friends could act as siblings.

*Sibling in religious cultures*

As Jane Attwater and Mary Steele reminded us at the beginning of the previous section, spiritual friendship and affective kinship could overlap. This section argues that the boundaries between friend and sibling were porous and that siblings shaped religious life

---

180 Catherine Talbot to Elizabeth Carter, 24 February 1756. Pennington, ed., *Letters between Carter and Talbot*, 2:218. See also Elizabeth Carter to Catherine Talbot, 13 March 1756. Ibid., 2:224.

181 Catherine Talbot to Elizabeth Carter, 24 February 1756. Ibid., 2:218.
in ways that have not been sufficiently recognised. In studies of the family, an historiographical bias toward vertical parent-child and husband-wife relationships has tended to obscure the significance of horizontal sibling relationships, though recent moves have been made to correct this neglect. Scholars such as Leonore Davidoff, Amy Harris, and Sandra Stanley Holton have shown how sibling connections—which Davidoff designates ‘life’s longest relationship’—were active in shaping the personal, economic, and political lives of women and men. Such studies of literal siblinghood have not been primarily concerned with religion, while studies of siblings within religious contexts have tended to interpret siblingship as a metaphorical relationship. Thus Patricia Crawford notes how monks and nuns and some members of separatist churches were known as ‘brothers’ and ‘sisters’. And indeed Bolton employed such familial language for fellow Methodists: so Patty Chapman was ‘Sister Chapman’ and John Taylor was ‘Brother Taylor’. Rather than considering siblings in either strictly literal or strictly metaphorical terms, this section demonstrates how the significance of siblings is magnified and complicated when spiritual ties are recognised as interwoven with familial and affectionate ties.

The fluid boundaries between friend and sibling are seen particularly clearly in Catherine Talbot’s social circle. Talbot had no biological siblings, yet circumstance, personal affection, and common intellectual and religious ideals meant that particular friends acted as pseudo-siblings in her life. The peer who knew Talbot most intimately

from her childhood years was Jemima Campbell (later Yorke) (1722–97). From 1733 Thomas Secker (1693–1768), with whom Talbot lived, was rector of St James’s, Piccadilly, and Campbell lived nearby in St James’s Square where her grandfather, the Duke of Kent, had established her in a household after the death of her parents. The duke’s primary residence was at Wrest in Bedfordshire, and when separated from his granddaughter he asked Secker to look in on her. This Secker did, in letters styling himself Campbell’s ‘loving Guardian’. Living within a short walk of each other in St James’s Square and both cared for by the Seckers, Talbot and Campbell—in 1733 aged twelve and eleven, respectively—grew up as something like siblings. When they were separated from each other they wrote letters, and these letters record the girls’ growing affection as well as their shared reading, a practice they later associated with their early bond. Recalling their long relationship in 1751, Talbot expressed gratitude for those ‘Who have travelled thro Life sometimes in the same Path forming their Likeness together’. She wrote that her friendship with Campbell ‘unies vois & moi doucement depuis tant d’années’, in much the same way that a sibling might.

Talbot explicitly employed familial language to denote ties of affection, with Campbell and others. Familial affection was not bound to biological connections. As an adult, while most often she addressed Elizabeth Carter as ‘my dear Miss Carter’, she also

---

187 Thomas Secker to Jemima Campbell, undated (but after 1737). BLARS, L 30/9/84/2.
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189 Catherine Talbot diary, 10 June 1751. BL, Add. 46690.
190 It ‘unites you & me gently for so many years’. Catherine Talbot diary, 5 May 1751. BL, Add. 46690.
addressed her as ‘sister Betty’.

Indeed, this affectionate sisterhood stimulated associated bonds within her wider family, for Carter became a second daughter to Talbot’s mother. When Talbot was visiting a friend in November 1753 and her mother was ill in London, she wrote to Carter, ‘I do think mama’s daughter Betty ought to take a post-chaise in all haste and come to town to take care of her, as she did so well last April’. Also in 1753 Talbot began to refer to her friend George Berkeley (1733–95) as a sibling. After observing his interactions with his sister Julia Berkeley (bap. 1738–fl. 1795), Talbot later wrote in her diary, ‘J[‘]ai presque Envie de le prier d’être mon Frère aussi’ and, whether or not she asked him, from then he frequently appears in her diary as ‘my brother’. Likewise, author and bluestocking Elizabeth Montagu (1718–1800) laid affectionate claim to Carter’s sister Mary, writing to Carter in 1763, ‘You may show all my letters to our sister Molly, she is a part of ourselves & I am entirely yours’. In this case, letters themselves became both the symbol and means of their intimacy. In her study of letter writing in the Atlantic world, Sarah Pearsall argues that letters had the ability to create familiarity and with it ‘fictive families’.

Friends thus became siblings, knit into fictive families, even as siblings performed the roles of friends. Ann Bolton’s relationship with her brother Edward Bolton (1746/7–
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1818) demonstrates this porous boundary between familial and affectionate ties and, indeed, spiritual ties, for they were sister and brother as well as spiritual friends. Their relationship complicates historiographies in a number of important ways. Firstly, Methodist historiography has tended to emphasise conflict within natal families, a turning from the biological family who opposed conversion to the spiritual family found in a new community, but Ann and Edward Bolton demonstrate how such a movement is too sharply defined. Secondly, most studies of spiritual friendship have focused on relationships between women, such that the possibility for mutual spiritual support in friendships between men and women has been neglected. And thirdly, Ann and Edward Bolton’s relationship shows spiritual and familial bonds interwoven in complex ways with more material concerns: spiritual friendship took place within the broader context of home and work.

While Ann Bolton’s family responded with fear and concern when she converted to Methodism, it also became the source of enormous support. In 1763, about six months after her conversion at the age of nineteen, her younger brother Edward, then sixteen years old, also converted. Bolton recorded, ‘this cause[d] a fresh uneasiness in the Family, He being just become capable of asisting my Father in His Business, it was a great greif to Him to lose him, thinking he would never more be fit for any thing in this world; but to asociate with those mopish people he was now connected with’. Relieved to have someone within her family with whom she shared her faith, Bolton wrote, ‘we

198 See footnote 155, above.
199 For example, Wright, ““Every Good Woman Needs a Companion of Her Own Sex”,’ 89-104; Cruickshank, ““Friend of My Soul”,’ 373-387.
were now much united together helping each other on thro clouds & storms’. Her diary records frequent conversations, the spiritual benefit she experienced signalled by the word ‘profitable’, as in, ‘My Br & I had a profitable time in converse⁵ as we rode to Witney’. Her closer connection to him than to her other five siblings may have been encouraged by his closeness to her in age, but it is also attributable to their shared religious beliefs. His significance is indicated by the frequency of his appearance in her diary and by the fact that he appears throughout her diary simply as ‘my brother’ or more affectionately as ‘my dear brother’, while her other brothers appear far less often and typically as ‘brother Joe’ and ‘brother George’. Amy Harris argues that forms of sibling address replicated hierarchy, so one might expect Edward Bolton, as eldest brother, to have been called ‘brother Bolton’. Thus Ann Bolton’s informal term of address is suggestive of a heightened level of intimacy between them.

Ann and Edward Bolton were drawn together by familial and spiritual ties, even as they were united by more material ties. In 1774 he rented Manor Farm at Finstock, a sizable farm with large house, then part of the Cornbury Estate owned by the Duke of Marlborough. She recorded in her diary on 23 February 1774, ‘Came first to Finstock’, and from that time she played a role in managing the operations and finances of Manor Farm—a significant challenge, since the farm was often in jeopardy during the 1770s and 1780s. She saw to the haymakers, attended Stow Fair on business,
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205 Harris, ‘That Fierce Edge,’ 159.
and stood in for Edward Bolton in his absence. Increasingly she took the larger part in managing the farm’s finances, sometimes borrowing money to keep the farm solvent, and writing that ‘Much of the care of raising & paying the money in the Business’ was hers. Edward Bolton relied on his sister’s labour and turned to her as confidante: she wrote, ‘My dear Br came over & burden’d my Soul with his troubles’. In 1781 she recorded in her diary, ‘what a burthen of Troubles I have borne on his [Edward’s] Account these last seven Years. It has been labor & sorrow of heart, day by day.’

For years Bolton shaped her domestic, financial, and spiritual life around her relationship with her brother more than with any other person, and his marriage in 1784 proved a poignant event, as she anticipated a shifting of relational patterns and loss of spiritual support. On the Sunday prior to her brother’s wedding, Bolton went with him to the parish church at Witney and later wrote of her desire to mark the significance of his coming marriage by taking communion with him ‘as the last time in his present state’. She had long invested communion with power to communicate words of wisdom to her in particular life circumstances, and her receipt of the elements was often accompanied by an impression, vision, or word of ‘promise’. On this occasion she similarly approached the sacrament expectantly. As she knelt beside her brother at the altar, she was comforted by the powerful impression of words ‘spoken to my heart by yᵉ ever blessed spirit’:
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212 Davidoff, _Thicker Than Water_, 136.
‘Heaven is open to thy prayers – and all that is mine is thine’. Bolton did not reflect in writing on her feelings of loss after Edward’s marriage, but she must have felt them. Edward Bolton was both biological and spiritual sibling, he was both sibling and spiritual friend and after his marriage he all but disappears from her diary. In fact, her struggles to find a friend, mentioned earlier, corresponded chronologically with her brother’s marriage, suggesting that her loss of his friendship at marriage generated a significant relational and spiritual need. This need was partially met by correspondents, as we shall see in the following section.

The permeable boundary between sibling and friend observed in the close relationship between Ann and Edward Bolton is likewise apparent in Anne Steele’s relationships with her siblings. Setting these relationships alongside one another also illuminates how denomination and socioeconomic status altered patterns of spiritual friendship between siblings. The importance of kinship and friendship ties in shaping the religious life of Baptist communities has been obscured by theological and ecclesiological emphases. That is, the Calvinistic Baptist belief in election locates the power to effect salvation with God rather than human relationships, while a distinctive Baptist ecclesiology that gave priority to local churches has led historians to interpret Baptist life in terms of the ‘gathered community’ more than affectionate kinship or friendship relationships. Yet the Steele family demonstrates how spiritual and familial ties were

---


215 Bolton had earlier mourned the loss of her sister: when Sarah Bolton married in 1770 Bolton wrote in her diary, ‘I was last night something distress about my sister being parted from me, & reflecting on her new situation in life’. Ann Bolton diary, 26 February 1770. Pudl., 2/1.

remarkably intertwined. Finally, observing Steele’s relationships with her brother further demonstrates the potential for spiritual friendship between women and men.

Anne Steele was close to both her siblings: her brother William Steele (1715–85) was two years older than her, and her half-sister Mary Steele (later Wakeford) (1724–72) was seven years her junior. When Anne was three and William five their mother died, and three years later, in 1723, their father William Steele (1689–1769) married Anne Cator (1689–1760). Mary was Anne Cator Steele’s only child, and though their stepmother loved and cared for Anne and William, she seems to have regarded Mary in unique terms: in her diary Anne appears often as ‘Nanny Steele’ while Mary is ‘my own child’ and ‘my only child’.217 William and Anne’s early loss, the proximity of their ages, and the configuration of the family thus drew them together. They were friends as well as siblings, and their friendship shaped their religious lives.

They joined the Baptist church together in 1732, with Steele’s conversion following closely on her brother’s. In May Anne Cator Steele wrote in her diary with delight of William’s increasing religious seriousness; finding that ‘his affections are warm’, she took opportunities to talk with him about ‘the concerns of his soul’.218 He was soon ready to seek formal admission to the church, the first step of which was speaking with the minister, who was also his great uncle Henry Steele (1654–1739). The next day


217 For example, Anne Cator Steele diary, 6 June 1733, 16 May 1749, and 29 May 1751. AL, STE 2/1/1 and 2/1/2.
218 Anne Cator Steele diary, 20 May 1732. AL, STE 2/1/1.
William gave an account of his religious experiences before the congregation and the following week he was baptised. William was seventeen at the time, and fifteen-year-old Anne was much affected by observing her older brother’s religious awakening. Her stepmother recorded that Anne ‘was troubled & seem’d very much cast down’ on the day that William spoke with their uncle about joining the church. Whether this was due to a sense of exclusion from the experience or was a manifestation of her own tender and awakening religious conscience is unknown, but her emotional and/or spiritual reaction was clearly in response to her brother’s religious experience. It had its effect. Within two weeks Anne also made her way to her uncle’s house to discuss joining the church and her stepmother wrote in her diary that on 11 June ‘Nany Steele gave in her Experience to the full satisfaction of the Church’. Significantly, Mary, who was just seven years old at the time, also watched closely and was much affected by what was happening in the house. Anne Cator Steele noted with concern her daughter crying, anxious that she was ‘ensnared by sin’ and ‘should not be saved’. Her mother, however, considered her daughter too young to seek baptism, writing that Mary talked about her ‘soul concerns’ in a manner that seemed ‘far beyond her age’. Like Edward Bolton’s conversion to Methodism following closely his sister’s, Anne Steele’s decision to be baptised followed her brother’s. Yet while the bond between Ann and Edward Bolton was strengthened by making a decision away from their family’s faith, Anne and William Steele’s decision to accept their family’s faith together forged a new bond between them.

219 Anne Cator Steele diary, 27 May 1732, 28 May 1732, 8 June 1732, 11 June 1732. AL, STE 2/1/1.
220 Anne Cator Steele diary, 11 June 1732. AL, STE 2/1/1.
221 Anne Cator Steele diary, 14 May 1732. AL, STE 2/1/1.
222 Anne Cator Steele diary, 5 January 1731. AL, STE 2/1/1. See also Anne Cator Steele diary, 26 November 1731. AL, STE 2/1/1. Mary Steele would wait until 1742, when she was eighteen years old, to join the church.
223 Bruce Hindmarsh describes Baptist conversions as ‘a rite of passage, more than a protest against social custom or filial piety’. Hindmarsh, Evangelical Conversion Narrative, 320.
Anne Steele’s emotional and spiritual life remained closely linked with her brother’s. She lived near him in the village of Broughton for her entire life, and indeed lived with him from 1769, eventually dying in his home in 1778. When they were together they conversed and wrote poetry in dialogue, and when apart they wrote letters. In 1736, when she was nineteen, Steele devised a correspondence intended to help them turn their minds together to ‘Eternal things’.\(^{224}\) She wrote, ‘I realy believe your writing to me wou’d be very useful; both to improve my understanding, and to exalt my thoughts more to the solid pleasures of virtue and Religion; the most necessary and important Subjects’.\(^{225}\) Steele’s apparent deference to her brother might be accounted for by his being the eldest sibling. Unlike Methodist families, in which spiritual experience was a source of authority that had the capacity to invert conventional social hierarchies,\(^{226}\) the Baptists considered here were more likely to be regulated by typical patterns of sibling hierarchy with their assumptions regarding masculine primacy.\(^{227}\) In the middle part of the eighteenth century, the increasing wealth and social position of the Steele family, together with their more socially acceptable status as Baptists (now decades after the 1689 Act of Toleration), influenced their transformation into a polite provincial family and their greater conformation to wider social expectations. As Judith Jennings refers to ‘polite Quakerliness’, there is a sense that by the mid-eighteenth century the Steeles had

\(^{224}\) Anne Steele to William Steele, 27 June 1736. AL, STE 3/8/i.
\(^{225}\) Anne Steele to William Steele, 27 June 1736. AL, STE 3/8/i.
\(^{226}\) See, for example, p. 158.
become polite Baptists. William Steele was clearly well educated: his letters were written in a beautiful hand, and he wrote in a polite, affected style, which he skilfully employed to support his chosen spiritual themes. Anne Steele’s education was more limited, and her deference to her brother may also reflect her reliance on her brother’s ‘wider horizons’. While as a young woman Steele engaged in a purposeful religious correspondence with her brother, in later years she engaged in a similar literary interaction with her half-sister, though in this case she sometimes took the leading role. This correspondence is analysed in the next section.

Spiritual friendship was thus interwoven with sibling connections, so that friends became siblings and siblings valued friends. In light of previous scholarly emphases on friendship between women, it is noteworthy that both Bolton and Steele found spiritual support in long-term affectionate relationships with their brothers. While Steele’s tone with her brother could be deferential and much of Bolton’s time was used to serve the interests of her brother, their spiritual encounters were not strictly gendered. Rather, their spiritual friendships were mutually profitable, resembling conversation.

**Conversation**

In *The Spectator* 68, for 18 May 1711, Addison and Steele characterised the kind of conversation that was possible in larger groups as inherently impersonal since it was ‘streightned and confined’ by the ‘publick Topicks’ of weather, fashion, and news. In
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contrast, they observed a more intimate and particular form of conversation practised
between friends:

…the most open, instructive, and unreserved Discourse, is that which passes
between two Persons who are familiar and intimate Friends. On these Occasions,
a Man gives a Loose to every Passion and every Thought that is uppermost,
discovers his most retired Opinions of Persons and Things, tries the Beauty and
Strength of his Sentiments, and exposes his whole Soul to the Examination of his
Friend.\(^{230}\)

This kind of very personal conversation between friends, where even the ‘whole Soul’ is
exposed to one’s friend, provides the overarching image for this section. Conversation
was a frequent theme in the pages of *The Spectator*, and the cultural interest in
conversation in eighteenth-century England can be measured by the proliferation of
guides to it published during the century.\(^{231}\) These guides presented conversation as a
mutual, reciprocal exchange. In his article on eighteenth-century guides to conversation,
Leland Warren notes that ‘key terms’ used to define conversation were ‘together’,
‘reciprocal’, and ‘each other’.\(^{232}\) Jon Mee similarly argues that definitions of British
conversation in the period emphasised ‘its plain and even egalitarian quality’.\(^{233}\) This
mutuality makes conversation a helpful image with which to consider peer interactions on
the subject of religion. It was through intimate and informal literary exchanges, often
referred to as conversations by the women considered here, that friends and siblings
learned religious belief and life together.

Tonson, [1713]), 386.
\(^{231}\) On conversability in *The Spectator*, see Mee, *Conversable Worlds*, 39-57. On guides to conversation, see
Round Together: Guides to Conversation in Eighteenth-Century England,’ *Eighteenth-Century Life* 8
\(^{233}\) Mee, *Conversable Worlds*, 6.
Conversation was understood in some sense to be ‘a feminized zone of practice’, though the association between women and conversation was not straightforward.234 On the one hand, women were negatively identified with ‘the world of tittle-tattle, like chat and gossip’.235 Thus in 1754 James Burgh referred to ‘the usual chit chat of the tea-table’ as it was presided over by women.236 On the other hand, women were thought to have a refining effect on men. David Hume referred to ‘Women of Sense and Education’ as ‘the Sovereigns of the Empire of Conversation’, though their reign was limited to softening male manners and operated only in certain kinds of spaces.237 Scholars have demonstrated how women’s conversation had broad scope beyond tea table ‘chit chat’ and the reformation of male manners: Elizabeth Eger emphasises the capacity of women’s conversation to act as ‘a tool of moral and intellectual reform’;238 Michèle Cohen observes how conversation was used to educate girls;239 and Kathryn Gleadle shows how women’s conversation could be an act of political engagement.240 This section argues that the informality and intimacy of conversation enabled women’s engagement in religious communities since it did not challenge assumptions regarding the propriety of women’s
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activity, and that women employed a rich range of conversation as a mode of interaction, the subtleties of which have not been previously appreciated.

Advice literature and scholarship alike tend to highlight the controversial or combative potential of religious conversation. Guides to polite conversation cautioned their readers to avoid religious topics in order to avoid unpleasant disagreements. In *The Conversation of Gentlemen* (1738), John Constable thus warned against ‘heat’ and ‘wrangling’ in conversations about religion.\(^\text{241}\) In contrast to properly polite conversation that avoided religious controversy, Jon Mee argues that nonconformists such as Isaac Watts employed conversation in combative ways in their overarching interest in truth in religious matters. Yet between these extremes is a range of more subtle religious conversation, in which differences in denominational affiliation led to distinct verbal codes and spiritual goals. Between these extremes is also a range of more personal conversations, as evidenced by the literary interactions analysed here. How did women use such literary interactions to learn religious belief and life together?

*Poetry and letters as conversation*

One of the ways in which women engaged in religious conversation was through letter writing. It was a trope in the eighteenth century that familiar letters should resemble conversation, and popular letter-writing guides frequently made the comparison. The author of *The Complete Letter-Writer* (1755) thus wrote, ‘When you sit down to write a Letter, remember that this Sort of Writing should be like Conversation’, that is, written with sincerity, familiarity, and without affectation.\(^\text{242}\) Indeed, the women I consider here


often conceived of their literary interactions in this way. An unnamed writer, in a letter to Jane Attwater and her husband Joseph Blatch (d. 1840), invoked the desired qualities of mutuality and familiarity in conversation by referring to their correspondence as ‘a little paper conversation’. Catherine Talbot and the Duchess of Somerset emulated the turn-taking quality of conversation when they devised a plan to correspond ‘a little methodically’: Talbot cautioned that when one does not write in such a way ‘a letter is but a soliloquy about whatever trifle happens to swim uppermost in ones own head, while this exacter way gives one almost the pleasure of Conversation’. And as conversation was valued for being unaffected and ‘authentic’, Ann Bolton often asked her friends to be ‘free’ and forthright in their letters to her.

Yet while it is a commonplace to liken letters to conversation, the metaphor can be extended beyond epistolary interactions. Friends engaged in literary conversations in a broader range of ways. Catherine Talbot engaged in a practice of diary exchange that she referred to as conversation. Ann Bolton participated in a shared commonplacing practice that resembled a discussion of books. And members of the Steele family used poetic dialogue to explore life and faith together. These forms of literary ‘conversation’ have not been sufficiently recognised as effective and affectionate modes of religious
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interaction. The possibilities of poetic conversation are briefly considered here. In the hands of the Steeles, poetic dialogues appear in a variety of forms. Some imitated a classical literary model that employed pastoral pseudonyms. When written by the Steeles, such dialogues were seldom explicitly religious. Others were written as discrete poems that respond to other poems. These poems were often more serious in tone and subject; they were considered, reflective, and personal. Still other poems were written in company, as a means of exploring a theme that had religious resonances. In the archive, certain conversational qualities of these poems are reflected in their physical appearance: they are written in different hands, sometimes initialled, and are untidy in their immediacy. An evening in company is captured on scraps of paper (sometimes the back of a letter), which we can imagine being passed around the room by firelight.

Anne Steele and her siblings engaged in this third type of poetic conversation when they wrote a series of verses entitled ‘Motto’s [sic] for a Watchpaper’ (see Figure 5). A watch-paper was the small disc of paper or other material inserted in the outer case of a watch, on which poetry or an image was often inscribed. Anne Steele, William Steele, and Mary Wakeford set themselves the challenge of writing short poems that might fit on a watch-paper—poems that revolved around the theme of time. In verse, they considered together what a watch might teach them regarding life and belief:

Then rouze my Soul thy lazy powers
And learn thy lesson from the Hours

---
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It urged them to examine their hearts and rightly order their lives:

Thou canst gentle hints impart
Hints to regulate the heart
When I wind thee up at night
Mark each fault & set thee right
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It reminded them that time was fleeting, and urged them to look beyond earthly time to heaven:

May my remnant minutes be
All devoted Lord to thee
May I change without a sigh
Time for blest Eternity

In poetic conversation, the Steele siblings experimented with ideas in the company of those they loved. They discussed how they should live oriented toward God and heaven, effectively catechising each other.

*Mutual apprenticeship*

Such literary interactions between friends and siblings can be understood as conversations as much for their interactivity as for their mutuality. Spiritual friends were peers, and while at times one or another might assume the role of guide or encourager, their writing to each other was an act of mutual religious apprenticeship. There was significant versatility in the form and content of this apprenticeship. The Anglicans Catherine Talbot and Elizabeth Carter’s lengthy correspondence was directed toward their shared spiritual goal of virtuous living, even as it was supplemented by the gifting of religious tokens. Ann Bolton and her friend Mary Scudamore combined letter and visit in their efforts to support each other’s spiritual lives. Methodist religious ideals directed their mutual efforts to ensure their conversation was ‘free’ and ‘profitable’. And as we have seen, the Baptists Anne Steele and Mary Wakeford used poetry to discuss religious themes, but they also wrote letters, and often these genres intertwined. Their conversation was one of intellectual reflection within diverse domestic situations.
Catherine Talbot and Elizabeth Carter’s spiritual friendship was enacted at the centre of overlapping polite and Anglican worlds, both of which shaped their literary conversation. Historians’ analyses of politeness have often emphasised the outward form of social interaction rather than something more interior. Lawrence Klein correlates politeness with ‘form, sociability, improvement, worldliness, and gentility’, while Paul Langford delineates more sharply between inward and outward experience, arguing that politeness emphasised the outer self and behaviour rather than the ‘inner self of moral or religious virtue’. Contesting such externally-focused interpretations, William Van Reyk argues that codes of politeness did not subsume but rather coexisted with religious ideals in the period; in his analysis, Christian ideals of manliness are seen as compatible with the practice of politeness. Here interconnections between politeness and religion are further considered, particularly with regard to the nature of improvement.

Talbot’s letters to Carter form part of a programme of self-improvement whereby she submitted written accounts of her thoughts and activities to the scrutiny of trusted friends, inviting their comment and correction. She thought of this as improving conversation, engaged in through diaries and letters. Scholars of the bluestocking circle have tended to interpret conversation and improvement in terms of women’s intellectual and social lives. Thus Elizabeth Eger describes conversation as ‘rational exchange’ and an ‘improving art’ that was particularly important to women since it offered possibilities for ‘asserting social and intellectual equality’. Yet improvement had spiritual resonances that are frequently overlooked by scholars of the bluestocking circle, for
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Talbot used the word improvement to denote progression in wisdom, goodness, and holiness. In *Reflections on the Seven Days of the Week* she wrote:

In all my common Conversation, I shall have my Eye continually up to Him, who alone can direct my Paths to Happiness and Improvement….I shall try to be something the better for every Scene of Life I am engaged in: to be something the wiser for every Day’s Conversation and Experience. And let me not fear, but that if I daily thus faithfully strive to grow in Holiness and Goodness, be my Growth at the present never so imperceptible, I ‘shall in due Time arrive at the Measure of the Fulness of Stature in Christ’.

The material circumstances of Talbot’s life were comfortable and she was free from the financial anxieties that constantly burdened Bolton. While Talbot served as a messenger and amanuensis for Secker, much of her time was hers to use as she chose. The prospect of wasting time or living thoughtlessly worried her and became a consistent theme in her letters and diary. Concerned to live in a virtuous and ‘improving’ way, her correspondence with Carter provided crucial support and encouragement, enabling her to disclose an account of her time and to discuss her spiritual ‘temper’ with a trusted friend. In a 1755 letter to Carter, Talbot described her understanding of proper Christian conduct to be ‘to keep carefully the narrow middle path, do diligently our best, own humbly that best to be wretchedly imperfect and faulty, and yet rejoice in the more unbounded hope, and aim continually at the most unlimited improvement’. Her reference to the ‘middle path’ is indicative of Anglican moderation, for she did not want to appear unduly ‘enthusiastic’, with its evocations of unmannerly (or impolite) behaviour. And as her spiritual drive was tempered by Anglican moderation, it was
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also monitored by Carter’s concern and affection for her. When Carter considered Talbot to be too serious or severe in her self-judgment, she urged her to be gentle with herself.

While on the one hand Talbot and Carter’s correspondence demonstrates conventional Anglican belief and practice, on the other it provided a literary space within which to experiment with spiritual language and ideas. Some of this language had Catholic echoes, disclosing a perhaps surprising receptivity to Catholic ideas and practices at a time when there was widespread suspicion of ‘papists’ in England. In 1764 Talbot wrote that she considered her letters to Carter an ‘examen du conduite, if not, de conscience, but I think they are much the same’. Initially formulated by Ignatius of Loyola in his *Spiritual Exercises* (composed 1522–24), the ‘examen’ lays out a system of prayerful self-review that was designed to be undertaken in seclusion. Significantly, Talbot invited Carter to participate with her in it, transforming a traditionally introspective and private devotional practice into an act of spiritual friendship. For her part, Carter sometimes assumed a priestly role in their correspondence, referring to herself as Talbot’s ‘confessor’. Anxious that Talbot was unwell in 1754, Carter urged her to be gentler with herself, assigning her ‘by way of penance’ for over-diligence a strict regime of rest. These interactions denote the spiritual significance invested in their relationship as well as the creative possibilities of their literary conversations, which enabled them to explore religious ideas and practices perhaps not entirely acceptable in a polite Anglican culture.

During the course of their long friendship, Talbot and Carter wrote hundreds of letters to each other, and these letters they cherished as keepsakes and material reminders.
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of their friendship. They served to solidify friendship and to embody a much loved and absent friend. Carefully preserved, they also served as texts to which they could return for personal and spiritual help. Talbot referred to their correspondence as ‘silent, and permanent conversations’, and she regularly turned back through Carter’s letters. In 1752, more than ten years after they met, Talbot wrote to tell Carter that she had lately been ‘reading over a parcel of your first Letters’ and reflected with gratefulness ‘that such a mind and heart as your’s [sic] should be desirous of a near acquaintance with mine’. In Carter’s reply she wrote of Talbot as a friend ‘whose regard I consider as one of the principal advantages of my life;…and from whose superior talents and excellent example I have had the means of so much improvement’. Their correspondence had not only supported them in the past but recalled common spiritual ideals in the present. In 1753 Talbot was ill and took the opportunity of her confined situation to re-read Carter’s letters ‘for many a year past’, later writing to Carter, ‘You cannot think how much I have been mended by them.’ And again, in 1760, when Talbot complained of ‘being fast asleep these two years’, she returned to Carter’s letters to remind herself of God’s past care and to reinvigorate her spiritual desires. In their material and ‘permanent’ form, these letters continued to supply spiritual encouragement long after they had been written.

Talbot and Carter’s letters were often accompanied by small gifts, material tokens that, as Elizabeth Eger argues, could play a central role in constructing and recording friendship. Enfolded within text that was often explicitly religious, Talbot and Carter’s gifts to each other are emblematic of how their spiritual friendship was interwoven with a
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warm personal affection. Talbot was an amateur painter, and in 1746 Carter wrote to ask her to ‘make me the happiest of creatures by drawing me your own picture’, to which Talbot replied, ‘there are few people whom I should not sooner choose to send it to’.268 She believed the picture would help to bridge the distance between them, enhancing their intimacy by enabling Carter to see her, even when they were physically separated.269 It is uncertain whether Talbot completed the commission, but five years later she sent to Carter a personal and physical memorial of their friendship: a lock of her hair, sewn up with red and blue silk.270 Carter had requested the hair, and while Talbot was willing to comply she suggested that perhaps she should have included with it ‘A good protestant essay against relics’.271 In her reply Carter promised to remain a ‘good protestant’, though added, ‘But I must be allowed to look on it with delight, as the gift of a person to whom I owe the highest obligation, that of having endeavoured to render me wiser and better’.272 It was, to Carter, a symbol of their spiritual friendship—a relationship of deep personal affection that supported their mutual ideals of religious improvement and virtuous living.

Talbot and Carter’s correspondence was a long-term source of religious encouragement, practised within the context of a close personal friendship. But their friendship and correspondence existed within larger religious and social spheres, notably the bluestocking circle that gathered around Elizabeth Montagu. Carter met Montagu shortly after the publication of her translation of Epictetus in 1758, and through their developing friendship Talbot also became acquainted with Montagu, though their
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relationship was never as personally close. As early as 1759 Talbot had become the recurring subject matter of Carter and Montagu’s own religious conversation, with Montagu praising Talbot as a pattern of virtue worthy of emulation.\textsuperscript{273} Over the next decade Talbot’s health declined, and as she lay dying in 1769 Montagu also drew on Catholic imagery, writing to Carter of ‘our Saint’: ‘I think, of all the Persons I ever knew, she was the most pure, holy, & righteous….I know not such another instance of a perfectly good life’.\textsuperscript{274} Talbot died within a few months, and soon after Montagu wrote to Carter of ‘ye dear Saint’, whose virtues ‘were too high for my imitation but every recollection of them will be a spur to improvement’.\textsuperscript{275} To assist this recollection and religious improvement, Carter sent to Montagu a ring of Talbot’s hair to wear about her finger—a token Montagu cherished as a ‘[precio]us relick’.\textsuperscript{276}

Unlike Anglican conversation, secure in its historic religious identity and guided by an appeal to politeness, Methodist instruction regarding conversation was highly prescriptive, governed by rules, and directed toward denominationally specific spiritual goals.\textsuperscript{277} Instructions regarding right conversation were written into official Methodist texts and provided one of the conditions for becoming a Methodist. Thus John Wesley, in his ‘General Rules’ (1743), instructed Methodists to avoid ‘uncharitable or unprofitable conversation’.\textsuperscript{278} Both subject matter and choice of words identified someone as a Methodist: Wesley wrote that one of the ‘distinguishing marks’ of Methodists was that
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they use the ‘most obvious, easy, common words’ to ‘speak of the things of God’.  

Published in treatises, such injunctions were also preached in local societies. In 1778 Bolton wrote in her diary of itinerant preacher James Cotty’s exhortation at Witney: ‘He advised us…to be cautious & exact in our Words, & all our Conversation….He observed, that talking tattleing Christians, are never thriving ones.’ And Wesley issued class tickets—material indicators of inclusion in the Methodist movement—only when satisfied with someone’s ‘seriousness and good conversation’. Conversation had spiritual potency. Alongside the Lord’s Supper, prayer, and searching the scripture, Wesley considered religious conversation (or ‘Christian conference’) to be one of the ‘means of grace’: those ‘outward signs, words, or actions ordained of God, and appointed for this end—to be the ordinary channels whereby he might convey to men preventing, justifying, or sanctifying grace’.

The spiritual significance and distinguishing characteristics of such conversation are perceived in Ann Bolton’s literary interactions with Mary Scudamore (fl. 1777–96), a fellow Methodist who provided significant emotional and spiritual support to Bolton throughout their decades-long friendship. From nearly the opening pages of her diary Bolton recorded frequent travel between Witney and Stroud, in Gloucestershire, where a tight community of Methodists including Scudamore (who were connected by marriage and family as well as by their common involvement in the textile trade), lived near the Methodist chapel. While Bolton and Scudamore visited each other regularly, the forty-
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mile distance between Witney and Stroud meant that most of their friendship was enacted through the post. Their friendship confirms the need to look beyond the local and official when considering the social and spiritual lives of early Methodists, for they also had chosen friends, sometimes living at considerable distance.

Bolton and Scudamore’s friendship was more purposeful and spiritually intense than Talbot and Carter’s. Talbot and Carter’s correspondence was certainly religious, but a significant proportion of their letters also concerned their reading, health, and social activities. Bolton and Scudamore’s literary interactions, on the other hand, were consistently charged with spiritual purpose, carefully directed toward the Methodist spiritual ideals of assurance and sanctification and conforming to Methodist directives regarding right conversation. Their correspondence commenced in 1777 during a period of spiritual discouragement for Bolton in which she lost the sensible knowledge of God’s presence in her life and the assurance of her salvation, of which she had once been so certain. Wesley wrote to her at the time, ‘Your state of mind for some time has been that which the Papists very improperly term a State of Desertion.’283 She was grieved and anxious, for she remembered how hard-won and climactic her experience of assurance had been in 1771.284 In February she wrote in her diary, ‘O how painfull it is, after haveing been favor’d for several years with almost constant sweetness in communion with God, to feel it labor to pour out my Soul before him.’285 She continued to attend her band and class meetings, but she did not find the support she most needed. For this she turned to Scudamore, to whom she referred as ‘the helper of my Soul’.286 In March
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Scudamore visited her, and Bolton recorded in her diary that she was ‘much affected at seeing her’, while adding parenthetically, ‘notwithstanding I guarded against it’ (her aside pointing to the Methodist concern regarding ‘inordinate affection’ in human relationships, wherein a person might usurp God’s place in one’s affections).287 While Talbot could write effusively of her love for Carter, Bolton was more guarded in her affection, although she did write of Scudamore as ‘my dear friend…a friend indeed’, and exclaimed, ‘such Friendship rare to be found!’288 Affectionate and spiritual ties were interwoven in her friendship with Scudamore, but Methodist instructions resulted in an uneasy harmonisation between such ties.

After Scudamore returned to Stroud she and Bolton began to correspond, resuming on paper the ‘sweet counsel’ and conversation that had begun in person.289 When Scudamore had been with her at Witney, Bolton had written in her diary, ‘Sorely tried; but found much relief in opening my Mind freely to my dear friend’.290 By referring to the desired quality of ‘freedom’ in conversation, Bolton indicated how their friendship had been formed in a religious culture in which spiritual openness was considered necessary for spiritual maturity. Methodists were trained to converse freely—that is, openly and candidly—about their personal religious experiences. In his ‘Rules of the Band Societies’ (1738), John Wesley drew up a list of questions to be asked before admitting someone to a band. Such questions included, ‘Is it your desire and design to be on this and all other occasions entirely open, so as to speak everything that is in your
heart, without exception, without disguise, and without reserve?” Bolton expected this Methodist principle of personal transparency to pass over into letter writing, and she professed to be most ‘profited’ and ‘blessed’ by correspondences such as that with Scudamore, in which she could write freely and frankly about her own religious experience and expect candid spiritual advice in return.

Bolton typically perceived such advice as direct and immediate help from God. When Scudamore arrived at Witney during Bolton’s spiritual crisis, Bolton wrote in her diary, ‘good is the Lord…in sending her in this my time of need’, and she later turned to Scudamore’s letters expectantly during times of spiritual need. Bolton habitually received letters as divinely instructive: ‘received a Letter from a friend, wch I accepted as a particular token of favor from the Almighty’. In April 1777 she described herself as being ‘Much opprest in Spirit, extremely low & dejected’, and she turned to God for help, praying specifically for a letter from Scudamore. That same evening the hoped for letter arrived. Bolton received it as ‘profit & comfort’, and invested her friend’s letter with divine significance, accepting it not only as a symbol of friendship and love, but as a message from God. Scudamore was bold in mediating this message: ‘this I know’, she wrote, ‘his loving kindness will never depart from you’. In the face of Bolton’s spiritual anxiety, Scudamore wrote tenderly to her as ‘my dear love’. And when Bolton had lost her spiritual confidence, Scudamore offered her own: ‘How confidently does he give me to trust, for your full & compleat deliverance’, and, ‘My confidence in God

abounds for you, more then I can tell you’. 298 ‘How good is a friend in need’, Bolton exclaimed in her diary, ‘especially one whom the Lord teacheth.’ 299 And since God had instructed Scudamore, Bolton resolved to trust her not only as a companion but as a guide in the spiritual life. With an allusion to the biblical book of Ruth she wrote, ‘her God is my God’, thus declaring her intention to trust and follow Scudamore as Ruth followed Naomi. 300

Bolton’s resolve to ‘follow’ Scudamore had its textual counterpart in her practice of echoing the language of Scudamore’s letters in her diary, where several of Scudamore’s letters are preserved in transcription—a textual layering of personal writing with overlapping individual and communal meanings. 301 As Bolton actively strove to overcome her ongoing spiritual depression she adopted Scudamore’s language in articulating her own experience. In April 1777 Bolton received a letter from Scudamore in which her friend described her as being in a ‘wilderness’—a Methodist trope alluding to the Israelites’ sojourn in the wilderness following the exodus from Egypt, and developed by Wesley in his sermon ‘The Wilderness State’, published in 1760. 302 During the week that followed, Bolton meditated on Scudamore’s letter, which she described as ‘an excitement & support to my faith’. 303 Scudamore told Bolton that she believed she was ‘call’d peculiarly to walk in the way of naked faith’, and a week later Bolton wrote in her diary, ‘I have in my late exercise of Soul been peculiarly held up, as it were by naked
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faith. Called & strenthen’d to trust my God were [sic] I cou’d not see him.  

Scudamore’s encouragement had begun to inform Bolton’s understanding and articulation of her spiritual experience. A similar practice of echoing friends’ language can be observed elsewhere in Bolton’s correspondence and in her diary. As a convert to the relatively new Methodist faith, she learned the conventions of Methodism not only through the authorised channels of books, hymns, and sermons, but in a textual conversation with her friends.

Bolton and Scudamore’s spiritual friendship was denominationally distinctive in a way that Talbot and Carter’s was not. While Talbot valued ‘agreeable’ conversation, Bolton and Scudamore’s literary conversation was performed according to distinctly Methodist principles that valued ‘free’ and ‘profitable’ conversation. It is striking that of the women considered in this chapter, Bolton and Scudamore had the most external demands on their time in terms of family and work and yet people and activities are least represented in their letters, despite the close ties between their families and their common employment in the textile trade. Perhaps in this sense their literary interaction was not ‘free’, revealing as it does their self-conscious efforts to learn and employ distinctively Methodist discourse and to conform to denominational injunctions regarding right conversation. Nevertheless, Bolton and Scudamore’s friendship, enacted over the long-term through both visit and letter, provided personal and mutual encouragement vital to their religious lives—spiritual support not met by local and official Methodist structures.

305 This practice of transcribing a letter into her diary and then ruminating on it throughout the week recurs in Bolton’s diary. On 8 August 1780 she received a letter from her friend Nancy Arundell in which Arundell urged Bolton to believe ‘the promises of God, tho every thing to the eye of reason seems to militate against it’. Bolton transcribed the letter into her diary, and on 12 August 1780 Arundell’s language was incorporated into Bolton’s reflection on what she perceived to be God’s promise to her. Ann Bolton diary, 8 and 12 August 1780. Pudl., 2/8. See also Ann Bolton diary, 7 December 1782. Pudl., 2/28/5.
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Baptists likewise were encouraged to guard their conversation, though they were not constrained by prescription as were Methodists, and the note of anxiety often present in Methodist discourse is absent in that of Baptists. Associational letters enjoined churches to be careful in conversation and, echoing 1 Thessalonians, to speak with love, comforting and edifying one another: ‘Watch over your conversation; take heed of foolish talking and jesting…but seek to edify one another and to comfort one another’.307 While Ann Bolton might have heeded this instruction literally and chastised herself when she failed, the literary conversations of the Baptist women considered here are often marked by unapologetic personal warmth and playful jesting, while also offering edification and spiritual comfort. They occupy a middle position between the intensely serious and purposeful correspondence of Methodist women, and the more amiable and polite conversations of Anglican women, and further elaborate the rich diversity of ‘conversation’ as a mode of interaction.

Anne and Mary Steele, sisters as well as friends, used correspondence and poetry to support each other emotionally and spiritually. They lived together until 1749 when Mary, then twenty-five years old, married Joseph Wakeford (1719–85) and left Broughton to reside at Andover, a distance of less than ten miles, but far enough to precipitate a change in the way in which they interacted. Steele was thirty-two and remained at home, caring for their ageing parents. Within a few months of her marriage Wakeford began to regret, not her marriage, but the lack of religious conversation in her new situation, and she wrote to Steele proposing a correspondence in which ‘some little part of our time…be spent in freely writing our serious tho’ts to each other’.308 She hoped

307 Roger Hayden, Continuity and Change: Evangelical Calvinism among Eighteenth-Century Baptist Ministers Trained at Bristol Academy, 1690-1791 (Chipping Norton: Nigel Lynn, 2006), 54.
308 Mary Wakeford to Anne Steele, 23 September 1749. AL, STE 3/10/i.
that such a correspondence would provide spiritual stimulation and support no long
available to her in person. Steele accepted her sister’s suggestion with pleasure, and thus
began their deliberately supportive and spiritual correspondence.\textsuperscript{309} Using the literary
name by which Wakeford was known within the family, Steele described the goal of their
correspondence: ‘You and I my dear Amira…let us endeavour to encourage each other in
the journey by talking of the Glorious Person who has wrought such wonders of
surprizing Love’.\textsuperscript{310}

By 1752 Steele and Wakeford had developed the pattern of their literary
conversation. One or the other would suggest a topic and they would each enlarge on it—
turn by turn, letter by letter, occasionally incorporating verse. Steele wished that she and
her sister could more often converse with each other in person, but she accepted this as
impracticable and cheered herself, writing, ‘It is, however, in my power to talk a little on
paper but what shall be the Subject?’\textsuperscript{311} Their correspondence was self-consciously an
extension of the kind of conversation they engaged in when together. In 1752 Steele
wrote, ‘Sometimes…I have borrow’d useful hints from conversation & endeavour’d to
improve them in my thoughts to some valuable purpose’, and explained that the
reflections she wrote to Wakeford were in fact ‘the product of our friendly chat since you
have been here’.\textsuperscript{312}

Their method of enlarging on a chosen subject has resonances with an ongoing
practice within the Broughton Baptist Church, which regularly met to discuss set
questions. In September 1730 Anne Cator Steele wrote in her diary, ‘the question this

\textsuperscript{309} Anne Steele to Mary Steele, undated but c. September 1749. AL, STE 3/19/vii.
\textsuperscript{310} Anne Steele to Mary Wakeford, undated. AL, STE 3/10/xv. The Steeles frequently used familial
pseudonyms in their poetic dialogues and correspondence.
\textsuperscript{311} Anne Steele to Mary Wakeford, undated. AL, STE 3/10/vi.
\textsuperscript{312} Anne Steele to Mary Wakeford, 31 October 1752. AL, STE 3/10/viii.
evening was what are ye encouragements for sinners to come to Christ’, and concluded that there were ‘divers answers’.313 Likewise in October 1730 she wrote, ‘the question this morning was what are ye benefits of believers’ and again summarised, ‘there was divers answers’.314 Religious discussions also took place when the family was together. In May 1732, on a day that began with dreary housework (‘this Day I Ironed about which work I seldom enjoy’), Anne Cator Steele recorded her pleasure in the family’s spiritual conversation: ‘we Improv’d all our time talking of Experience which was very agreeable to me’.315 Her daughters thus learned a method of communal religious enquiry that passed over from the church and larger familial settings into their more intimate, personal literary conversation.

Steele and Wakeford used this purposeful epistolary format to work out their Calvinistic piety in creative ways. In 1757 Steele took as her subject for a letter the resemblance of the human heart to a garden.316 The theme emerged from her own immediate surroundings: she had just walked through her brother’s garden and recalled the care that had been taken in weeding it to prepare for the visit of some friends. Conveying a Calvinistic absorption with human sinfulness, Steele now reflected on the ‘noxious…worthless Weeds’ that choked her own heart.317 She wrote, ‘Many [weeds] rise perhaps unnotic’d, some with feeble effort I attempt to pull up, and sometimes think I have succeeded, but soon find my self mistaken, they spring again & convince me that the root was left behind.’318 While Methodists actively strove to overcome sin, believing that entire sanctification was possible on earth, Calvinistic Baptists believed sin to be a

313 Anne Cator Steele diary, 6 September 1730. AL, STE 2/1/1.
314 Anne Cator Steele diary, 4 October 1730. AL, STE 2/1/1.
315 Anne Cator Steele diary, 19 May 1732. AL, STE 2/1/1.
316 Anne Steele to Mary Wakeford, undated but c. June 1757. AL, STE 3/10/ix.
317 Anne Steele to Mary Wakeford, undated but c. June 1757. AL, STE 3/10/ix.
318 Anne Steele to Mary Wakeford, undated but c. June 1757. AL, STE 3/10/ix.
pervasive and persistent aspect of earthly existence, overcome only in death. Developing her garden analogy, Steele turned to God, ‘the dilligent Gardener’, to root out weeds and so cleanse her from sin, concluding that her own labouring for salvation would be in vain if not for God’s sovereign grace. Steele’s correspondence with her sister provided a place to rehearse imaginatively these Baptist beliefs and spiritual ideals and she concluded her letter, asking, ‘Let me have your thoughts in return’. In her reply, Wakeford recast Steele’s reflections in terms of her own surroundings: the more domestic scene of a chaotic house. But her conclusion was consistent: ‘how difficult, how impossible rather, is it for a person to cleanse & rectify the least defilement the smalest disorder of the heart’.

Yet more than rehearsing Baptist theology as they had inherited it and as they continued to hear it preached, their friendship and correspondence enabled Steele and Wakeford to probe theological ideas, experimenting with images and vocabulary and testing the implications of these ideas for their spiritual lives. While Bolton learned the language of Methodism in a textual dialogue with her friends, Steele and Wakeford, having grown up Baptist, learned to use Calvinistic language in new and nuanced ways. On the one hand, Steele articulated a conventional Calvinistic understanding of sin and salvation by assuming a passive role in response to God’s divine agency. That is, God as gardener removed sin (weeds) from her heart (the soil). Bruce Hindmarsh observes the syntactical use of the passive voice to be a telling, if subtle indication of Calvinistic ethos. On the other hand, Steele sometimes cast herself in the role not of soil but of gardener. As gardener, she actively laboured to root out choking weeds by personal effort.

319 Anne Steele to Mary Wakeford, undated but c. June 1757. AL, STE 3/10/ix.
320 Anne Steele to Mary Wakeford, undated but c. June 1757. AL, STE 3/10/ix.
321 Mary Wakeford to Anne Steele, 4 and 13 July 1757. AL, STE 3/10/x.
In this analysis, God supplied the conditions by which she worked: ‘seasonable Showers and chearing Sunshine’ or ‘the Winter of Adversity’ might affect her labours, but the task of weeding out sin remained hers.\footnote{323} While Steele has been described as a ‘strict Calvinist’ who ‘adamently adhered’ to the doctrines of predestination, total depravity, and original sin, her piety was typically more moderate and nuanced.\footnote{324} In contrast to high Calvinistic Baptists in London, Roger Hayden argues that a more evangelical Calvinism was emerging in the Western Association of Baptists (which included the Broughton Baptists) under the leadership of Steele’s friend Caleb Evans (1737–91) and others.\footnote{325} In her correspondence with Wakeford she engaged in an extended theological meditation on the relationship between divine and human agency in salvation and sanctification.

Steele and Wakeford’s correspondence thus enabled an ongoing intellectual reflection on their shared faith, but it also provided very personal encouragement for Wakeford when she was lonely and felt unsupported. By 1757 Wakeford had been married for eight years and had two young sons, aged four and five. She found her domestic situation difficult and she continued to feel the geographical distance from her friends and family at Broughton: ‘methinks I am an alline [sic] in a strange land’.\footnote{326} She missed the emotional and psychological support of those who knew and loved her well, but also felt a painful lack of spiritual support. She wrote to Steele:

\begin{quote}
I have had no one but our children to talk with…and how insipid & tiresome is empty tittle tattle for several days together…one afternoon I was at Mrs Brea but tho’ with the aged there shou’d be wisdom it does not always appear to be so. in short the sence of my want of a friend here capable & willing to converse with me on sensible & serious subjects has occasion’d me many gloomy tho’ts of late….I often think of the Psalmists words, refuge failed me no man cared for my
\end{quote}

\footnote{323 Anne Steele to Mary Wakeford, undated but c. June 1757. AL, STE 3/10/iix. And Anne Steele to Mary Wakeford, undated, but c. July 1757. AL, STE 3/10/iixi.}
\footnote{324 On Steele as strict Calvinist, see Whelan, ed., Nonconformist Women Writers, 3:5, 1:xxxii.}
\footnote{325 Hayden, Continuity and Change, xi-xii.}
\footnote{326 Mary Wakeford to Anne Steele, 10 November 1757. AL, STE 3/10/xiii. Cf. Exodus 18.3.}
soul…there is no one here who has so much friendship for me as to seek to do my soul good by religious conversation…  

In response Steele offered encouragement and the kind of religious conversation that Wakeford lacked at Andover, where her conflicted maternal experience demonstrates an alternative to the stereotyped and sentimental representations of motherhood that have led some historians to identify an increasingly powerful ‘cult of maternity’ from the early eighteenth century. While Wakeford was exasperated by what she called ‘the childrens perversnesses’ and grew weary of their childish prattle, and older women in the neighbourhood disappointed her desire for spiritual guidance, her epistolary conversation with her sister supplied her need for a spiritual friend.

Steele was pleased to be such a friend to her sister, but in her reply she delicately enquired about her husband, Joseph Wakeford: ‘may I venture to write my Mind? – why do I ask it?…I wish for his Sake as well as yours there cou’d be more freedom and frequency in religious conversation’. She encouraged Wakeford to try to talk seriously with her husband: ‘well-timed, repeated efforts might produce that freedom and frequency of Religious Converse which I suppose each of you think proffitable and pleasing’. Like Wesley, Steele invested religious conversation with comparable spiritual significance to more public ‘means of grace’ such as ‘Prayer, Meditation, and attending on publick worship’. She argued that it was her and her sister’s ‘Duty’ to use the ‘appointed means’ to encourage each other’s faith and that of their ‘dearest Relatives’

---

327 Mary Wakeford to Anne Steele, 10 November 1757. AL, STE 3/10/xiii. Cf. Psalm 142.4.
329 Mary Wakeford to Anne Steele, 10 November 1757. AL, STE 3/10/xiii.
330 Anne Steele to Mary Wakeford, undated but c. November 1757. AL, STE 3/10/ii.
331 Anne Steele to Mary Wakeford, undated but c. November 1757. AL, STE 3/10/ii.
332 Anne Steele to Mary Wakeford, undated but c. November 1757. AL, STE 3/10/ii.
through spiritual dialogue.\textsuperscript{333} Steele and Wakeford’s correspondence always took place within the context of their family. Their mother was aware of it, and may have been responding with maternal concern for Wakeford’s domestic situation when she wrote in her diary some weeks later that she was pleased with the ‘spiritual conversation by letter between our daughters’.\textsuperscript{334}

As Steele and Wakeford’s correspondence demonstrates, the experience of domesticity and motherhood could inform the practice of spiritual friendship in complex ways. The demands of caring for home and family interfered with Wakeford’s efforts to play her part in their epistolary conversation. She wrote in 1757, ‘I have every day try’d to study up something for a letter but in vain’, and concluded, ‘dinner is coming my work all neglected tho’ it wants to be done against washing’.\textsuperscript{335} Four months later she again complained, ‘I have scarce ever oppertunity either I cannot be alone long enough or other employments demand my attention, there are innumerable things from without to hinder my writing & reading’.\textsuperscript{336} She grew worried at her inability to engage in the correspondence as she would like, for she believed in its capacity to stimulate her thought and sustain her spiritual life: ‘the fewer helps I have the less I am put in mind of religious things’.\textsuperscript{337} In response to Wakeford’s frustrations Steele acknowledged, ‘I am sensible you have less liesure than I’, and then offered some practical advice:

Will you permit me to advise a little? – whenever a thought of importance passes thro’ your mind, arrest or recall it, think it over again, and consider what improvement may be made of it, write it, this will strengthen the impression, lay it by ’till your next liesure, or thinking season, read it over and perhaps new

\textsuperscript{333} Anne Steele to Mary Wakeford, undated but c. November 1757. AL, STE 3/10/ii.
\textsuperscript{334} Anne Cator Steele diary, 15 December 1757. AL, STE 2/1/3.
\textsuperscript{335} Mary Wakeford to Anne Steele, 23 July 1757. AL, STE 3/10/xii.
\textsuperscript{336} Mary Wakeford to Anne Steele, 10 November 1757. AL, STE 3/10/xiii.
\textsuperscript{337} Mary Wakeford to Anne Steele, 10 November 1757. AL, STE 3/10/xiii.
reflections may arise on the subject. This will I believe after a few trials be easy, and afford entertainment and profit to your self as well as to me.338

Begun with advice, Steele’s letter concluded with very personal, affectionate encouragement. Since Wakeford could not think of what to write and felt spiritually discouraged, Steele proposed a topic she hoped would bolster her sister’s flagging spirits:

the free, unmerited, unbounded Mercy of God, and the infinite Merits of our Great Mediator! Let this be our theme, this is the theme of Angels and Glorify’d Saints! the Song of Eternal Bliss!…O let us, imploring the powerful influences of the Blessed Comforter, endeavour to mediate on this all-important, this ever-interesting Subject ’till we find our hearts warm’d to Love and Praise!339

Steele and Wakeford’s spiritual friendship was formed under the same roof and by the same inherited faith. It took new shape when Wakeford married and moved away, an event that initiated an intentional spiritual correspondence that challenged and sustained the sisters in very different circumstances: Steele as a single woman caring for ageing parents, and Wakeford as a young wife and mother. While Bolton looked for ‘freedom’ in conversation (the opportunity to examine candidly her spiritual experience in the company of a friend), Steele and Wakeford designed an epistolary strategy of mutual meditation on a religious theme that enabled them to reflect on and rehearse Baptist theology together and to come to apprehend it in more personal and nuanced ways. Yet while their letters were serious and sometimes abstracted, they were always affectionate and personal, encouraging intimacy and spiritual depth. And while Steele sometimes took the lead in their relationship, encouraging her more diffident and discouraged sister, she and Wakeford designed their literary conversation to be mutually beneficial: Steele wrote,

338 Anne Steele to Mary Wakeford, undated but c. November 1757. AL, STE 3/10/xiv.
339 Anne Steele to Mary Wakeford, undated but c. November 1757. AL, STE 3/10/xiv.
‘Let us…my Sister my Friend…mutually endeavour to quicken & stimulate each other’. 340

This section has analysed the ways in which women provided spiritual encouragement to friends and siblings seeking to live serious religious lives. Women across denominations commonly conceived of their literary interactions with spiritual friends as conversations, a term that emphasises the reciprocal benefit of their literary encounters. Yet distinctions between denominations can be discerned: Anglicans such as Talbot and Carter engaged in literary conversations that functioned as ongoing spiritual exercises designed to focus their efforts to improve their lives by living purposefully and virtuously. The encouragement of these spiritual ideals was promoted through the exchange of tokens of friendship that were imbued not only with emotion but with a religious significance that recalls, sometimes explicitly, a Catholic veneration of relics. Methodists such as Bolton and Scudamore learned patterns of self-scrutiny and transparency through their participation in Methodist structures, and these patterns passed over into correspondences and visits with chosen friends. And Baptists such as Steele and Wakeford used poetry and letters to meditate on religious themes and encourage one another in very different domestic situations. Such literary interactions demonstrate how women learned to live religious lives not only through official means, but actively and together, writing to spiritual friends.

Resignation

Each of the women considered here employed the language of pious resignation in their personal writings. The theme had wide cultural application in the eighteenth century,

340 Anne Steele to Mary Wakeford, c. June 1757. AL, STE 3/10/ix.
when painful illness and early death touched so many lives. Ministers frequently urged
the bereaved to practise resignation, as Independent minister Stephen Addington did in
his published sermon *Resignation the Duty of Mourners* (1773),\(^{341}\) and poets often took
up the theme, as Edward Young did in *Resignation* (1761).\(^{342}\) Roy Porter and Dorothy
Porter argue that resignation was a common strategy for coping with illness and death in
the period.\(^{343}\) And Amanda Vickery observes uniquely feminine significance in
resignation, describing it as the ‘philosophy’ of genteel women confronted by the
physical and emotional vulnerabilities of motherhood in the eighteenth century.\(^{344}\)
Vickery reads in women’s letters and diaries a felt duty ‘to be brave in suffering and
resigned to the weight of one’s biological burdens’.\(^{345}\) While the women considered here
did not have children of their own, the subjects of illness and death recurred frequently in
their letters, diaries, and poetry, and closer analysis demonstrates important distinctions in
the meaning of resignation across denominations. In this section resignation is analysed
as the subject of literary conversations between friends and siblings.


\(^{342}\) Edward Young, *Resignation* (London: n. p., 1761). Young’s poem was occasioned by the death of Edward Boscawen and written at the request of Elizabeth Montagu for his widow Frances Boscawen. It circulated in manuscript the year that it was printed. Young sent a copy to Montagu to send to Elizabeth Carter, and he forwarded a copy to Catherine Talbot. Elizabeth Montagu to Elizabeth Carter, 1 September 1761. HL, MO 3051. Catherine Talbot to Edward Young, 3 September 1761. Bodl., Eng. Letters c. 209, ff. 92-93.


\(^{344}\) Vickery, *Gentleman’s Daughter*, 96.

\(^{345}\) Ibid.
Baptists: Yielding to God’s sovereign will

Anne Steele’s ongoing reflections on the theme of resignation exhibit particular emphases on God’s sovereignty and the Christian’s duty to yield herself wholly to the steady and immutable will of God, which she perceived as ever good and wise. These beliefs can be traced in her letters and poems written in response to the illness and death of her brother William Steele’s first wife, Mary Bullock Steele (1713–62). Shortly after their marriage in 1749 Mary Bullock Steele’s health began to fail, and in 1751 Steele, who was often ill herself, travelled with her to Bath where they spent two months drinking the water and bathing ‘for their better health’, an action indicative of the Steele family’s rising socioeconomic status.346 While in Bath Steele wrote to her stepmother and her letter introduces her views on the duty of resignation in times of illness: ‘I hope I desire to suppress every repining thought and look up with humble hope & reliance to that Sovereign Hand which fulfills or frustrates mortal expectations as best suits the purposes of Infinite Wisdom and Goodness’.347

Mary Bullock Steele’s health, long fragile, had begun to decline seriously by January 1762. At the time she and her husband were visiting family at Yeovil, Somerset, and news of her sister-in-law’s failing health prompted Steele to write a series of letters to her brother, which she hoped might bolster his spirits while encouraging renewed hope for healing and ongoing trust in the ever-watchful care and rule of God. Steele wrote that she hoped ‘the great Physician in whose hand are the springs of Life’ might direct her sister-in-law’s recovery, but whatever happened, she urged her brother to trust that God would work everything towards his good purpose: ‘his wise & gracious hand…sometimes sends great Afflictions for the exercise of Faith & Patience! It is good both to hope &

346 Anne Cator Steele diary, 29 April 1751. AL, STE 2/1/2.
347 Anne Steele to Anne Cator Steele, 18 May 1751. AL, STE 3/7/xi.
quietly wait for his Salvation’. Or again, ‘A Christian in the exercise of Faith and Hope has the greatest reason to be contented with the dispensations of Providence, even tho’ they are painful and distressing; since they are all, not only just and right, but good and kind’. But still her sister-in-law’s health continued to decline, and soon Steele was starkly advising him, ‘resignation is our indispensable duty’.

Steele’s tone in letters to Mary Bullock Steele during this period was tender and pastoral: ‘I know that faintness and dejection of spirit often attends long-protracted pain and weakness; but while the Eternal God is our Refuge, and underneath are the Everlasting Arms, we can never be utterly cast down.’ Acknowledging the ‘difficulties and dangers of our painful Pilgrimage’, Steele urged her to direct her heart and hope towards heaven: ‘may our Faith and Hope be often looking forward through these light and momentary Afflictions to that exceeding & eternal weight of Glory’. During those final months of Mary Bullock Steele’s life, Steele repeatedly affirmed her hope in heaven where ultimate healing and eternal life awaited. She hoped that her sister-in-law’s painful illness would prompt the whole family ‘to raise our thoughts, our hopes and our hearts to Heaven’. In times of crisis due to illness and death, the Calvinistic belief in God’s sovereignty could be experienced as a spiritual comfort, and Steele wrote to encourage her brother and sister-in-law to rest in their shared belief in God’s ‘infinite Wisdom and unalterable Goodness’.

---
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Mary Bullock Steele died at Yeovil on 13 May 1762, and while no letters survive from the period immediately afterwards to illuminate the family’s response to her death, Steele did write a poem of consolation and mourning for her brother. Entitled ‘To Philander’, the poem employs William Steele’s familial pseudonym, which marked him as affectionate friend (philos) and signalled his gender (andros). In it Steele expressed her desire to ease her brother’s sorrow at the death of ‘Delia’, Mary Bullock Steele’s familial pseudonym, by sharing his grief:

```
While in the arms of death your Delia sleeps
And o’er her ashes fond remembrance weeps;
In tender grief let friendship claim a share,
Friendship, that fain would ease Philander’s care.355
```

Steele’s poem movingly depicts her desire to be a friend to her brother as he mourned, and clarifies her belief that ‘friendship’s love’ had greater obligations than ‘To sympathize, to pity, to deplore’.356 For Steele, friends should be spiritual friends, encouraging those in distress to live in faith and hope, personified by Steele as the ‘Celestial comforter’:

```
See my Philander o’er your Delia’s tomb
Hope smiles and dissipates the dreary gloom.
Celestial comforter! she points your eye
To life, to happiness beyond the sky.357
```

In letter and poetry, Steele encouraged her brother to resignation, which she understood as a conscious self-yielding to God’s sovereign will. This was neither an act of despair nor stoic reserve, however, but was personal, tender, and infused with hope.

---

356 ‘To Philander’, ibid.
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Anglicans: Resignation and stoicism

Catherine Talbot frequently expressed her desire to respond to illness and death with resignation, her letters and diary disclosing an active effort to feel and exhibit appropriate religious emotion. Social expectation and propriety influenced her and her friends’ responses to death. In 1761 Elizabeth Montagu wrote to Elizabeth Carter of the exemplary death of Henrietta Fermor, the Countess of Pomfret (1698–1761), who ‘quitted the weary journey of human life, and pass’d with resignation to a better’. And when her Irish friend Anne Donnellan (c. 1700–62) died the next year, Montagu commended her serene passing in another letter to Carter: ‘My poor friend Mrs Donnellan with the resignation & hopes of a christian gently departed without agony of mind or body’. In contrast to such exemplary resignation, when bluestocking hostess Elizabeth Vesey (c. 1715–91) was distraught after the death of her husband in 1785, Montagu ‘severely condemn[ed] her want of resignation’ and let her friend know it. She reported to Carter that she wrote Vesey ‘4 sides of paper on ye subject’. Though a matter of propriety, efforts to submit to death with resignation should not be dismissed as mere formality, irrespective of actual belief. Talbot’s desire to live in a purposeful and pious way caused her to probe the nature of resignation and monitor her emotions in her diary. When she was grieving the recent deaths of Joseph Butler (1692–1752) and Martin Benson (1689–1752) in October 1752, she wrote of being ‘miserably Low’, adding, ‘my Spirits have

358 Elizabeth Montagu to Elizabeth Carter, [18 December 1761]. HL, MO 3067.
359 Elizabeth Montagu to Elizabeth Carter, 25 [May] 1762. HL, MO 3073.
360 Elizabeth Montagu to Elizabeth Carter, 19 October [1785]. HL, MO 3597.
361 Elizabeth Montagu to Elizabeth Carter, 21 September [1785]. HL, MO 3595. Vesey’s response was likely exacerbated by his husband’s neglect of her in his will and his added insult of leaving £1000 to his mistress. Myers, Bluestocking Circle, 266-267. Montagu wrote to Carter, ‘her regrets of a Worthless, peevish, inconstant Husband, appear to me little better than madness’. Elizabeth Montagu to Elizabeth Carter, 19 October [1785]. HL, MO 3597.
affected both my Health & my Temper’. Then she asked herself, ‘Is this Resignation?’

Talbot’s efforts to work out the nature of resignation also took place in literary conversations with friends, such as her correspondence with Carter following the death of Catherine Secker (c. 1695–1748) in 1748. Catherine Secker was often unwell and Talbot had long been witness to her illnesses. When she was fifteen years old Thomas Secker discovered that his wife was addicted to opium and laudanum, and he later recorded in his autobiography that it was Talbot who cared for his wife when his role as Bishop of Bristol required him to travel. Catherine Secker’s addictions were ‘overcome with great Difficulty’, and her health remained frail for the rest of her life. Talbot was greatly attached to Catherine Secker, who appears frequently in her diary under the pseudonym Aristie. In January 1752, four years after she died, Talbot wrote in her diary of the ongoing absence in her life caused by Catherine Secker’s death: ‘Je Sentois que la Chere Aristie nous manquoit, & J[’]ai tournèe la Tête deux ou trois fois avant que de faire reflection que Ce Vuide ne seroit jamais rempli’.

In the painful days immediately following Catherine Secker’s death, Talbot turned to her friend Carter to help her navigate her emotional and theological response to such loss. She wrote to Carter of Thomas Secker’s and Mary Talbot’s (c. 1691–1784) response to the death, which seemed to her admirably proper and pious: ‘they command

---
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themselves so well, and smooth over the outward appearance into all that calmness, and propriety of behaviour that reason and religion dictate’. 367 Hoping to assure Carter that she also was well, she described herself as ‘indifferent…about most things’, a comment that suggests a surprisingly stoic suppression of feeling. 368 Carter responded, ‘you carry this virtue of indifference too far’, and encouraged her friend to feel her loss. 369 She suggested that reason and religion, independent of the heart, led to a false understanding of resignation: little more than ‘a quiet unruffled melancholy’. 370 By then she had been corresponding with Talbot regularly for more than seven years, and Carter claimed to know her friend better than she perhaps knew herself: ‘whether you will always allow it, or no, sensibility in a high degree you most certainly have’. 371 Talbot’s understanding of resignation and emotion was inconstant at this time, as evidenced by Carter telling her that it was ‘the only subject on which I ever heard you talk inconsistently’. 372

As Talbot, in conversation with Carter, attempted to respond with appropriate resignation to the very personal loss of Catherine Secker, the two friends were initiating a literary project that would culminate in 1758 in the publication of Carter’s translation of the stoic philosopher Epictetus. Their participation in such work suggests their openness to a greater range of theological and philosophical influences than the other women considered here. The project, and the friends’ literary interactions regarding it, helped Talbot to work out her views regarding religious emotion and resignation. In 1751, after sections of the translation project had been passing between them for two years, Talbot could write of the ‘harshness of Stoic doctrines’, adding, ‘If affections make me suffer I

368 Catherine Talbot to Elizabeth Carter, 8 June 1748. Ibid.
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372 Elizabeth Carter to Catherine Talbot, 20 June 1748. Ibid.
renounce them….No! poor Epictetus! If laudable affections give me pain, I humbly submit to it as the due lot of frail and fallen human nature.”  

Talbot was concerned with what she perceived as pagan in Epictetus, and she urged Carter to include an Introduction that would draw distinctions between what was ‘false, wild, and defective’ in Epictetus and ‘the only true philosophy, the Christian’.  

This Carter did, also adding footnotes that give a Christian corrective to the emotional indifference of Epictetus. In response to his counsel that one should bear the death of friends as one would a broken pipkin (cooking utensil), Carter exclaimed in a footnote:

This is a wretched Idea of Friendship; but a necessary Consequence of the Stoic System. What a fine Contrast to this gloomy Consolation are the noble Sentiments of an Apostle! Value your deceased Friend, says Epictetus, as a broken Pipkin; forget him, as a Thing worthless, lost, and destroyed. St. Paul, on the contrary, comforts the mourning Survivors; bidding them, not sorrow, as those who have no Hope: but remember, that the Death of good Persons is only a Sleep; from which they shall soon rise to a happy Immortality.

As mentioned, epistolary conversation between peers was notable for its mutuality, so while Carter earlier supported Talbot through letters, Talbot would later write to encourage Carter. When Carter was ‘extremely low’ in 1757, anxiously attending her younger brother Harry, who was ‘in a dangerous way, and very consumptive’, Talbot wrote to encourage Christian feeling:

In such a situation of mind as your’s [sic] must be, how irksome would be the rules of stoicism! ‘You are a poor, paltry, unreasonable wretch, to feel these things; you descend from the dignity of your nature; your only business is to preserve the composure of your mind.’—How much happier that you are able to say to yourself, ‘these feelings, however painful, are a laudable exercise of those

---

373 Catherine Talbot to Elizabeth Carter, c. 1751. Pennington, ed., Memoirs of the Life of Mrs. Elizabeth Carter, 119.
374 Catherine Talbot to Elizabeth Carter, 8 September 1753. Pennington, ed., Letters between Carter and Talbot, 2:138-139.
affections which were implanted in the human heart by Him who disdained not to take upon him human nature, and to weep for our distresses['].

The Epictetus project influenced the way in which Talbot had monitored her emotional response to grief, but her emotional reservations may also have been in response to scenes of excessive grief then popular in the literature of sensibility, as well as to the popular perception of excessive emotion on the part of religious ‘enthusiasts’, such as the Methodists.

_methodists: tension between resignation and exertion_

Ann Bolton, and those in her spiritual community, often expressed a conventional desire for pious resignation, though their efforts passively to submit themselves to God’s will were held in tension with a spirituality often characterised by active and anxious striving. Pregnancy and illness elicited appeals to resignation that appear formulaic. When Bolton’s friend Sarah Nind (_bap._ 1747, _d._ 1783) was pregnant again in 1778, she wrote to her sister Ann Eden (1743–1801), ‘My bodily Afflictions are but little abated, my present pregnancy is attended with new complaints which are very troublesome and render me useless a great deal of my time’, but she thanked God that she was able to ‘feel a measure of resignation to the mortifying circumstances I am in’. And when Elizabeth Ritchie (1754–1835) was suffering from ‘a dreadful inflammation in her eyes’, Bolton received a letter from their friend Elizabeth Dickinson (1751–1822) indicating that Ritchie was ‘all praise & resignation’.

---

to greater holiness, sometimes expressions of passive resignation strained against an emphasis on religious activity. This tension can be observed in Bolton’s correspondence with Dickinson following the death of Bolton’s husband in 1799.

Bolton married George Conibeere (c. 1738–99) in 1792, when she was forty-eight and he, a widower of Gloucester, was in his mid-fifties. After less than seven years Conibeere died and Bolton felt the loss profoundly, her correspondence for years afterwards betraying her continuing grief. In early 1800 she reached out in letter to Dickinson, a Methodist living in London, who replied by return of post. She offered sympathy, but she also gently encouraged Bolton not to descend into an unhealthy despondency, ‘a kind of selfishness of soul’, wherein she focused only on herself and her loss.380 Dickinson attempted to stir Bolton up to ‘greater usefulness in his Church than ever’, writing, ‘it seems much impress’d on my mind that yr time for active service is by no means over’.381 To help Bolton navigate her way out of her grief, Dickinson shared with her scripture passages that had once acted as ‘a sacred Map to guide’ her.382

Four years later Bolton again wrote to Dickinson who had, by then, lost her own husband, and Dickinson now wrote to share her own experience frankly and ‘freely’ (in typical Methodist fashion), hoping mutually to benefit her own and her friend’s soul. She wrote:

It has been upon my mind to give you a letter sketch of the Lords dealings with me since he call’d me to endure the greatest of all trials; I do this 1st that you may help me to praise him for his abundant goodness, & 2dly that you may be more than ever encouraged to trust him for yrself.383

Dickinson’s husband was Peard Dickinson (1758–1802), and on the morning of his death in 1802 his wife ‘was given’ words from Isaiah 41.10, ‘Fear not for I am with thee’, which she received as ‘a pillar to rest upon’. Dickinson told Bolton that less than five minutes after his death she heard words from 1 Timothy 5.5 (a passage about widows), ‘She that is desolate—trusteth in God’; these words came with ‘peculiar power’ and she experienced them as ‘an anchor to my soul’. Dickinson shared not only biblical passages that had sustained her, but books and hymns. She recommended Benjamin Grosvenor’s popular *The Mourner* (1731), which was for her ‘my almost constant companion’, and gave precise bibliographic directions to several hymns that had been ‘a particular blessing’ to her: ‘M’ C Wesleys 14th Hymn for Widows, Page 209 2d Vol of Hymns & Sacred Poems…and the next to it the 15th I think you will find a word in season’.

Dickinson laid out the ‘two paths’ set before Bolton: she could passively yield to ‘useless grief’ or she could rouse herself to ‘greater activity & diligence than ever’. This was the theme of her earlier letter reprised. Dickinson’s urging Bolton to ‘greater activity’ was coupled with a call to submission: ‘resign…yrself into the hands of Infinite Love’. Phyllis Mack uses the tension between purposeful activity and passivity as a crux in her analysis of Methodism: ‘the fusion of agency and self-transcendence’, she writes, ‘was the central principle of Methodist psychology and the goal of their religious discipline’. Dickinson interpreted this tension in biblical terms. In letters to Bolton written in 1800 and 1804 she explained the dialectic between agency and passivity,
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between exertion and resignation, with reference to 2 Timothy 2.21, which refers to the sanctified Christian as ‘a vessel unto honour’. She encouraged Bolton passively to allow God to ‘mould & fashion’ her ‘as clay in the hand of your divine Potter’. Yet the ‘vessel unto honour’ that God was preparing was not meant to be decorative but productive, ‘meet for the master’s use, and prepared for every good work’ (2 Timothy 2.21).

As Bolton had earlier looked expectantly to her friend Mary Scudamore’s letters, believing them to be a spiritual conduit of God’s love, she now turned with anticipation to Dickinson’s letters. When Bolton asked Dickinson about her experience of loss, she requested that Dickinson wait and pray before responding to her letter, regarding the letter form with sufficient seriousness that she expected God to speak to her through Dickinson’s reply: ‘I have done as you desired’, wrote Dickinson, ‘& waited & pray’d for divine assistance in answering your letter’.

For her part, Dickinson also anticipated that she might be used by God ‘as a feeble instrument to convey some measure of peace’ to her friend. Dickinson’s letters to Bolton relating to George Conibeere’s death urged spiritual resignation in much the same manner as Baptist and Anglican letters, but their appeal to religious experience and activity, and their underlying tension between resignation and exertion, distinguish them as Methodist.

**Conclusion**

Historians have observed the importance of friendship in supporting religious women’s preaching, philanthropic, and political activities, but here I have argued that friendship

---

also provided more spiritual, or interior, support. Spiritual friendships provided essential encouragement to women across a denominational spectrum by providing a space within which to ask questions, to reveal griefs and fears, and to work out theological views on, for example, the duty of resignation. Yet such friendships were not only between women, for women and men, siblings and friends, involved themselves in each other’s lives in such intimate and encouraging ways. Friends used informal literary interactions to nurture mutually supportive relationships: they engaged in ongoing correspondences or initiated correspondences in light of crises, they exchanged diaries, and they wrote poetry for one another. Such literary encounters were conceived of as conversations, exhibited greater variability than usually has been acknowledged, and were egalitarian, affectionate, and personal. Peer sociability nourished a particular kind of shared spirituality, providing reciprocal encouragement that enabled friends and siblings to strengthen emotional bonds and deepen their spiritual lives, as they learned together to write about their faith. And in this often hidden literary act, they formed spiritual community.
Chapter 3

‘No one should leave her excellent heart unamended’:

The Wisdom of Spiritual Elders

I am always hurt when I hear Old Age represented Unjustly as going down Hill….It is indeed going up so high a Hill as may well put Persons out of Breath & make them Faint & Weary, but the encouraging Prospect brightens at every Step, & Assisting Angels stretch out a helping hand…393

Catherine Talbot’s tribute to advancing age acknowledged the increased physical frailty that comes with growing old while celebrating the mature Christian’s closer proximity to heaven. She associated the advanced age of Christians with wisdom earned through greater spiritual experience, and she sought out this wisdom by pursuing relationships with older men and women. Talbot’s reflections were written in a 1763 letter to Eliza Berkeley (1734–1800) and were prompted by a recent illness of Eliza’s mother-in-law, Anne Berkeley (c. 1700–86). Anne Berkeley was the widow of George Berkeley (1685–1753), philosopher and Bishop of Cloyne in Ireland, and Talbot had loved her ‘extreamly’ and had admired her religious character since their meeting ten years earlier.394 Their relationship had formed during a brief period when they lived in close proximity near Oxford, but Anne Berkeley soon moved to Ireland and then followed her son’s ecclesiastical career across southern England, and thus the majority of her and Talbot’s relationship transpired through the post. Talbot’s long-term relationship with Berkeley, as

393 Catherine Talbot to Eliza Berkeley, 4 January 1763. BL, Add. 39311.
394 Catherine Talbot diary, 2 August 1753. BL, Add. 46690.
with other older women, caused her to consider ‘increasing Years…as an Advancing Scale whose last Step is in Heaven’.  

This chapter analyses the often hidden ways in which women acted as spiritual elders in religious communities. Focusing on relationships across generations it considers those to whom women looked for spiritual guidance and asks how the exchange of letters and other personal writings supported mentoring relationships. While historians understandably have attended to the pastoral responsibilities of clergy in providing religious guidance, this chapter argues that older women outside the nuclear family and local church also played important and underacknowledged roles in directing spiritual lives. Taking a broad view of parenthood and priesthood, it analyses the multiple meanings of such roles for both men and women and shows how overlapping affectionate and spiritual ties could strengthen (and sometimes complicate) mentoring relationships. This chapter argues that an analysis of such relationships reveals older women engaged in a range of unofficial and highly important leadership roles within diverse religious cultures. Looking beyond local contexts introduces the importance of correspondence in sustaining such relationships, and here letter writing is observed to be a powerful and versatile mode of spiritual direction. Talbot’s letter to Eliza Berkeley, hopeful in its belief that the mature Christian would achieve a heavenly reward, signals a spiritual theme with particular significance to older women and men who, as they aged, confronted death in a more immediate sense: the assurance of salvation. Often the subject of formal religious

395 Catherine Talbot to Eliza Berkeley, 4 January 1763. BL, Add. 39311.
396 Of many possible examples of analyses of eighteenth-century pastoral practices, see D. Bruce Hindmarsh, John Newton and the English Evangelical Tradition: Between the Conversions of Wesley and Wilberforce (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996), 186-211.
debate and discussion, spiritual assurance is here analysed as the subject of informal literary interactions. Such literary interactions illuminate another of the hidden ways in which women constituted religious communities: honoured as spiritual elders, older women across religious cultures were active in supporting and directing the lives of younger women and men.

**Older Women and Elders**

In describing older women as spiritual elders the church office of elder is deliberately invoked, for the unofficial religious guidance provided by older women has clear resonances with the official responsibilities of church elders to superintend the spiritual welfare of congregations. In both capacities, elders were entrusted with the care of souls. In formal settings, this trust was conferred by ecclesial structure or voting members; in informal settings it was bestowed by affection and freely given within personal relationships. Formally and informally, perceived qualities of holiness and wisdom qualified certain persons to be called on to provide such leadership. Vital as these roles were in religious communities, insufficient work has been undertaken on spiritual eldering. The term elder would not have been used by or of the older women
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397 The question of what constituted adequate grounds for spiritual assurance, whether certain signs of election or an inward witness of the spirit, led to Calvinist-Arminian disagreements. Such theological variation will be developed in the final section of this chapter, ‘Assurance’. For a related debate, see discussion of the ‘Minutes Controversy’ on p. 243.


considered here, but considering spiritual eldership is a more inclusive way illuminates previously hidden roles of women within religious communities.

While Quaker and Moravian women did serve as elders in the eighteenth century, the women considered here could not have taken up the role in an official capacity.\textsuperscript{400} Seventeenth-century Baptist women had exercised formal leadership roles as deacons (with responsibilities for temporal rather than spiritual care, women’s participation in this role was limited to widows over the age of sixty), but by the eighteenth century those roles were withdrawn.\textsuperscript{401} And while the office of elder did not exist in eighteenth-century Methodist chapels or Anglican churches, there was no comparable formal spiritual leadership in which women could engage. Eighteenth-century Methodist women are well known to have acted as preachers, but authorisation for women to preach remained the exception rather than being approved on principle: women required an ‘extraordinary call’ to preach.\textsuperscript{402} Formally precluded from holding religious offices, older women were nevertheless sought out as spiritual guides on account of two interrelated traits: religious experience and advanced age.

Firstly, perceived spiritual maturity promoted some older women as especially competent guides to the religious life. Often their moral and spiritual authority was interwoven with emotional ties: rather than exercising an impersonal influence over strangers, they acted as spiritual mentors to particular, loved individuals who were attracted to how they lived and spoke of their faith. Personal piety affected the stature of

---


\textsuperscript{401} Briggs, ‘She Preachers, Widows and Other Women,’ 337-352; Smith, ‘Community and the Believer’, 197; Bebbington, \textit{Baptists through the Centuries}, 55.

\textsuperscript{402} Chilcote, \textit{John Wesley and the Women Preachers of Early Methodism}, 171.
older women in religious communities in ways that have not been adequately observed.

In her article on seventeenth-century funeral sermons, Debra Parish demonstrates how older women exercised spiritual authority by virtue of personal piety, though in her analysis such authority was attained in death and was mediated by male ministers eulogising women in print. What Parish observes in the seventeenth century can be extended to the eighteenth century, when exemplary women’s diaries and letters were frequently published posthumously and similarly through the intercession of male ministers. Yet older women’s reputations for holiness also led to spiritual authority in life and through unmediated personal writings. Historians of women and ageing have tended to interpret religion as essentially private, increasing in personal importance as one aged. Lynne Botelho and Pat Thane argue that religion formed part of the ‘continuum of old age’ and emphasise its analgesic qualities, ‘softening the aches and pains of physical ageing’. Similarly, Anne Kugler observes in the ageing Lady Sarah Cowper’s diary an amplified religiosity, and interprets this shift to Cowper’s searching for religious comfort as she confronted her own mortality. Such heightened contemplation and inwardness might be predicted in the devout elderly, since faith must have provided comfort in new and perhaps frightening circumstances, as health failed, friends died, and dependency increased. Rather than generating posthumous authority or private consolation, here the

---

devotion of older women is considered to have provoked valuable engagement in spiritual communities.

Secondly, advanced age contributed to women’s authority as spiritual guides. The perception of wisdom and religious experience affected the trust afforded some women, but it was the wisdom of increased *age* that authorised such esteem.\(^{407}\) The veneration of elders can be observed across the religious communities studied here, as older persons were expected to possess certain virtues, such as wisdom and holiness, and when they did they were accorded honour and respect.\(^{408}\) Using age and spiritual experience as gauges for bestowing honour was not uncomplicated, however. Indeed, one of the recurrent questions in the historiography of ageing is, how old is old? While for the purposes of analysis and comparison, historians tend to agree on sixty as marking the onset of old age, they acknowledge a wide range of experiences and self-perceptions of ageing.\(^{409}\)

Sometimes social position or the experience of illness prompted someone to be regarded as an elder, even when age was not advanced. Spiritual experience or personal piety also had the capacity to alter the perception of older people as elders, both positively and negatively. Especially devout people might achieve elder status before the age of sixty, while those considered less spiritually mature, despite advanced biological age, might


\(^{409}\) Ottaway, *Decline of Life*, Ch. 1: ‘Who was “old” in eighteenth-century England?’; Thane, *Old Age in English History*, Ch. 1: ‘Did people in the past grow old?’; Lynn Botelho asks how menopause affected the perception and experiences of ageing women and argues that in the seventeenth century, women in their fifties were often considered old. Lynn A. Botelho, ‘Old Age and Menopause in Rural Women of Early Modern Suffolk,’ in *Women and Ageing in British Society since 1500*, ed. Lynn A. Botelho and Pat Thane (Harlow: Longman, 2001), 43-65.
never be sought out as religious guides. As Susannah Ottaway cautions, old people should not be interpreted sentimentally as receiving unqualified respect from younger generations. Yet when advanced age combined with mature spiritual experience, older women could achieve the unofficial status of spiritual elder.

Catherine Talbot’s regret that old people were perceived unjustly as going downhill rather than up a hill as they approached God and their heavenly reward was certainly intended in such spiritual terms. But it might also be interpreted in terms of women’s activity within religious communities. Increased age often led to a corresponding decline in one’s capacity to work and contribute economically to families and communities. Thus Gervase Babington wrote in his *Works* (1615) that in old age ‘we go down the hill again and every day grow weaker and weaker’. For those whose work identities altered as they aged, increased age might come with a corresponding loss of authority. For women, however, increased age might lead to a rise in authority. Freed from childbearing and childrearing, women could experience older age as a time of greater personal freedom. Older age could also supply greater independence and financial autonomy for both single women and married women whose husbands predeceased them. Thus rather than going down a hill, in some senses elderly women ascended. In religious communities, the rise in authority that came with ageing was

---

410 Ottaway, *Decline of Life*, 1.
413 Froide, ‘Old Maids,’ 89-90.
manifested in older women transgressing gender boundaries and performing unofficial leadership roles.

Older women in religious cultures

Catherine Talbot was drawn to older women who confronted the end of life with courage and unflagging faith. In late 1761 Henrietta Fermor, the Countess of Pomfret, lay dying, and in her final days she would only see her daughter and her friends Lady Isabella Finch and Elizabeth Montagu. Talbot was reluctant to impose at such a time, but admitted to Elizabeth Carter that she ‘exceedingly long[ed] to be admitted’. She added, ‘A fellow exile just on the point of being recalled, and sensible of the blessing, is of all companies the most interesting.’ Regarding Pomfret, Talbot wrote that for years she had ‘respected her highly’, but now that Pomfret was poised at the border of heaven, Talbot thought that she might have gained a new and valuable spiritual perspective.

Talbot may initially have encountered Pomfret, by reputation or in person, through the Countess’s longtime friend Frances Seymour (1699–1754), then the Duchess of Somerset. Beginning in 1752, Talbot purposefully cultivated a relationship with the Duchess, describing their meeting in her diary as ‘a Day that Must not be omitted’. A generation older than Talbot, the Duchess had been a close friend of the poet and devotional writer Elizabeth Rowe (1674–1737), on whose account Talbot had wanted to meet her for years: ‘Ever since my Childhood, but especially ever since I read M’rs Rowes

415 Elizabeth Montagu to Elizabeth Carter, 17 November 1761. HL, MO 3064.
417 Catherine Talbot to Elizabeth Carter, 3 December 1761. Ibid.
418 Catherine Talbot to Elizabeth Carter, 3 December 1761. Ibid. Pomfret died on 17 December 1761.
419 Frances Seymour is more often known by her early title, the Countess of Hertford, or Lady Hertford; in 1748, however, she became Duchess of Somerset, and since Talbot knew her only as the Duchess of Somerset and referred to her as such, she is referred to by her later title here.
420 Catherine Talbot diary, 26 March 1752. BL, Add. 46690.
Books, I have longed for an acquaintance with Cleora.\textsuperscript{421} Rowe was the popular author of \textit{Friendship in Death} (1728) and \textit{Letters on Various Occasions} (1729); the earlier volume consisted of fictional letters from the dead to the living, written to persuade the reader of the soul’s immortality, while the latter volume contained actual letters, including ten written by the Duchess under the pseudonym Cleora.\textsuperscript{422} Talbot described their meeting in her diary: ‘Cleora appear’d very awful to me, but in the Course of the Conversation her Appearance was sweet & Agreeable. Had I been in less Awe Should have been still more pleas’d.’\textsuperscript{423} And she later wrote to Carter:

> From my very earliest memory I have from a distance admired her character, but I find her to be much more than my highest imagination had formed. The best and the frankest of hearts: the most polite, the most easy, the most friendly behaviour: and understanding every way improved, a taste just and elegant, a candour and goodness that prevents one’s being in the least uneasy or afraid of a person whom one must at once admire, love, and revere.\textsuperscript{424}

The degree of Talbot’s esteem was likely affected by the Duchess’s elevated social stature and literary reputation, but it was also heightened by her perceived piety and more advanced age.

The Duchess of Somerset had a reputation for piety and was active in the religious world of eighteenth-century England in previously unrecognised ways. In \textit{The Feminiad} (1754), his encomium to accomplished British women, the clergyman John Duncombe wrote of her:

> Here, sweetly blended, to our wond’ring eyes;  
The Peeress, Poetess and Christian rise\textsuperscript{425}

\begin{footnotes}
\item[421] Catherine Talbot diary, 26 March 1752. BL, Add. 46690.
\item[422] The originals of these letters are in DNP 110. See also Melanie Bigold, ‘Elizabeth Rowe’s Fictional and Familiar Letters: Exemplarity, Enthusiasm, and the Production of Posthumous Meaning,’ \textit{British Journal for Eighteenth-Century Studies} 29, no. 1 (2006): 1-14.
\item[423] Catherine Talbot diary, 26 March 1752. BL, Add. 46690.
\end{footnotes}
Duncombe noted three aspects of her identity and activity: peer, poet, Christian. Court historians have observed her aristocratic status and activity.\textsuperscript{426} Literary scholars have considered her own efforts as a poet and more often her significance as a patron to several generations of poets, including Elizabeth Rowe, James Thomson, and William Shenstone.\textsuperscript{427} Her activities and connections as a devout woman, however, are rarely considered. Yet the Duchess’s correspondence reveals a keen awareness of national religious developments and she was well connected to leading eighteenth-century religious figures in both the established and dissenting churches: when she was a child, Bishop Thomas Ken had lived with her family following his secession from the Anglican Church; the Independent minister and influential writer Isaac Watts (1674–1748) became a friend in midlife and they corresponded for more than twenty years; in the 1730s and 1740s she observed with interest the emergence and progress of the Methodist movement; and she was intimate with Selina Hastings, the Countess of Huntingdon, who founded her own ‘connexion’ of chapels and referred to Somerset as ‘my beloved Duchess’.\textsuperscript{428} And as an older woman she developed a close relationship with Talbot.\textsuperscript{429}

\textsuperscript{426} Clarissa Campbell Orr, ‘Popular History, Court Studies, and Courtier Diaries,’ The Court Historian 17, no. 1 (2012): 1-16.
\textsuperscript{427} See also Prescott, ‘Provincial Networks, Dissenting Connections, and Noble Friends,’ 29-42.
\textsuperscript{429} The Duchess’s religious activities broadly and relationship with Talbot more narrowly are suggestive of the religious impact of other eighteenth-century aristocratic women. The Countess of Huntingdon is well known for her religious activities, but there were many deeply religious aristocratic women who participated in diverse ways in the eighteenth-century religious world. There is scope for interesting research on these women. See Jones, ‘Spiritual Aristocracy,’ 85-94.
Observing their relationship illuminates the Duchess’s unofficial leadership of the religious community she carefully constructed at Percy Lodge, her home near Windsor. Her religious seriousness was heightened by various losses later in life. In 1744 her nineteen-year-old son died of smallpox while on a grand tour of Italy, and her grief was profound and lasting. In 1750 her husband, to whom she was devoted, also died. Increasingly she lived in retirement at Percy Lodge and her reputation for piety enlarged. Her status as a widow, her declining health, and her stature within court and literary circles contributed to Talbot’s perception of her as an older woman, despite her being in her early fifties at the time. Talbot frequently made extended visits to Percy Lodge, referring to it as a ‘Refuge’ and ‘the Abode of Peace & Happiness’. In late 1753 she remained for six weeks and compared her happiness there to that of a nun in her ‘beloved Convent’, a comment that evokes the ways in which Percy Lodge resembled a religious community both in appearance and practice. And in both respects the Duchess served as guide and superintendent.

In appearance, aspects of Percy Lodge resembled more formal religious communities. Having bought the house with her husband in 1739, the Duchess was actively involved in its refurbishment and in redesigning its gardens. She had in mind a place of spiritual retreat or retirement, and set to work constructing it. In the midst of
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her garden she built a hermitage\textsuperscript{435} and, writing to her friend the Countess of Pomfret, the Duchess described the grounds:

\begin{quote}
There is one walk that I am extremely partial to; and which is rightly called the Abbey-walk, since it is composed of prodigiously high beech-trees, that form an arch through the whole length, exactly resembling a cloister.\textsuperscript{436}
\end{quote}

Daily, she took contemplative walks through this cloister.\textsuperscript{437} She directed considerable energy to building a chapel, and this chapel formed the centre of religious life in her home.\textsuperscript{438}

In practice also, life at Percy Lodge resembled formal religious communities. The rhythm of life was organised around prayers held in the chapel, and everyone in the house, whether visitor or resident, was expected to attend. In a poem addressed to the Countess of Pomfret, the Duchess described life at Percy Lodge and the role the chapel played:

\begin{quote}
Then tolls the bell, and all unite
In pray’r that God would bless the night\textsuperscript{439}
\end{quote}

As monastic communities punctuated their days with devotion, those bells called Talbot to prayers twice daily, before breakfast and dinner. Hearing them, she would set down her reading or put aside her diary and return again to the ‘wonderfully pretty Gothick Room’.\textsuperscript{440} Recounting the days she spent at Percy Lodge, her diary echoes again and


\textsuperscript{436} The Duchess of Somerset to the Countess of Pomfret, 21 May 1740. Bingley, ed., \textit{Correspondence between the Duchess of Somerset and the Countess of Pomfret}, 2:3-4.


\textsuperscript{438} Hughes, \textit{Gentle Hertford}, 349, 382.

\textsuperscript{439} The Duchess of Somerset to the Countess of Pomfret, 1 July 1740. Bingley, ed., \textit{Correspondence between the Duchess of Somerset and the Countess of Pomfret}, 2:38. The Duchess also described the rhythm of life at Percy Lodge in a letter to an unnamed correspondent, 31 December [1753]. DNP 31.

\textsuperscript{440} Catherine Talbot diary, 4 November 1753. BL, Add. 46688.
again: ‘we were called to Prayers’. The Duchess thus superintended a kind of monastic community that operated according to regular hours. Talbot wrote with admiration of Somerset’s careful attention to time—‘even with her bad health & with the infinity of business she has to do is always punctual to a Minute’—and, given her religious concern to use her time wisely, Talbot responded positively to the rhythm imposed.

The Duchess’s closet became a particularly important space of ritualised spiritual engagement during Talbot’s visits. Lined with pictures of hermits, it was a more suitable place, as Talbot wrote, for ‘a grave good woman to say her prayers’ than Lady Georgiana Spencer’s closet, lined as it was with ‘all those Cupids, and Hymens and Metamorphoses’. Somerset’s closet suggests a kind of intensely private space of feminine devotion. Much scholarship on historical women’s closets has emphasised this privacy, correlating the closet with feminine empowerment since it provided women with their own space within busy households and gave them permission and provision to focus on themselves. Yet while Somerset’s closet can be described as private, it was not always a place of solitude, for she frequently invited Talbot to join her in it. Talbot’s
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visits to Percy Lodge were punctuated by regular meetings with the Duchess in her closet, and indeed the times that Talbot recalled as most precious were those spent alone with the Duchess in her closet.\textsuperscript{447}

The regularity and ritualised nature of these meetings suggests the closet as a confessional, a context in which the Duchess, who took a guiding role, acted as Talbot’s spiritual director in informal and intimate ways. Together in the closet they had serious conversations, read together (often aloud), and mused together over old papers.\textsuperscript{448} While Talbot’s record of her regular meetings with the Duchess leaves no doubt as to the religious nature of many of their closet conversations, she did not record their content. Perhaps in keeping between them the substance of their conversations, the confidence of the confessional was actually preserved.\textsuperscript{449} After one such meeting with the Duchess, Talbot praised her in her diary, confident that their time together would have an improving effect on her: she observed and admired Somerset’s humility, fortitude in suffering, and life of active goodness, and concluded, ‘no one should leave her excellent Heart unamended’.\textsuperscript{450} Having constructed a religious community at Percy Lodge, the Duchess directed its patterns of life and rituals of devotion. And Talbot, attracted to Somerset’s life and faith and to the rhythm of life at Percy Lodge, was grateful to be guided by her.

While the Duchess of Somerset led an informal religious community at her home near Windsor, Anne Cator Steele performed unofficial leadership roles within a formal religious community. Surviving family and church papers reveal her activities as

\textsuperscript{447} For example, Catherine Talbot diary, 17 November 1753. BL, Add. 46688.
\textsuperscript{448} For example, Catherine Talbot diary, 21 November 1753. BL, Add. 46688.
\textsuperscript{449} Talbot may not have recorded the content of her conversations with the Duchess in her diary because she often shared her diary with friends, as will be discussed in the next chapter. See p. 217.
\textsuperscript{450} Catherine Talbot diary, 21 November 1753. BL, Add. 46688.
unofficial church clerk and pastor within the Baptist church at Broughton. Firstly, as
unofficial clerk she was particularly attentive to issues of membership. Indeed, her diary
mirrors official church books—notebaptisms, deaths, and transfers from other
churches—though supplements their unembellished census by incorporating greater
detail, personal commentary, and religious interpretation. As one example, the church
books for 1732 show an unusual influx of members. Anne Cator Steele described this as a
season of local ‘revival’, and her diary clarifies that most of those baptised in 1732 were
children or servants of current members.\footnote{Anne Cator Steele diary, 11 June 1732. AL, STE 2/1/1. Also church books of Broughton Baptist Church. AL, Broughton 1/3. See also Smith, ‘Community and the Believer’, 163-164.} Reading official records against her unofficial
record thus gives personal faces to the stark facts found in church books and clarifies how
such church growth was regarded. Her diary also supplements membership records with
an account of worship practices, since hymns sung in church were sometimes transcribed,
dated, and pinned into the diary.\footnote{For example, Anne Cator Steele diary, paper slipped in at March 1750. AL, STE 2/1/2. See also AL, STE 3/1/2.} Her careful accounting of the corporate life of her
church is also preserved in a small, worn, calf-bound notebook in which she kept a record
of every sermon she heard between 1706 and her death in 1760. This list does not vary in
form throughout the 54 years she maintained it: each sermon is represented by a single
line on which are recorded date, preacher, and text.\footnote{Anne Cator Steele, record of preachers heard. AL, STE 2/2/3.} A key to this notebook is pinned
inside the final volume of her diary, and on this single folded sheet she condensed her
sermon-hearing experience to an alphabetical listing of ‘Those Baptist ministers I heard
preach.’ The total number is 134.\footnote{Anne Cator Steele diary. AL, STE 2/1/3.} Though, significantly, she also recorded hearing
Anglican, Methodist, Independent, and Presbyterian ministers: her religious experience
was not confined within the Baptist denomination. Consistently recording, tallying, and
cross-referencing, she constructed quantifiable records of the religious life of her community—records as illuminating as any carefully managed church book.

Anne Cator Steele’s diary was clearly not wholly a record of self-examination, though it does attest to the manner in which her spiritual life was constantly under review. It had both personal and communal meaning, and the same formalised approach she applied to recording the life of her community she applied to the reckoning she gave of her own life. Begun when she married in 1723, she wrote her last entry the day before she died in 1760. Throughout the seventeen years covered by her extant diary, her diary-writing practice was rigorously consistent: an entry every day, Sundays marked as such in the margin, Bible references also noted as marginalia. Every six weeks, in preparation for communion, she read over her diary for the previous six weeks and wrote an ‘X’ in the margin, which would mark the place for her to begin reading in another six weeks’ time. And at the beginning of each year she re-read her diary for the year just past, six months over each of two days. (See Figure 6.) Her diary is thus a record of one woman’s religious life as much as it is a record of her religious community’s life, and as we shall see, it would come to be used within that community.

Secondly, Anne Cator Steele not only gave a reckoning of church membership as unofficial clerk, but as unofficial pastor she provided religious advice and guidance to those who wished to join the Baptist church. In 1730 she accompanied Mary Strong to the
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455 The diary was written in six thick volumes, three of which have survived. See Anne Cator Steele diary. AL, STE 2/1/1, 2/1/2, and 2/1/3. The extant volumes cover the periods 1730–36 (when she was aged 41 to 47) and 1749–60 (when she was aged 60 to 71). On Anne Cator Steele commencing the diary when she married, see Broome, Bruised Reed, 77.

pastor’s home to discuss the possibility of baptism, and having previously spoken with Strong she judged her discourse on this occasion to be ‘better than I Expected’. Two years later, when her stepdaughter Anne Steele wished to be baptised, Anne Cator Steele talked with her and, ‘find[ing] God have been very Gracious to her’, likewise accompanied her to the pastor’s home. This pattern continued until the end of her life. In 1760 she wrote, ‘I have earnest desires for some increase in our Church’, and when Martha Tub arrived at her house to discuss her religious experience with her husband William Steele, who was then pastor, Anne Cator Steele was present and assessing Tub’s spiritual experience: ‘she talks very well’, she concluded, and the following Sunday Tub

457 AL, STE 2/1/1.
458 Anne Cator Steele diary, 2 August 1730. AL, STE 2/1/1.
459 Anne Cator Steele diary, 10 June 1732. AL, STE 2/1/1.
was baptised.\textsuperscript{460} Two weeks later Anne Cator Steele died, and Anne Steele memorialised her in a poem that includes a portrait of her elderly stepmother:

\begin{quote}
…enfeebled, bent with years,
Worn out with pains, her mental powers decay’d
And lost to social joys…\textsuperscript{461}
\end{quote}

Yet this image of an undeniably old woman, frail and lonely, is surely incomplete, for Anne Cator Steele had been immersed and involved in her religious community, providing informal leadership, until the end.

While the religious leadership of the Duchess of Somerset and Anne Cator Steele was hidden and is perceptible now only through their and others’ personal writings, that of the Methodist Mary Fletcher (1739–1815) had two facets and, indeed, phases: one was widely visible to the English Methodist world and the other was more hidden. The first included her public philanthropic work as well as her activities as a Methodist preacher and published writer, and this has attracted much scholarly attention.\textsuperscript{462} By the 1790s Fletcher was widowed and, her age and health now preventing the preaching that had been formally approved by Methodist authorities, she developed an informal ministry of religious counsel from her home in Madeley, Shropshire. This second, more hidden leadership she described in her diary in 1793:

\begin{quote}
I am in ye very place and situation were God would have me be – many come to me from far & are like to do so more & more – and I will not think [sic] from it for it is Gods call – if I was to travel about as I have sometimes done – I could do little because a small Journey lays me up – neither co\textsuperscript{d} I have liberty for publick meetings – but at home I can converse with many, in the meetings & speak to hundreds at once – true I have the Burden & Expence of Company – but God has
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{460} Anne Cator Steele diary, 13 June 1760. AL, STE 2/1/3. Church book of Broughton Baptist Church. AL, Broughton 1/4.

\textsuperscript{461} ‘To Amira on the Sudden Death of Her Mother’, Steele, \textit{Poems on Subjects Chiefly Devotional}, 3:40.

given me a plentifull income to bear that Expence – and good handy faithfull servants to take off the burden, & such as delight to do faithfully all that they do either for the Brethren or Strangers....I felt a renew’d alacrity for the Service of Souls.  

Age and health required her withdrawal from official religious activities, but although her space contracted to her home, her ministry did not likewise contract. Instead, it altered. Rather than going out to preach, Fletcher’s reputation for wisdom and holiness caused her to be sought out as a spiritual elder.

Ann Bolton met Fletcher at Madeley in 1797, although they had been corresponding since earlier in the decade. Fletcher was only four years older than Bolton, but her experience and connections had secured her distinguished public stature and caused Bolton to approach her with the honour and respect more typically reserved for someone considerably older. On Bolton and her husband’s journey to visit Fletcher at Madeley, they passed by a stately aristocratic house and park at Tifnal, and she reflected in her diary on her inability to give honour simply on account of title and wealth. Exemplary spiritual qualities were necessary to earn her esteem. On their arrival at Madeley they were welcomed into ‘the sacred peaceable Mansion’ and Bolton found that words failed her upon meeting Fletcher: ‘We were received by that blessed Woman with such humble Dignity, such benign Courtecy as I can by no means describe. I was perfectly struck with astonishment, & so I was the whole time we were with her.’  

She attended to Fletcher with almost reverential awe. Fletcher’s ‘every word’ was ‘destilld as the dew on my heart’. When she prayed ‘ye heavens seem’d to shower down immediate Blessings’.

---

463 Mary Fletcher diary, 14 August 1793. JRL, MAM FL.
Bolton’s design in going to Madeley had been to seek Fletcher’s guidance regarding her husband, George Conibeere. At issue was his uncertain spiritual state, which Bolton felt to be an ongoing burden. She had married him five years earlier despite his not being a Methodist, and their formal marriage negotiations were preceded by Bolton’s explicit efforts to test his religious seriousness. Conibeere willingly submitted to such testing, and Bolton later wrote to Fletcher, ‘he married me that I might be his guide & leader to heaven’. But five years later his spiritual state remained unresolved, so Bolton brought him to someone of greater spiritual authority. Fletcher met with them throughout their visit to offer advice and guidance and, on the third day of their visit, introduced some letters written by her late friend, Sarah Ryan (1724–68). Bolton recorded in her diary, ‘those Letters were full of energetic power, & of ye Holy Ghost’. Through letter and visit, prayer and conversation, and sharing the manuscripts of now-dead friends, Bolton sought and found spiritual guidance from one she referred to as a ‘Minister of God for good to me’. Fletcher was honoured as an unofficial religious leader long after age and illness curtailed her more public and official ministries.

Rather than precipitating a retreat from meaningful engagement in communal life, advanced age could lead to older women achieving honoured positions as spiritual elders within diverse religious communities. The Duchess of Somerset developed a reputation for piety within a diffuse Anglican world and superintended an informal religious community in her home at Percy Lodge, where Talbot sought her out; Anne Cator Steele actively monitored and unofficially supervised membership of her local Baptist church; and Mary Fletcher’s public activities earned her a reputation in later life as a Methodist

467 See Bolton-Conibeere courtship letters. Lond.
468 Ann Bolton to Mary Fletcher, 12 November 1792. JRL, MAM FL 2/1/15.
470 Ann Bolton to Mary Fletcher, 12 November 1792. JRL, MAM FL 2/1/15.
wise woman, causing Bolton and others to seek her spiritual guidance through both visit and letter. In a subsequent section the literary aspects of such spiritual mentorship will be analysed in more detail, but first we turn to women’s relationships with parents, to whom they also turned for spiritual mentorship.

**Parental patterns and spiritual mentorship**

When John Wesley died in 1791 at the age of eighty-seven, Ann Bolton travelled to London to attend his funeral and afterwards wrote an account of the event. As she knelt at the altar to receive communion on that sorrowful day she had a vision of Wesley in heaven:

> Just as I received the Bread a ray of divine light break forth from the court of heaven &…shewd me my dear much loved Father & Friend in the enjoyment thereof & gave me to partake of such a union with his happy spirit as no words can describe. This discovery was immediately attended with these words to my admiring astonishd soul ‘Where he is, there shalt thou be’…

Bolton’s depiction of Wesley as her ‘much loved Father’, while her own father still lived, denotes the flexible manner in which parental relationships were expressed in the eighteenth century. As women sought out mentoring relationships they looked as well to those they considered parents. Who were these parental figures? Through an analysis of parental patterns that looks beyond biological parenthood and the nuclear family, this section argues that spiritual authority was entwined with familial and affectionate ties in significant and underexplored ways.

Religious authority and parental care clearly overlapped when one’s parent was also one’s pastor. This was the case for Anne Steele, whose father William Steele was pastor of the Baptist church she had attended since birth. Her relationship with him was

---

imbued with a formality owing to his official role. The only surviving letter written by her to her father refers to his ‘paternal affection’ and ‘tender regard’, as well as to ‘the benefit I have rec’d from yr instructions’, and the letter suggests that these instructions were given in the contexts of both home and church.\textsuperscript{472} The letter is more formal than is typical of Steele, and reads in part as a catechetical rehearsal of conventional Calvinistic beliefs: ‘While I reflect only on my own vileness I dare not speak it [heaven] but when I meditate the all sufficient merits of a blessed Redeemer and can see a glimpse of hope that he is mine…I fly to that gracious Savior…’\textsuperscript{473} Yet her relationship with him was certainly also affectionate. She lived with him from birth until he died, when she was fifty-two, and when he was an elderly and widowed man she cared for him. In 1761, when she was invited to visit her cousin at Bristol, Steele declined, giving as her reason, ‘I do not leave my Father’.\textsuperscript{474} Her response to his death in 1769 demonstrates that her ties to him were not only spiritual or a matter of duty, but were also emotional:

\begin{center}
\begin{quote}
Ah! now one tender, one endearing tie  
That held me down to earth, death has torn off,  
And with it rent my heart strings…\textsuperscript{475}
\end{quote}
\end{center}

He had continued to pastor the Broughton Baptist Church until his death, and when he died Steele grieved the loss of one who was both her father and her ‘father in God’.

While he lived, Steele’s father was frequently away on preaching tours or scouting wood for his timber business, and when he travelled she remained at home with her stepmother, Anne Cator Steele. Steele also turned to her stepmother for spiritual guidance, but their relationship was uncomplicated by formal ministerial roles. For much of Anne Steele’s life her stepmother was her most constant companion: they lived

\textsuperscript{472} Anne Steele to William Steele, c. 1759. AL, STE 3/5/i.
\textsuperscript{473} Anne Steele to William Steele, c. 1759. AL, STE 3/5/i.
\textsuperscript{474} Anne Steele to Grace Cottle, 18 May 1761. BL, M468.
\textsuperscript{475} Steele, \textit{Poems on Subjects Chiefly Devotional}, 3:viii.
together until Anne Cator Steele’s death in 1760, when Steele was forty-three and her stepmother seventy-one. They would often spend their time reading together and talking about ‘Experimentall things’. In 1749 Steele was ill and Anne Cator Steele wrote in her diary that she ‘seem’d apprehensive of death’. On this and many similar occasions, Steele turned to her stepmother to ‘talk about her soul concerns’. Steele considered her to be ‘The christian’s pattern’, a phrase evocative of Thomas à Kempis’s work by that name, with reference to Christ. If her father’s ministerial role engaged him as a formal representative of Christ on earth, Steele honoured her stepmother as an informal embodiment of Christ-like holiness. Born into an affectionate family with deep roots in the Baptist church, Steele looked to both father and stepmother as spiritual mentors. But as we will see in the next section, it was to Anne Cator Steele that she wrote when away from home.

While Steele, immersed in a religious world in which church and family overlapped, turned to her father and stepmother as spiritual elders, Ann Bolton had to look elsewhere for religious mentoring. Born into an Anglican family, she converted to Methodism as a young woman, and in so doing overturned customary patterns of faith transmission and compromised familial ties. Her decision to join the Witney Methodist Society was perceived by her family and friends as a radical move away from the religious experience of her family, both past and present. Her parents pleaded with her—her father weeping, her mother kneeling—to disassociate herself from the Methodists.

476 Anne Cator Steele diary, 15 August 1752. AL, STE 2/1/2. In the eighteenth century, ‘experimental’ was used to describe religion that was known by experience and evidenced by warm religious affections.
477 Anne Cator Steele diary, 2 January 1749. AL, STE 2/1/2.
Bolton later recalled, ‘my parants were much alarm, thinking I shd be mad…indeed all my
relation & aquaintance was crying out against me, saying they thought I had had more
sence’. Her parents bargained with her, threatened her, and disowned her for a time. Later recalling this period, she wrote that Psalm 69 was ‘very expressive of my state’: ‘I
am become a stranger unto my brethren, and an alien unto my mother’s children.’
Bolton’s conversion created ongoing tensions: she wanted to show her parents honour as
the Bible instructed her, but she could not look up to them as spiritual elders. She had to
look beyond her biological family for spiritual guidance.

Bolton’s most significant and long-term mentor was John Wesley. She probably
met him when he visited Witney in 1764, when she was twenty-one years old and he
sixty-one, and their meeting initiated a relationship and correspondence that continued
until his death nearly thirty years later. Their relationship was complex and Wesley in
particular described it in a range of ways. He often expressed himself in effusive terms,
writing to her with evident tenderness, affection, and concern for her soul. Thus in 1772
he wrote, ‘How unspeakably near are you to me’, and in 1776 he wrote of his ‘very tender
regard’ for her, adding, ‘I always loved you & I always shall’. Wesley often used the
language of friendship to describe their bond: ‘Shall not I speak to my Dear Friend all
that is in my heart?…Be to me always…what I am to You, A Faithfull and tenderhearted
Friend.’ And he made claims of spiritual kinship in his letters: more than half of his

482 Ann Bolton to unnamed clergyman, 18 August 1786. JRL, MA 1977.610.33. The John Rylands Library
indicates that the recipient was John Wesley, but internal evidence shows that she was writing to someone
much less well known to her than Wesley was in 1786. Cf. Psalm 69.8.
483 John Wesley to Ann Bolton, 29 February 1772. JRL, MAM JW 1.76. John Wesley to Ann Bolton, 10
(1943): 57.
484 John Wesley to Ann Bolton, 27 September 1777. JRL, MAM JW 1.89.
letters to Bolton are addressed to ‘My dear sister’, and he frequently signed them ‘Your affectionate brother’. 485

Despite Wesley’s egalitarian terms of address, their relationship was not one of peers but rather was a religious mentorship in which he performed the role of spiritual father and she daughter. 486 Bolton was more careful in maintaining a hierarchical distinction, not as much for gendered reasons as on account of his greater age and religious authority. Forty years her senior, Wesley’s advanced age surely influenced her respectful demeanour. As did his priestly office: his very appearance in clerical dress reminded her of his official and elevated position. 487 She regularly described him in her diary as ‘venerable’, and when he visited her at Witney in 1787 she considered herself to be ‘highly favord’ (a phrase that evokes the angel Gabriel’s words to Mary at the annunciation: ‘thou that art highly favored, the Lord is with thee; blessed art thou among women’). 488 Conscious of his stature as her ‘father in God’ and the father of Methodism, Bolton addressed Wesley in her letters not as ‘my dear brother’ but as ‘Reverend Sir’ or ‘Reverend and honoured sir’, and sometimes ‘Reverend and dear Sir’. Similarly, she signed her letters as ‘your obliged servant’ or ‘your affectionate child’. 489 Their lengthy

486 D. Bruce Hindmarsh, ‘Spiritual Experience and Early Evangelical Correspondence: The Letters of John Wesley and Ann Bolton, 1768-1791’ (unpublished paper, 2011), 17.
487 Abelove, Evangelist of Desire, 7.
489 Ann Bolton to John Wesley, 27 December 1782. AM 13 (December 1790): 668.
correspondence was not the conversation of equals, but rather in it Bolton located a fund of wisdom and spiritual guidance that her biological parents could not supply.

As Bolton turned to Wesley as spiritual father and mentor, her own father, Edward Bolton (1716/7–91), considered her his religious instructor. Initially hostile to his daughter’s allegiance with the Methodists, he had in time converted through her influence and continued to look to her for spiritual guidance, even as an old man. Bolton’s account of his final illness and death is touching in its inverted patterns of familial piety. Edward Bolton died in his mid-seventies, just six months after Wesley’s death, and Bolton’s account of his final days attests to her tender care for him, body and soul. She ‘helpd to put him to bed, rubd his legs with my hot hand & his back with a warm flanel & told him in the morn# I shd make him a flannel shirt’, and she prayed with him. Bolton recorded, ‘he ask’d me concerning the nature of the newbirth & woud say its common for Parents to teach their Children but my Children must teach me’. Susannah Ottaway argues that mentoring their adult children was one of the most fulfilling roles of older people in eighteenth-century society, but here we see an inversion of such relational patterns: this is an example of reverse mentoring. Aware that he was dying his mind turned to heaven and he asked questions about the nature of salvation, which Bolton carefully answered, catechising him on his deathbed: ‘all he wanted’, she wrote, ‘was an assurance of the divine favor’. For Bolton, religion both enhanced and complicated her experience of parental mentorship. Wesley’s priestly stature, together with his ongoing affection for her, caused her to look to him as a spiritual father and enabled their long-
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490 Wesley wrote to Bolton in 1785, ‘You have been honourd and to save from ruin your Father, Mother, Brother!’ John Wesley to Ann Bolton, 16 February 1785. Pudl., 4/7/25.
493 Ottaway, Decline of Life, 142.
term mentoring correspondence. Her relationship with Edward Bolton was likewise affectionate, although since Methodists located spiritual authority in religious experience more than age, in a spiritual sense Bolton acted as parent to her father.

As Steele turned naturally to her father and stepmother as religious mentors and models, and Bolton to Wesley as spiritual father, Catherine Talbot turned to a more complex configuration of parental figures for moral and religious guidance (see Appendix 2, p. 330). Her most constant parental presence was her mother Mary Talbot, but letters and diaries reveal other significant parental relationships. Her father Edward Talbot (1690/1–1720) had died of smallpox in 1720, five months before his daughter’s birth. At the time he was Archdeacon of Berkshire and close friends with other leading Anglican clergymen—Thomas Secker, Martin Benson, Joseph Butler, and Thomas Rundle (1687/8–1743)—and after his death they rallied to care for the fatherless girl. Duty to her father blended with affection for Talbot. When she was nine years old, Rundle told her that he loved her because he had loved her father, ‘the best man that ever lived’.495 Similarly, Secker wrote to her when she was twelve, ‘I have many reasons, on account of other persons (one of whom you never knew), and some on your own account, to love and wish you well.’496 Benson, Butler, and Rundle did not marry and Secker had no children of his own, and Talbot became a kind of daughter to them all. Her religious guidance became a matter of communal interest and they wrote instructive letters to her as a child. Rundle urged her to be heavenly-minded (when the mind ‘ceases to ascend it descends’).497 And Secker advised her to do good cheerfully and patiently bear evil,
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495 Thomas Rundle to Catherine Talbot, 28 May 1730. Beinecke, OSB 53/v.
496 Thomas Secker to Catherine Talbot, 22 February 1733. Beinecke, OSB 53/vi.
497 Thomas Rundle to Catherine Talbot, 28 May 1730. Beinecke, OSB 53/v.
thinking with reverence and love of God, who observed her conduct. As a parent would, he wanted to assist her in ‘Laying the foundation’ of her life, believing that if ‘the right care be taken first of the real, though invisible support of all; then the work rises by sure degrees, the delight of every beholder’. Talbot’s early life thus was shaped by multiple paternal influences that exhibited highly porous boundaries between familial and religious ties.

As she aged Talbot continued to look to the trio of Secker, Butler, and Benson, in particular, for guidance, although her adult awareness of their high ecclesiastical status required her response. She loved them all, and her letters and diary demonstrate their affectionate ties. As with Bolton and Wesley, affectionate ties were entwined with her awareness of their ecclesiastical rank and religious authority. She thought of them as those she loved, but also in terms of the national church: they were ‘the Three first Heads & Hearts in the Nation’. The mingling of personal affection and a sense of national importance can be traced throughout their interactions. Writing to Elizabeth Carter in 1752, Talbot described an amiable scene in her dressing room, where Benson read to her and her mother. When he died she felt the painful loss of her ‘faithful adviser’, but also wrote, ‘What a loss does the world sustain in such a man’. In her diary, Benson appears affectionately as ‘Marcus’, though in letters she referred to him by his title, the Bishop of Gloucester. She was comparably affectionate in her encounters with Butler, who would
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498 Thomas Secker to Catherine Talbot, 22 February 1733. Beinecke, OSB 53/vi.
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501 Catherine Talbot diary, 30 September 1752. BL, Add. 46690.
503 Catherine Talbot to Elizabeth Carter, undated but 1752. Pennington, ed., Memoirs of the Life of Mrs. Elizabeth Carter, 87, 89. Pennington incorrectly identifies the death as that of Joseph Butler.
walk and talk or read with her when he visited the Secker-Talbot household. Yet at the same time she was attentive to his ecclesiastical status: he often appears in her diary as ‘L’E de D’ (for l’évêque de Durham, or Bishop of Durham).

Talbot’s relationship with Secker was similarly both affectionate and influenced by his formal religious authority. She turned to him as a father, but she also honoured him as one who held a high ecclesiastical office. The way in which Talbot harmonised affection and admiration in her relationship with Secker has not been sufficiently noted. More often, their relationship has been characterised as having a diminishing effect on Talbot. The poet and artist Susanna Duncombe published a ‘Sketch’ of her character in the Gentleman’s Magazine for June 1772, and in it stated that Talbot was overawed and inhibited by the presence of Secker:

She had a luxuriant imagination, when she ventured to indulge her genius in the fields of Fancy; and so sincere was her humility, so diffident was she of her own powers, so awed by the deference she paid to the respectable friend with whom she constantly resided, that her elegant and refined taste was sometimes nipped in the bud; and many sweet flowers were often stripped away by the pruning hand of too severe a judgment.

Weeden Butler later wove Duncombe’s ‘Sketch’ into his tribute to Talbot’s character, published in his Memoirs of Mark Hildesley (1799), and the perception of Secker’s inhibiting influence was perpetuated. Modern scholars have also overemphasised Secker’s religious authority rather than their affection for each other. Sylvia Harcstark Myers attributes Talbot’s infrequent publishing to Secker’s stifling influence and his demands on her time as amanuensis and unofficial secretary, and judges her to be a

504 Catherine Talbot diary, 2 November 1751. BL, Add. 46690.
‘buried talent’ since she did not publish more (though there is ample evidence that her writings circulated in manuscript).® And Rhoda Zuk attributes Talbot’s ‘excessive diffidence’ to her relationship with Secker, which she depicts as ‘a subtle and complex quasi-filial relationship’.* While acknowledging their complex relationship, she does not explore the emotional ties between them. Susan Staves, on the other hand, sees Secker as providing Talbot with intellectual opportunity and stimulation for her writing career.® Even in this case, however, the focus remains on Talbot’s published literary output, more than her religious or emotional ties.

Talbot lived with her mother throughout her life and enjoyed a close relationship with her, but her experience of parenthood was much broader and more complex. If Benson and Butler were pseudo-uncles, the Seckers were pseudo-parents. Secker had written to Talbot as a child of twelve, ‘You are the only child of a very good woman our dear friend and instead of a child to my wife and me: the affection we all have for one another is united in you’.® And Talbot expanded the relational language. After Catherine Secker’s death in 1748, Talbot wrote a poem commemorating the woman who had played a parental role in her life:

Thy memory, still for ever dear,  
I, as a parent’s, will revere!®

Talbot and her mother continued to lived with Thomas Secker after his wife’s death, and Talbot wrote of their family circle on the last day of 1751, ‘My Dearest M: Eug: & I live
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here as happy in one another as Can be’.\textsuperscript{512} She wrote to Elizabeth Carter of her gratitude to God for giving her ‘such a parent’ in Secker, and after his death she remembered him as the ‘tenderest Father’.\textsuperscript{513} He was ‘More than Parent’ and ‘plus que Pere’ to Talbot, which might equally describe the depth of her affection for him as her awareness of his elevated status.\textsuperscript{514} For as often as he was parent to her, he was also ‘my Lord’ and ‘the Shah’.\textsuperscript{515} He was affectionate father as well as ‘father in God’.

Under very different familial and religious conditions, Steele, Bolton, and Talbot each turned to older, more experienced men and women for spiritual mentorship. Whether they were biologically related or not, these older women and men became their spiritual mothers and fathers. Historians have shown how the idea of spiritual motherhood and the related trope of the ‘mother in Israel’ were used to authorise women’s moral authority, opening up paths to preaching and other public activities.\textsuperscript{516} Yet the image of spiritual motherhood that is forming here was not public, but affectionate, relational, and individualised. It was also not necessarily biological, challenging the depiction of nurturing mothers associated with a ‘cult of maternity’, as mentioned earlier. Depictions of spiritual fatherhood tend to be associated with clergymen’s formal religious roles,\textsuperscript{517} and while Talbot’s, Bolton’s, and Steele’s relationships with Thomas Secker, John Wesley, and William Steele were inflected with the formality of their ministerial office, they were also certainly warm and personal. Such relational and intimate encounters go

\textsuperscript{512} Catherine Talbot diary, 31 December 1751. BL, Add. 46690. ‘M’ was short for ‘Mama’, and ‘Eug’ for ‘Eugene’, Talbot’s affectionate pseudonym for Secker.
\textsuperscript{514} Catherine Talbot diary, 30 September 1752. Secker was ‘more than Father’. Catherine Talbot diary, 19 June 1753. BL, Add. 46690.
\textsuperscript{515} For example, Catherine Talbot diary, 31 October 1753 and 19 December 1753. BL, Add. 46688.
\textsuperscript{517} Hindmarsh, ‘Spiritual Experience and Early Evangelical Correspondence’; Charles E. Hambrick-Stowe, ‘The Spiritual Pilgrimage of Sarah Osborn (1714-1796),’ \textit{Church History} 61 (1992): 408-421.
unobserved in religious histories that focus on institutions and theologies, and thus Secker, Wesley, and Steele are illuminated in new ways here. This analysis suggests affinities in women’s experiences of spiritual motherhood and fatherhood. Still, their relationships with older women were not affected by formal priestly office, and the next section will consider whether and how this influenced their experience of spiritual mentoring through literary encounter.

**Spiritual Direction**

As Protestants, the women considered in this thesis would not have understood their interactions with older religious mentors as spiritual direction, given the term’s Catholic resonances. Yet conceived of broadly, it helpfully describes interactions in which a less experienced person gained insights for the spiritual life from someone with greater authority and experience.\(^{518}\) Often this guidance was sought from clergymen on account of their priestly office.\(^{519}\) So John Wesley wrote to his friend Ebenezer Blackwell in 1757 that ‘people flock about me for direction’, which he provided both in person and through the post.\(^{520}\) Spiritual direction was also sought from and provided by women in less official capacities, and considering spiritual direction in this broader sense recovers one
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\(^{518}\) Spiritual direction requires that the director is wise and mature, more experienced in the spiritual life and thus capable of giving advice. Cheslyn Jones, Geoffrey Wainwright, and Edward Yarnold, eds., *The Study of Spirituality* (New York: Oxford University Press, 1986), 568.

\(^{519}\) An important means of pastoral care, George Whitefield, John Wesley, John Newton, and other religious leaders used letters to provide spiritual guidance. Hindmarsh, *Evangelical Conversion Narrative*, 74-75, 130. Wesley was especially adept at this and had a huge correspondence: Ted Campbell states that a ‘reasonable estimate’ of Wesley’s extensive correspondence would be almost 18,000 letters. Ted A. Campbell, ‘John Wesley as Diarist and Correspondent,’ in *The Cambridge Companion to John Wesley*, ed. Randy L. Maddox and Jason E. Vickers (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010), 130. On Wesley’s and Newton’s ministries as spiritual advisers through letter, see Hindmarsh, ‘Spiritual Experience and Early Evangelical Correspondence’; Hindmarsh, *John Newton and the English Evangelical Tradition*, 240-250. See further, Ellen A. Macek, “Ghostly Fathers” and Their “Virtuous Daughters”: The Role of Spiritual Direction in the Lives of Three Early Modern English Women,’ *The Catholic Historical Review* 90, no. 2 (2004): 213-235.

of the vital roles of older women in religious cultures.\textsuperscript{521} Letters were an especially effective medium for spiritual direction, and in this section I analyse correspondence and other personal literary interactions as they supported spiritual mentorship.

\textit{Letters as spiritual direction}

When John Wesley died in 1791 Bolton grieved the loss of her ‘dear beloved pastor and Father’, and wrote movingly to a friend of how she knelt by his coffin and thanked God ‘for the many gracious helps I had enjoyed thro’ him’.\textsuperscript{522} She had received most of those ‘gracious helps’ through their long-term correspondence, and with his death she lost an important source of spiritual direction. On that day, the only other person in the room with her and ‘the dear remains’ was her friend Elizabeth Ritchie, who had spent the past few months caring for Wesley at his London home. At some time during those final months, Wesley gave Ritchie one of his letter seals: a small sunflower turned to the sun, with the motto ‘Tibi soli’ (‘For thee alone’).\textsuperscript{523} He had last used it on a letter to Bolton less than three months before he died, and not long after his death Ritchie began to use it on letters of spiritual encouragement she sent to Bolton (see Figure 7).\textsuperscript{524} In tracing the sunflower seal from Wesley to Ritchie, we turn from the more official spiritual direction given by clergymen through letters, to observe the more hidden, informal, and varied activities of women as providers of epistolary spiritual direction.

\textsuperscript{521} Patricia Ranft defines spiritual direction in an especially expansive way, allowing the term to designate almost any position of women’s spiritual leadership or guidance. Patricia Ranft, \textit{A Woman’s Way: The Forgotten History of Women Spiritual Directors} (New York: Palgrave, 2000).
\textsuperscript{522} Ann Bolton to Elizabeth Scudamore, 12 March 1791. Quoted in Banks, ‘\textit{Nancy Nancy’}, 92.
Sometimes described as the ‘golden age of letters’, the eighteenth century was an ‘epistolary moment’ when rising literacy rates, improved postal systems and transportation, and new apprehensions of subjectivity coincided to produce a vast expansion in the writing of personal letters. While fewer letters written by women have survived, they were active participants in this new epistolary culture, and at the time were lauded as ‘naturally better’ letter writers, since the ‘easy, natural style’ so admired in
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525 Elizabeth Ritchie to Ann Bolton, 4 October [undated, but between 1792 and 1799]. Pudl., 4/17/3.
familiar letters was thought to ally well with their ‘untutored and spontaneous
expressiveness’.\(^\text{527}\) Too often women’s letters are considered to offer unmediated access
to their thought and emotion, or are encountered as simple ‘biographical appendages’ to
their private lives.\(^\text{528}\) Historians and literary scholars have sought to complicate this.
Feminist readings sometimes regard women’s letters as a crucial means of ‘verbal self-
discovery and self-invention’,\(^\text{529}\) while other gendered interpretations focus on the
domestic life, including childbirth and children,\(^\text{530}\) and on a perceived propensity of
women to write to other women.\(^\text{531}\) But how did women’s letters have meaning—and
particularly religious meaning—beyond self, domesticity, and a world of women? And
how did women use the letter genre to provide spiritual direction to those they loved?

Often women’s spiritual care through letters was individualised, in both its
personal counsel and teaching on the spiritual life comparable to the spiritual direction of
ministers. In one such letter, written by Bolton in 1784, she taught ‘the Art of knowing &
loving God’.\(^\text{532}\) Using imagery from Mark 4, she described the process of spiritual
maturation as growing corn: ‘First yë blade – then yë ear[,] then yë full Corn in yë ear’.\(^\text{533}\)

A new Christian is like a blade, while a transformed soul ‘is as a shock of Corn ready ripe

---


\(^{529}\) Patricia Ann Meyer Spacks, ‘Personal Letters,’ in *The Cambridge History of English Literature, 1660-
literary critics to interpret letters as ‘self-fashioning’, see Pearsall, *Atlantic Families*, 14. See also Carolyn
Rebecca Earle (Aldershot: Ashgate, 1999), 121.

\(^{530}\) Whyman, *Pen and the People*, 141-143; Gilroy and Verhoeven, *Epistolary Histories*, 3.

\(^{531}\) Whyman, *Pen and the People*, 136, 172; Gilroy and Verhoeven, *Epistolary Histories*, 6; Steedman,
‘Woman Writing a Letter,’ 21.


verse to elucidate the spiritual life for John Thornton. See John Newton, *Twenty Six Letters on Religious
Subjects* (London: Printed by J. and W. Oliver, 1774), 70-93. Though later published, the letter was
originally written in response to a request from John Thornton regarding the typical progression of grace in
for ye Garden’. Shifting metaphors, she also compared the stages of spiritual development to increasing light: first light shines indistinctly, faint in the darkness; when that light is recognised as divine and is admitted, it strikes with greater force; and finally, she explained, ‘The soul is transform’d by this divine assimilating power, it is changed from darkness to light & as it faithfully & gradually proceeds on its way it becomes all Light in y<sup>e</sup> Lord’. Finally, she described the spiritual life as a ‘divine Ladder’, and encouraged her correspondent, ‘tho you are only at ye bottom ye way is open’. Bolton’s teaching on the spiritual life was written in answer to an earlier, lost letter, in which someone identified only as ‘my dear Frd’ asked for her guidance. And while the identity of the recipient is unknown surely he or she was known to Bolton, since her tone throughout is warm and personal and she took a moment, before closing, to pass along messages to ‘M<sup>rs</sup> Hindes & Miss Cross’.

While Bolton frequently wrote letters of spiritual guidance to women, she also wrote to men, challenging gendered interpretations of women’s letter writing that focus on the gynosocial, and suggesting hidden ways in which religious imperatives overturned conventional gender dynamics. In a letter written in 1784 to Captain Richard Brackenbury, a local Methodist preacher, Bolton wrote, ‘I wish to say an animating word and in ye name of my Master to invite you to come forward’, and then proceeded to give him very practical advice on setting aside set times for prayer. In reply, Brackenbury confirmed his intention to heed her spiritual guidance, adding, ‘I feel a great Liberty to unbosom my thoughts to you, & I think I never wrote to anyone I can make so

---

free with’. As noted earlier, Bolton also wrote letters of spiritual instruction to George Conibeere prior to their marriage. Conibeere’s letters to her expressed affection and a desire to be more closely united with her. He wooed her with gifts, on one day writing, ‘Have sent you a fish and beg your acceptance of it as a Token of Love’. She responded with questions about his spiritual state and with advice to seek God more earnestly, and included a kind of sermon in letter form: ‘Permit me to advise to chuse the Lord for yr God. Be much in secret prayer. Tell yr wants, yr complaints, yr desires and troubles minutely to him….Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ and thou shalt be saved.’ Her greater spiritual experience authorised her epistolary guidance.

Yet the letters that Bolton wrote to offer spiritual direction to known and loved individuals might easily have become the text that guided others, since letters in the eighteenth century often had life beyond the contexts in which they were originally written, delivered, and read. Elizabeth Johnson (1720–98) was a generation older than Bolton and had a reputation for particular piety within the Bristol Methodist community, and several of her letters to Jane March (1743–c. 1816), who lived in London, were transcribed by Bolton in her letter-book for 1771–72. She may have read the letters in either Bristol or London, for her diary describes her visits to both cities during the period covered by the letter-book. And while she almost certainly transcribed her friends’ letters for her own edification, Johnson’s letters were also used to support her efforts to care for others. On several occasions the text of her friends’ letters was later assimilated.

539 George Conibeere to Ann Bolton, 24 August 1791. Lond.
542 Bolton was in London from February to March 1771, and wrote in her diary of spending time with March at the Foundery. Ann Bolton diary, 18 February 1771. Pudl., 2/2. She was in Bristol from September to October 1772, where she ‘drank Tea with some frds at Miss Johnsons’. Ann Bolton diary, 2 October 1772. Pudl., 2/3.
into her own letters, suggesting the almost osmotic nature of the letter-book in influencing correspondence.543 In a letter written by her to an unnamed correspondent Bolton repeated almost verbatim a letter from Johnson to March.544 Johnson had once asked March, ‘d`ont you think it profitable oftentimes while we fix y`e eye of our souls on Him who is our Wisdom to turn inward & examine weather we really advance in Holiness[?]’.545 Bolton transcribed the letter into her letter-book, and in 1771 it became the text of her letter to an unnamed correspondent.546 In addition to embedding Johnson’s spiritual advice to March in her advice to her correspondent, Bolton borrowed her postscripted defence for assuming a voice of pastoral authority: ‘PS [she wrote] on peruseing w`t I have written I am almost ashamed to send it haveing so much asumed ye teacher but as it was wrote in simplicity & freedom of heart bear w`th me’.547 In radiating out from their initial uses and contexts, as they were copied and circulated, women’s letters provided pastoral guidance to those unknown to their authors. More than a means of self-fashioning, women’s letters helped to create a religious subculture as they were copied, preserved, and used.

Epistolary spiritual direction thus transpired through the circulation of women’s letters in manuscript, but it also occurred in print. Women’s letters had a broad reach and was one of the chief mechanisms for their ministry, though far more attention has been given to their activities as preachers. While sometimes women’s letters were published as

books, the *Arminian Magazine* published a great many more. Margaret Jones calculates that forty per cent of the biographical and autobiographical material Wesley published in the magazine was related to women and this material was primarily in the letters section. Throughout their correspondence Wesley encouraged Bolton to write openly and honestly, ‘without any shyness or reserve’, promising her in 1772 that ‘None sees your Letters but me.’ Yet despite Wesley’s assurance of privacy, Bolton’s letters to him were taken up into the Methodist publishing enterprise, and what is particularly interesting is that she saw the letters being printed. Beginning in 1784 Wesley began to edit and publish Bolton’s letters to him—the very letters that twelve years earlier he assured her were seen only by him. In the following seven years she watched as twenty-four of her letters to Wesley were published in a magazine that, by the end of the century, had a readership of 100,000 people. These letters were now anything but private, and she knew it. Indeed, she asked for a copy of the magazine in 1788 right after one of her letters appeared in print. Aware that others were reading her letters, she must have felt an increased sense of responsibility and authority, so that letters written to Wesley, her ‘dear beloved pastor and Father’, were simultaneously written for a much
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552 In addition, Wesley published two death accounts written by Bolton. These accounts were written as letters to Wesley, but may have been written expressly for publication. [Ann Bolton], ‘A Short Account of Mr. John Taylor: in a Letter to the Rev. J. Wesley’, *AM* 12 (May 1789): 237-239. [Ann Bolton], ‘An Account of the Illness and Death of Mrs. Trimnell’, *AM* 13 (February 1790): 82-86. Sarah Trimnell was Bolton’s sister, and she died 12 May 1789. See also the draft of her account. Pudl., 4/7/31/1.


554 John Wesley to Ann Bolton, 23 February 1788. JRL, MAM JW 1.99
wider audience. Her letters had both individual and communal meaning. While she wrote hoping to *receive* spiritual guidance from Wesley, she also wrote to *give* such guidance to others.

*The wisdom of older generations*

Archives and printed sources alike testify to the extensive use of the familiar letter by Methodists as a means of spiritual direction. Not only the tool of male religious leaders, women also used letters to request accounts of religious experience and to provide religious counsel. Their epistolary pastoral care supplied an unofficial parallel to the formal care of pastors. If the letter had a privileged and distinctive place in Methodist circles, how did it function within Anglican and Baptist communities? Earlier we observed the unofficial priestly office of the Duchess of Somerset and Anne Cator Steele. How did these women, honoured for their advanced age, religious experience, and perceived wisdom, supply pastoral care through personal correspondence?

Catherine Talbot admired the Duchess of Somerset as a wise older woman, and she sought her warmhearted company and religious guidance not only in person at Percy Lodge but through letter. Talbot’s letters to the Duchess have not previously been included in accounts of her life and writing, and they illuminate an important and previously neglected relationship and practice of spiritual direction. Rather than writing frankly and openly about their interior lives (as Methodists endeavoured to do), Talbot and the Duchess, as more moderate Anglicans whose social worlds were guided by social codes of politeness, would often discuss religious texts. Books became a means for their

---

spiritual discourse. Most of their relationship was enacted at a distance, but they wrote fortnightly letters, and many of these were accompanied by ‘pacquets’ that included books and manuscript writings on temporary loan. Their letters, some of which survive, catalogue the contents of the ‘pacquets’ and include reflective notes on books sent and received, so that in their correspondence we have a lens into the means and meaning of their shared spiritual reading.

One of Talbot’s ongoing concerns in her efforts to live a religious life was striking the proper balance between action and contemplation, and in 1753 she used books to pose the question to the Duchess, as one who she perceived to be wiser and further advanced in the religious life (Talbot wrote that she was ‘following [the Duchess] a good way oft’). In October Talbot discussed *Lettres sur Divers Sujets de Morale et de Piété* (1718) by Jacques Duguet (1649–1733), a French theologian whom she and the Duchess had recently been reading. Her questions turned on the degree to which one should engage with the world in order to ‘improve’ it, or retreat as to a convent to contemplate God. Duguet urged one of his correspondents to withdraw into a convent to live amongst the ‘good…People’ there, and Talbot asked the Duchess, ‘Dear Madam, good & wise as [Duguet] is, is this a rational scheme for a World where ones business is to improve…Society? The question weighed on Talbot, and she raised it again in a letter two months later, now with reference to her and the Duchess’s shared reading of *La
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557 Catherine Talbot to the Duchess of Somerset, 11 October 1753. DNP 31.
558 The book’s title, translated, is *Letters on Diverse Subjects of Morality and Piety*.
559 Catherine Talbot to the Duchess of Somerset, 11 October 1753. DNP 31.
560 Catherine Talbot to the Duchess of Somerset, 11 October 1753. DNP 31.
Bonne Armelle (1676), by Jeanne de la Nativité. Armelle told the story of the Catholic laywoman Armelle Nicolas (1606–71), who worked in a French convent, and Talbot likened Armelle’s happiness in her ‘beloved Convent’ to her own happiness while visiting the Duchess at Percy Lodge. Allowing their shared reading of Armelle to speak to her own experience, Talbot asked the Duchess how she might cheerfully and ‘usefully’ return to her life in London after her restorative retreat at Percy Lodge.

Talbot and the Duchess’s shared reading ranged widely, and their religious discussion via books was not limited to texts that were explicitly devotional. In this respect their reading reflects the broadening scope of theological literature observed by Brian Young, who notes how novels, poetry, and other genres functioned as theological texts in the eighteenth century. Reading what was current was fundamental to the pursuit of politeness, and Talbot and the Duchess turned social expectation to spiritual purpose by using up-to-date texts to discuss another persistent theme in Talbot’s personal writings: how to use time well and so live a ‘good’ life. In 1754 they read Jane Collier’s recently published Essay on the Art of Ingeniously Tormenting (1753), and though Talbot described it in a letter to the Duchess as ‘low & imperfect’, she added that if one read it as an examen of conscience it might still prove useful. Talbot’s diary recalls the Puritan examen of conscience that is often characterised as introspective and

561 La Bonne Armelle was published in English translation as Daily Conversations with God, Exemplified in the Holy Life of Armelle Nicolas (1725).
562 Catherine Talbot to the Duchess of Somerset, 18 December 1753. DNP 31.
565 Catherine Talbot to the Duchess of Somerset, 24 April 1754. DNP 31.
confessional. She recorded the time that she woke, and carefully accounted for how she used each hour, a reckoning of time intended to help her live a good and holy life. Spiritual reading supported this effort. Her shared reading with the Duchess, and their shared reflection on that reading, demonstrate how Talbot’s self-examination was not solely a matter of introspective piety but was also, crucially, relational. Throughout 1753 and 1754 Talbot and the Duchess were also reading Samuel Richardson’s *Sir Charles Grandison* (1753–54): they sent each other the latest instalments, discussed the book in their correspondence, and read it aloud when together. *Sir Charles Grandison* was, to Talbot, ‘The Book’, its title character illustrating exemplary Christian character and holy living. Again their own lives interacted with their shared reading: reflecting on Grandison, Talbot began to see in the Duchess the ‘most amiable & wisest of Women’ whose character was ‘exactly’ like Grandison’s. Like Grandison, the Duchess lived a life of ‘Active Goodness’, and Talbot turned to her as a wise spiritual mentor.

Tracing Talbot and the Duchess’s shared reading illuminates an alternate means of spiritual direction through letter, while it also challenges interpretations of eighteenth-century women’s religious reading practices as silent and solitary. The image of the gentlewoman spending time alone, contemplating religion, and reading scripture and devotional books appears frequently in eighteenth-century texts, and for many years dominated modern scholarship. While representations of women reading have become more nuanced and varied, the image of the religious woman as she read remains
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567 For example, Catherine Talbot diary, 19 November 1753. BL, Add. 46688.
568 Catherine Talbot diary, 21 November 1753. BL, Add. 46688.
569 Catherine Talbot diary, 21 November 1753. BL, Add. 46688. For further discussion of *Grandison*, see p. 203.
571 Heidi Brayman Hackel and Catherine E. Kelly, eds., *Reading Women: Literacy, Authorship, and Culture in the Atlantic World, 1500-1800* (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2008), 1; Ian Jackson,
uncomplicated: she was silent and solitary, alone with her books and her thoughts. In her study of elite women in Scotland, Katherine Glover argues that ‘Unlike most other genres, religious reading was essentially private’. John Brewer concurs: ‘Private religious reading was truly private’, he writes, ‘it played little or no part in the realm of polite conversation and sociability’. In his reconstruction of the diarist Anna Larpent’s reading, Brewer considers her religious reading to be in a special category that prevented her discussing it with others, either in person or via letter. Larpent’s spiritual reading was, according to Brewer, a ‘private act of self scrutiny’, an ‘act of personal devotion’, and ‘not a subject for polite conversation’, and Larpent herself, as a reader of religious texts, was ‘isolated, absorbed, individual…cut off from the world’. By contrast, Talbot and the Duchess’s reading was a form of sociability and spiritual direction.

As Methodist women’s letters extended out from their initial uses, so too did the correspondence of Talbot and the Duchess. However, rather than promoting the religious ideals of a tight religious culture, their letter circulation had broader social meaning, which contributed to their letters being less personally revelatory and overtly religious. Talbot transcribed the Duchess’s letters in letters to her friends, and she did not conceal
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572 Naomi Tadmor gives a picture of women’s social reading practices, though her focus is on the family circle, and is intellectual rather than spiritual. Naomi Tadmor, “In the Even My Wife Read to Me”: Women, Reading and Household Life in the Eighteenth Century, in The Practice and Representation of Reading in England, ed. James Raven, Helen Small, and Naomi Tadmor (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 162-174. Susan Staves also notes how books were read socially in relation to women’s intellectual lives. Staves, ‘Church of England Clergy and Women Writers,’ 81-103; Staves, “Books without Which I Cannot Write”, 192-211.
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the fact that the Duchess’s letters were also read by Thomas Secker and Mary Talbot.578
The Duchess, meanwhile, forwarded entire letters of Talbot’s to others, including the
Anglican clergyman James Wilkins (fl. 1741, d. 1755), asking him in January 1754 to
take care to return it ‘as I have kept all her Others’.579 The Duchess also forwarded to
Talbot a letter written by her friend Lady Luxborough, in the course of which
Luxborough reflected on a letter written by Talbot that the Duchess had sent to her.
Talbot returned Luxborough’s letter to the Duchess, but not before ‘shewing it to
Mama’.580 Their letters were part of a complex round of correspondence circulation that
functioned socially as well as spiritually: writing to the poet William Shenstone, Lady
Luxborough referred to one of the Duchess’s letters as ‘a kind of sermon’, and in its
circulation the Duchess functioned as an unofficial epistolary pastor to more than her
initial correspondent.581

While Talbot intentionally pursued the Duchess of Somerset as a mentor and
profited from her wisdom and guidance only in the final years of Somerset’s life, Anne
Steele and Anne Cator Steele’s mentoring relationship was enacted over the long term
and transpired within a domestic context. Their shared living situation meant that they did
not often correspond via letter, but as mentioned, when Anne Steele was away from home
it was to her stepmother, rather than her father, that she wrote. Anne Cator Steele was
both the mother of a large household and a spiritual mother, and on both accounts Steele
sought her guidance: in her letters the domestic and spiritual were interwoven. When she

578 Catherine Talbot to Elizabeth Carter, 21 July 1753. Pennington, ed., Letters between Carter and Talbot,
579 The Duchess of Somerset to James Wilkins, 30 January 1754. Beinecke, OSB c.22.
580 Catherine Talbot to the Duchess of Somerset, 19 February [1754], and Lady Luxborough to the Duchess
of Somerset, 13 February 1754. DNP 31.
581 Lady Luxborough to William Shenstone, 2 February 1753. Henrietta Knight Luxborough, Letters
Written by the Late Right Honourable Lady Luxborough, to William Shenstone, Esq. (London: Printed for J.
Dodsley, 1775), 325.
was at Bath with her sister-in-law in 1751, Steele wrote weekly letters to her stepmother. The letters contain detailed reports on Steele’s and her sister-in-law’s health, and they address family and household concerns (‘I forgot when I cam away to desire you to take out my best gowns in a fine day and spread them on the Bed with ye Window open’).\textsuperscript{582} Her letters were a way of continuing the domestic conversations that occurred in their shared home.

Steele’s letters were also a means of seeking advice from her ‘Hon\textsuperscript{d} Mother’, who at age sixty-two had achieved a venerated status within her family and church. Steele was wearied by her long-term illness and was anxious caring for her sister-in-law, and as she attempted to understand their sufferings in spiritual terms, she turned to Anne Cator Steele for advice. She told her stepmother that she found relief in writing to her, adding ‘tis the only relief I can have next to complaining to the Father of Mercies’.\textsuperscript{583} Anne Cator Steele directed her through word and example to trust in God’s sovereign control of her and her sister-in-law’s lives, including their experiences of illness. This was conventional Calvinistic theology and Steele would have heard it in sermons throughout her life, but Anne Cator Steele’s own history of illness transformed her instruction from mere precept to something more personal, known by experience and communicated to someone she loved. Steele replied to her stepmother’s letter, indicating her desire to ‘imitate your example in a cheerful submission to and dependence on the hand of God’.\textsuperscript{584} The guidance she received from her stepmother and the themes she rehearsed in their correspondence that spring at Bath would in time become dominant themes in

\textsuperscript{582} Anne Steele to Anne Cator Steele, 18 May 1751. AL, STE 3/7/xi.
\textsuperscript{583} Anne Steele to Anne Cator Steele, 11 May 1751. AL, STE 3/7/x.
\textsuperscript{584} Anne Steele to Anne Cator Steele, 18 May 1751. AL, STE 3/7/xi.
Steele’s poetry and hymns. Often her hymns include images of illness. In one such hymn Christ is portrayed as ‘The Great Physician’:

Ye mourning sinners, here disclose  
Your deep complaints your various woes;  
Approach, ’tis Jesus, he can heal  
The pains which mourning sinners feel.…

Dear Lord, we wait thy healing hand;  
Diseases fly at thy command;  
O let thy sovereign touch impart  
Life, strength, and health to every heart!

Then shall the sick, the blind, the lame,  
Adore their Great Physician’s name;  
Then dying souls shall bless their God,  
And spread thy wonderous praise abroad.585

Through letters, Anne Cator Steele helped her stepdaughter to transpose painful personal experiences into something with larger spiritual significance: spiritual direction given in letters extended beyond their original context in the domestic and familial to influence a much wider religious world.

Under diverse conditions, women across a denominational spectrum sought out relationships with those they considered to have greater wisdom and religious experience. In their search for spiritual direction they turned to pastors, in positions of official authority, but they also turned to older women who acted as unofficial leaders within religious communities. These women, as spiritual elders, were adept and creative in providing religious guidance via correspondence. The letters considered here have highlighted the diverse forms their epistolary spiritual direction could take: women used letters in a remarkable range of ways to care for those they loved and provide direction for their spiritual lives. The creative range employed may distinguish women’s letters of spiritual direction most clearly from men’s, for they were not burdened by professional

obligations regarding the form and content of their epistolary guidance. Their letters also demonstrate how such spiritual correspondence had life beyond its initial writing: letters written by Methodist, Anglican, and Baptist women provided guidance to particular and loved individuals, and afterwards the letters themselves or the messages within them extended outward to address a larger religious world.

**Assurance**

The ability to be certain that one’s salvation was secure is a spiritual theme that can be traced across the denominations considered here. While a common concern, theological variations resulted in very different understandings and experiences of assurance, and thus it is a useful theme in further defining important distinctions between denominations. The ‘problem’ of assurance (how can I know that I am saved?) was experienced with varying degrees of anxiety that correlated with beliefs in divine versus human agency in salvation. This was not a matter of abstract or arid doctrine to devout Christians, but was felt profoundly and personally, particularly as they aged. Historians of ageing have argued that as the elderly approached death the question of their salvation became increasingly pressing.\(^{586}\) In this section spiritual assurance is analysed as the subject of women’s literary interactions, with and about spiritual elders.

*Methodists: Striving for assurance*

The Arminian theology of Wesleyan Methodism taught that salvation was available to all and that it was possible to know one was saved not by objective marks, but by an inward

\(^{586}\) Botelho and Thane, eds., *Women and Ageing in British Society since 1500*, 6.
‘witness of the Holy Spirit’. Unlike Calvinistic belief in the perseverance of the saints (it was impossible to fall from grace), Arminian assurance was unstable (it could be lost and renewed). This led to the oscillating pattern of anxiety and relief that Bruce Hindmarsh observes in Methodist conversion narratives, as laypeople strove to achieve and reachieve assurance. This was certainly the case for Ann Bolton. While Bolton joined the Witney Methodist Society in 1763, for years afterwards she was uncertain of her spiritual state. In December 1770 she was in a state of considerable spiritual anxiety as she actively laboured to achieve assurance, which she referred to throughout her diary as ‘the Blessing’. She wrote in her diary of finally receiving the longed for blessing in a single climactic moment on 18 December, but within a few days she had, devastatingly, lost it. Her account of the following weeks is one of ongoing anxiety as she strove to restore this lost assurance, and in the midst of her struggle she turned to Wesley for spiritual direction. This he supplied through letters.

Wesley’s spiritual journey through the 1730s was accompanied by his own painful efforts to experience and understand assurance. While he did not convey those early struggles to Bolton in his letters, his guidance emerged from personal experience. In 1738 he had discovered that his direct perception of divine favour (his experience of assurance) was inconstant, and that the joy and love he had felt following his conversion at
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588 Hindmarsh, Evangelical Conversion Narrative, 245.
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Aldersgate would not hold. Wesley now ‘fell back upon ratiocination’, striving again by will and reason to perceive God’s approval, as he had during his Oxford Methodist days. While he would continue to emphasise human agency in salvation (requiring Methodists to participate in their sanctification by using the means of grace), over time his doctrine of assurance would develop to emphasise increasingly the love of God. He came to distinguish between degrees of faith: the faith of a servant was weak and fearful, while the faith of a child was full of confidence. When Bolton wrote to him to describe her attainment and loss of assurance, he directed her to refrain from reasoning and simply to believe: he wanted to relieve her fearful searching for evidence of saving faith and so urged her simply to rest in the experience of God’s love. In December 1770 he encouraged her to ‘suppress to the uttermost of your power all unprofitable reasoning…abide simple [sic] before God’. Or again, ‘Certain it is that He loves you. And He has already given you the faith of a servant. You want only the faith of a child.’ Now almost seventy, his faith more settled and confident than it had been in the 1730s, Wesley wrote to Bolton hoping to help her to rest in an assurance of God’s love.

Bolton’s striving for assurance had a geographical component in which Wesley also played a part. In February 1771 she described herself as ‘on ye very brink of despair’, and he convinced her to meet with him and other Methodists at the Foundery, his Methodist headquarters in London. She remained there for almost a month, and it was in London that she experienced a joyful assurance of the love of God: ‘[I]
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experienced such a power from Him to come out of myself into Him’.\textsuperscript{599} She later wrote that she had been troubled by ‘reasonings and perplexitys’, but that God had given her a ‘deep sence of His Holiness & Majesty, with a filial not distressing fear’, adding, ‘I cannot describe what I experienced at that time, either the happiness or the Revertial [sic] Awe’.\textsuperscript{600} This peace would last, and she commemorated its arrival annually. Her account clearly echoes Wesley’s epistolary spiritual direction, and as we shall see in the next chapter, in time Bolton would pass on Wesley’s advice to younger Methodists.

\textit{Baptists: Searching for signs of election}

While Ann Bolton considered spiritual assurance an attainable earthly goal and one for which she actively strove, the Calvinistic theology of the Baptists considered here shifted agency in matters of salvation from oneself to God and caused them to search for certain marks or signs of election. This resulted in certain tensions for Anne Cator Steele, who believed that God had given her a ‘promise’ in March 1732 that she would be ‘Instrumentaly useful’ in caring for the souls of younger family members.\textsuperscript{601} One morning she awoke, not uncommonly, with a biblical verse on her mind: ‘Ye have not chosen me, but I have chosen you, and ordained you, that ye should go and bring forth fruit’.\textsuperscript{602} The first part of the verse provided a biblical premise for her Calvinistic faith, while the second—‘go and bring forth fruit’—authorised a new spiritual agency, and she undertook her new role with care and urgency, self-consciously reflecting on it over the years. In January 1753, when she was 63 years old, she wrote of her desire to ‘bring forth

\textsuperscript{600} Ann Bolton diary, 18 February 1771. Pudl., 2/2.
\textsuperscript{601} Anne Cator Steele diary, 2 March 1732. AL, STE 2/1/1.
\textsuperscript{602} Anne Cator Steele diary, 26 March 1732. AL, STE 2/1/1. Cf. John 15.16.
fruit in old age’. However, if God elected those who would receive salvation, how could she ‘bring forth fruit’? Her practice was to observe younger family members for signs of election (which might include good works, faith, sincerity, repentance, or love for God), and then to participate with God by nurturing their spiritual lives and guiding them into the church. This practice will be analysed in the next chapter. Yet a tension persisted, signalled throughout her diary by the verbal hedge, ‘I hope’, which recurs as a kind of theological refrain, subtly distinguishing her own efforts for spiritual assurance from Bolton’s anxious striving and eventual certainty.

As Anne Cator Steele watched others for signs of election, so she continued to scrutinise herself. Though she was sought out as a wise older woman within her familial and religious communities, performing unofficial leadership roles, she never experienced the certain knowledge of her salvation. Rather, she persistently hoped that she had been saved. Her diary was a textual space within which she searched herself inwardly for signs of election and to which she routinely returned, reviewing her past experience to discern whether she was truly elect. In April 1749 she wrote in her diary that she was now in ‘my Latter end for God have lenghned [sic] out my Life to 60 years’. In the same month she composed a spiritual ‘Meditation’ and tucked it into her diary. In this autobiographical reflection she affirmed her belief in God’s salvific agency: ‘I was in a state of darkness & alienation from God who (as I hope) brought me out [of] that
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603 Anne Cator Steele diary, 2 January 1753. AL, STE 2/1/3.
605 See p. 207.
607 Anne Cator Steele diary, 19 April 1749. AL, STE 2/1/2.
608 The meditation, titled ‘A Meditation’, is dated 7 April 1749 and slipped into her diary at October 1749. AL, STE 2/1/2.
darkness into his marvelous Light’. She expressed her desire for assurance as a spiritual desire and longing: ‘what longings do I find for perseverance & assurance of the love of God, & my everlasting salvation’. Yet she did not anticipate the satisfaction of this longing on earth, as Bolton certainly did. David Hackett Fischer states that one of the signs of election for seventeenth-century New England Puritans was old age itself, but Anne Cator Steele, at the end of her long life, felt no such certitude. One of the last entries in Anne Cator Steele’s lengthy diary, written just days before her death, at the age of 71, confirms her ongoing ambivalence regarding spiritual assurance: ‘I can make no progress in the ways and things of God and yet sometimes I can hope I am a child of God’. As she had lived in hope she now prepared to die in hope.

Anne Cator Steele’s long-term religious guidance of Anne Steele led her stepdaughter similarly to interpret spiritual assurance in terms of God’s sovereignty and the hope of heaven, and she in turn developed the theme of spiritual longing in verse. In her poem ‘The Humble Claim’, she asked how she could be sure of her salvation: ‘Can I without a fear, assert my claim?’ Her answer reveals the same ambivalence regarding her salvation as that expressed earlier by her stepmother:

I fear, yet hope, I doubt, and yet desire,
Now tremble low on earth, and now aspire

Unable to settle the question of her salvation herself, she turned to God in hope, longing for ‘full assurance’:

O may my panting heart to thee aspire,
With restless wishes, with intense desire
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609 Anne Cator Steele, ‘A Meditation’, 7 April 1749. AL, STE 2/1/2. Cf. 1 Peter 2.9.
611 Fischer, Albion’s Seed, 104.
612 Anne Cator Steele diary, 25 June 1760. AL, STE 2/1/3.
613 ‘The Humble Claim’, Steele, Poems on Subjects Chiefly Devotional, 2:15.
Till full assurance of thy love impart
The dawn of heaven to my enraptur’d heart.\textsuperscript{615}

For Anne Steele, as for her stepmother, this spiritual assurance was only possible in heaven, and thus her spiritual desires were directed towards the future when hope would be replaced by certainty:

\begin{quote}
O for the bright the joyful day,
When hope shall in assurance die.\textsuperscript{616}
\end{quote}

Steele’s longing differs from Bolton’s striving in several important ways: Bolton’s spiritual striving was a matter of personal effort and was premised on the belief that assurance was an attainable earthly goal; Steele’s spiritual longing, on the other hand, was directed toward heaven where her salvation would be accomplished, and where the barrier constructed between her and God by human sinfulness—described by Steele as a ‘veil of interposing night’—would at last be broken through, not by her own action or effort but by God’s love.\textsuperscript{617}

\textit{Anglicans: The evidence of a good life}

While the Baptist Anne Cator Steele may have looked for good works as an outward sign of inner renewal, and the Methodist Ann Bolton focused inward in her anxious striving for spiritual assurance while attempting to work out her salvation through good works, for Anglicans such as Catherine Talbot, a devout life, characterised by goodness, virtue, and morality, provided evidence of grace conferred. She did not explicitly reflect in writing on the nature of assurance nor articulate anxiety regarding whether she was saved, as did Steele and Bolton. There was no searching for signs of election nor striving through

\begin{footnotes}
\item[615] ‘The Humble Claim’, ibid.
\item[616] ‘Hope in Darkness’, ibid., 1:126.
\item[617] ‘Christ the Supreme Beauty’, ibid., 1:156.
\end{footnotes}
human effort to achieve assurance. As her religious identity was less self-consciously adopted, so too was her salvation.

More than the other women considered here, Talbot habitually memorialised in her diary and correspondence older men and women whose piety she admired. Their goodness in life caused her to think of them as saints or angels on earth, and she wrote confidently of their translation to heaven after death. After Martin Benson’s death in 1752 she wrote to Elizabeth Carter of ‘this last departed saint’ who ‘shewed goodness in its most engaging form, who was a ministering angel upon earth’. The next year she marked the ‘Melancholy Anniversary’ of his death in her diary: ‘Blessed Saint who hast this day been a Twelvemonth released from this Wretched Mortal Life’. These portraits of saintly piety again evoke Catholicism, with its ancient veneration of saints. While Baptists fondly remembered friends and family who died, such saintly portraits do not occur in their writings, their greater preoccupation with sin precluding faultless representations of humanity. And while Methodist belief allowed for the possibility of earthly perfection, when Bolton wrote of saints it was always more generally of a ‘communion of saints’.

Believing that affectionate bonds were not broken in death, Talbot anticipated reunions in heaven: ‘May our spirits be always supported by the transporting hope of meeting them again!’ Talbot trusted that the saintly Benson, and others, such as the Duchess of Somerset, Catherine Secker, and Joseph Butler, were in heaven, and she anticipated meeting them again.
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618 Catherine Talbot to Elizabeth Carter, 22 September 1752. Pennington, ed., Memoirs of the Life of Mrs. Elizabeth Carter, 89. See also Catherine Talbot diary, 30 September 1752. BL, Add. 46690.
619 Catherine Talbot diary, 10 September 1753. BL, Add. 46690.
621 For example Ann Bolton diary, 24 February 1771. Pudl., 2/2.
622 Catherine Talbot to Elizabeth Carter, 22 September 1752. Pennington, ed., Memoirs of the Life of Mrs. Elizabeth Carter, 89.
Associating the hope of heaven with a life well lived, Talbot was eager to surround herself with mature Christians whose saintly lives she considered evidence of their nearness to God and heaven. She sought them out, believing that they could direct her own course to heaven. As discussed earlier, in 1761 she wrote to Carter that she longed to spend time with the elderly Countess of Pomfret, then in the final weeks of her life. Talbot was attracted to the possibility of a relationship with Pomfret as she presumed it would be oriented toward heaven. She wrote to Carter, ‘a friendship began when one party is so near leaving this world, looks far beyond it’. In this way Talbot’s spiritual life was also directed toward heaven, though not, as for Steele, on account of a Calvinistic absorption with human sin, which she believed could only be overcome in heaven and thus longingly turned toward. Rather, Talbot’s relationships with ‘saints’ and ‘angels’ on earth—those who lived good and pious lives—assured her that those she had loved and lost, and eventually she as well, would live as whole and healthy saints in heaven.

Conclusion

Catherine Talbot considered advancing age worthy of respect and honour: while the body broke down she believed the Christian’s soul ascended to heaven, and she thus cultivated relationships with elderly women and men as she felt nearer to heaven in being with them. Historians have cautioned against a ‘sentimental model’ of old age as necessarily yielding respect and care, and have drawn attention to the many elderly people who
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624 Catherine Talbot to Eliza Berkeley, 4 January 1763. BL, Add. 39311.
suffered loneliness and neglect in the eighteenth century. In this chapter I have argued that advanced age, when associated with spiritual experience and perceived wisdom, could generate especial esteem and honour within diverse religious communities, and I have used the term spiritual elders for these venerated men and women. While the word elder designated an ecclesiastical office within certain religious circles, I have used the term more broadly to describe the unofficial stature and activities of some older persons within spiritual communities. This more expansive usage recovers neglected and unofficial leadership roles, particularly of older religious women. Talbot, Steele, and Bolton each sought out spiritual elders for guidance, and these elders provided spiritual direction that was personal, individualised, and enacted through informal literary interactions, often in association with visits. Women in particular employed the letter genre in creative ways, and these letters often extended beyond their initial contexts into a wider religious world. Such literary encounters also served as experience and training for younger women, whose own interactions with children were influenced by close relationships with spiritual elders, as we will see in the next chapter.

625 Ottaway, *Decline of Life*, 1. See also Thomas, ‘Age and Authority in Early Modern England,’ 205-248; Botelho and Thane, eds., *Women and Ageing in British Society since 1500*, 1-12; Thane, *Old Age in English History*. 
Chapter 4

‘To form and sooth this young mind’:

The Instruction of Spiritual Children

My dear Child, Now you have with dilligence & attention Thus far acquited yourself in learning to read to spell & repeat your Cathechisms & Hymns…but do not think my dear girl that you now have done all that is your duty to do No you have thro your future Life to reduce into practice thou good Instructions you have been favourd with at the Sunday School & in a more private Way…

So wrote Jane Attwater to her young daughter, Anna Blatch (1793–1809), as part of her careful and ongoing efforts to attend to the religious instruction of her only and dearly loved child. From her daughter’s earliest days, Attwater had felt a keen duty for her spiritual care. On Anna’s first birthday, in 1794, her mother wrote a poem in her diary, which quickly slipped into a prayer:

Hail! Natal day y’ gave to Anna birth
   Dear Lovely flower! but frail & brittle Earth
   God of our lives accept my humble praise
   Who gave this plant for us with care to raise…
   Preserve & strengthen now her feeble frame
   Early incline her heart to praise thy name…

Attwater was concerned for her daughter’s physical protection, but the central theme of the poem is her spiritual maturation. Attwater’s later letter catalogues the various formal ways in which her daughter’s subsequent religious education proceeded: catechism, hymns, and Sunday School. And given Anna’s position in a longstanding Baptist family, we might add sermon, Bible reading, and prayer. But Attwater’s final words, ‘a more private Way’, point to less formal modes of instruction, and indeed her letter is an
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627 Jane Attwater diary, 16 July 1794. AL, Attwater Papers, acc. 76, I.A.21.
example of the way in which literary interactions were used in the religious instruction of children. Moreover, her letter suggests the presence of other adults who loved Anna and had an interest in her spiritual nurture: Attwater wrote that it would delight ‘all our hearts’ to see Anna, her ‘Lovely flower’, blossom into ‘a real Christian’.628

This chapter analyses the extensive and often hidden efforts of women to communicate religious ideals and ideas to much-loved children and to encourage their spiritual development. It asks who nurtured children spiritually, and how the exchange of letters, diaries, and poetry supported an inter-generational transmission of faith. While historians have privileged the role of parents and church leaders in providing religious education, this chapter demonstrates that a range of female relatives and friends, notably aunts and single women, played important roles in the religious instruction of children. It further explores the boundaries of relational categories, demonstrating how aunts and other women became mothers to girls and boys for whom they chose to care as spiritual children. Looking beyond the home and nuclear family introduces the importance of literary interactions in religious education, and here diaries are highlighted as ongoing, innovative tools for instruction. This chapter argues that the transmission of spiritual ideals and the formation of the young owed as much to women’s instruction through personal writings as to the more formal and well-known activities listed in Attwater’s letter.629 It further bridges generations, asking how women’s relationships with those identified as spiritual elders in the previous chapter informed their relationships with spiritual children. Finally, Attwater’s instruction to Anna that she must ‘reduce into

practice’ what she had learned signals the spiritual theme of holy living, a theme that had particular meaning for women endeavouring to teach children how to order their lives. Holy living was a common aspiration across denominations, though one with different theological inflections and patterns of expression, and as women taught children to think about holiness and to live holy lives, they helped to shape religious communities.

Aunts and Single Women

In framing this discussion around the notion of ‘spiritual children’, this chapter argues that the spiritual nurture of children was frequently the concern of those other than biological parents. Sometimes spiritual and affectionate ties overlapped with familial ties, though not always, and so girls and boys could become the spiritual children of anyone who loved them and took an active part in their religious training. Mothers certainly were involved in the spiritual instruction of children, as Attwater’s care for Anna demonstrates, but here the role of mother is decentred, considered as one in a range of nurturing relationships. This analytical shift reveals aunts and single women, who are often overlooked in religious histories and histories of the family, playing vital and unexplored roles in children’s spiritual lives.

Single women in religious cultures

In May 1788 Ann Bolton was forty-four years old and single when she awoke one morning hearing in her ‘inmost soul’ the words, ‘Wilt thou have this Man to be thy weded Husband – thy Prophet, Priest, and King?’ Immediately and with joy she offered herself as a spiritual bride to Jesus: ‘O what an holy calling, to be a chaste virgin

espoused unto the Lord Jesus Christ!631 Bolton’s experience on that May morning was spiritually decisive as it spurred her to ‘enter more fully into a Union with the Holy Jesus’, and she continued to reflect on it in the coming days.632 It was, however, but one episode in her ongoing religious reflections on marriage and singleness. Bolton’s interpretation of her experience as a single woman, as other religious women’s reflections on singleness, was wide-ranging and fluid: singleness was sometimes understood to be a holy calling, sometimes the lonely will of providence, sometimes a deliberate choice made on intellectual or social grounds. Such reflections were made as women confronted increasingly derisive voices in the press and popular literature portraying single women as isolated, miserable, and guilty of not fulfilling their natural roles as wives and mothers.633 So William Hayley, in his popular Philosophical, Historical, and Moral Essay on Old Maids (1785), catalogued the ‘particular failings’ of single women and insinuated that they were ‘maimed’ because they lacked husbands.634 The bookseller James Lackington connected this derogatory depiction with religion when he noted the large number of women Methodists, ‘and not a few of them sour, disappointed old maids’.635 Pressing beyond derogatory depictions of single women as ‘old maids’,
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631 Ann Bolton diary, 28 May 1788. Pudl., 3/14. Cf. 2 Corinthians 11.2. This language of bridal union has a long history in Christian spirituality and during the eighteenth century was used across a denominational spectrum. On Moravian bridal mysticism, see Hindmarsh, Evangelical Conversion Narrative, 180-183.
634 William Hayley, A Philosophical, Historical, and Moral Essay on Old Maids, 3 vols. (London: Printed for T. Cadell, 1785), 1:18. Hayley paid Elizabeth Carter the dubious compliment of dedicating his essay to her, ‘as a Poet, as a Philosopher, and as an Old Maid’. Ibid., 1:v. His essay was popular, going through six editions and being translated into French and German. Froide, Never Married, 179.
635 James Lackington, Memoirs of the First Forty-Five Years of the Life of James Lackington (London: Printed for and sold by the author, 1791), 68.
'surplus women', or ‘females without a function’ who were to be ‘despised, pitied, and avoided’, and observing an historiographical bias toward married women while at least a third of adult women were single in the late seventeenth century, scholars such as Amy Froide and Bridget Hill have explored the diverse lived experiences of historical single women. Single women have thus been studied in relation to work and economics, and as elite participants in local society. But what were the religious meanings of singleness? And what opportunities did singleness present for the transmission of faith to a younger generation?

Many of the women considered here either never married or married late, and so spent considerable proportions of their adult lives as single women. Together they provide a valuable prism through which to observe the experiences and spiritual influence of frequently hidden women. Of the chief subjects of this thesis, Anne Steele and Catherine Talbot did not marry, while Ann Bolton married at the age of forty-eight, lost her husband seven years later, and lived another twenty-three years as a widow. None of them had children of their own, but they did love and invest themselves in the lives of particular children and demonstrated a striking concern for their religious training.

Understanding the nature of these women’s singleness is central to recognising how they
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were not ‘despised, pitied, and avoided’, but deeply embedded in their social and religious worlds and remarkably involved in the lives of a younger generation.

Anne Steele chose singleness, and in so choosing unlocked opportunities for public poetic activity as well as enabling possibilities for religious instruction of a more personal kind through poetic exchange. Observing the large number of nonconformist women who married late or never married, Amy Froide argues that religious endogamy may have limited suitable prospective husbands.638 While Calvinistic Baptists did not impose discipline on those who married outside the denomination, they did encourage marriage within Baptist circles.639 Yet Steele’s not marrying was not the result of her inability to find a suitable husband, for of the several marriage proposals she received, one was from the Baptist minister of Bourton-on-the-Water, Gloucestershire: Benjamin Beddome (1717–95).640 He might have been a most suitable match, for not only did Steele and Beddome have a common faith, they shared a love for poetry and both wrote hymns.641 In the same year that Beddome proposed to Steele, he composed a poem on marriage:

Let the companion of my youth
Be one of innocence and truth;
Let modest charms adorn her face,
And give her thy superior grace;
By heavenly art first make her thine,

639 Smith, ‘Community and the Believer’, 164.
641 Beddome’s hymns were published posthumously as Benjamin Beddome, *Hymns Adapted to Public Worship, or Family Devotion* (London: Printed for Robert Hall, 1818).
Then make her willing to be mine!642

Steele evidently was unwilling ‘to be’ Beddome’s, for when his letter of 23 December 1742 arrived (‘Would You but permit me to cast my self at your Feet & tell You how much I love…’), she declined his offer of marriage.643

Steele’s decision to remain single was impelled by her sense of poetic vocation, for she believed that in assuming the domestic duties of a wife and mother she would necessarily relinquish the time and freedom she required to write. She perceived ‘chains’ and ‘fetters’ in marriage, and in a poetic dialogue with her married half-sister, Mary Wakeford, in which the sisters debated the virtues of their various states, Steele wrote, ‘Wives give up their freedom in one fatal day’.644 When in 1757 Steele received a proposal from an unnamed man, Wakeford urged her to comply with social convention: ‘why pray shouldn’t you conform to custom as well as otherfolk?’645 ‘I chuse to be alone’, Steele responded, arguing that she preferred to pursue her ‘quiet way alone’ in the ‘Ever-verdant Groves’ where her poetry was stimulated by ‘the Muse…and Contemplation’.646 Steele’s ‘Ever-verdant Groves’ were a poetic reference to the mental space required for her to write, but they also evoke the extensive gardens at Broughton that in her generation had been developed into a formal garden with parterre. One of her earliest biographers indicates that according to family tradition Steele was inclined to walk in those gardens while composing verse, and an outbuilding in the garden, referred
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645 Mary Wakeford to Anne Steele, 10 November 1757. AL, STE 3/10/xiii.

646 Anne Steele to Mary Wakeford, undated but c. November 1757. AL, STE 3/10/ii. Anne Steele to Mary Wakeford, undated but c. November 1757. AL, STE 3/10/iii.
to by Steele as her ‘Cell’, may have been the setting for much of her poetic activity.\footnote{John Sheppard, ‘Memoir,’ in \textit{Hymns, Psalms, and Poems by Anne Steele} (London: Daniel Sedgwick, 1863), vii-viii.}

Steele elided her poetic vocation with a religious one and interpreted her experience of singleness in religious terms when, in several autobiographical poems in which she situated herself in her ‘Cell’, she imagined herself to be both a ‘nun’ and a ‘hermit’.\footnote{Anne Steele, ‘To Melinda’. AL, STE 3/3/1, pp. 10-12. Anne Steele, ‘The Solitary’. AL, STE 3/3/1, pp. 14-16.}

While post-Reformation England no longer presented possibilities for single women to find a place and purpose in convents, Steele imagined her own religious retreat and vocation in a way that was not inconsistent with her commitment to the Baptist church.\footnote{See also Bridget Hill, ‘A Refuge from Men: The Idea of a Protestant Nunnery,’ \textit{Past and Present} 117 (1987): 107-130.}

Yet for all her references to the pleasures of solitude and the contemplative space essential to her poetic/religious vocation, Steele was wholly engaged in the life of her family. While she had avoided the duties of marriage and parenthood, there was nothing isolating about her experience of singleness. She was frequently sought out by younger friends and family members, mostly girls and young women with literary aspirations who admired her piety and poetry.\footnote{Reeves, \textit{Pursuing the Muses}, Ch. 5: ‘A Literary Circle of Friends and Their Writings’, especially ‘“Theodosia” at the Centre’, 61-84.}

And she lived with family her entire life. Steele was fifty-two when her father died in 1769, and she then moved down the lane to her brother’s house. Broughton House was a large and busy home, and there she lived not only with her brother, sister-in-law, and various servants, but also with her three nieces: Mary (aged sixteen in 1769), Anne (born in 1769), and Martha (born in 1770). Her relationship with Mary Steele was especially close and became an important source of religious guidance for Mary. Mary loved her aunt and admired her skills as a poet, and from an early age she tried her own hand at writing verse. And so Anne Steele devised an instructive practice of
using poetic exchange to discuss religious themes with her niece, as will be explored in
the following section.

Ann Bolton’s experience of singleness was more conflicted than Anne Steele’s
and more complicated by her religious identity. In early 1767, four years after her
conversion to Methodism, Bolton was ‘on the Point of Marriage to one in [the Witney]
society’ when she fell ill with a violent cough that she feared would develop into
consumption.651 Interpreting her illness as a warning that ‘the creature’ was drawing her
affections from God, she vowed that if she recovered she would not marry but devote
herself entirely to Jesus.652 Later, she pointed back to this moment as pivotal in her
religious life, for it had reinvigorated her faith, which had been in ‘a Luke warm state’ for
several years.653 During these years, Bolton’s ideals regarding marriage reflected John
Wesley’s, which she encountered in both print and letter. His Thoughts on a Single Life
(1765) promoted the single life as providing greater freedom to ‘wait upon the Lord
without distraction’, and a year after her broken engagement he wrote her a letter that
echoed his published directive:

The best and most desirable thing of all is that you should live and die wholly
devoted to God, waiting upon Him without distraction, serving Him without
carefulness, and studying one thing—to be holy both in body and spirit, an whole
burnt sacrifice of love. If you have not steadiness and resolution for this, the next
thing to be desired is that you may marry a man of faith and love…654

Four years later, Bolton used the same language to describe her 1767 illness: it had released her from ‘the
Creature’ and enabled her to devote herself to Jesus. Ann Bolton, ‘Third account of Ann Bolton’s
conversion experience’. Pudl., 4/29. The similarity in language may reflect her use of the earlier reflection
(4/30) in composing the later conversion experience (4/29).
654 John Wesley, Thoughts on a Single Life (London: Printed and sold at the Foundery, 1765), 10. Cf. 1
On Wesley and marriage, see Bufford W. Coe, John Wesley and Marriage (Bethlehem: Lehigh University
Press, 1996). On Methodist marriage more generally, see Lawrence, One Family under God, Ch. 5:
‘Celibacy in the Methodist Family: The Case Against Marriage’; Anna Lawrence, ‘“A Most Solemn Season
of Love”: Charles Wesley and Marriage in Early Methodism,’ in Charles Wesley: Life, Literature and
Bolton’s resolution in 1767 not to marry was a model Methodist decision, but it would not prove stable.

While Bolton’s reflections on her 1767 decision suggest emotional detachment and firm religious resolve, subsequent experiences narrated in her diary and correspondence reveal higher levels of anxiety and uncertainty. Throughout the 1770s and 1780s, Bolton had an intermittent relationship with John Arundell (fl. 1774–85) of Stroud, Gloucestershire. She wanted to marry him but considered him insufficiently advanced in the religious life. Anna Lawrence identifies this as a common problem for Methodists hoping to marry, for they ‘had to find not just love matches, but soul mates’. For years Bolton tried to resolve the problem of their spiritual incompatibility, entering into a correspondence with him designed to encourage and instruct. Arundell wrote to her in 1776, ‘y[ou] Letters are always blest to me & y[ou] plainer you are in showing me y[ou] dangers I’m expos’d to & of reproving for tardy steps the more do I esteem you as a real friend & y[ou] person ordain’d to be an helper & aid’.

She turned the agonistic struggle to believe, so characteristic of Methodist spirituality, outward on his behalf: in 1780, she entered into a fresh ‘work of faith’ for Arundell, praying for his ‘reconversion’ and, with an allusion to Jacob wrestling with the angel in Genesis 32, addressed God in her diary, ‘Wrestling I will not let thee go untill thou bless him’. As she tried to reconcile her desire to marry Arundell with her Methodist convictions, Wesley told her flatly, ‘I am fully persuaded, That is not the person. He has neither such a measure of Understanding, nor of spiritual
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Experience, as to advance you either in Divine Knowledge, or in the Life of God.*658 In time Bolton relinquished, as a ‘sacrifice’, her hopes of marriage to Arundell.659 In these circumstances too, while they were more protracted and painful than her experience in 1767, Bolton’s decision to remain single was wholly guided by her Methodist ideals.

Bolton’s surviving papers contain an unexpectedly personal reflection on singleness, which despite being personal was not kept secret and wholly private. Amidst nearly 1,300 manuscript pages of Bolton’s extant diary, written entirely in prose, is a page containing a poem on her experience of being single. She wrote the poem on waking one day in July 1778: after pausing to ‘pour out my soul’ in prayer, she poured out ‘the feelings of my heart’ in verse:

If call’d the Creature to forego —
A Single life to live —
Lord to thy Sov’reign will I bow —
My heart to thee I give —660

As interesting as Bolton’s uncharacteristic appeal to poetry in this instance, is the fact that her poem achieved a readership. This page of her diary is in a different hand, for Bolton lent the page out, after which it was copied and returned. A later annotation in Bolton’s hand reads, ‘I lent this to a person who wore it out & wrote it again’ (see Figure 8).661 A watermark in the paper indicates the year 1799, but whether Bolton lent it considerably later than she wrote it, or whether it was in circulation for several decades before being
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658 John Wesley to Ann Bolton, 17 February 1774. JRL, MAM JW 1.79. In 1785 Wesley was still urging Bolton to see that marriage to Arundell would not be to her spiritual benefit: ‘Some years since an agreeable man courted you. But tho you liked his person & his temper, yet you ran from him, “Because he was not Religious.” And now a scruple comes into your mind, “Whether you did well in refusing him”? Whether you ought not to accept him now?…Is M’ A more religious now than before? Nay, less if possible. He has now neither the Power of Religion nor the form.’ John Wesley to Ann Bolton, 16 February 1785. Pudl., 4/7/25.
returned to Bolton, is unknown. In either case, this entry first recorded in 1778 had life beyond her own, more than twenty years after she wrote the poem early one morning, alone in her room. Alongside the official guidance on marriage and singleness—as encountered in Wesley’s publications and correspondence—Bolton’s poem also circulated, supplying an informal and very personal voice of experience.

Figure 8: Ann Bolton’s poem on singleness

While Bolton’s experience of singleness was less willing and welcome than Steele’s, and while caring for her parents at Witney and helping her brother manage his farm at Finstock meant that she had considerably less leisure than Steele, her singleness still allowed a certain freedom, enabling her to travel extensively in support of her own spiritual quest and Methodist affairs more widely. Bolton’s journeys to Methodist friends
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662 Bolton’s note is signed ‘A. Conibear’, indicating that it was written in 1792 or later, since she married George Conibeere in 1792.
and communities across southern England brought her into contact with a range of young
Methodists, and her reputation for piety caused them to turn to her for advice. Some of
the instruction she gave occurred in person, but Bolton’s obligations to her family meant
that her frequent journeys quickly brought her home again. In Oxfordshire she continued
her interactions with younger friends through the post.

Catherine Talbot did not marry, though she, like Steele and Bolton, had
opportunity to do so. While Steele chose not to marry in order to preserve the conditions
necessary for writing, and Bolton’s desire to marry was complicated by her Methodist
ideals, there were financial and social reasons for Talbot’s remaining single. In 1752 her
family and friends undertook negotiations for her marriage to an unnamed man of
Oxford, but his family would not agree to the marriage settlement that her family and
friends thought appropriate. Talbot’s friends persuaded her that it would be a ‘most
eligible’ match, and she seemed willing to marry him (despite ‘my Dear Love of my own
way of Life’), but afterward she wrote in her diary, ‘how much happier am I at present in
finding that Providence seems not to destine me to Make it [this marriage]’.664 Later,
George Berkeley probably proposed marriage.665 While her earlier proposal had seemed
socially promising and had been undone by financial obstacles, this proposal was
objected to for social reasons. Talbot responded to his declaration, writing, ‘Selon le
Monde il y aurait assez d’Objections des deux Cotés, – Suffit hélas! qu’ils sont
insupérables’, and then attempted to reestablish their relationship as pseudo-siblings,
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665 Sylvia Harstarck Myers dates Berkeley’s proposal in 1758, though the letter on which she bases her
analysis is undated. Ibid., 114. See Catherine Talbot to George Berkeley, undated. BL, Add. 39312, ff. 333-
334.
repeatedly referring to Berkeley as ‘mon Frère’ and to herself as ‘cette Soeur’. The objections are unstated, but Sylvia Harcstarck Myers suggests that Talbot’s lack of a dowry together with the difference in their ages (for Talbot was twelve years older than Berkeley) may have overruled any emotional arguments for their marrying. 

Talbot’s extant correspondence and diary do not suggest a particular reflectiveness regarding her single state, and her references to being single tend towards a philosophical rather than personal voice. As friends of Samuel Richardson’s, Talbot and Elizabeth Carter were asked to recommend exemplary traits for the title character of *Sir Charles Grandison*. Afterwards, having created Grandison’s image, Talbot confessed to Carter that she was ‘falling in love with it’. Ann Bolton’s religious sensibilities meant that she was unlikely to read novels on her own initiative, but while travelling, a friend read *Grandison* to her. Initially uneasy, she was pleased that the title character led her ‘to a much higher one…the lovely Jesus’. While Bolton contemplated Christ directly through Grandison, for Talbot Grandison enabled her to recognise Christ-like characteristics in those close to her, and to make decisions regarding marriage based on the presence or absence of the Christ-like qualities of Grandison. She wrote in her
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666 ‘According to the World there are enough Objections on two sides – Only alas! they are insuperable’, and she referred to Berkeley and herself as ‘my Brother’ and ‘this Sister’. Catherine Talbot to George Berkeley, undated. BL, Add. 39312, f. 333. On Talbot and Berkeley as siblings, see p. 83.

667 While Secker provided for Talbot in his household, she seems to have remained a fatherless woman without a dowry. Myers, *Bluestocking Circle*, 115-116.


670 Bolton was staying with Sarah James at Gloucester when James read *Grandison* to her. Ann Bolton to John Wesley, 23 February 1782. *AM* 13 (May 1790): 271. See also John Wesley to Ann Bolton, 8 March 1782. JRL, MAM JW 1.93.

671 On *Grandison* promoting the imitation of Christ, see Van Reyk, ‘Christian Ideals of Manliness in the Eighteenth and Early Nineteenth Centuries,’ 1053-1073. A counterpart to Richardson’s *Clarissa* (1748) and *Pamela* (1740), *Sir Charles Grandison* provided a masculine example of ‘religion and morality’. Barker-Benfield, *Culture of Sensibility*, 263. See also Major, *Madam Britannia*, 99-117; Jeremy Gregory, ‘Homo
diary in December 1751, ‘And now what shall I say of Sir Charles – My long sought & never to be found, Ideal.’ Since men were so seldom Grandisons, she wrote, ‘let me Honour a Single Life’. There were men in her life she honoured with the epithet: Thomas Secker was ‘the Most Sir Charles in Principle & Action that I know’, and when she reflected in her diary on the death of her father thirty-one years earlier she wrote, ‘I fancy Sir Charles has a great deal of Him.’ Nor did she perceive Christ-like characteristics only in men, for in 1752 she remembered Catherine Secker as ‘a Grandison of the First Class’ and, as noted in the previous chapter, she admired the Duchess of Somerset for having a character ‘exactly’ like Grandison’s. Her social world was populated with many she loved and admired, and she was content to remain single, though her single state did not yield social isolation.

Talbot, like Steele and Bolton, was deeply embedded in her social world, and the pattern of her life provided ample opportunity to interact meaningfully with a younger generation. She found pleasure in the company of children generally, but she also developed affectionate relationships with particular children. In 1745 Jemima Yorke teased her that her religious seriousness would make ‘good Old Women…set her as a Pattern to their Children’. And when Yorke’s own daughters were born in 1751 and 1757, Talbot became for them a model of polite Anglicanism, which for her mixed cheerful sociability with religious seriousness. She visited them frequently and, when

672 Catherine Talbot diary, 3 December 1751. BL, Add. 46690.
673 Catherine Talbot diary, 28 December 1751. BL, Add. 46690.
674 Catherine Talbot diary, 28 December 1751. BL, Add. 46690. See also Catherine Talbot diary, 9 December 1753 and 27 December 1753. BL, Add. 46690.
676 Jemima Yorke to Catherine Talbot, January 1745. BLARS, L 30/9a/4, f. 27.
they were apart, wrote letters to them. Talbot was also fond of Algernon Percy, the four-year-old grandson of the Duchess of Somerset, and his cousin George Greville, aged eight: while visiting the Duchess at Percy Lodge in 1754, Talbot wrote a ‘Fairy Tale’ and left the manuscript in their possession. The tale introduced a fairy woman called Instruction who, together with the help of such friends as Truth, taught two young boys and made them gifts of ‘a little Catechism bound in silver enamelled [and] a Pocket Bible with Ruby Clasps’. Talbot’s care for particular children derived from personal affection as well as a sense of duty to provide guidance: thus of Julia Berkeley she wrote in her diary, ‘C[‘]est une fille aimable & charmante, Je m’interesse pour elle, Je l’aime, il me semble que c’est un de mes Devoirs d’épier tous ses petits d’enfants & de les redresses.’ Affection and duty led to an ongoing instructive relationship in which Talbot sought to provide moral and spiritual guidance for Julia, both in person and on paper.

Rather than ‘despised, pitied, and avoided’, Steele, Bolton, and Talbot were each deeply immersed in their social and religious worlds and nurtured affectionate and instructive relationships with a younger generation. Indeed, to some extent their experiences as single women enabled these relationships, since freedom from the duties of wives and mothers provided increased opportunity for travel and engaging in literary interactions with younger friends and family members. Olwen Hufton notes that single women were often prolific letter-writers, which was certainly true of the women

677 See BLARS, L 30/21/2. On Talbot’s correspondence with the girls, see Godber, Marchioness Grey, 80-81.
678 The Duchess of Somerset to Catherine Talbot, 5 May 1754. BL, Add. 19689.
680 ‘This is a lovely & charming girl, I am interested in her, I love her, I think it is one of my duties to watch all young children & reform them.’ Catherine Talbot diary, 30 July 1753. BL, Add. 46690.
681 Hufton, ‘Women without Men,’ 356.
considered here. Interactions of these sorts were important means of passing on faith to a younger generation. Historians have observed how single women were especially close to nieces and goddaughters, and it is to aunts in personal and religious relationship with nieces and nephews that we now turn.

Aunts, nieces, and nephews

In 1789 Sarah Hawkes (1759–1832), who was connected through marriage to Ann Bolton, travelled from her home in London to visit her family in Broad Marston, Gloucestershire. She carried her diary with her on her journey, and on 15 September wrote:

Went to visit my aged and excellent aunt, S. ‘an Israelite indeed’, not outwardly only, but in the heart. She is naturally more like an angel than any character I know; but grace superadded, makes her also a saint….she is a mirror of humility, true and unfeigned.

Hawkes’s reflection on her aunt’s character denotes the influence she had on her niece’s efforts to live a religious life. Aunt S. mirrored true humility, reflecting this and other exemplary qualities back to her niece. The manuscript cultures of religious women show aunts, both single and married, playing substantial though underacknowledged roles in the religious lives of nieces and nephews. In her recent book on siblings, Leonore Davidoff devotes a chapter to the ‘forgotten figures’ of aunts, uncles, nieces, nephews, and cousins, arguing that the ‘inner landscape’ of children could be deeply affected by aunts. How did aunts affect those inner landscapes in the spiritual contexts under
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682 Ibid., 368.
684 Catharine Cecil, Memoirs of Mrs. Hawkes, Late of Islington: Including, Remarks in Conversation and Extracts from Sermons and Letters of the Late Rev. Richard Cecil (London: R. B. Seeley and W. Burnside, 1838), 30. Born into a Methodist family, she began to identify more as Anglican after she married and moved to London.
685 Davidoff, Thicker Than Water, 180.
discussion here? Judging by their representations in prescriptive literature, aunts could be 
expected to be dull, pious, and morally righteous, but how do such stereotypes correspond 
to aunts as they appear in women’s own manuscripts? Across denominations, women’s 
manuscripts suggest that the role of aunt often elided with other affectionate and familial 
roles. Who performed the role of aunt in children’s lives, and how did this role 
correspond with broader family patterns?

As noted, the Calvinistic theology of the Steeles complicated their understandings 
of human agency in the transmission of faith to a younger generation (since election was 
a matter of divine agency), but this did not preclude active efforts to guide younger kin to 
seek baptism. Aunts played a key role in this process. Anne Cator Steele wrote of her 
hope that nieces and nephews might ‘receive soul benifit by coming into our family’. She clearly developed a reputation within her extended family for facilitating conversion, 
for her diary shows that nieces and nephews frequently travelled to Broughton to talk 
with her. The autumn of 1732 brought concurrent visits from nieces from three branches 
of the family: Molly Cottle (fl. 1732) from Trowbridge, Wiltshire; Nanny Froude (fl. 
1732) from East Knoyle, Wiltshire; and Anna Gay (1710–84) from Haycombe, near 
Bath. In her diary, their aunt recorded concern for their souls that fuelled a deliberate 
programme of spiritual conversations with them. The same year she talked with local kin 
Sarah and Clemence Etheredge, as they moved towards baptism. (See Appendix 2, p. 
333.) When separated from nieces and nephews she initiated correspondences, hoping to 
encourage religious seriousness through the post: in June 1732 she wrote in her diary,

686 Ibid., 165-167. Linda Mitchell shows how virtually every eighteenth-century letter-writing manual 
included examples of letters from aunts that warned nieces against loose behaviour and fortune hunters. 
Linda C. Mitchell, ‘Entertainment and Instruction: Women’s Roles in the English Epistolary Tradition,’ 
687 Anne Cator Steele diary, 11 July 1732. AL, STE 2/1/1.
688 Anne Cator Steele diary, March-August 1732. AL, STE 2/1/1.
689 Anne Cator Steele diary, 27-28 May 1732. AL, STE 2/1/1.
‘my desires run out for the good of my sisters Childrens souls and haveing writ to some of them I reciev’d a letter from my second niece’. Anne Cator Steele felt a particular burden of care for her nieces and nephews and played a critical role in their religious training.

Whatever their biological relationship, Anne Cator Steele looked upon the young people she guided towards baptism as her children. After talking with her niece Elizabeth Gay (1715–43), she wrote in her diary, ‘I was drawn out to cry to the lord not only on her account but for all the dear children belonging to me that Christ may be form’d in all their souls’. Elizabeth was ‘my sisters Child’, but as Anne Cator Steele guided her toward her new birth at conversion, she also became her aunt’s spiritual child. This spiritual understanding of family extended beyond familial ties and beyond her relationship with girls, for when one of her servants expressed an increased religious seriousness she talked with him as well, afterwards writing in her diary, ‘I was engag’d to thankfulness…and said the lord shall adde to me another son’. Naomi Tadmor has shown how familial relationships were flexible in the eighteenth century, and indeed it is sometimes difficult to specify relationships in Anne Cator Steele’s diary, for she often used the generic term ‘cousin’ to refer to nieces or nephews. While Tadmor emphasises the importance of the household in constructing family, for Anne Cator Steele it was spiritual interest in particular individuals that defined familial bonds: aunt or employer, she was also their mother.

690 Anne Cator Steele diary, 16 June 1732. AL, STE 2/1/1. Her ‘second niece’ was Elizabeth Gay.
691 Anne Cator Steele diary, 31 August 1731. AL, STE 2/1/1.
692 Anne Cator Steele diary, 16 June 1732. AL, STE 2/1/1.
693 Anne Cator Steele diary, 11 May 1732. AL, STE 2/1/1.
As they aged, aunts became particularly honoured members of the extended Steele family, and their renewed identities as revered aunts gave them a new spiritual authority, as discussed in the previous chapter. Anne Cator Steele had long acted as spiritual mother and midwife within her family and in time came to be regarded as ‘hon’d Aunt Steele’ by her niece Jane Attwater. Anne Steele achieved a reputation for especial piety within her extended family and was so honoured that at least three younger members of the family were given her pseudonym, Theodosia. With its meaning ‘gift of God’, Theodosia recalled Steele both as having received poetic gifts from God and as an ongoing gift to her family. Her nieces and nephews sought her counsel in person and, in times of crisis, turned habitually to her poetry, circulating in manuscript within the extended family. Thus when Mary Whitaker was dying at the age of twenty-seven, she asked her aunt Jane Attwater to read to her some of Steele’s verse ‘relative to the joys & Employments of the Saints in Heaven’. Attwater was ‘My beloved precious Aunt’ to her niece Marianna Jane Head, and by the time Attwater was ninety she became, to her nephew Philip Whitaker’s (1766–1847) wife Anne, ‘Our venerable relative’. In the extended Steele family, aunts were deeply and personally involved, both directly and indirectly, in the transmission of faith to younger family members.

While members of the Steele family developed a strong (and strongly interconnected) religious and familial lineage, Catherine Talbot’s experience of family relationships was far more fluid. Her diary and correspondence do not reveal the same kind of personal and long-term interactions with aunts or uncles, though she did have
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695 For example, Jane Attwater diary, 9 May 1790. AL, Attwater Papers, acc. 76, I.A.20.
696 Her cousin, Jane Gibbs, had a daughter in 1755 and called her Elizabeth Theodosia Gibbs; Jane Gibbs’s niece, Marianna Head, had a daughter in 1784 and called her Elizabeth Theodosia Head; and Marianna Head’s sister, Jane Attwater, had a daughter in 1793 and called her Anna Jane Theodosia Blatch.
697 Jane Attwater to Nancy Overbury, c. 1800. Bodl., Reeves Collection 19/2/a.
them. Her father’s death before her birth and her transplantation with her mother into the Secker household created new patterns of intimacy not based primarily on genetic relationship. As an only child and a single woman, she had no nieces and nephews of her own. Yet she had grown up alongside Jemima Yorke and Mary Grey (later Gregory) (1719–61), who acted as pseudo-siblings to her, and their children came to be especially dear to Talbot. The lines of family were endlessly complex in this circle, confounding standard family tree diagrams, for Jemima and Mary were actually niece and aunt, though their closeness in age (they were only three years apart) and the circumstances of their family caused them to be raised essentially as siblings.699 Mary Grey died in 1761 and her husband David Gregory in 1767, after which their daughter Jemima was adopted by Jemima Yorke, so that cousin raised cousin.700 Yorke’s children, Amabel and Mary Jemima (known to Talbot as Bell and Mouse), looked to Talbot as a surrogate aunt.701 Within this elite ecclesiastical and aristocratic world, aunts were more flexible family members. And though also less prominent figures in family patterns, they likewise performed key roles in caring for a younger generation and in guiding their moral and religious development.

Aunts and aunt figures sometimes became spiritual mothers when a child’s parent died.702 Talbot performed this role in the life of fifteen-year-old Julia Berkeley when her father George Berkeley died suddenly in 1753, at the moment that his daughter handed him a cup of tea.703 As Talbot and her mother had from 1725, the bereaved Berkeleys found comfort and shelter in the home of Thomas Secker, then Bishop of Oxford. Talbot

700 Ibid., 79; Catherine Talbot to Elizabeth Carter, 24 December 1767. Pennington, ed., Letters between Carter and Talbot, 3:159.
701 Myers, Bluestocking Circle, 67.
was particularly attentive to Julia at this time and grew deeply attached to her, referring to her affectionately as ‘my daughter’ and ‘my Julia’.

Talbot’s flexible and capacious sense of family allowed her to write to Julia of ‘all her mamas & grandmamas’ who loved and cared for her. While no formal ties united them, Talbot invested herself in the young girl’s life, attending with particular care to her religious instruction. She nurtured Julia as a surrogate aunt and spiritual mother.

As the first of her family to convert to Methodism, aunts do not feature in Ann Bolton’s conversion narratives nor in subsequent accounts of her religious experience. In converting, she overturned typical patterns of passing on faith from parent or aunt to child, for as we have seen it was through her influence that her parents eventually converted to Methodism. A reversion to expected patterns of faith transmission occurred as Methodism moved into a second generation. Sarah Eden (fl. 1770–82) was the youngest daughter of Nathaniel and Ann Eden (who were connected through marriage and friendship to Bolton), and her grandfather Thomas Eden was ‘intimately acquainted’ with John Wesley and had built a Methodist chapel near his home in Broad Marston, Gloucestershire. Her mother had been born Ann Ward in Oxhill, Warwickshire, and it was probably through her marriage that she and the rest of the Ward family were introduced to Methodism. By 1769 a Methodist gathering was meeting in her family home at Oxhill. Sarah was born to parents with strong connections to the Methodist movement, and would have been raised to observe Methodist beliefs and customs. In the
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704 For example, Catherine Talbot diary, 2 November 1753. BL, Add. 46688.
705 Catherine Talbot diary, 3 December 1753. BL, Add. 46688.
706 Cecil, Memoirs of Mrs. Hawkes, 2.
late 1770s, when she was perhaps eight or nine years old, Sarah began to show signs of increasing religious seriousness, and at this time three of her aunts joined together to advise her via letter. (See Appendix 2, p. 334.) Sarah Nind, who lived at Ramsbury Park, Wiltshire, wrote in 1778 to encourage her to ‘do every thing to Perfection’, motivated by ‘a hearty desire to please God’. In 1782 Nind wrote to ask more directly ‘to hear of your Souls prosperity’, and urged her niece to ‘keep up good desires’ through the Methodist means of grace: prayer, reading, and religious conversation. Meanwhile, Nind’s sister Elizabeth Ward (b. 1749), most likely living at home at Oxhill, wrote with the distinctly Methodist counsel to ‘aspire after perfection’. And on the other side of the family, Sarah Eden’s aunt Sarah Hawkes, who in 1789 would visit and be instructed by her own ‘aged & excellent aunt’ (as observed at the beginning of this section), wrote to offer advice and support, concluding, ‘I make not the least doubt but that my dear Sally will one day be a useful worthy woman and a honer [honour] to her sex.’ In a network of families united by Methodism, three aunts, in three locations, had a common interest in their niece’s religious development and wrote hoping to guide Sarah to take up her place in what had become a family faith.

This section has explored the significant roles aunts played in the transmission of faith to a younger generation. The forms of their relationships with children and young people were diverse: while in some circumstances aunts had traditional familial ties with nieces and nephews, in other circumstances aunt-like relationships reflect intimate but unrelated ties across generations. Further relational slippage occurred as aunts conceived
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710 Sarah Nind to Sarah Eden, 26 May 1782. WRO, Ward Letters 16.
of themselves as spiritual mothers to those whose religious and moral lives they guided. In all cases such ongoing acts of spiritual nurture were motivated by love for particular girls and boys. While religious education often occurred in person, this section has also introduced the ways in which it occurred through writing, which is the subject of the following section.

**Education**

Eighteenth-century advice literature portrayed religious education as located in the church and the home and described these instructional locales as reinforcing and mirroring each other. In his popular *Religious Instruction of Children Recommended* (1770), James Stonhouse encouraged parents to prepare their children at home to receive the lessons they heard in church, arguing that without the reinforcing influence of formal religious instruction by parents, children would be ill-equipped to understand what they heard from clergy or ministers.713 Advice literature also stressed the responsibility of parents in their children’s religious education, urging parents to attend to the spiritual health of their children by implementing a routine of family worship that followed the formalised round of Bible readings and prayers occurring in church. Thus Philip Doddridge, in *A Plain and Serious Address to the Master of a Family, on the Important Subject of Family-Religion* (1750), urged fathers in particular to lead their families in daily worship, thereby constructing ‘Nurseries of Piety’.714 In his sermon ‘On Family Religion’, John Wesley argued that religion practised in families (which he defined in terms of nuclear families
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plus servants) was necessary to ensure that the ‘present revival’ did not die away but was passed on to ‘the rising generation’. Historians have tended to echo these prescribed patterns of location and relationship, while sometimes adding a third site in schools. Michael Watts credits ‘pious parents and charity schools’ with religious instruction in the period, while Paul Sangster locates religious education in church, school, and home. Sangster depicts an ideal type of formal familial instruction as presided over by exemplary fathers and resulting in ‘a deeply religious atmosphere, godly conversation, industrious use of time, family prayers twice daily, holy books much in evidence’. In his study of women and religious education, Kenneth Charlton, while primarily concerned with women as recipients of instruction, devotes a final chapter to mothers as educators and in it emphasises their participation in formalised family worship. The picture drawn in both advice literature and historiographies is formal and highly localised, emphasising the relationship between parent and biological child.

These representations of religious education are, however, incomplete. Analysing the manuscript culture of religious women complicates this picture in three respects: method, location, and relationship. Focusing on formal methods of religious education neglects the individualised and very personal instruction that took place through correspondence as well as diary and poetry exchange. Analysing these more informal literary exchanges reveals previously overlooked patterns of religious instruction in
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718 Charlton, *Women, Religion, and Education*, Ch. 7: ‘Mothers as Educators’.
which women played essential roles. In addition, an emphasis on home, church, and school as the locations of religious education obscures the less localised aspects of religious training. Home and church environments were certainly important influences on the spiritual development of younger persons, but focusing solely on local interactions is to overlook the substantial distances sometimes involved in religious training—distances traversed through the post and travel—and to risk distorting the scope of women’s moral and religious influence, circumscribing them within the home. Finally, while the instruction of parents was clearly influential in guiding a child’s religious development, an exclusive focus on the nuclear family disregards the considerable complexity of family patterns in the period, as the previous section demonstrated. A wider perspective, unlimited by home and nuclear family, recognises the educative agency of previously neglected women, such as aunts and single women. This section analyses how women used informal literary interactions to embody their faith and instruct younger friends and family in the religious life. Such education was intentional, personal, and interactive. In teaching a younger generation through personal writings, these women not only taught them religious belief and practice, they taught them how to write and so to respond to the instruction they were given.

Religious training through diaries

One of the ways this religious training proceeded was through diaries. While religious
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Historians and literary scholars use diverse terminology for the diary, including journal, spiritual journal, and confessional diary. The term ‘diary’ is used consistently here since it is used most often in historiography on women’s writings. Further, the descriptors ‘spiritual’ and ‘confessional’ are not used, since they suggest an essentially internalised document and mask the social content and uses of religious diaries. The diarists considered here most often used the terms diary and journal interchangeably, though Talbot tended to use ‘journal’ to designate that part of her diary that gave a careful accounting of her time. For example, on 26 June 1751 she reflected more expansively on her life and ‘usefulness’ and then wrote, ‘Let’s see how the days Journal looks’, after which she gave a bare bones account of how she had spent the
and women’s historians have tended to emphasise the self-orientation of diaries, religious women’s manuscript cultures reveal diaries being used as an innovative and effective site of religious instruction. Religious diaries have often been understood as a distinctively private genre, a space for self-examination within which writers could safely expose the inner, secret movements of the soul. In *The Rise of Puritanism* (1938), William Haller likened the diary to a Protestant ‘confessional’, stating that in the pages of a diary the writer ‘could fling upon his God the fear and weakness he found in his heart but would not betray to the world’. This interpretation of religious diaries as inherently private has persisted. At the same time, scholars have tended to stress the self-concern of women’s diaries, highlighting their function as a liberating space within which women could escape the demands on their time and constraints on their lives to focus on themselves, cultivating their minds and hearts in isolation. Effie Botonaki thus argues that the diary provided both space and freedom for women to be ‘self-centred’, while Harriett Blodgett likens the diary to a ‘book of self’ and argues that women wrote diaries to assert themselves as individuals in a society that thwarted female selfhood.


Effie Botonaki thus argues that the diary provided both space and freedom for women to be ‘self-centred’, while Harriett Blodgett likens the diary to a ‘book of self’ and argues that women wrote diaries to assert themselves as individuals in a society that thwarted female selfhood. 
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Talbot’s diary practice complicates these notions of religious women’s diaries as private and self-concerned, for it performed a social purpose that was no less personal for not being ‘private’. During the months the Berkeleys stayed with her at Cuddesdon and when they lived at nearby Oxford, Talbot embarked on a programme of religious education with Julia, and this instruction not only included comprehensive guidance on how to keep a diary, but transpired within the shared space of exchanged diaries. In an effort to promote her spiritual ideals of personal piety and holy living and to instill them in her much-loved younger friend, Talbot set Julia the task of keeping a diary, which was then regularly submitted to Talbot for comment and correction. Talbot wanted to teach Julia to live mindfully and not idly, and to be religiously serious without becoming excessively grave or sober. To navigate this balance, Talbot practised and subsequently taught Julia an exacting method of accounting for how she used each hour of the day. When Julia sent Talbot a diary with unaccounted hours, she replied that ‘the Journal was not…by any means what I wished it’. To guide Julia in marking her time well she supplied her with ‘a little State of Accounts’. Talbot was patient with Julia’s early efforts, explaining that ‘it requires some time to get into a right method’, and encouraged her, writing, ‘Your Journal, my Love…be as long as it will. The longer it is the more pleasure it will give me.’ Talbot’s fond addresses communicate her very personal motivation in translating her faith to Julia by teaching her the ‘right method’ to account for her time and so live a pious life.
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726 Catherine Talbot diary, 30 October 1753. BL, Add. 46688.
To help Julia, then fifteen years old, understand what was required of her, Talbot sent her sections of her own carefully executed diary as a pattern to follow. Her diary thus had both personal and communal meaning as she directed her self-reflection toward religious instruction. The diary sent to Julia is partly an account of hours spent, and partly a more discursive reflection on Talbot’s thoughts, reading, and social interactions. It very often reads as a letter and, indeed, the way in which the diary could conflate with letters in the period is signalled by the manner in which these sections are folded and addressed on the outside, ‘Pour La Chere Julie’ (see Figure 9). Her use of French is further indication of her remarkable self-discipline as a diary writer. Writing in French was always an extra effort, but one that she did not require of Julia, worried that the added exertion might discourage the developing diary writer: ‘Je ne souhaitte pas que vos Journaux soient en Français parce que cette difficulte ajoutée les rendroient trop fatiguantes pour vous, & moins exactes.’ By sharing her diary in this way, Talbot provided Julia with both textual example and personal pattern. She encouraged Julia to read her diary, and indeed part of her motivation in writing was to help her younger friend to self-reflect and narrate, hoping that in so doing she would pass on to Julia her own deeply held religious beliefs. She was determined to ‘form & sooth this Young Mind Capable of becoming every thing it ought’.

While some of Talbot’s diary appears to have been delivered by hand, other sections of it were sent through the post, including those sections written when she was visiting the Duchess of Somerset at Percy Lodge. These sections catalogued for Julia the books Talbot read, and modelled her method of making reflective notes on her reading. It
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727 See, for example, Catherine Talbot diary, 3 December 1753. BL, Add. 46688.
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is striking how Talbot’s book discussions with the Duchess, as discussed in the previous chapter, clearly informed her instruction of Julia. Talbot’s relationship with a spiritual elder now guided her relationship with her spiritual child. When Talbot and the Duchess read Jacques Duguet together at Percy Lodge, Talbot reflected on their shared reading in her diary, and these reflections were then sent on to Julia. Talbot included notes to Julia, such as, ‘Let me give You a rule or two from Abbé du Gue [Duguet]’, and then transcribed for her an extract from his book of letters:

Il vous seroit utile de ne vivre qu’un moment a la fois, & d’oublier dans chaque action celle qui l’a précédée & celle qui doit la suivre…vous abandonnez pleinement à la divine Providence, à vous décharger dans son sein du poids de vous-même & de tout ce qui vous environne….Ne perdre Jamais Courage…
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732 ‘It would be useful to you to live one moment at a time, & to forget everything that preceded it and that must follow….abandon yourself fully to divine Providence, unloading the weight of yourself and all that surrounds you….Do not lose Courage…’ Catherine Talbot diary, 9 November 1753. BL, Add. 46688.
Such efforts to trust in Providence, and actively to seek contentment by suspending one’s own immediate wishes and fears, form a recurrent theme in Talbot’s personal writings. By directing Julia to this passage, she offered spiritual comfort and guidance to a much-loved younger friend still grieving the death of her father. She also demonstrated for Julia her method of making extracts as a way to aid reflective reading.\textsuperscript{733}

Talbot and Julia’s shared reading also proceeded via more direct lessons, which can be traced in their diary exchange. Talbot sometimes intervened in Julia’s reading by commenting on the books she read. In early 1754 Julia read the novel \textit{Princess of Cleves} (1678) and discussed it in the next section of her diary sent to Talbot.\textsuperscript{734} Talbot approved of Julia’s assessment, writing, ‘Your Judgment of it is very just,’ and added that the novel was ‘very bad’, its principles ‘Romantick & Abominable’.\textsuperscript{735} Talbot considered \textit{Sir Charles Grandison} a more fitting text for reflection, and as she and the Duchess read it together at Percy Lodge (as discussed in the previous chapter\textsuperscript{736}), she guided Julia’s simultaneous reading of it by asking leading questions and assigning specific tasks in her diary. She asked Julia to consider Sir Charles’s actions in certain circumstances, or to compare two characters.\textsuperscript{737} Talbot’s religious instruction of Julia through a guided reading of \textit{Grandison} again confirms Brian Young’s observation that the purposes of fiction and theological literature—to correct and improve—could be closely allied in the eighteenth century.\textsuperscript{738} Talbot also commented on the manner in which Julia read. When Julia told her that she read in a variety of books, Talbot cautioned, ‘Does not the variety

\textsuperscript{734} \textit{La Princesse de Clèves} is a French novel that was published anonymously, though the author is generally held to be Madame de La Fayette.
\textsuperscript{735} Catherine Talbot diary, 4 February 1754. BL, Add. 46688.
\textsuperscript{736} See p. 175.
\textsuperscript{737} Catherine Talbot diary, 7 November 1753. BL, Add. 46688.
\textsuperscript{738} Young, ‘Theological Books from \textit{The Naked Gospel} to \textit{Nemesis of Faith},’ 86. See also p. 174.
sometimes confuse your Ideas?’ then added, ‘However my Love I do not mean to check Ingenuity or rob You of any innocent Amusement, I only mean to warn You against flying from Book to Book’. She wanted to teach Julia to read with attention, to ask questions of the text, to reflect on it in writing and in company, and to apply that reading to her life.

In late 1753 Talbot wrote in her diary of an evening spent with the Duchess who read aloud from Sir Charles Grandison while Talbot worked on a cross-stitched sampler for Julia’s mother. Talbot was so enraptured by the Duchess’s reading and her own reflections that her mind wandered from the needlework in her lap. She wrote with frustration in her diary, ‘Attentive to the Book I every now & then make a wrong stitch unperceived & have half my Evenings work to undo again’. And then she paused to address a lesson to Julia, who would soon receive the diary in the post: ‘A Wrong Stitch upon Canvas may be set right’, Talbot wrote, ‘but a faux pas in Life is not so easily retried: how much ought one therefore to Study the Art of Living’. Julia learned her lessons dutifully, pleasing Talbot by her receptiveness to suggestions, though it is not known whether the effort had lasting effect. Julia’s health deteriorated through 1753 and 1754 and in September 1754 her mother, Anne Berkeley, returned with her to Ireland. She is next encountered much later in the will of her sister-in-law, Eliza
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742 Catherine Talbot diary, 4 February 1754. BL, Add. 46688.
Berkeley, who sadly recorded that in 1795 both Julia and her brother Henry were confined and ‘insane’: ‘poor suffering persons in their melancholy situations’.\textsuperscript{744}

While Talbot used the diary to model religious seriousness to a new young friend within an elite Anglican circle spanning England and Ireland, Jane Attwater employed diaries as educative tools to construct bonds between generations of a longstanding Baptist family centred in Hampshire and Wiltshire. As with Talbot, Attwater’s diary practice functioned in personal ways, both individually and communally. The Puritan antecedents of eighteenth-century Calvinistic diaries were characterised by diligent self-examination.\textsuperscript{745} Devotional manuals such as John Beadle’s \textit{The Journal or Diary of a Thankful Christian} (1656) encouraged Christians to keep daily and precise records of their religious lives, including ‘the personal and private passages of Providence’.\textsuperscript{746}

Attwater was a prolific diary writer and her own diary is such a record. She began it at the age of thirteen and kept it faithfully for the next sixty-eight years, during which time she amassed a vast and complex diary record through which she turned back regularly—re-reading it, annotating it, and carefully preserving it for her own use and for that of her family. Unlike Talbot, Attwater self-consciously reflected on her denominational identity. In 1784 she wrote:

\begin{quote}
I thank God I was bro’t up in the Baptist denomination. The more I know of Religion either as doctrines or ye\textsuperscript{e} Experimental & practical part of it the better I am satisfied with my own sect not ye\textsuperscript{i} I wish to put any undue stress on ye\textsuperscript{j} but I have no temptation to alter my sentiments as I think the particular baptist is very consistent with ye\textsuperscript{e} word of God.\textsuperscript{747}
\end{quote}

She thought of her family as members of a gathered church that needed to reinforce itself,

\textsuperscript{745} See Webster, ‘Writing to Redundancy,’ 33-56; Hindmarsh, \textit{Evangelical Conversion Narrative}, 33-60.
\textsuperscript{746} John Beadle, \textit{The Journal or Diary of a Thankful Christian} (London: Printed by E. Cotes, 1656), 48.
\textsuperscript{747} Jane Attwater diary, 3 November 1784. AL, Attwater Papers, acc. 76, I.A.13.
so while she used the diary for self-examination, she also used it purposefully to initiate younger family members into a diary-writing culture with roots in the seventeenth century as she integrated them into a family faith and a local Baptist community.

Attwater’s educational strategy involved training younger family members in established patterns of self-examination and expression. Particularly as a young diary writer, she shaped her entries around services she attended at the local Baptist church. As Talbot measured her life in hours spent, Attwater measured hers in sermons heard. Marjorie Reeves considers her to have been an ‘addicted sermoniser’, based on the very long sermon notes she often made in her diary.\(^{748}\) Attwater may have learned this devotional discipline from her mother or great-aunt, both of whom left diaries that include details of sermons attended, and both of which she gave evidence of having read.\(^{749}\) Later, as an aunt and mother herself, she taught this method of scriptural and self-reflection to younger generations of her family. She trained her daughter, Anna Blatch, to keep a diary, and evidence of her instruction is embedded in Attwater’s own diary. Here we find a notebook once given to Anna by her mother, with a note instructing her to ‘write down ye’ texts’ she heard.\(^{750}\) Also tucked into Attwater’s diary is a sheet written in a childish hand, a record of Anna’s first diary-writing efforts.\(^{751}\) Anna must have been quite young when she first took up her pen to write in her diary, for her handwriting is large and uncertain, her spelling difficult, and she interrupted herself often to write her name in large script, ‘Anna Blatch’, and once to draw a small horse—but, supervised by her mother, her religious instruction proceeded in step with her literary education as she


\(^{749}\) On the diary of Attwater’s mother, Anna Attwater, see p. 274. On the diary of her great aunt, Anne Cator Steele, see p. 148.

\(^{750}\) Jane Attwater diary. AL, Attwater Papers, acc. 76, I.A.25.

\(^{751}\) Anna Blatch diary, preserved in Jane Attwater diary, July 1804. AL, Attwater Papers, acc. 76, I.A.24.
carefully recorded preacher and text and her thoughts on what she heard and experienced (see Figure 10 and Figure 11).

Figure 10: Anna Blatch’s diary, preserved in Jane Attwater’s diary

Attwater’s religious instruction was not limited to her daughter, but extended to her nieces and nephews. Her niece wrote her a poem in love and gratitude for her ‘counsel’, which contains the lines:

Yet still let your voice gently sound in my Ear….
Yet still we are taught to reflect and review.

752 Anna Blatch diary, preserved in Jane Attwater diary, July 1804. AL, Attwater Papers, acc. 76, I.A.24.
753 Bodl., Reeves Collection 19/2/m. The identity of this niece is uncertain. See Whelan, ed., Nonconformist Women Writers, 4:337, n. 24.
Figure 11: Anna Blatch’s diary\textsuperscript{754}

While there is more evidence of Attwater’s instructing girls in her family, she also invested herself in the religious instruction of boys, and when she did the lessons given were not gendered. She trained her nephew Philip Whitaker in the method of keeping a diary, encouraging him to record ‘texts and particular Events’ as a record of his religious life. As she referred to her own diary as her ‘Ebenezer’, a biblical reference to the stone Samuel raised as a physical reminder of God’s help, she taught Philip to approach his diary as an aid to memory, a record he could later review as spiritual encouragement or reproach for spiritual lapses.\textsuperscript{755} Her instruction is recalled in a poem which she wrote for him and asked him to inscribe on the inside cover of his diary. The poem begins:

\begin{verbatim}

\textit{If ever the Lord shall leave me, and I will give you not rest, peace.}

\textit{Lifted from the 11 of Chapter of Matthew, and the 38 verses contain me all day that I write.}

\end{verbatim}

\textsuperscript{754} Anna Blatch diary, preserved in Jane Attwater diary, July 1804. AL, Attwater Papers, acc. 76, I.A.24.

\textsuperscript{755} On Attwater’s diary as her ‘Ebenezer’, see, for example, Jane Attwater diary. AL, Attwater Papers, acc. 76, I.A.5 and I.A.27. Cf. 1 Samuel 7.12.
Sacred to Memory and Religion pure,  
Let these Mementoes, and these lines endure.\footnote{On a copy of the poem kept for herself, Attwater wrote, ‘Some line[s] I wrote to cousin Philip to be inserted in his Book design'd for texts & particular Events Jan\textsuperscript{y} 1786.’ AL, Attwater Papers, acc. 76, II.A.7. See also Reeves, \textit{Sheep Bell and Ploughshare}, 44.}

The diary—a large, vellum-bound book with brass clasps—contains the title, ‘Texts preached from, at Bratton, and Memorandums of some remarkable Occurrences beginning with the Year 1786’, but while Philip continued to attend the local Baptist church where he would later become a leader, he did not maintain the habit of scriptural and self-reflection taught him by his aunt: the majority of the book remains blank. Yet perhaps Attwater’s lessons only lay dormant, ready to be absorbed in the future, for about ten years later he began to record his spiritual experience and his attendance at church in little homemade notebooks.\footnote{Reeves, \textit{Pursuing the Muses}, 148.} Now in his twenties, Whitaker’s spiritual sensitivities seem to have heightened and, as his aunt had earlier taught him, he examined himself in light of his participation in the local Baptist church, initially dissatisfied with his spiritual state but resolved to use his diary to grow in knowledge of himself and God:

> I began this little book in an unstable wandering Frame of Mind after attending the Word and the solemn Ordinance of the Lord’s Supper in a very dark Frame, reviewing with painful reflections the Backslidings of the past Month….I’m little better than a Formalist, Lord assist me in self-examination and if to this hour I’m a Stranger to myself and thee, give me now a right Knowledge of myself and thee…\footnote{Ibid., 148-149.}

As Talbot’s religious instruction of Julia combined diary writing with guided reading, so did Attwater train Philip to keep a diary while also encouraging his reading. In 1772, when Philip was six years old, she gave him John Huddleston Wynne’s \textit{Choice Emblems, Natural, Historical, Fabulous, Moral and Divine, for the Improvement and}
Pastime of Youth (1772). Wynne used forms from nature to teach lessons, so the sunflower’s natural action of turning to the sun is made to signify the habit of a pious heart turning toward God. (See Figure 12.) In his ‘Introduction’, Wynne emphasised a parental duty to instruct their children. Yet Attwater’s gift of it to Philip is unsurprising: in his analysis of the acquisition of books by children, Matthew Grenby uses book inscriptions to demonstrate that aunts were the most frequent donors of books to children, outnumbering even mothers. Attwater’s participation in this culture of gift giving supported her efforts of religious training through diaries.

Attwater’s instruction was purposeful and addressed to particular, loved persons, but it also proceeded more broadly by example, for Anna and Philip surely observed her performing the same task she described to them, as she filled notebook after notebook, year after year. In teaching her daughter and nephew to reflect on their spiritual states, Attwater trained them in a spiritual discipline that ordered her own life and, by instilling in them habits of devotion and reflection, she may have hoped to guide their entry into the local Baptist church (and thus the faith of their ancestors), for in due time their spiritual states and characters would have to be examined publicly before they could gain membership in the Baptist church.

Attwater’s training of her daughter through the diary took several forms, for as she taught Anna to narrate her own life and faith, she was also creating and preserving a book of religious instruction for her, whom she often addressed directly in the pages of her own diary. When her daughter was just six years old, Attwater heard a sermon for
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young people and made notes in her diary for Anna’s future perusal, adding, ‘if It should please God to spare her to years of understanding...’ 763 Attwater pinned into her diary notes to her daughter, such as, ‘My dear Anna remember your dear Fathers remark at Breakfast this morn8, and transferred to the written page religious instruction given at the dining table (see Figure 13).764 Framed as question and answer, the note is catechetical:

---

763 Jane Attwater diary, 27 October 1799. AL, Attwater Papers, acc. 76, I.A.23.
764 Jane Attwater diary, 2 February 1804. AL, Attwater Papers, acc. 76, I.A.24.
‘what is it constitutes our usefulness & comfort in Life? proper thoughts – proper words & proper actions – proper thoughts are ye buds proper words the flowers & proper actions ye fruit’. As her daughter grew, Attwater was pleased to observe her increasing spiritual seriousness and her hopes for Anna’s future enlarged. She tucked a prayer into her diary:

I trust thou hast made my dear child a partaker of rich & saving grace Glory Glory to God for this Inestimable Gift – Thou hast Inclind her heart to attend Constantly to the duty of prayer & reading thy word O shine on her soul Enlighten her mind draw her by ye cords of Love Establish her heart in the Truth…

Anna Blatch died of consumption when she was sixteen years old, and on the day of her death, her mother wrote a melancholy account of her daughter’s final hours and addressed her daughter in her diary one final time: ‘Dear Happy spirit you are now arrived where the Instructions from mortals are no more needed…’
The example of living and writing

The religious instruction given by Talbot, Attwater, and other women located its authority in the example of their own spiritual lives. Within close relationships, boys and girls observed how older family and friends lived and what they believed, and their willingness to be apprenticed to religious cultures depended on the integrity of witness they observed. Writing played a crucial part in negotiating apprenticeship relationships and, as we will see, this occurred in diverse ways. By mid-century the Steele family had developed a collective habit of interacting in verse, and so poetry, often interwoven with letters, conveyed religious instruction and example within this Baptist family. And having mastered the Methodist practice of recounting her religious experience in person and on paper, Ann Bolton modelled Methodist expression and behaviour in her correspondence with younger friends. They found her testimony convincing and compelling because it derived from personal experience.

---
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Anne Steele was Jane Attwater’s older cousin and part of the same localised Baptist network, and while Attwater used the diary as a space of religious interaction and instruction, teaching set patterns of self-examination and narration, Steele chiefly used poetry to guide the spiritual development of her nieces and nephews, and to train their religious emotions in response to uncertainties and distressing events. In certain respects this poetry parallels religious verse written for children by Isaac Watts and others in the period. While both Watts and Steele wrote to instruct, their differing intended audiences generated very different verse. Unlike Watts, who wrote as a minister intending publication and so composed straightforwardly didactic and anonymous verse, Steele’s poetry was very personal in nature, written within the context of a tight religious and family network for particular, loved children. Her poems are warm and sometimes playful in tone and written with evident fondness as they reference real and known people, places, and events, drawing her readers into the poems and evoking very personal responses. This poetry was preserved within the family for several decades before it was published posthumously as *Verses for Children* (1788) and its usefulness extended. But originally Steele used it to communicate her deeply felt faith to nieces and nephews, hoping to draw them personally into the family faith.

The child to whom Anne Steele addressed the most verse and with whose religious education she was most concerned was her niece Mary Steele. Mary’s mother, Mary Bullock Steele, had died in 1762, when she was 9 years old, and from that time Anne Steele had stepped in to care for her. She was, simultaneously, affectionate aunt,
religious and literary exemplar, and spiritual mother. Mary would later memorialise her aunt in verse as a ‘maternal friend’ and as ‘My Friend, My second Parent’. Steele wrote a great deal of affectionate and instructive poetry for her and, as Mary grew up, she began to respond in verse addressed to her aunt. Mary was a sensitive girl, and in response to her continuing sorrow over the loss of her mother Steele used poems to elucidate for her theological concepts such as providence, as well as spiritual ideals like childlike trust in the love of Jesus. She wanted to teach her niece that during ‘Affliction’s darkest hours’ she could trust that a providential God remained ‘profusely kind’, caring for her in her loss and fear. She wrote to encourage her niece, urging her to live in hope, and passed on to her lessons she had learned through her own experiences of illness and loss. Addressing Mary by her familial pseudonym, ‘Silvia’, she wrote:

And see, my Silvia, see that Friend appear!
   And hark! he calls you to his guardian arms!
Jesus, that Friend indeed! forever near,
   When grief approaches or when Death alarms.

In verse, Steele encouraged her niece to contemplate Jesus as near and loving, even in the midst of her grief and doubt.

Mary loved her aunt, turning to her not only as a surrogate mother, but as a spiritual and literary exemplar, and in a poem written to her in 1773, when she was 20 years old, she expressed a desire to respond positively to her aunt’s religious instruction and example:

Thy bright Example may I ever view
   At humble Distance the same path pursue:

---

May I like Thee with full Affiance trust
That Power immensely Kind supremely just.\(^{774}\)

This poem was written from Yeovil, in Somerset, where Mary had travelled to visit her uncle, and in her poem she suggested that in the absence of her aunt she was soothed by the substitutionary presence of her poetry:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Whilst absent from the Friend who shares my heart} \\
\text{To soothe the pain that Absence must impart,} \\
\text{I turn the much lov’d page by her designd} \\
\text{And view those lovely Pictures of the Mind.}^{775}
\end{align*}
\]

The way in which the physical presence of Steele’s poetry is made to stand in for her in her absence, as well as the dialogical nature of this poetry more generally, highlight the manner in which it functioned as a form of epistolary communication and reveal another way in which the Steele women employed an informal literary culture to communicate their faith across generations. Some of this poetry conforms to the genre of the verse epistle, a popular poetic form in the eighteenth century that embedded stylistic elements of letters in verse.\(^{776}\) For example, Mary’s poem to her aunt was titled ‘To Theodosia an Espistle [sic] from Yeovil 1773’, and its final lines incorporate in verse a conventional letter closing:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{To all my much lovd Hon’d Absent Friends} \\
\text{My Heart its warmest Love & Duty sends}^{777}
\end{align*}
\]

On this and other occasions, Mary chose to address her aunt as ‘Theodosia’, the name under which she published. Material evidence also indicates that these personalised poems were once circulated as letters: they were carefully folded and inscribed by name,

\(^{775}\) Mary Steele, ‘To Theodosia an Espistle [sic] from Yeovil 1773’. AL, STE 5/5/iv.
‘To Theodosia’, on the outside. Anne Steele reached beyond the typically philosophical and romantic themes of the verse epistle, however, to continue her religious instruction of her niece. In verse that Steele wrote to the child Mary, she described her poem as a ‘tiny letter’, and in it she gave her young niece a ‘lesson’:

It is this, as the blossoms soon wither and die,
So beauty will quickly decay;
But virtue the rigour of time will defy,
And live like the evergreen bay.779

Mary was conscious of her religious heritage in the Baptist church and of her advantages in the religious instruction she received from her aunt, yet she was troubled by the Calvinistic doctrine of election and so was unable to align herself fully with her family’s faith.780 Her questions and anxiety were not resolved before her aunt’s death in 1778, and Steele’s desire to ease Mary’s troubled spirit and resolve her spiritual impasse led her to enlist Caleb Evans, her friend and founder of the Bristol Education Society, to take up the task she could no longer perform by encouraging and instructing Mary via letter.781 It would not be until 1795, however, when Mary was forty-two years old, that her aunt’s hopes for her (communicated so personally in poems written expressly for her) would be fulfilled when Mary made the decision to seek admission to the local Baptist church.782

While Steele and Attwater provided informal religious instruction to younger family members within a localised Baptist network, Ann Bolton, without the same sense of family lineage, offered religious instruction chiefly to younger friends. For Methodists,

778 For example, Mary Steele, ‘To Theodosia’. AL, STE 5/5/iii.
779 Anne Steele, Verses for Children (Salisbury: E. Easton, 1788), 8-9.
780 See Mary Steele, spiritual autobiography written in letter to William Steele, 22 July 1779. AL, STE 5/9, no. 4.
781 See Caleb Evans to Mary Steele, 12 December 1778. AL, STE 5/16/ii.
782 See letter from Mary Steele to Broughton Baptist Church, 1795. AL, STE 5/9, no. 6.
spiritual experience was a crucial indicator of conversion, and so Bolton trained younger friends in the religious life by sharing her experience in personal correspondence. This might be interpreted as a literary extension of the activity of local band and class meetings where Methodists gave oral testimony to their experience, though in this case the goal was not one’s own growth in holiness, but the spiritual education of others.783 This form of instruction can be observed in Bolton’s interactions with eighteen-year-old Philothea Briggs (1753–1823). Briggs grew up at the very heart of Methodism in London and had many Methodist influences: her father William Briggs was John Wesley’s book steward at the Foundery, and her mother Elizabeth Briggs was the daughter of Vincent Perronet (1693–1785), a trusted advisor of the Wesleys. Philothea regularly visited her widowed grandfather in nearby Shoreham, where she sometimes kept house for him; she met John Wesley as a child and when she was sixteen they began a correspondence; and she may have been present when the Countess of Huntingdon visited Shoreham in 1770 and would have witnessed the religious revival that occurred in that year.784 Yet despite years of participation in Methodist practices, she lacked assurance of the love of God: ‘I thought I was farther off than ever; that the little sense of Religion I had, was only delusion’.785

Philothea’s spiritual anxieties resonated with Bolton: she met Philothea very shortly after the resolution to her own prolonged and painful conversion to Methodism, so she was able to respond to Philothea’s doubts from the centre of her own experience. As

785 Philothea Briggs to John Wesley, 24 March 1771. AM 7 (1784): 446.
discussed in the last chapter, Bolton’s quest for spiritual assurance brought her to the
Foundery in early 1771, and it was during the month she spent in London that she met
Philothea, who was then in the midst of her own spiritual travail. Very shortly after
Bolton returned to Witney the two began a correspondence. Bolton recorded that
Philothea was open and personal in their literary interactions, writing to her in ‘the
language of Her own Heart’, and Bolton responded with sympathy and spiritual advice,
encouraging her in her doubts.

It is striking how Bolton’s advice to Philothea echoes the spiritual guidance she
had received from John Wesley, who mentored her during her own religious struggles.
Again the guidance of a spiritual elder is seen to have influenced the instruction of
spiritual children. As we have seen, one of the recurring themes of Wesley’s advice to
Bolton was that she refrain from reasoning and simply believe: he wanted to relieve her
anxious searching for evidence of saving faith and so urged her simply to rest in the
experience of God’s love. Recalling her earlier anxiety, and clearly echoing Wesley, she
advised Philothea, ‘reason not one moment but attend to Believeing’. Remembering the
relief she experienced when she ‘came out of herself’ to rest in God’s grace and love, and
anticipating entire sanctification, she urged Philothea, ‘hold fast that wch you now possess,
& look to feel the utmost powers of perfect Love’.

Significantly, Bolton’s epistolary instruction formed only one part of Philothea’s
initiation into Methodism, for she was simultaneously interacting with a network of
Methodist women and men who were, in turn, interacting with each other. The
connectional nature of instruction mirrored the connectional character of the movement,
all of which placed a high value on the sharing of personal experience.790 As Philothea corresponded with Bolton, she was also making regular and prolonged visits to Jane March at her home in Moorfields, and she was connected through letter and visit with not only Bolton, Wesley, and March, but others including her aunt Damaris Perronet (1727–82).791 The bonds formed by this extensive travel and correspondence point to a geographically wide-ranging Methodist network within which women took active parts, complicating interpretations of Methodist women’s lives as delimited by local bands and classes. Phyllis Mack draws distinctions between the religious lives of Methodist men and women based on their differing patterns of relationship and distinctions in their locations; unlike male leaders who travelled extensively, Mack argues that women ‘lived and worked in a relatively stable collective environment’ and that the ‘heart of women’s collective religious life…was the band or class meeting’.792 Yet Bolton was active throughout a wide-ranging Methodist network, and within this network, Wesley, her spiritual mentor, promoted her as an exemplar. In a letter to Mary Stokes, Wesley wrote, ‘Be you herein a follower of Nancy Bolton, as she is of Christ,’ and when he was concerned for his thirteen-year-old niece Sarah Wesley, he urged her, ‘Write to Nancy Bolton without delay.’793 When Philothea wrote to Wesley in March 1771 she told him, ‘About a month ago, I became acquainted with Miss B—lt—n, who encouraged me to be in earnest’, and he responded, ‘So poor, tempted, disconsolate Nancy Bolton was sent to London for your sake also! She was sent to you among others to quicken your

790 David Hempton refers to the Methodist ‘compulsion to share and tell’. Hempton, Methodism, 52. See also Hindmarsh, Evangelical Conversion Narrative, 150-156.
expectations of the great salvation.’ Bolton’s efforts with Philothea were not in vain.

Three years after they met, John Wesley, in a letter to Jane March, explained that he did not judge a person’s spiritual life by the length of it, but by its ‘depth and breadth’, and he gave as example Philothea and her sister Elizabeth. About a person’s spiritual experience, he asked:

Does it sink deep in humble, gentle love? Does it extend wide in all inward and outward holiness? If so, I do not care whether they are of five or five-and-thirty years’ standing. Nay, when I look at Miss Betsy Briggs or Miss Philly Briggs, I am ready to hide my face: I am ashamed of having set out before they were born.795

Received images of formal education in church, or of obedient children attending to the instruction of pious fathers or learning at their mothers’ knees are clearly inadequate portrayals of eighteenth-century religious education. Informal literary interaction, through correspondence and through diary and poetry exchange, was a powerful and important means by which women, including aunts and single women, from across a denominational spectrum trained a younger generation in religious belief and expression. These interactions demonstrate a creative and sophisticated use of diverse and overlapping literary genres, and are notable for their very personal nature. Within the context of individualised and affectionate relationships, spiritual children looked to women as exemplars, modeling religious belief and expression and patterns of holy living with an integrity they found compelling, and so sought to emulate in their own lives.

---


Holy Living

The women considered here not only instructed their spiritual children in matters of belief and religious expression, but they taught them through word and example how to pattern a holy life. Richard Heitzenrater argues that a concern for holy living ‘for centuries had bridged many of the traditional divisions within Christianity’, and indeed it is a spiritual theme that can be traced across a denominational spectrum.796 One can detect commonalities in the ways that Talbot, Bolton, and Steele wrote about holy living, notably in their shared concern regarding time. Whether they expressed their concern in terms of ‘redeeming the time’ or ‘improving’ their time, they all exhibited a religious concern to use their time well. Yet while a common concern, theological emphases varied by denomination and so it is a useful theme in further defining distinctions between the spiritual cultures under consideration here. In this section the theme of holy living is analysed with regard to women’s instruction of younger friends and family members.

Anglicans: A ‘Vie Sainte’ and agreeable

Catherine Talbot’s high church piety was inflected with the holy living tradition popularised by Jeremy Taylor’s Rule and Exercises of Holy Living (1650).797 While Talbot did not specifically record reading Taylor, her personal writings evoke his published writings in advocating the careful use of time as necessary for living a holy life. She did record reading essays and sermons on similar themes, such as Robert Bolton’s On the Employment of Time (1750) and a sermon titled ‘Go to the Ant Thou Sluggard’,

796 Heitzenrater, Wesley and the People Called Methodists, 320-321.
which she read as ‘a sermon against myself’. In *Reflections on the Seven Days of the Week*, Talbot wrote of ‘daily…faithfully striv[ing] to grow in Holiness and Goodness’, and stated that the means of achieving this spiritual goal lay in self-examination. She wrote, ‘That I may be better for the last twenty-four Hours, let me examine a little what Temper I have been in all that Time,’ and not only in general, ‘but let me descend to Particulars’. Like Taylor before her, who wrote that the ‘first general instrument of holy living’ was ‘Care of our time’, Talbot advocated a careful accounting of time and ‘temper’ as necessary for growth in holiness. What she theorised in *Reflections* she practised in her diary and pattern of living: ‘our own deep Voiced Clock’, she wrote, ‘reminds one not to lose a single quarter’. Her diary registers the time at which she rose, and contains a careful tally of how she used her time. Her goal was to be ‘better’ and ‘wiser’, to advance in the ‘Path of Improvement’, and to do as much good as the circumstances of her life allowed. And what she practised herself she took careful pains to teach young Julia Berkeley. She understood this to be one way in which she could be useful.

799 Ibid.
800 Ibid.
Yet Talbot’s intent on living a ‘Vie Sainte & Exemplaire’ was held in tension with her concern not to be excessively serious. Purposeful as *Reflections* and her diary accounting practices appear, her writings do not have the same spiritual intensity or penetrating inner searching as Bolton’s. Talbot was more concerned with outward activity, both in terms of maintaining an appropriate behavioural code of holy living and in not appearing unduly ‘enthusiastic’, which would be an affront to social propriety. Her teaching and practice of holy living took place in the context of what she approvingly termed ‘agreeable’ society. As mentioned, in 1754 she read *La Bonne Armelle*, the life of a seventeenth-century Catholic laywoman whose exemplary holiness inspired many (including Bolton, who read her life in 1797 and was encouraged by Armelle’s example of entire devotion), but Talbot was conflicted. After reading it she sent the book on to the Duchess of Somerset with a note regarding the book’s mixture of ‘reasonable & excellent sentiments’ and ‘Enthusiasm’. Talbot closed her letter with a frustrated reference to ‘This impertinent Clock that is always striking’: as she worried about the boundaries between appropriate and excessive religious seriousness, she experienced constant reminders of the passing of time, recalling her ideals of usefulness and religious improvement.

Talbot’s efforts to live a holy life by closely monitoring her time were thus tempered by expectations regarding social propriety, and her guidance of Julia’s religious development took place alongside her concern for her social and emotional wellbeing. In 1754 she wrote to the Duchess that she was shopping for Julia, buying ‘all sorts of Gowns..."
& Petticoats & Caps for equipping her in her first Womanly Dress’.808 In the months following Julia’s father’s death, Talbot attended carefully to her emotional needs as well. And as Talbot cared for her, Julia grew increasingly attached to her. Talbot wrote in her diary in June 1753, ‘Elle m’aime infiniment – Comment trouverai Je le moiën de lui être utile! C’est pourtant mon Devoir.’809 The next day, however, Talbot found she needed solitude: ‘La Chere Julie by her good will would never let me be one moment alone….Foreseeing my Danger I barricaded up the Door between our rooms with a Bureau, but alas it opens on her side & she is putting in her very pretty face (which I love dearly to see whenever I had not rather be alone) continually.’810 Despite these occasional frustrations, Talbot was devoted to Julia and wrote to Jemima Yorke praising her, ‘Elle à le meilleur petit Coeur du Monde’ and ‘elle a tout ce qu’il faut pour la rendre dans quelques Années une Personne Aimable et accomplie’.811 She concluded, ‘J[’]ai Acquis cet Eté une Fille’.812 Talbot loved Julia and thought of her as a daughter, a daughter for whom she took care to model a moderate form of holy living, of polite Anglicanism, a daughter whose social and spiritual wellbeing she took care to nurture and guide.

Methodists: Personal accounts of holiness

The nature of holy living is central to eighteenth-century Methodism, since the developing movement and its devotional emphases were shaped by John Wesley’s own efforts to understand the nature of personal holiness. His reading of William Law’s A Serious Call to a Devout and Holy Life (1729) in the early 1730s fuelled his and other
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808 Catherine Talbot to the Duchess of Somerset, 29 January 1754. DNP 31.
809 ‘She loves me very much – How do I find a way to be helpful to her! Yet it is my Duty.’ Catherine Talbot diary, 26 June 1753. BL, Add. 46690.
810 Catherine Talbot diary, 27 June 1753. BL, Add. 46690.
811 ‘She has the best little Heart in the World’ and ‘she has everything it will take to make her in a few Years an Amiable and accomplished Person’. Catherine Talbot diary, 15 July 1753. BL, Add. 46690.
812 ‘I have acquired a daughter this summer’. Catherine Talbot diary, 15 July 1753. BL, Add. 46690.
Oxford Methodists’ pattern of ascetical and holy living. He later attributed his ideas about inward religion and holiness of heart and life to Law’s *Serious Call*, Thomas à Kempis’s *Imitation of Christ*, and Jeremy Taylor’s *Holy Living and Holy Dying* (1651). In time, Wesley controversially promoted the possibility of earthly perfection, and perfect holiness (or entire sanctification or ‘pure love’) came to be understood as not only possible on earth but to be indeed the goal of Methodist spirituality. Ann Bolton characterised her own quest for holiness as a ‘longing’ and an ‘insatiable thirst’, and she described her often anxious pursuit of perfect holiness as a process, a path she followed, the ‘high way of holiness’. Where Talbot was ‘fearful of going backward instead of advancing in the Path of Improvement’, Bolton strove forward on a path of perfection. This pursuit was not mediated, as Talbot’s seeking after holiness, by social conventions or propriety.

Not that it was uncomplicated, especially since Methodist theology was actively being debated in public forums at the same time that laypersons were trying to apprehend its meaning in their lives. Bolton’s anxious longing for sanctification concurred with the so-called ‘Minutes Controversy’ of 1770 in which Arminians and Calvinists openly argued over the relationship between faith and works in matters of salvation, and her diary and letters reveal ongoing uncertainty over the nature of sanctification. In fact, Bolton’s diary suggests that her quest for assurance in 1770–71, as earlier described,
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814 Ibid., 637.
817 Catherine Talbot diary, 27 June 1753. BL, Add. 46690.
was often conflated (and confused) with her quest for perfection. Her striving for assurance reached a point of climax in December 1770 when she lay in bed one night and repeatedly heard a biblical locution from Song of Solomon 4.7: ‘Thou art all fair my Love there is no spot in thee’. This was followed in 1772 by a series of letters written by Wesley, in which he corrected her confusion between justification (the activity of Christ in justifying sinners, which Wesley believed had been made for all) and sanctification (the consequence of justification). In light of the confusing and often contentious nature of public debates, personal accounts of holiness, both published and unpublished, became especially important educative narratives.

Bolton’s care for Philothea Briggs was particularly concerned with her progress towards holiness. In 1771 she recounted her own experience, writing that God ‘still hides me in His Pavilion ye secret chamber of His Presence & keeps my soul in Perfect peace’, and she urged Philothea likewise to strive after this perfect peace: ‘look to feel the utmost powers of perfect Love….then shall you feel His Image more sensibly stampt on yr soul. He is now melting you as wax, to fit you for the Lovely impress’. Bolton’s imagery is taken from Wesley’s *Plain Account of Christian Perfection* (1766), where he likened the attainment of holiness to ‘the image of God fresh stamped on our hearts’. In May 1772 Bolton wrote to Philothea again, giving another account of her ongoing pursuit of holiness: ‘I ask & pant for more of y e divine Life the drop of pure love my soul has hitherto been permitted to enjoy, has so elevated my taste yt all beside hath lost its

820 See, for example, Ann Bolton diary, 14 December 1770. Pudl., 2/2.
relish’. Bolton pressed Philothea with questions about her spiritual desires and urged her to so concentrate her desires on God that she would experience constant peace and joy: this earthly experience of holiness she described as ‘glory in ye Bud’ and ‘Heaven begun below’. And having given a personal account of her own, Bolton now requested one from Philothea in return. Bolton was teaching Philothea not only to desire and pursue holiness, but to represent herself as a Methodist in her own narrative.

These accounts of holiness, as they were shared and solicited, were certainly personal as they were written within close relationship, but they also exhibit a self-conscious and practised quality, perhaps owing to the frequency with which letters were shared amongst Methodist circles and read aloud at Methodist meetings. As noted earlier, Bolton saw her letters to Wesley printed in the *Arminian Magazine*, and Briggs would have witnessed Methodist letters becoming more public, since her father was responsible for the extensive printing operations at the Foundery. Methodists had ample contemporary models for their accounts of holiness. Wesley’s publishing activity was vast, and amongst the volumes of his *Christian Library* and his other publications ‘there was a preponderance of religious biography of exemplary value, including illustrations of Christian perfection’. Wesley admired the religious experience of Jane Cooper, who died of smallpox at the age of twenty-four in 1762; in his *Plain Account of Christian Perfection* he wrote that she was ‘a living and dying witness of Christian Perfection’, and he published her letters in 1764, frequently recommending them to his correspondents.

Bolton read Cooper’s letters in December 1770, reflecting on them in her diary less than a

---

827 On ‘letter days’, see Heitzenrater, *Wesley and the People Called Methodists*, 146.
week after her first experience of ‘perfect love’. In writing her own accounts of holiness she was participating in a broader religious practice, and in requesting accounts from younger friends she was initiating them into a religious culture that was actively being formed. Holy living, for Methodists, was thus teleological, driven toward the ultimate and attainable goal of perfect holiness, experienced on earth as pure love for God and neighbour.

Baptists: ‘Willing to be made holy’

John Wesley’s ongoing debates with Calvinists over Christian perfection were related to his objection that a theology of predestination would render the pursuit of holiness unnecessary. He correlated Calvinism with antinomianism: a neglect of the law that led to spiritual and moral laxity. On the other side of the debate, Wesley’s Calvinist detractors were suspicious of Arminian works-righteousness: the presumption that an individual could earn her own salvation through good works rather than relying solely on Christ’s death and resurrection. High Calvinistic Baptists, such as John Gill, believed that there was a “passive holiness” or a stamping of the image of Christ on the soul of the elect. This was precisely the kind of theology that Wesley worried would subvert holy living practices. Gill’s high Calvinist theology was dominant in Baptist circles in London, but we have seen that the theology of the Western Association of Baptists, which included the Steeles’ church, tended to be more moderate. Members of the Steele family did not exhibit antipathy or spiritual indifference concerning holy living, though their writings
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833 See p. 115.
are differently nuanced from Bolton’s and Talbot’s, notably emphasising the holiness of God and the belief that perfect holiness was only attainable in heaven.

Rather than foregrounding the duties of human will and activity in holy living, the Steeles emphasised the holiness of God. When Bolton, in her striving after perfection, heard the words ‘Thou art all fair my Love there is no spot in thee’, she understood them to mean that she had finally achieved perfect holiness.834 When Anne Cator Steele heard the same words in 1733, she wrote in her diary, ‘I took it to be spoke of Christ and it seem’d very pleasant…my heart was drawn out to love & thankfullness & desires’.835 Anne Cator Steele emphasised the qualities of God that made her own efforts to live a holy life possible. Her Calvinistic theology convinced her that God was perfectly holy while she was sick with sin. She regularly reviewed her heart and life as part of her preparation to take communion, and frequently expressed a desire to ‘improve the time’, since she often failed in her attempts to live well.836 But her writings do not stress outward activity to such an extent as Talbot’s, nor exhibit the anxious spiritual striving characteristic of Bolton. Anne Cator Steele taught this Calvinistic emphasis on divine agency in salvation and sanctification to younger relations. In 1751 her niece Jane Gibbs (1723–63) travelled to Broughton to spend a few weeks with the Steeles, and Anne Cator Steele took the opportunity to speak with her about the state of her soul and to encourage her to seek baptism. Gibbs’s spiritual autobiography, which was read to the Broughton Baptist Church as part of her application for admission, records her uncertainty about election. As a young girl she understood ‘I could do nothing my self’ and that ‘twas to no

835 Anne Cator Steele diary, 7 January 1733. AL, STE 2/1/1.
836 For example, Anne Cator Steele diary, 17 December 1731. AL, STE 2/1/1.
purpose to endeavour’. But the death of her brother and sister and a serious illness of her own, and hearing a sermon on ‘turn thou me & I shall be turned’, made a deep impression. Conversation with her aunt now provoked a decision and she affirmed her faith in the holiness of God, adding that she was ‘willing to be made holy here as well as happy hereafter’.

Gibbs’s reference to heaven highlights another distinctive Baptist understanding of holiness. Unlike the Methodist stress on the possibility of ‘pure love’ and perfect sanctification on earth, Baptists emphasised that perfect holiness was only possible in heaven. This Calvinistic urgency regarding human sin (so different from Anglican politeness and moderation) and the impossibility of ultimately overcoming sin on earth was taught to younger generations. In 1806 Jane Attwater wrote a letter to her daughter Anna Blatch, then thirteen years old and active in teaching children at the Bratton Baptist Church Sunday School. Attwater wrote the letter for her daughter to read to her ‘scholars’. The letter is of interest in depicting a thirteen-year-old girl preaching to other children, and in her mother providing the words to do so: ‘who will do any thing to lead us in that path wch shall bring us to the perfection of Good…I would say Come ye children hearken! unto me & I will teach you the fear of the Lord’. It also highlights the potency of human sinfulness in Baptist self-understandings. Blatch (through Attwater) taught the children that they had ‘no righteousness of [their] own’, but that they were
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840 Jane Attwater to Anna Blatch, 1806. Bodl., Reeves Collection 19/2/f.
841 Jane Attwater to Anna Blatch, 1806. Bodl., Reeves Collection 19/2/f.
entirely dependant on God’s prior holiness to make them holy, and that while ‘none but holy children go to Heaven’, perfect holiness would, in time, be achieved there.  

Conclusion

Historians have begun to uncover the ways in which women were active in education in the eighteenth century, observing women’s participation in public contexts where they instructed groups of children.  

The women considered here were active in such capacities: Catherine Talbot wrote in her diary of how she taught the catechism while living at St Paul’s Deanery; Philothea Briggs corresponded with John Wesley about children he had asked her to instruct; and Anna Blatch (and Jane Attwater) exhorted the children of their local Sunday School while also teaching them to read. In this chapter I have argued that women were also involved in an active transmission of faith to younger friends and family members through very personal and individualised literary interactions. Certainly mothers were engaged in these acts of spiritual formation, but looking beyond the home and nuclear family recovers the educative activities of other women, notably aunts and single women, who have frequently been denigrated or hidden in contemporary literature and historiographies. These women loved girls and boys they came to think of as their spiritual children, and their extensive and intensive efforts to nurture belief and teach religious expression were creative, wide-ranging, and powerful. Personal interactions of this kind, particularly when a younger generation observed women they loved exemplify holy living, had scope to be more effective in passing on

842 Jane Attwater to Anna Blatch, 1806. Bodl., Reeves Collection 19/2/f.
843 See, for example, Mary Hilton, Women and the Shaping of the Nation’s Young: Education and Public Doctrine in Britain 1750-1850 (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2007).
faith than instruction based in a more limited way on precept. Through such activities, religious communities were generationally renewed.
Chapter 5

‘Not willing to destroy these papers for your sake’:

Personal Writing as Spiritual Legacy

Let this be remember'd to the Redeemers Glory, the encouragement of my own soul & all that shall ever read it.845

Late one night in December 1770, when Ann Bolton was visiting her friend Patty Chapman (fl. 1770–90) at Watlington, Oxfordshire, she found herself unable to sleep. Bolton was on a spiritual journey, literally and figuratively. Her quest for assurance had lately become a source of anxiety and confusion, and so hoping ‘to learn how to proceed’ she set out on a journey ‘to meet with some frds who had made great profiecency [sic] in the divine Life’.846 Her friends provided relief and advice, but alone in her room at night her fears intensified and she lay awake struggling to trust God in the midst of what she described as a spiritual battle: ‘the devills rage was so encreased that he came furiously…saying “now Ill possess thee” but for ever Glory be to Jesus he was in me as a strong Warrior & sattan stood confounded…I was enabled to say “me with all my sins I cast on thy atoneing Blood” then I was composed & went to rest’.847 Her relief was immense, and she turned to her diary to record the experience as a reminder of the spiritual battle Jesus had waged and won in her life. But she ‘put it on record’ not only as a reminder to herself. She conceived of her spiritual experience and her recounting of it as

having enduring meaning, and so she committed the experience to paper also for the
benefit of unknown future readers: ‘all that shall ever read it’.

This chapter explores the afterlives of religious women’s personal writings.
Looking beyond the contemporary uses that were analysed in previous chapters, it asks
how manuscripts were preserved and how they functioned in religious communities after
the death of their authors. Scholars of manuscript cultures have highlighted the ways in
which an historiographical emphasis on print culture has obscured women’s engagement
in eighteenth-century intellectual and literary worlds.848 What does a consideration of
manuscript cultures reveal regarding women’s engagement in eighteenth-century
religious worlds? While illuminating previously hidden activities of women as religious
authors, this chapter also considers the future readers of women’s manuscripts. Earlier
chapters have explored informal literary interactions within and across generations. By
tracing such manuscripts further down the generations, this chapter argues that as
women’s writings continued to be read and cherished as spiritual legacy, they formed the
community memory and shaped religious identity. It also examines how this varied across
the spiritual communities under consideration here. Significantly, it was in recording in
her diary a key Methodist experience (her quest for assurance) that Bolton was moved to
address her anonymous future reader. She wrote her diary to aid her own spiritual
progress, but she also wrote it, and preserved it, for Methodists yet to come.

848 Ezell, Social Authorship and the Advent of Print; Margaret J. M. Ezell, ‘The Posthumous Publication of
Women’s Manuscripts and the History of Authorship,’ in Women’s Writing and the Circulation of Ideas:
Manuscript Publication in England, 1550-1800, ed. George L. Justice and Nathan Tinker (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2002), 121-136; Justice and Tinker, eds., Women’s Writing and the
Circulation of Ideas; Kathryn R. King, ‘Elizabeth Singer Rowe’s Tactical Use of Print and Manuscript,’ in
Women’s Writing and the Circulation of Ideas: Manuscript Publication in England, 1550-1800, ed. George
L. Justice and Nathan Tinker (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 158-181; Ezell, ‘Domestic
Papers,’ 33-48; Schellenberg, ‘Bluestocking Women and the Negotiation of Oral, Manuscript, and Print
 Cultures’; Melanie Bigold, Women of Letters, Manuscript Circulation, and Print Afterlives in the
Keepers of Manuscripts and Meaning

A vision for the future

The women considered in this thesis all wrote for posterity: whether they wrote with an anonymous future reader in mind, or for a particular, loved individual, they all wrote with the hope that their words would be read again and would bear spiritual fruit. Their personal writings served the immediate purpose of giving shape and meaning to their spiritual lives, but they also were constructed with consideration for the future. This section surveys what women revealed, explicitly and implicitly, about their vision for the future. It asks how women’s anticipation of future readers guided what and how they wrote, and how diverse spiritual and familial contexts influenced women’s sense of a future audience. These women were not simply passive participants in keeping and passing on religious meaning (for example, by the posthumous publication by others of their letters and diaries), but intentionally wrote and actively prepared their writings for a future readership.849

This anticipation of a future readership is perceived most plainly in the case of the Steeles, whose religious writings formed part of their familial genealogy. The domestic archive into which Anne Steele’s personal papers were integrated following her death in 1778 had been growing since the late seventeenth century.850 It contained the writings of her great-grandfather and her mother, who had died in 1680 and 1720, respectively, and in her lifetime she witnessed its expansion through the steady writing of her stepmother Anne Cator Steele and her half-sister Mary Wakeford, who had died in 1760 and 1772. It was natural for her to imagine her own poems and letters later joining the archive preserved in her home, to be read by future members of her family. Her growing

850 See the Steele Collection at the Angus Library. Whelan, ed., Nonconformist Women Writers, 1:xxviii.
readership and reputation as a poet (both within and beyond her family) may have facilitated her ability to conceive of a future readership, but other Steeles similarly revealed assumptions that their words would be read after their deaths. When urged by Steele to participate in a serious religious correspondence, Mary Wakeford argued that she was not a natural writer, like her sister, though having considered the future she consented: ‘perhaps when I am no more what I write however mean may not be intirely despised’.  

Alongside this imagined future audience, some personal papers were written and prepared for real audiences of specific, loved individuals. Diaries in particular were often written as legacies for daughters, a tendency that has so far been recognised more for the nineteenth than the eighteenth century. Moreover, while mothers did entrust personal writings to their daughters, aunts and single women, and their nieces, also participated significantly in such legacy formation, as we shall see. Anne Cator Steele specified that after her death several volumes of her diary should be given to her daughter Mary Wakeford, and she included instructions that would guide her use of them. Two slips of paper, pinned together, are tucked into the diary (see Figure 14). The first is a note:  

\[ \text{tis my desire that both this book and another in which is about nine or ten years of my Experience should be my own childs when she comes of understanding to keep them.} \]

The second, a short transcription from a sermon by the Puritan Richard Steele:

\[ \text{Apply your selves to the practice of Real piety, by this I mean, that we should employ our Chief care to procure and increase a lively faith, to Exercise dayly Repentance, to strengthen our Hope, to inflame our love to God, and to our neighbour….To be diligent in watchfulness over our thoughts, words & ways, in} \]

\[ \text{851 Mary Wakeford to Anne Steele, 23 September 1749. AL, STE 3/10/i.} \]
\[ \text{852 Delafield, \textit{Women's Diaries as Narrative in the Nineteenth-Century Novel}, esp. Ch. 2: ‘The Female Diarist in the Nineteenth Century’; Temple and Bunkers, ‘Mothers, Daughters, Diaries,’ 197-216.} \]
\[ \text{853 Anne Cator Steele diary, at January 1751. AL, STE 2/1/2.} \]
mortification of our sinfull passions & affections, in the Examination of our spiritual Estate…

Her diary had long focused her own efforts to ‘practice…Real piety’, but she intended it to have more than individual meaning. In passing on the transcription of Richard Steele’s sermon along with her diary, Anne Cator Steele illuminated her own diary-writing practice and her hopes for her daughter, furnishing her with both precept and practical example.

Figure 14: Anne Cator Steele’s diary, passed on to her daughter
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854 Anne Cator Steele diary, at January 1751. AL, STE 2/1/2. Richard Steele, ‘How the Uncharitable and Dangerous Contentions that are among Professors of the True Religion May be Allayed’. Puritan Sermons, 1659-1689.
855 Anne Cator Steele diary, at January 1751. AL, STE 2/1/2.
In the next generation, Anne Cator Steele’s niece Jane Attwater also prepared her diary for her daughter Anna Blatch. In 1805, when Anna was eleven years old, Attwater reviewed the diary she had been keeping for nearly forty years, and added a note on the back cover of one booklet:

My Beloved Anna I am not willing to destroy these papers for Your sake…should their be any sentence in ye whole…wth may give you pleasure & profit in reading it, my End in saving them is answered. I commit them into your care & keeping…

She hoped that Anna would one day find pleasure in reading her mother’s words, but more than this she hoped that her diary would help Anna to make ‘greater advancement in the Christian life’. She hoped that in passing on her diary she would pass on her faith. Marjorie Reeves describes Attwater’s diary as ‘intensely private’, and certainly it is concerned with her own spiritual experience. But in addressing her daughter in its pages, and in her clear intention to pass the diary on to her, Attwater’s diary was written not solely as an act of self-scrutiny or spiritual catharsis, but with a view to the future religious life of her family.

Within this Baptist family, for whom religious and familial identities were interwoven, it is unsurprising that Anne Cator Steele and Jane Attwater should intend personal spiritual writings for much-loved children. As a convert to Methodism, Ann Bolton did not write with the same sense of a familial spiritual genealogy, and her self-conscious writing for the future was directed less by affectionate ties than by religious context. As they circulated in both manuscript and print, she frequently encountered life writings being held up as examples of model Methodist spirituality, and this must have influenced her self-understanding as a writer. As we have seen, Bolton saw her own

856 Jane Attwater diary, note dated 13 July 1805. AL, Attwater Papers, acc. 76, I.A.22.
857 Jane Attwater diary, note dated 13 July 1805. AL, Attwater Papers, acc. 76, I.A.22.
858 Reeves, ‘Jane Attwater’s Diaries,’ 207.
letters to Wesley printed in the *Arminian Magazine*, yet long before the first of her letters appeared in print she must have considered the possibility. When she wrote in her diary, ‘let all that read this Glorify him’, she probably imagined her religious experience and words later held up as Methodist exempla.

Writing with a view to future audiences, diarists strove to give voice to their thoughts and experiences, even as they withdrew into secrecy and encryption. Ciphers and censoring, present in writings expressly written for others, confirm the complexity of the genre and show how the individual and ‘private’ purpose of religious diaries could coexist with pedagogical purposes. Perhaps it was the dual function—self-reflection and spiritual exemplum—that introduced Jane Attwater’s practice of censoring her diary. She experimented with a cipher in 1779 and 1780, and she censored some entries for 1782 by carefully excising whole lines out of the text. Other lines she heavily blacked out. Clearly the diary was not constructed wholly to promote her daughter’s religious training.

While Attwater’s censoring preserved privacy, Catherine Talbot employed elaborate coding systems in her correspondence and diary that may have forged affectionate and spiritual ties. She must have shared the keys to her codes with family and friends (or her letters would have been mysterious indeed). Her writings circulated more widely than those of others considered here, so perhaps her coded system was meant to reveal something of herself to friends and family while concealing it from those
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859 See p. 171.
862 Jane Attwater diary, 1780-1782. AL, Attwater Papers, acc. 76, I.A.10 and I.A.11.
more distant. In a comparable way, during his Oxford Methodist phase John Wesley used a coded diary system that he revealed only to other early Methodists, thus demarcating lines of social and religious connection.\(^{864}\) Talbot’s codes masked persons and places. She used numbers, roughly corresponding to letters of the alphabet, in place of the first and last letters of names: thus 17.13 is Samuel Richardson and 3.13 is Cuddesdon.\(^{865}\) Those with whom she was particularly close were assigned pseudonyms: so Thomas Secker is Eugene or Eug, though she also deferentially or ironically referred to him as ‘my Lord’ and ‘the Shah’; Jemima Yorke is Angelina, or simply A; and George Berkeley is ‘the Governor’ and, sometimes, 7. Such excisions and deliberate masking or suppression of details again confirm that these women’s personal writings do not provide unmediated access to their interior lives or social worlds. Rather, their papers were crafted, and they were crafted not only for their own immediate needs or for contemporary readers, but with a vision for the future.

**Preservation**

In writing for the future, the women considered here expected their papers to be preserved. But how did this occur, and how did preservation patterns vary according to social and religious context? Tracing the preservation of manuscripts across several centuries leaves inevitable lacunae, yet sufficient data survive to point to the central roles of women in keeping and maintaining manuscripts, and with them religious meaning. In her study of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Quaker women, Sandra Stanley Holton
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\(^{865}\) I am grateful to James Collett-White, archivist at the Bedfordshire and Luton Archive and Record Service, for help with this code, earlier interpreted by Joyce Godber. In each two-number sequence, the first number corresponds to the first letter of a name, while the second number corresponds to the final letter. 1 = A, 2 = B...9 = I/J, 10 = K, and so on. Thus 3.13 is C—in, or Cuddesdon, where Talbot lived in the bishop’s palace when Thomas Secker was Bishop of Oxford.
observes that it was frequently women who preserved the letters and diaries of previous
generations. She describes this as a typically feminine ‘work of kin’, consistent with
women’s greater likelihood to seek out family connections, exchange family news, ensure
that family bonds were not broken, and serve as family chroniclers.866 Arianne
Baggerman also highlights family memory in her analysis of manuscript preservation; she
sees the archive as ‘a paper bulwark, built and rebuilt by generations, with a specific
function: to preserve and protect a common family identity’.867 More than an act of
family memorialisation, the manuscripts considered here were preserved as spiritual
memory and religious guides. Affectionate and spiritual ties were interwoven and thus
religious and family memorialisation often overlapped, but considering manuscript
preservation more broadly reveals the activities of those beyond the family and discloses
diverse motivations for preservation.

Conceiving of themselves as writers, the women considered here put pen to paper,
day after day, year after year, and as they did so their letters, diaries, poetry, and other
personal writings accumulated. In time friends and family members would intercede to
preserve those writings, but the first persons to sort, select, and save their manuscripts
were the writers themselves. Ann Bolton habitually endorsed the outside of her letters
with details regarding their receipt (see Figure 15), and she owned a series of letter racks

866 Holton, Quaker Women, 24-28. See also Sandra Stanley Holton, ‘Family Memory, Religion and
Radicalism: The Priestman, Clark and Bright Kinship Circle of Women Friends and Quaker History,’
Quaker Studies 9, no. 2 (2005): 156-175; Vickery, Gentleman’s Daughter; Sibean, Kinship in
Neckarhausen; Margaret Benefiel, “‘Weaving the Web of Community’: Letters and Epistles,” in Hidden in
Plain Sight: Quaker Women’s Writings, 1650-1700, ed. Mary Garman, et al. (Wallingford: Pendle Hill,
1996), 443-452.
867 Arianne Baggerman, ‘Autobiography and Family Memory in the Nineteenth Century,’ in Egodocuments
and History: Autobiographical Writing in Its Social Context since the Middle Ages, ed. Rudolf Dekker
(Hilversum: Verloren, 2002), 163.
used to organise them. Catherine Talbot’s letters and diary are embedded with references to their own maintenance and destruction. In November 1751 she spent the day ‘Sorting Burning reading & shedding Tears of Affection over Old Letters’, and in January 1752 she wrote in her diary that ‘some bewitching Old Mss…stole away’ her time. In October 1753 she recorded in her diary, ‘Rumaged over an Unfathomable Old Box of Papers’, and the following week she travelled with them (‘me and my old papers’) to visit
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870 Catherine Talbot diary, 12 November 1751 and 4 January 1752. BL, Add. 46690.
the Duchess of Somerset at Percy Lodge, where she spent days ‘routing over old boxes of papers’, sometimes with the assistance of the Duchess. The task was neither isolating nor confined within her home. As she organised and preserved papers she discussed them with her spiritual mentor.

With no children of their own, Talbot, Steele, and Bolton could not depend on descendents to preserve their manuscripts. Having initiated the process of preservation, their manuscripts were later cared for by others. In the Steele family, nieces played a crucial role in this process, further confirming the importance of the aunt-niece relationship analysed in the previous chapter. Anne Steele’s papers passed into the possession of her niece Mary Steele who, having no children of her own, in time passed them on to her eldest niece Mary Tomkins. With each generation the archive grew. Mary Steele cared for her aunt’s papers and manuscript poetry, but she also wrote poetry of her own, which in time was collected, copied, and maintained by her niece. Mary Steele considered her niece to have inherited Anne Steele’s character and poetic ability, and indeed even her handwriting resembled that of the ‘revered’ Anne Steele: Mary Tomkins was, to her aunt, ‘one of our family’, a writer as well. (See Appendix 2, p. 334.) As Mary Steele played an early role in the preservation of her family’s personal papers, her friend and cousin Jane Attwater likewise was instrumental in collecting and preserving her ancestors’ papers, even as she added to them. Attwater’s only child died early, and these papers eventually were passed to her sister Caroline Whitaker’s children, her sister also having predeceased her. (See Appendix 2, p. 336.) As aunts used personal writings in

872 Whyman, ‘Gentle Companions,’ 177.
874 Ibid., 3:16. Mary Tomkins passed them to her daughter Selina Bompas, who cared for the archive until the early twentieth century. Ibid., 3:27-28, n. 35. The papers eventually passed into the hands of her sister’s grandson Hugh Steele-Smith, who deposited the papers in the Angus Library at Oxford in 1992.
their active efforts to transmit faith to a younger generation, their nieces (the beneficiaries of those efforts) later performed important roles in preserving those writings for generations yet unborn.

While Talbot’s acts of preservation were enacted in various locations, including the Duchess of Somerset’s home at Percy Lodge, the preservation of Steele family manuscripts were highly localised, assisted by long association with particular houses. When her father died in 1785, Mary Steele inherited Broughton House, a stately Georgian manor house, and with it the large archive of family papers that had been accumulating since the late seventeenth century.875 Mary Tomkins’s sister Emma later depicted Broughton House in watercolour around 1820, and her painting as well was preserved by the family. (See Figure 16.) As the Steele archive was long associated with Broughton House, personal papers on the other side of the family seem early to have become associated with the Whitaker family home, Yew Trees, at Bratton, Wiltshire.876 In both cases successive custodians of the archive lived in the same house, and in both cases many of those custodians were women. In her study of eighteenth-century American women and memory, Susan Stabile argues that women’s efforts to preserve memories were uniquely associated with the local and particular, including family homes, and she understands such efforts to be part of the process of building national memory in the early

875 The younger William Steele rented Broughton House from 1749 and bought it in 1758, and it remained in the family until 1855. A Steele descendent bought it back in 1898 and lived there until his death in 1930, when it was sold again. The other Steele family home, Grandfathers, is located just down the lane from Broughton House and was longer associated with the family. It was built by Anne Steele’s great-great-grandfather in the seventeenth century and remained in the family until 1970. Broome, Bruised Reed, 23, 234, 238, 241-242.
876 Reeves, Sheep Bell and Ploughshare, 92. See also Reeves, Pursuing the Muses. In the early nineteenth century Yew Trees was in the possession of Sophia Whitaker, the widow of Jane Attwater’s nephew Thomas. Sophia Whitaker’s brother-in-law was Philip Whitaker, whom Jane Attwater had once taught to keep a diary. When his grandson John Whitaker married Mary Brinkworth, Sophia Whitaker invited them to live with her at Yew Trees. It was their daughter Jane Whitaker who in the early twentieth century collected the family papers and associated memorabilia that eventually came into the hands of her niece, Marjorie Reeves, and then passed into public archives in the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries.
Rather than national memory-building, the Steele and Attwater women’s efforts to preserve personal writings, long associated with particular homes, can be seen as an important means of building spiritual memory and meaning.

Successive generations turned the pages written by their ancestors while adding words of their own, so that the presence of each generation of these Baptist families is felt in the Steele archive. This was an active process of memory building. Mary Wakeford kept a diary that has not survived, but it was still extant in the late nineteenth or early twentieth century when Selina Bompas (1830–1921) transcribed selections from it. Bompas was not a detached custodian of the Steele family archive, but had a sense of her

---

878 Attributed to Emma Tomkins, c. 1820, private collection. Broome, Bruised Reed, 228.
879 Mary Wakeford diary. AL, STE 12/1/3.
place within its story: with the help of the archive in her care she wrote a history of her family for her niece or nephew. Her history is an example of the genre of domestic biography that Christopher Tolley observes flourishing amongst religious families in the Victorian period. Addressing her reader warmly and personally, Bompas placed herself and them within the story she told: ‘Among the first reminiscences of both your Mamma and myself…’ She distilled the details of the papers in her care to give a lively account of marriages and children, homes and businesses, and relayed family stories dating back to the eighteenth century: ‘The famous preacher Robert Hall wished to make our Grandmother his wife, but he was eccentric in those young days and did not win her consent.’ She took care to portray her family’s religious heritage and identity: ‘Mamma followed her beloved Mother’s example and that of her ancestors, both Steele and Tomkins, in worshipping in the Baptist Chapel at Broughton…’ In the hands of subsequent generations, Baptist women’s personal writings were cherished, the memories of their authors kept affectionately alive, their religious experiences stimulating personal reflection in those who remembered.

Many of Ann Bolton’s personal papers have also been preserved by family, though there is less evidence of them being used by them in an ongoing effort to interpret their familial and religious present in terms of the past. The Bolton archive has not multiplied in the same manner of the Steele archive, with successive generations adding their own writings and annotations. There have been only minor additions, though there is

some evidence of copying and censoring the archive. While nieces played a large role in the preservation of the Steele archive, nephews were active in preserving Bolton’s papers, thus complicating any categorical association between femininity, family, and preservation. While women often played key roles in manuscript preservation, men were also involved. Following her death in 1843, Bolton’s papers came into the possession of her nephew Joseph Bolton and have followed a direct line of descent since then.

Related Bolton manuscripts, many of which were written by Elizabeth Bolton (who married Ann Bolton’s nephew Edward), have followed a direct line of descent through another branch of the family.

Bolton’s close association with John Wesley motivated acts of preservation and meant that from an early date her personal papers were of interest to those beyond her family. While she took pains to preserve Wesley’s letters to her, at uncertain times and through unknown means, the majority of them were scattered. Of 116 extant letters, only thirty-one remain in the private holdings of the Bolton family. The dispersal of Wesley’s letters to Bolton must have begun soon after his death, for when she was seventy years old Joseph Benson printed fourteen of them in the first edition of Wesley’s *Works* (1813). Still during her lifetime, Thomas Jackson reprinted these letters in his edition

---

885 A lengthy letter, written in 1786 to an unnamed clergyman, in which Bolton wrote a version of her conversion experience, was transcribed in the early nineteenth century with a note: ‘The foregoing is copied by Martha Early Bolton from the Original letter.’ Ann Bolton to unnamed clergyman, 18 August 1786. JRL, MA 1977.610.33. As well, there may have been additional Bolton correspondence into the early twentieth century, but Nancy Rycroft indicates that her great aunt Lydia Bolton is thought to have burnt them, considering them too affectionate and therefore shocking. Personal conversations with Nancy Rycroft, November 2011.
886 Only in the last generation did the late Sir Frederic Bolton take a genealogical interest in his family and make efforts to organise the manuscripts.
887 It is only in the last generation that Nancy Rycroft, who was named for Ann Bolton (itself a sign of Bolton’s persistence in family memory), has read, sorted, and interpreted them. Rycroft, ‘The Boltons of Sandford, Enstone, Wootton, Witney and Finstock 1543-1950.’
of Wesley’s *Works* (1829–1831).\(^{889}\) As indicated in the Introduction, originals and copies have since spread throughout the British Methodist world and beyond.\(^{890}\) Dislocated from the home, her manuscripts were taken up into official denominational memory and histories.

Catherine Talbot’s manuscripts have been preserved in neither domestic nor denominational archives, but rather are scattered amongst various public archives. Her connections with high-ranking ecclesiastics and aristocrats and with powerful literary figures (such as Thomas Secker, the Duchess of Somerset, and Elizabeth Montagu) caused some of her papers to be preserved on account of her friends rather than particular intentions to memorialise her.\(^{891}\) In other cases, the more deliberate interventions of those close to her reveal a more intimate intention: to remember her and perpetuate her spiritual example, both publicly (through print) and more privately. As with Steele, women played key roles in these measures to preserve Talbot’s papers. In 1770, after Talbot’s death, Mary Talbot gathered up her daughter’s manuscripts and entrusted them to Elizabeth Carter, who published some of her friend’s essays at her own expense.\(^{892}\) As was customary, letters once written to Talbot were returned to their authors, including her childhood friend Jemima Yorke. Yorke died in 1797, and it was probably after her

---


\(^{890}\) See discussion in Introduction, p. 64. Further, John Telford’s standard edition of Wesley’s letters (1931) contains eighty-five letters to Bolton, including incomplete or inaccurate transcriptions of seven of the letters still in the Bolton family, suggesting that his access was through a copied source.

\(^{891}\) See discussion in Introduction, p. 55.

\(^{892}\) Harriet Guest, *Small Change: Women, Learning, Patriotism, 1750-1810* (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2000), 128; Zuk, ed., *Catherine Talbot and Hester Chapone*, 3, 13; Myers, *Bluestocking Circle*, 223. These publications were *Reflections on the Seven Days of the Week* (1770) and *Essays on Various Subjects* (1772). Not all of Talbot’s papers were given to Carter. In the nineteenth century a later relative, Marianne Talbot, found Thomas Secker’s housekeeper’s diary amongst ‘the manuscript papers belonging to Miss Catherine Talbot, that have descended to her relation, Sir George Talbot’. Marianne Talbot, ed., *Journal of the Housekeeper of Archbishop Secker* (London: Printed by John Strangeways, 1876), iv. These papers are now at the Beinecke Library, which has no provenance information regarding them. Beinecke, OSB c.291.
mother’s death that Amabel Yorke (1751–1833), in going through her mother’s papers, decided to transcribe Yorke and Talbot’s more than thirty-year correspondence into seven large volumes.893 As noted, Talbot had acted as Amabel’s surrogate aunt throughout her childhood, and though Talbot died when Amabel was eighteen (almost thirty years earlier), transcribing her correspondence with her mother must have evoked memories of Talbot’s care for her and the guidance she had received as a child. Finally, others of Talbot’s personal papers are preserved amongst the Berkeley family papers, and Eliza Berkeley clearly was active in maintaining them.894 Eliza Berkeley was married to George Berkeley, Talbot’s one-time suitor and long-time friend/‘brother’, and following her husband’s death in 1795, Eliza Berkeley sorted through his surviving manuscripts, annotating many of Talbot’s letters to him.895 The flexible family patterns formed in life directed manuscript preservation patterns after death.

While women played key roles in the preservation of Talbot’s personal papers, clergymen also took a part, further complicating Holton’s gendered portrayal of manuscript preservation.896 The activities of clergymen preserving Talbot’s personal papers were less personal than professional, however, and so are distinguishable from the more intimate acts of memorialisation undertaken by Amabel Yorke and others. After Talbot’s mother returned Carter’s letters to her, and following Carter’s death, her nephew Montagu Pennington (1762–1849) (to whom Carter left all her manuscripts) published Talbot and Carter’s correspondence in 1808.897 Whether or not she had anticipated their publication, Carter had prepared the correspondence for a future readership: after her

894 From her husband’s death in 1795 until her own death in 1800, Eliza Berkeley owned the Berkeley Papers now deposited in the British Library.
896 Holton, *Quaker Women*, 2 and passim.
death they were found ‘regularly arranged and bound up in volumes, with all such names carefully erased by herself as she did not chuse should appear in them’. In reviewing her letters to Talbot, Carter also had corrected and amended her earlier writing.

Pennington further intervened, selecting and editing the letters, fashioning them in order to produce a book that would promote virtue and moral improvement. ‘Nothing has been added to any of the Letters’, he assured his readers, ‘but a good deal has been left out of trifling chit-chat and confidential communications’ (a separation of categories that of course will have distorted the richness of the originals). Thomas Birch was also an Anglican clergyman, and he was associated with the aristocratic circle in which Jemima Yorke moved and was a trustee of the British Museum, which opened in 1753. As part of his professional programme of collecting and transcribing manuscripts, and enabled by his relationship with the Yorkes, he copied Talbot’s correspondence with Yorke and Mary Grey, and after his death in 1766 (during Talbot’s lifetime) they were deposited in the British Museum. Weeden Butler, another clergyman, transcribed letters of the Duchess of Somerset to Talbot and then published them in his Memoirs of Mark Hildesley (1799).

Steele, Bolton, and Talbot each wrote for posterity and, believing their writing to have future meaning and usefulness, initiated a process of preservation that was taken up, after their deaths, by those close to them, affectionately and spiritually. Sometimes this was enacted within families, but flexible family relationships meant that others also participated in this preservation. Steele’s manuscripts were incorporated into a existing

---

899 Pennington, ed., Memoirs of the Life of Mrs. Elizabeth Carter, 41.
900 Pennington, ed., Letters between Carter and Talbot, 1:v.
901 BL, Add. 4291.
902 BL, Add. 19689.
domestic archive that grew as subsequent generations added writing of their own while reviewing and annotating their ancestors’ papers. Bolton’s manuscripts were divided: some remained an intact collection in the family home though were not added to as Steele’s were (as part of the ongoing religious life of the Steele family); others were spread throughout the Methodist world. The preservation of Talbot’s manuscripts was more complex owing to her more diffuse social and religious world: her papers are scattered amongst various public collections, their survival a result of personal relationship and public usefulness. In all cases, women performed key, though not exclusive, roles in the preservation of these papers—sorting, selecting, interpreting—and in acting as keepers of manuscripts they preserved personal memory and religious meaning.

**Personal Writings as Community Memory**

Oft I frequent thy holy place
   And hear almost in vain
How small a portion of thy Grace
   My Mem’ry can retain

Jane Attwater was sixteen years old in 1769 when she filled the small booklet she was using for her diary, opened a new booklet, and transcribed Isaac Watts’s verse on its inside cover. This was a common poetic code she used to recollect one of her purposes in writing: her diary was a spiritual aide-mémoire. She continued to remind herself of this purpose throughout the years. In 1781 she wrote, ‘My diary is a kind of repository wch

reminds me of past experience and in the various dispensations of Providence’.904 Women across the denominational spectrum considered here described their impulse to write as a desire to know themselves and God more fully, and to preserve records of their lives as reminders of God’s care for them. In 1752 Catherine Talbot wrote in her diary of her desire to ‘know my own Heart Perfectly with all its Faults’, and she recorded her religious failings in her diary as a ‘warning’ to her future self.905 Ann Bolton observed a personal rule of life that included daily writing, and in 1772 she again opened her diary—often referred to as her ‘memorandums’ or a ‘memorial’—to record ‘something of yᵉ state of my soul’.906 In each case, these women wrote in very personal ways to give shape and meaning to their emotional and religious experiences. We have seen that their diaries had sophisticated communal uses, but at the same time they functioned as stores of personal memory, material artefacts to which their writers could, and did, return for spiritual comfort in times of trouble.

Yet these writings were more than personal memory. Preserved by family and friends, they became a means of transmitting memory and meaning across generations. This section traces women’s writings beyond contemporary uses, demonstrating the multiple ways in which they came to constitute the collective memory of religious communities. Drawing a connection between memory and religion, Danièle Hervieu-Léger argues that the authority of priests lies partly in their ability to mobilise and ‘expound the true memory of the group’.907 In this way women can be seen to perform priestly functions as their preserved writings became a source of authority in religious

904 Jane Attwater diary, 17 May 1781. AL, Attwater Papers, acc. 76, I.A.10. On the educative purposes of Attwater’s diary, see p. 222 and p. 255.
905 Catherine Talbot diary, 14 February 1752. BL, Add. 46690.
communities. Maurice Halbwachs argues that memory is always refracted by a particular social context, and thus here denomination is considered regarding its effect on the ways in which posthumous personal writings functioned within religious communities.

Rather than the personal nature of these writings impeding their significance for future readers, the unique histories and experiences of their authors infused them with meaning. Letters, diaries, and familial poetry brought to mind friends and family now dead, and in their textual representations of real life joys and struggles, later readers found inspiration and guidance for their own religious lives. Their authority was found as much in their familiarity as in their ‘heroic’ religious example. In Les Travaux de L’Année Sociologique (1925), Maurice Halbwachs argued that autobiographical memory is richer and more consequential and meaningful than ‘historic memory’, by which he meant official or ‘objective’ histories. The women’s writings considered here were clearly constructed and cannot be read as uncomplicated windows into their author’s mind or heart, yet they do represent an alternative to more ‘official’ contemporary narratives and their personal nature informed their authority. It was personal narrative, the ‘testimony of a witness’, that imbued women’s personal writings with power to shape religious identities and communities posthumously, as will be explored in this section.

---

908 Fox, ‘Custom, Memory and the Authority of Writing,’ 89.
912 Burke, ‘History as Social Memory,’ 98.
Yet not only their words, but the material nature of women’s personal writings functioned fundamentally in constituting religious memory and shaping spiritual communities. Manuscripts themselves might be said to constitute ‘lieux de mémoire’, what Pierre Nora considers ‘sites for anchoring’ a group’s memory, the ‘embodiment of memory in certain sites where a sense of historical continuity persists’, places ‘where memory crystallizes’. Here women’s manuscripts are considered as ‘sites for anchoring’ the communal memory of religious communities and, alongside manuscripts, various memorabilia (including books and Bibles) are seen to have been active in memorial transmission. In what follows, women’s personal writings are analysed to see how they functioned in religious communities after the deaths of their authors.

On several occasions Jane Attwater recorded reading her late great aunt Anne Cator Steele’s diary, and in it she found a source of spiritual guidance and a sense of her place in her family’s generational faith. In 1786, shortly after her mother died, Attwater turned to Anne Cator Steele’s diary, expressing a particular interested in her mother’s representation in the diary. She transcribed these sections into her diary:

> the past week I have been reading in My Hond Aunt Steeles diary May it tend to quicken me in religious duties wherein she was so dilligent speaking of My dear & hond parent in May 1739. She says ‘Cousin Waters came had a good deal of sweet agreeable talk with my neice she designing God willing to offer herself to ye Church the ensuing day in order to be baptized....’ thus far my Aunts recital of wt concernd my dear mama at that time there is thro’ ye book very frequent mention made of my dearest friends... 

Reading these old family papers gave her a sense of connection with her past and of her place in her faith heritage, and it restored her lost mother to her by recalling her almost

---

914 Nora, ‘Between Memory and History,’ 9, 7.
915 Jane Attwater diary, 26 March 1786. AL, Attwater Papers, acc. 76, I.A.15.
fifty years earlier, then about the same age as Attwater was as she read the diary. When Attwater read her great aunt’s diary, Anne Cator Steele had been dead for twenty-six years. Her niece could not have known her well, since she was seven years old and lived about fifteen miles away when Anne Cator Steele died. Attwater’s use of the diary confirms Anne Cator Steele’s honoured place in family memory, as well as the authority imbued in her diary and its posthumous influence on the communal life of her overlapping familial and religious community. As she had guided the spiritual life of her family while living, the material artefact of her diary continued to shape the life of this extended Baptist family.

When Jane Attwater picked up Anne Cator Steele’s diary, she encountered not only the words and memory of her great aunt, but a history of her family’s religious life together. The diary, as it was constructed and has been preserved, demonstrates how a diary’s form can embody the memory of a spiritual community. Merging spiritual diary and family chronicle, her diary integrates personal reflection with a collective record of her family’s religious life as it occurred. When Anne Cator Steele’s niece Jane Gibbs was in Broughton in 1751, her aunt, as noted earlier, was instrumental in guiding her to the decision to be baptised. Anne Cator Steele wrote in her diary that her niece was ‘very subject to be surpriz’d’ and so Gibbs requested that she be permitted to write her spiritual experience, rather than give it extempore in front of the Broughton church. This written experience is preserved on a sheet tucked into Anne Cator Steele’s diary (see Figure 17). Other written records are variously tucked, pinned, and stitched into the diary, including hymns by her stepdaughter Anne Steele (with the dates on which they were sung in the

---


917 Anne Cator Steele diary, 29 June–16 July 1751. AL, STE 2/1/2. See p. 247.
local Baptist church), the tombstone epitaph of a long-dead relative, and poetry written by her stepson William Steele.918 The inclusion and preservation of these documents in this way denotes Anne Cator Steele’s diary as a collage of her family’s collective religious identity—a collage able to be consulted by later generations, such as Attwater, who encountered in it not an individualistic and solely internal spiritual account book, but an intimate and richly layered portrayal of communal life.

918 Anne Cator Steele diary. AL, STE 2/1/1, 2/1/2, and 2/1/3. See also AL, STE 3/1/2. On the consideration of diary inclusions in interpreting manuscript diaries, see Cynthia Huff, ‘Reading as Re-Vision: Approaches to Reading Manuscript Diaries,’ Biography 23, no. 3 (2000): 504-523.
Perhaps taking her cue from her great aunt, Jane Attwater’s diary similarly represents a layering of religious experience and family connections. Attwater’s diary contains poetry addressed to friends, letters to and from family members, and fragments of her mother’s and daughter’s diaries, who both predeceased her. Attwater’s mother kept a diary that survives only in fragments tucked inside her daughter’s diary, and these insertions occur at times of personal anxiety. When Attwater’s daughter Anna Blatch died at the age of sixteen, Attwater documented her declining health and eventual death in

---

poignant detail. She kept a separate diary solely for the purpose of remembering those heartbreaking months and memorialising her daughter.  

Either anticipating Blatch’s death or in immediate response to it, Attwater slipped the page from her mother’s diary into her own diary (see Figure 18). In conversation with her mother’s earlier entry, we have Attwater’s: ‘my beloved Anna departed this Life about half after twelve O solemn day ever to be rememberd…with yᵉ keenest anguish’. Her mother had known what she now suffered, and her efforts to practise pious resignation now guided Attwater’s response to her own loss.

---

920 Jane Attwater diary. Bodl., Reeves Collection 19/1.
921 Anna Attwater kept a diary that has not survived apart from fragments inserted in Jane Attwater’s diary. The pages from Anna Attwater’s diary are anonymous, but a fragment kept in Attwater’s diary, dated 17 May 1740, records the writer’s baptism. See AL, Attwater Papers, acc. 76, I.A.22. The identity of the writer as Anna Attwater is based on the date of baptism, as well as on a scrap of paper at the bottom of the box containing Attwater’s diary, on which is written ‘Anna Attwater Her Book’; the hand matches the diary page here and elsewhere. See church book of Broughton Baptist Church. AL, Broughton 1/3.
923 Jane Attwater diary, 28 July 1809. AL, Attwater Papers, acc. 76, I.A.26.
Of the religious communities considered here, the urge to memorialise is strongest amongst the Baptists, who had such a strong sense of family owing in part to their continuing memory of religious persecution. Throughout their archives are reflections in prose and poetry on the deaths of family members: these were deliberate attempts to remember much-loved persons by inscribing them in text and inserting them into their growing domestic archive. Anne Steele, for example, wrote ‘To Amira on the Sudden Death of Her Mother’ to comfort her half-sister after the death of Anne Cator Steele. Mary Steele followed her aunt’s example, similarly writing poems ‘in memory’ of family

---

926 This poem was published posthumously as ‘To Amira on the Sudden Death of Her Mother’, Steele, Poems on Subjects Chiefly Devotional, 3:39-42.
and friends. The family also composed (often lengthy) tombstone inscriptions, the texts of which are scattered throughout the archive. In 1811, after the death of Mary Steele’s husband, she wrote a memorial and kept a drawing of his grave. Funeral sermons also were transcribed into books and lodged in the archive. The active effort to memorialise family members and a familial faith is evident in these written remains.

The archive also contains various memorabilia such as silhouettes of family members, which were powerful in evoking the presence of dead relatives and stimulating religious response. In 1773, when Mary Steele was twenty years old, she found a profile of her mother, who had been dead for eleven years. She reflected on the moment in verse, writing that ‘Memory steals the grateful fillial tear’, and praying that the memory of her mother’s pious example might ‘guide my erring steps to Heaven & Thee!’ Alongside profiles are preserved hair samples, carefully labelled and tied with string. Silhouettes, locks of hair, recipe books, schoolbooks, samplers: the Baptist women’s papers considered here were part of a larger material cache that speaks of strong familial ties, and were passed down generation to generation along with very physical reminders of ancestors’ lives.

---

927 For example, Mary Steele, ‘To the Memory of the Amiable Miss Williams who dyed of the Smallpox Sept 14 1772 addrest to a Friend’. AL, STE 5/5/iii.
928 For example, Bodl., Reeves Collection, box 4.
929 On the external symbols of memory, including drawings, portraits, and writings, see Jalland, Death in the Victorian Family, Ch. 14: ‘The Consolations of Memory’. See also Houlbrooke, Death, Religion and the Family in England 1480-1750.
930 Bodl., Reeves Collection, boxes 17 and 22. On silhouettes and memory, see Stabile, Memory’s Daughters, 170-175.
931 Mary Steele, ‘Occasioned by viewing a Profile of My Mother Inscrib’d to My ever Dear & Hond Father 1773’. AL, STE 5/5/iv.
933 Bodl., Reeves Collection; AL, Steele Collection and Attwater Papers.
Religious lineages can thus be traced through religious books and Bibles, which became sites of memory and religious meaning as they were imprinted with women’s hopes of passing on faith within affectionate relationships. The Steele archive reveals this gifting of books to be a chiefly female practice, reflecting cultural trends of gendered giving as well as women’s felt responsibilities to guide the religious lives of children. Often this was the activity of mothers. In 1764 Jane Attwater’s sister Caroline received from their mother a copy of Elizabeth Rowe’s *Letters Moral and Entertaining* (1729–32). The copy was published in 1733 and therefore may have belonged to Anna Attwater before she passed it on to her daughter. Nearly twenty-five years later, in 1788, Caroline, now Whitaker, passed it on to her own daughter. The inscription leaves a trail of mothers’ hopes that their daughters would accept as their own the faith that had ordered their lives, as it memorialises the faith of mother and grandmother (see Figure 19):

Caroline Attwater, Her book; gave to her by Anna Attwater, 1764. Mary Whitaker the gift of her Mother 1788.935

Here the line runs out, for Mary Whitaker died in 1800, having no children of her own. The book remained in the family as a memory of her lost life and the living faith of past generations.

As we have seen, aunts also were frequent donors of books, but here we see how this pattern extended across generations. Anne Steele gave a New Testament to her niece, also called Anne. It was likely on the occasion of her birth, for it was published in 1769, the year the younger Anne Steele was born. The book is inscribed with a verse written by Steele and addressed to her niece:

---

934 Grenby, *Child Reader, 1700-1840*, 172.
935 Bodl., Reeves Collection, box 26.
O may the sacred truths these leaves impart
Be blest to reach my dearest Nancy’s heart!

May she read this Book with attention and pray to God to teach her to understand and love it, that she may be wise unto Salvation, is the wish of her affectionate Aunt, A. Steele.937

Anne Steele’s own Bible was printed in 1690 and so must have belonged to someone before her, for Steele was born almost thirty years later. Two hundred years later it was still being passed through the family: an inscription dated 1893 reads, ‘From Aunt Jane….S. Anne Bompas. Theodosia’s Bible.’938 Aunt Jane had been Anne Steele’s great-niece, and was also the recipient of other religious books. A copy of Isaac Watts’s hymns is inscribed first by her mother when she was nine years old (‘Anne Steele jun’ 1778’) and then by eleven-year-old Jane (‘Jane Tomkins give her by her dear Mamma June 2d

936 Bodl., Reeves Collection, box 26.
937 AL, STE 14/6.
938 AL, STE 14/5.
Jane Tomkins died in 1893 at the age of eighty-eight, when her niece Selina Bompas was sixty-three, and Bompas continued the pattern of passing books and Bibles to nieces and daughters. An 1816 volume containing Hester Chapone’s *Letters on the Improvement of the Mind* (1773) and John Gregory’s *A Father’s Legacy to His Daughters* (1761) probably first belonged to Bompas’s aunt. In 1920 it was inscribed by an unknown hand: ‘Given to me (M) at Cambridge by S. A. B. (Selina Anne Bompas) Old Auntie’. These books were active in memorial transmission, complementing women’s personal writings by evoking the memory and religious example of aunts and grandmothers, by helping future generations to locate themselves within a religious genealogy, and by encouraging contemporary belief.

Yet this gifting and passing on of books and Bibles transcended familial boundaries. Some books might have gained special meaning for a recipient based on the reputation or stature of the original owner, while others were passed on as a matter of affection. Such affectionate bequeathal was more typically feminine, for studies of wills show women’s records revealing a more emotional investment in goods and effects. By unknown means, Anne Steele came into the possession of the Bible of the theological writer Anne Dutton (1692–1765), who died at Great Gransden, Huntingdonshire in 1765. Both were Baptist writers of some celebrity at the time so they may have known each other’s work. There is no evidence that they knew each other, although in 1735

---

939 AL, STE 14/4.
940 AL, STE 14/7. The volume is first inscribed ‘A. Tomkins’, who is likely Anne Steele Tomkins (1802–1842), the daughter of Anne Steele Tomkins (1769–1859), who was Anne Steele’s niece.
942 AL, Broughton Church 10/1.
Anne Cator Steele recorded a visit to Broughton from Dutton’s husband, who was a Baptist preacher.\textsuperscript{943} In addition, Anna Attwater owned a Bible previously owned by Elizabeth Rogers, which Jane Attwater came into the possession of after her mother’s death. She then gave it to an unnamed recipient, evidently outside of the family. A draft inscription is preserved in her diary: ‘Elizabeth Rogers’s Bible. Accept this as the gift of my dear & Hon’d parent M’s Anna Attwater’.\textsuperscript{944}

A similar practice of passing on books is discernible amongst the Methodists considered here, though they reveal both a shifting religious context and men’s participation in the gifting of books. Sarah Ward (later Nind) owned a copy of James Hervey’s \textit{Meditations and Contemplations} (1746–47), and after her death in 1783 it came into the possession of her niece Elizabeth.\textsuperscript{945} When Elizabeth Ward (1788–1854) married Ann Bolton’s nephew Edward (1785–1837) and moved to Finstock, Oxfordshire, she took her late aunt’s books with her (see Figure 20). Like her aunt, Elizabeth Bolton was a Methodist, and while the books owned by the Baptists considered here confirm consistent religious identities, Elizabeth Bolton’s books are material indicators of the breaking of spiritual genealogies that occurred with religious conversion. Elizabeth Bolton’s mother Mary Corbett was born to Anglican parents and converted to Methodism when she married John Ward in 1786.\textsuperscript{946} Her brother Michael remained Anglican and gave his niece Elizabeth a copy of the \textit{Book of Common Prayer} (see Figure 21). While a previous generation of Methodists, like Ann Bolton, could self-identify as both Anglican and Methodist and regularly attended both church and chapel, by Elizabeth Bolton’s

\textsuperscript{943} Anne Cator Steele diary, 18 April 1735. AL, STE 2/1/1.
\textsuperscript{944} Jane Attwater diary, 1786. AL, Attwater Papers, acc. 76, I.A.15.
\textsuperscript{945} Stain.
generation Methodism had formed a distinctive denomination and she rarely recorded attending the Anglican Church. In time she also took her uncle’s gift with her to Finstock.

Figure 20: Sarah Ward’s copy of Hervey’s Meditations and Contemplations 947

947 Stain.
Elizabeth Bolton’s aunt, Sarah Nind, was a friend of Ann Bolton’s, and like Bolton she was a Methodist and an avid diarist. Her diary became a site of religious meaning amongst her family, as well as a supra-local network of Methodist friends and family. She died in childbirth in 1783 when she was thirty-six years old, by which time she had achieved a reputation for especial piety. After her death, her diary was circulated and read amongst her Methodist community, providing both encouragement and example to those seeking to live devout Methodist lives. The only volume of Nind’s diary to have survived is preserved amongst Bolton’s personal papers, though other volumes can be traced as ‘fossils’ in writing by and about the women of her family. After Nind’s death her sister-in-law acquired some of the volumes of the diary, and in 1837 her biographer recorded that she frequently read its volumes, which ‘greatly tended

---

948 Stain.
949 An autobiographical account of her life to 1769 was published by John Wesley: ‘A Short Account of the Experience of Mrs. S. N.,’ _AM_ 12 (October 1789): 525-530 and (November 1789): 581-585. Wesley also printed at least nine of her letters, addressed both to him and to others.
to encourage her own pursuit of Christian holiness.\textsuperscript{951} Elizabeth Bolton was born five years after Nind’s death, and at some later point she came to be in possession of some of the volumes of her late aunt’s diary. In this next generation, Elizabeth Bolton was herself a Methodist and like her aunt (Sarah Nind) and her husband’s aunt (Ann Bolton), she too kept a diary.\textsuperscript{952} Her devotional practice included not only writing but re-reading previous diary entries—both her own and those written by her aunt.

It was often at key Methodist moments that Elizabeth Bolton turned to her aunt’s diary as a spiritual guide. So in January 1834, as she marked the tenth anniversary of her experience of spiritual assurance, she not only re-read her own diary entries from January 1824, but she turned to Nind’s diary to read about her aunt’s religious experience, which she then reflected on in her own diary—a complex layering of text and time.\textsuperscript{953} In more difficult times, when she ‘felt very dry and barren’, she would appeal to her aunt’s diary to stir up her spiritual desires and thus renew her quest for perfection.\textsuperscript{954} For over three decades she reflected on her own religious experience in light of her aunt’s prior experience, investing her late aunt’s diary with authority based on an exemplary spiritual life lived much closer in time to the beginnings of Methodism. More than fifty years after and many miles from where it was written, Sarah Nind’s diary, having been passed along the women of her family, provided the example of a Methodist life well lived for a niece she never knew.

While members of the Steele family turned to a family archive to learn from past examples of Baptist faithfulness, and Ann Bolton and Elizabeth Bolton looked to the

\textsuperscript{951} Robinson, ‘Memoir of Mrs. [Mary] Ward,’ 167.
\textsuperscript{952} Elizabeth Bolton also recorded reading her mother, Mary Ward’s ‘memorandum book’. Elizabeth Bolton diary, 18 March 1832. Stain. Excerpts from Mary Ward’s diary can be found in ibid., 168-169.
\textsuperscript{953} Elizabeth Bolton diary, 19 January 1834. Stain.
\textsuperscript{954} Elizabeth Bolton diary, 25 August 1831. Stain.
personal papers of fellow Methodists for spiritual models, Catherine Talbot’s proximity to wider literary circles provided access to manuscripts beyond those of family and close friends. Her relationship with the Duchess of Somerset, who had been a close friend of the writer Elizabeth Rowe, especially facilitated this access. Talbot had long admired Rowe’s writing, referring to her in a letter to Carter as ‘our favourite Mrs Rowe’ and expressing delight when given opportunity to read her manuscripts.\(^{955}\) Rowe has been the subject of considerable scholarship on the manuscript cultures of eighteenth-century women. In their efforts to demonstrate the multiple ways in which women participated in the circulation of ideas, literary scholars such as Kathryn King and Robin Kirschbaum have highlighted Rowe’s agency in negotiating overlapping modes of publication: print and manuscript.\(^{956}\) While the circulation of Rowe’s manuscripts evidently heightened her literary influence during her lifetime, they continued to circulate after her death, functioning within personal relationships and as spiritual legacy.

The Duchess of Somerset acted as a custodian and overseer of some of Rowe’s personal writings after her death in 1737, preserving and managing her memory, creating a site of communal religious meaning in her late friend’s writings to her.\(^{957}\) During Rowe’s lifetime, as Somerset received letters and poems from Rowe—which were permeated with religious reflections—she took measures to preserve them by transcribing


\(^{957}\) Before her death, Rowe prepared those manuscripts in her possession for possible publication. These she entrusted to Isaac Watts and her brother-in-law Theophilus Rowe. Watts published those given to him as *Devout Exercises of the Heart* (1737), while Rowe published those entrusted to him as *Miscellaneous Works in Prose and Verse* (1739).
them into a volume with green leather covers, often referred to by her and others as the ‘green book’. Melanie Bigold refers to the book as a ‘showpiece for visitors’, and indeed it does seem to have been constructed for ‘public’ use, including being copied and circulated. The Duchess’s agency in preparing the ‘green book’ is evident: Bigold notes her ‘presence’ throughout the book, visible in her editing and annotating the transcriptions. Further, the book does not contain every letter sent to her by Rowe. When Rowe’s brother-in-law requested permission to publish Rowe’s letters, she sent him the ‘green book’, and in his return letter he referred to other letters that she was unwilling to show him.

When Talbot visited Percy Lodge the Duchess permitted her access to Rowe’s manuscripts, and Talbot read and reflected on the ‘green book’ in particular at length. Scholars of the bluestocking circle, whose interests in women’s social and intellectual influence have driven a tendency to interpret Talbot in terms of literary output, have wrongly assumed that the ‘green book’ mentioned in her correspondence was a volume of her own writings. In September 1753 Carter wrote to urge Talbot to spend time on ‘that most excellent green book’, and scholars have construed Carter’s encouragement as an

958 The ‘green book’ is now in the possession of the Duke of Northumberland. See DNP 110. The Duchess of Somerset also copied the Countess of Pomfret’s letters into a book, which she considered amongst her most treasured possessions. Bingley, ed., Correspondence between the Duchess of Somerset and the Countess of Pomfret, 2:46.
960 Bigold, ‘Elizabeth Rowe’s Fictional and Familiar Letters,’ 3.
961 Theophilus Rowe to the Duchess of Somerset, 17 November 1737. Helen Sard Hughes, ‘Elizabeth Rowe and the Countess of Hertford,’ Publications of the Modern Language Association 59, no. 3 (1944): 740. Some of these letters were published as Rowe’s Letters Moral and Entertaining, but others were not. Bigold, ‘Elizabeth Rowe’s Fictional and Familiar Letters,’ 3.
effort to quell a native diffidence on Talbot’s part.\textsuperscript{963} Yet rather than cause for regretting a lack of publishing activity, Talbot’s interaction with the ‘green book’ actually is evidence of her participation in a collective process of maintaining memory and meaning begun by the Duchess. In November, while Talbot was at Percy Lodge, she wrote to Carter explaining that she was making little progress on the ‘green book’. She added that she ‘attempted once or twice to ask questions about it’, presumably of the Duchess, ‘but being referred to some other time, that other time has never yet come’.\textsuperscript{964} Returning to London she brought the ‘green book’ away with her, writing to Carter two months later that ‘it is not out of my mind, and I have even put down some hints for future use’.\textsuperscript{965} The nature of her work on the ‘green book’ is unknown and appears to have been left unfinished, perhaps cut short by the Duchess’s death six months later.\textsuperscript{966}

Talbot’s active engagement with the manuscripts preserved by the Duchess can be traced not only in references to the ‘green book’ in her diary and correspondence, but in the manuscripts themselves. As the Duchess was filling the ‘green book’ with Rowe’s poems and letters, she was simultaneously engaging in a collective commonplacing project with friends and family. Her personal archive contains volumes written in various hands, including her daughter Elizabeth (who would become the first Duchess of Northumberland) and Talbot. Talbot’s hand appears at various points in these volumes, as in her transcription of a sonnet by the poet Thomas Edwards, whose verse circulated in manuscript in the middle part of the eighteenth century:

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{963} Elizabeth Carter to Catherine Talbot, 21 September 1753. Pennington, ed., \textit{Letters between Carter and Talbot}, 2:141. Cf. Elizabeth Carter to Catherine Talbot, 10 December 1753. Ibid., 2:147.
  \item \textsuperscript{964} Catherine Talbot to Elizabeth Carter, 12 November 1753. Ibid., 2:145.
  \item \textsuperscript{965} Catherine Talbot to Elizabeth Carter, 19 January 1754. Ibid., 2:153.
  \item \textsuperscript{966} She seems to have been acting as a custodian of other manuscripts as well, for she also referred to the ‘other papers, your’s and all’ that ‘lie in the same hopeless condition’. Catherine Talbot to Elizabeth Carter, 12 November 1753. Ibid., 2:145.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
My gracious God, whose kind conducting hand
Has steer’d me through this Lifes tumultuous sea
From many a rock, & many a tempest free…\textsuperscript{967}

Of particular interest is the final entry in the ‘green book’, also in Talbot’s hand. Here is a letter from Rowe to the Duchess, written years earlier, in which Rowe set out some thoughts on the fleetingness of time, ‘for your Ladyships edification’.\textsuperscript{968} She charged the Duchess to beware of ‘Killing Time’ (‘There is a sort of Terror in that Phrase’), but rather endeavour to ‘Redeem’ her time on earth (‘this Flying Treasure’), while directing her thoughts towards heaven. Such instruction must have resonated with Talbot’s own concern to use her time wisely, and must have had particular authority coming from her ‘favourite Mrs Rowe’ via the Duchess, her spiritual mentor. In making this entry, Talbot wrote herself into a literary and spiritual lineage that included Elizabeth Rowe and the Duchess of Somerset.

Rowe’s manuscripts functioned as sites of memory, transmitting religious meaning through at least four generations. While scholars have tended to describe the relationship of the Duchess of Somerset and Elizabeth Rowe as a friendship, it might better be described as a mentorship, for the Duchess was twenty-five years younger than Rowe and was inspired by her exemplary piety both in life and, posthumously, by her personal papers.\textsuperscript{969} In this way, Rowe acted as a spiritual elder, and in superintending Rowe’s memory (through her manuscripts) the Duchess passed on Rowe’s spiritual legacy to Talbot, who was herself mentored by the Duchess. But the line of this spiritual and material legacy can be traced further still. In November 1753, when Talbot was visiting the Duchess at Percy Lodge and narrating her visit in diary entries that were

\textsuperscript{967} ‘Sonnet of Mr E:s’. DNP 118, f. 102.
\textsuperscript{968} DNP 110.
\textsuperscript{969} Hughes, ‘Elizabeth Rowe and the Countess of Hertford,’ 726-746.
addressed to Julia Berkeley, she wrote, ‘The good Duchess has given me a Treasure – a Manuscript Letter of Mrs Rowes that was never printed.’

A personal letter, written by the Duchess’s spiritual mentor and withheld by her from printing and thus public consumption, became a gift given in personal relationship. And a gift that was further shared in affectionate relationship, for Talbot promised Julia, ‘In the Month of May You shall see it.’

Steele, Bolton, and Talbot each participated in spiritual communities in which women’s personal writings held religious meaning, functioning posthumously as sources of communal memory that were used to order contemporary religious life. Whether consulted in the longstanding family homes of Baptists, in circulation within supra-local Methodist communities, or copied and shared amongst more diffuse Anglican circles, women’s personal writings continued to have life and meaning within religious communities long after the death of their authors.

**Religious Identities and Cultures**

In writing, as in preserving manuscripts and managing archives that functioned as the corporate memory of spiritual communities, the women considered here were active in shaping religious identities and cultures. This section analyses denominational distinctions more closely, asking what preservation patterns and manuscript usages might convey about different religious communities. In particular, what do Steele’s, Talbot’s, and Bolton’s respective attitudes toward time and memory communicate about religious identities and cultures?

---

970 Catherine Talbot diary, 22 November 1753. BL, Add. 46688.
971 Catherine Talbot diary, 22 November 1753. BL, Add. 46688.
Baptists: Domestic archive, lineage of faith

With their familial memory of religious persecution, the Baptists considered here understood themselves religiously with reference to the past and therefore had a greater tendency to recount interwoven familial and spiritual genealogies than other religious communities. Women’s writing activities were crucial in preserving these lineages of faith. Neil Keeble argues that nonconformists in the period were disproportionately literate on account of their greater need to reinforce their communal religious identity by telling stories of their past.972 ‘Communication and writing’, he states, ‘were essential to the continuance of nonconformity.’973 John Seed elaborates, noting the importance of memory for nonconformists: ‘The future of Dissent…required a continuing commitment to the past and the production of meaningful connections with Dissenters of previous generations stretching back beyond living memory….Dissent was, in other words, an identity rooted in narrative history.’974 Seed indeed focuses his analysis on official retellings of British nonconformity: he cites Edmund Calamy’s published accounts of ejected ministers (1702, 1713) and Daniel Neal’s History of the Puritans; or, Protestant Nonconformists (1732–38) as especially important means by which the written word was effective in ‘remembering, renewing, and reinforcing’ nonconformist identity.975 Both works focus on the lives of nonconformist ministers and were written by nonconformist ministers. While more hidden, women’s unofficial and more personal retellings, preserved in domestic archives, were as effective in reinforcing Baptist identity, often on a local level and within the context of close familial relationship.

972 N. H. Keeble, The Literary Culture of Nonconformity in Later Seventeenth-Century England (Athens, GA: University of Georgia Press, 1987), 82. See also Whymann, Pen and the People, 17; Reeves, Pursuing the Muses, 5.
973 Keeble, Literary Culture of Nonconformity, 82.
975 Ibid.
Facilitated by her reading of the personal papers of past generations, Jane Attwater had a strong sense of her position in a lineage of family and faith. In a letter to her sister Caroline Whitaker, Attwater wrote of ‘our worthy ancestors & Friends…. a Gay a Steele an Attwater & a Whitaker will not be forgotten all died in Faith’. Her letter was an effort to write her family into biblical reflections on ancestral faith. She wrote a ‘motto’ at the top of a draft of this letter, which is preserved in her diary: ‘Wherefore seeing we also are compassed about with so great a cloud of witnesses…’ The verse is from Hebrews 12, which commends the faith of the biblical patriarchs, from Abel through Abraham and Moses. Attwater recast this biblical lineage in more familiar terms, writing to her sister of their own ‘Antient Worthies’; she considered herself to live in ‘later periods of Time’, and she looked back to previous generations who had ‘borne a glorious Testamony to the Truth of our holy Religion’. Unlike those to whom Calamy and Neal pointed, Attwater clarified that these ‘Antient Worthies’ were also those with whom she and her sister were ‘most Intimately connected’. And lest there be any doubt which Gay, Steele, Attwater, or Whitaker she admired, in a postscript she specified that they included matriarchs: ‘our Hon’d Aunt Steele…the amiable & pious Theodosia…our hon’d Mother’. That is, Anne Cator Steele, Anne Steele and, Anna Attwater—all of whom left personal papers Attwater later read and reflected on in her own writing—were amongst those she considered most ‘worthy’.

In Baptist circles, the personal writings of Attwater, Steele, and other women were uniquely able to define a lineage of faith and shape religious identity and culture. Baptist

976 Jane Attwater to Caroline Attwater, July 1801. AL, Attwater Papers, acc. 76, II.B.3(d).
978 Jane Attwater to Caroline Attwater, July 1801. AL, Attwater Papers, acc. 76, II.B.3(d).
979 Jane Attwater to Caroline Attwater, July 1801. AL, Attwater Papers, acc. 76, II.B.3(d).
980 Jane Attwater to Caroline Attwater, July 1801. AL, Attwater Papers, acc. 76, II.B.3(d).
ecclesiology avoided a centralised denominational confession, emphasising instead that each local church was an independent ‘gathered community’. Without a leader like John Wesley authorising denominational positions, or the formal synthesis of Anglican belief found in the *Book of Common Prayer*, Baptist churches located sources of authority more locally and personally. Women’s personal writings were one such source of authority, and the eighteenth century supplied the conditions for their favourable acceptance. This was a pivotal moment when a tendency to look back toward previous generations that were still within living memory converged with the fresh influence of the evangelical revival, and in so doing elevated memory, emotion, and personal experience—and women’s writings, which incorporated these qualities—as sites of spiritual authority. Personal writing stored in domestic archives, together with an emphasis on a lineage of faith, thus empowered Baptist women to shape religious identity and culture.

_Anglicans: Public access, affirming a public faith_

Unlike the Baptists considered here, Anglicans such as Catherine Talbot did not have the same drive to recall past generations in order to understand themselves religiously. Indeed, while Talbot regularly re-read the personal papers of deceased friends and others (such as Elizabeth Rowe), she encouraged wholehearted living in the present. In a diary entry addressed to Julia Berkeley she wrote, ‘while the tenderest Affection Gratitude & Esteem is preserved for every Absent Friend as strongly as if they were still Present one

---

981 See p. 87.
should keep ones Thoughts as much as possible collected in the literally present Spot’.  

This produced inevitable tensions for Talbot. She wanted to remember and honour past friends: in June 1751, three years after Catherine Secker’s death, she wrote in her diary, ‘J[’]ai lu aussi un peu d’Aristie’, remembering her as a ‘kind Instrument in the Hands of So Gracious so Unerring a Providence’. But as much as she regretted lost family and friends, she considered it her duty to be content in the present. On the day she recorded reading Catherine Secker’s papers, she told herself in her diary, ‘c’est toujours un Devoir de se tenir le plus heureux qu’on peut & ni aller chercher la Misere dans une Futurité voilée ou dans un attendrissement inutile’. This effort to be content, managing her emotions and presenting a cheerful outward countenance, is evident throughout her diary and correspondence.

Talbot’s effort to manifest correct emotions was connected to her more visible role in ecclesiastical and literary circles, and in polite society in London. Her social and religious life was more publicly regulated and displayed than either Steele’s or Bolton’s, and she had seen her own and others’ personal papers taken up in efforts to direct a public religiosity. In the 1760s she was surprised to find that an equally pious and polite letter she had written to her newborn cousin in 1742 continued to be copied and circulated in manuscript (‘the Ghost of my own poor Letter…still walking bout the World’). Emma Major uses Talbot in her discussion of the ways in which bluestocking women acted as

---

983 Catherine Talbot diary, 19 December 1753. BL, Add. 46688.
984 ‘I also read a bit of Aristie’. Aristie was Talbot’s affectionate pseudonym for Catherine Secker. Catherine Talbot diary, 3 and 14 June 1751. BL, Add. 46690.
985 ‘[T]his is always a Duty to hold on to the happiness we can & not to look for misery in a veiled Futurity or in a useless emotion’. Catherine Talbot diary, 3 June 1751. BL, Add. 46690.
public, national examples of pious living.\textsuperscript{987} She argues that Talbot’s social standing, particularly within the Anglican Church, and the influence and power this gave her, translated personal qualities of virtue and piety into means of public service.\textsuperscript{988} Elizabeth Montagu once wrote to Elizabeth Carter, ‘I look upon her life as a publick concern’.\textsuperscript{989} Major’s emphasis is on Talbot’s public and contemporary activities, but her argument can be extended to the ways in which her and other Anglican women’s manuscripts were used, including posthumously. While the Steeles wrote anticipating the incorporation of their personal papers into a domestic archive that was a material manifestation of a lineage of faith, Talbot could imagine her personal papers becoming part of a larger and more immediate public, articulating and furthering a national religion.

Thoroughly as Talbot and others located themselves within the Anglican Church, the way in which women’s manuscripts functioned posthumously within Anglican circles reveals an ecumenism not sufficiently recognised. Talbot was moved by reading the papers of Anglican women such as Catherine Secker, but the personal papers of Elizabeth Rowe had a particularly stimulating effect on her religious life, and Rowe was an Independent. Rowe is a fascinating figure for whom convenient boundaries consistently break down: between print and manuscript publication (as seen earlier); between letters as fiction or non-fiction (for example, \textit{Letters from the Dead to the Living} [1728]); and between nonconformity and the Established Church. Perhaps because of these ambiguities, she had an appreciative readership across a denominational spectrum.\textsuperscript{990}


\textsuperscript{988} Major, \textit{Madam Britannia}, 69, 84-96.

\textsuperscript{989} Elizabeh Montagu to Elizabeth Carter, [1759]. HL, MO 3033.

Indeed, she was read and admired by Bolton, Steele, and Talbot, and thus provides a helpful reminder that while it is profitable to tease out distinctions in denominational belief, it is also important to recognise points of crossover and commonality. In 1777 Bolton invited three friends for tea and later wrote in her diary, ‘We were blest in reading part of “Mrs Rowes devout meditations’”, and the Steele archive contains transcribed letters from Rowe to the Duchess of Somerset, Isaac Watts, and others.991 Talbot’s reading of Rowe illuminates her efforts to affirm a public, national faith in the midst of a plural religious scene. The eighteenth-century Anglican Church has sometimes been described as a *via media*, a ‘middle way’ between Puritanism and Roman Catholicism.992 Here we perceive the Anglican Church also positioned at a middle point in time, neither looking backwards as were the Baptists, nor turning to the future to create something new as were the Methodists (as we will see in the next section), but secure in the present, where women’s manuscripts were taken up in public ways to affirm a public faith.

**Methodists: Moving manuscripts, forging a new faith**

More clearly than those of Baptists and Anglicans, Methodist women’s personal writings were powerful shapers of spiritual communities after the death of their authors. During the first generations of the movement Methodists had no communal memory on which to draw to support their religious self-understandings. In the absence of such memory, and in a culture that valued religious experience, personal writings such as letters, diaries, and spiritual autobiographies assumed especial meaning and authority. Reg Ward has argued,

---


‘The movements of renewal and revival of the eighteenth century sought their legitimation in the hand of God in history; their characteristic achievement was not, like the Reformers of the sixteenth century, to offer a confession of faith for public discussion, but to accumulate archives which would support their understanding of history.’

As these archives were accumulating during the eighteenth century, second and third generation Methodists, as we have seen, turned to them purposefully as they sought new patterns of life and religious expression. Thus as their papers were preserved and used, women participated posthumously in the active construction of a new religious community and culture.

This formative period was a cultural moment when women were particularly able to shape spiritual identities and the religious culture of Methodism. It is well known that the early decades of Methodism provided novel opportunities for women. Contemporary commentators and modern scholars alike have noted the new possibilities for preaching and other public activity that were taken up by Methodist women in the period. Yet this was not the common experience of women. Indeed David Hempton observes the ambiguities of women’s experiences, since Methodism provided a space within which certain women excelled at preaching and persuasion, even while the movement was grounded in domestic piety and moral restraint. More recently Hempton has stated that Methodism was ‘comprehensively shaped by women in ways that we still do not fully understand’. Analysing the ways in which personal papers functioned posthumously exemplify further ways in which women, within affectionate relationships and

993 Ward, Protestant Evangelical Awakening, 2.
994 See discussion in Introduction, p. 31.
995 Hempton, Religion of the People, 196.
996 Hempton, Methodism, 149.
(sometimes) domestic circumstances, comprehensively shaped Methodism during its formative years.

Following the deaths of their writers, women’s personal writings functioned beyond the walls of home and thus illuminate more than domestic Methodist piety. Manuscripts also moved amongst supra-local communities, as demonstrated by the preservation of Sarah Nind’s diary amongst Ann Bolton’s personal papers. Tracing these manuscripts shows not only how they functioned posthumously within spiritual communities, but defines the very boundaries of those communities and of women’s places within those communities. As noted, scholars of Methodism have tended to interpret Methodist spirituality in terms of local bands and classes, but here we have encountered persistent movement, both of women and of their manuscripts. Personal writings provide material evidence that Methodist women’s spiritual lives were not strictly limited by family and home or, indeed, geography. As they moved amongst supra-local Methodist communities, their personal writings demonstrated spiritual experience and expression to those attempting to find their way in a new religious culture, and so helped to forge a new faith.

Conclusion

While an historiographical bias toward ecclesiastical structure and power for many years caused women to be excluded from the memory of the church, considerable efforts have since been made to restore women to that memory. Rather than directly continue this restoration work, however, in this chapter I have argued that eighteenth-century women, as writers of letters, diaries, and other personal writings, actively created spiritual

997 For example, ibid., 78-79.
memory and so shaped religious cultures. Particularly active as preservers of manuscripts, they intentionally read and re-read the papers in their care, finding in them direction for their own spiritual lives. Broadly similar patterns of preservation and use are discernible across denominations, though significant social and religious differences can also be perceived. The interwoven nature of spiritual and familial lineages is evident in Baptist women’s writings, which often persist as richly layered accounts of a family’s faith. In turning to the writings of past generations, women such as Jane Attwater received guidance for the present as she gained a sense of her religious heritage. Methodist women’s writings were not written nor appealed to under the same domestic conditions, and in the relatively early days of Methodism they became a source of authority to which others turned to make sense of new and confusing spiritual experiences. So Elizabeth Bolton turned to Sarah Nind’s earlier experience of sanctification, as it was reflected on in her diary. The personal writings of the Anglican women considered here, and their use of earlier writings, took place within broader social and literary worlds and a religious world with less need to define itself according to the past or to delineate a new future. Catherine Talbot’s reading of Catherine Secker’s manuscripts took place alongside her reading of Elizabeth Rowe’s manuscripts. Conformist and nonconformist, intimate friend and literary icon: both were valued for their posthumous religious guidance. In each case, women’s personal writings, preserved by family, friends, and others, embodied the past and were cherished as spiritual legacies. Used within religious communities these manuscripts powerfully shaped religious cultures and communities.
Chapter 6

Conclusion

This thesis has used women’s personal writings to examine eighteenth-century English women’s spiritual lives, both individually and communally. A picture has emerged of women using letters, diaries, and poetry in vital and unexplored ways both to situate themselves within and to forge religious communities. Women’s writing extended well beyond the bounds of nuclear families or a world of women and were unlimited by institutional structures and practices. While formal (often male) religious activities are more easily uncovered in archives, women’s informal activities are often as hidden as their personal papers, which might be anonymous or embedded in the papers of others. Identifying women’s papers not only restores female voices that long have been silenced, but reveals the nature of their participation in spiritual communities. Fragments of Anna Attwater’s diary, interleaved in her daughter Jane Attwater’s diary, speak eloquently of her posthumous ability to offer religious guidance to her daughter, and of her daughter’s imaginative use of family manuscripts. The anonymous diaries preserved amongst Ann Bolton’s personal papers, one of which was revealed to be that of her friend Sarah Nind, illuminate a shared diary culture in which writing elevated women as spiritual and literary exemplars. And Catherine Talbot’s transcription of Elizabeth Rowe’s letters in the Duchess of Somerset’s commonplace books reveals a generational transmission of spiritual wisdom that stretched beyond the boundaries of family and denomination.

The material analysed here also suggests the need to reconsider understandings of the family, which have emphasised the emergence of the affectionate nuclear family in
this period. Rather than conforming to the ideal of a closed and sentimentalised nuclear family, in which the role of mother was essentialised as pious and instructive, the embodiment of family has here emerged as a highly flexible form. Interest in one’s own or in loved ones’ spiritual states led to a capacious sense of family, and relational boundaries between sibling and friend, or between mentor and parent, exhibited remarkable porosity. So Anne Cator Steele could consider her nieces and nephews, and even servants, to be her spiritual children, and Catherine Talbot turned to Thomas Secker as ‘the tenderest Father’. More than tropes of spiritual kinship, affectionate and spiritual ties were interwoven in complex ways, overriding (and sometimes enhancing) more straightforward biological ties. It should also be noted that the intra- and inter-generational relationships analysed here in successive chapters (that of friend, elder, child) were not always so neatly delineated: children might instruct adults, and friends act as mentors. While a child, Anna Blatch was able to animate her mother’s religious reflection. And though a friend, Elizabeth Carter acted as Catherine Talbot’s spiritual ‘confessor’. While these relationships are considered separately here for analytical purposes, the intricacies and subtleties of their interleaving are acknowledged.

Removing the nuclear family from its hegemonic position and decentring the role of mother has also highlighted the significance of neglected figures such as childless single women, who played important roles in religious communities yet have not been given the same critical attention as mothers. At a time when single women were often denigrated as ‘females without a function’, women such as Catherine Talbot and Anne

Steele played pivotal roles in the transmission of faith to younger, much-loved friends and family. They creatively used literary genres to provide religious instruction, as Talbot did when she exchanged diaries with Julia Berkeley, and Steele did in catechising Mary Steele through poetry. In fact, their singleness sometimes facilitated such purposeful interactions, since their relatively greater freedom from the obligations of home and family enabled opportunities to travel and correspond. Women’s personal papers also illuminate how travel was often motivated by spiritual concerns and complemented women’s literary interactions in forging religious communities.

Analysing women’s literary interactions in community also challenges overlapping scholarships that focus on the self. The eighteenth century has been depicted as the time when the notion of the modern introspective self emerged, while feminist literary criticism often interprets women’s writing as a crucial mode of verbal self-discovery and self-empowerment. In such assessments writing was a place to focus on one’s self, including one’s spiritual self. Yet the women considered here consistently understood themselves in terms of their affectionate and spiritual communities, and their literary activities were motivated by such communal and emotional ties as much as by individual efforts to understand and articulate their faith. Such multiplicity likewise counters contemporary charges of anti-social ‘enthusiasm’, notably against Methodists, who were perceived as practitioners of a privately oriented and escapist faith, disconnected from community. As Ann Bolton wrote in her diary, ‘We are not called

1000 Whyman, ‘Gentle Companions,’ 177.
1001 For example, Wahrman, Making of the Modern Self.
1002 For example, Spacks, ‘Personal Letters,’ 631. On the tendency amongst literary critics to interpret letters as ‘self-fashioning’, see Pearsall, Atlantic Families, 14.
1004 On ‘enthusiasm’ as anti-social, see Lawrence E. Klein, ‘Sociability, Solitude, and Enthusiasm,’ Huntington Library Quarterly 60, no. 1/2 (1997): 153-177. See also Jon Mee, Romanticism, Enthusiasm,
to leave our Friends & Occupations to retire into Cells & convents in order to perfect holiness in the fear of God. But to walk with Jesus in our several circumstances & situations.\footnote{Ann Bolton diary, 22 May 1788. Pudl., 3/14.} For each of the women considered here, personal faith and communal responsibilities and affiliations were held together: their writings had both individual and communal meaning.

Focusing on women’s writings in religious communities further requires that we ask how gender informed their communal literary activities. In searching for motivations for their activities, one might look for proto-feminist impulses that looked to religious belief as authorisation for women’s expression at a time when their voices were often constrained. Anne Steele articulated concern for the equal education of women:

\begin{quote}
why is Woman thus depress’d and scorn’d
By tyrant Man? if we’re less wise then they
’Tis their own fault who cramp our education
\end{quote}

\footnote{Anne Steele, untitled. AL, STE 3/3/6, no. 28.}

Yet generally the women considered here did not overtly resist oppressive or hierarchical structures or make claims to power. Nor did they typically interpret their spirituality in explicitly gendered terms. Elizabeth Ritchie once encouraged Ann Bolton’s sense of pastoral responsibility by writing to her, ‘the D’ people want a spiritual Mother amongst them; you are called to Nurse the Lambs & feed y° Sheep’.\footnote{Elizabeth Ritchie to Ann Bolton, 4 October [undated, but between 1792 and 1799]. Pudl., 4/17/3.} Yet such a feminised rendering of their activity was uncommon. To what extent, then, is the expression and activity analysed here that of women?\footnote{For similar questions, see Sharon Achinstein, ‘Romance of the Spirit: Female Sexuality and Religious Desire in Early Modern England,’ \textit{English Literary History} 69, no. 2 (2002): 416.} The archives used here reveal women’s greater (though not exclusive) tendency to use personal writings in such informal and interpersonal ways, as well as women’s extensive efforts to preserve those manuscripts. It
appears to have been the women in these communities who more often used personal writings to encourage and educate, and who were moved to preserve those encounters. In this sense a female spiritual practice has been illuminated. But the archives also reveal that women did not understand these activities in gendered terms. Self-conscious femininity did not drive their literary activities; rather, they were motivated primarily by deeply held religious beliefs. Rather than being driven by a feminist will to break free from social or religious constraints, these women engaged in informal literary activities within and alongside church structures.

Catherine Talbot, Anne Steele, and Ann Bolton immersed themselves in church or chapel life and understood themselves in terms of particular denominations, and throughout this thesis denominational distinctions have been drawn out in order to illuminate variations in belief and practice. Yet in putting my subjects in conversation with each other, significant commonalities have been revealed as well—commonalities that would not be apparent if a more straightforward denominational approach were employed. Talbot, Steele, and Bolton were each concerned to respond with appropriate resignation in suffering circumstances, each valued the experience of spiritual assurance, and each desired to use their time well and live lives of holiness. Differences were a matter of theological and cultural emphasis. Bolton’s striving for assurance, which she believed was attainable through human effort, was characterised by an anxiety not found in Steele, who emphasised God’s sovereignty in matters of salvation. And Talbot’s careful reckoning of her time underscores an attention to outward activity that contrasts with Bolton’s strenuous struggle for inward holiness. Significant as these distinctions are for understanding their spiritual lives and the religious cultures which formed them and which they formed, perhaps more is gained by not thinking wholly in terms of
denomination. The eighteenth-century was a time of religious pluralism and denominational boundaries were frequently crossed: Bolton was, after all, not only Methodist but Anglican, and most of the women considered here habitually attended other churches and had friends who belonged to other denominations. In her diary for 1773 and 1774, Jane Attwater recorded her attendance at various Baptist chapels, but also Methodist meetinghouses (where she heard John Wesley speak and later wrote, ‘in my humble opinion many of his sentiments could not be agreeable to scripture’), Countess of Huntingdon Connexion chapels, Quaker meetinghouses, and Anglican churches.

Having made these ‘few researches’, Attwater concluded that ‘there are good people amongst all Denominations who worship God in sincerity & Truth in & through Jesus Christ’.

If Steele, Talbot, and Bolton were all devoted believers who worshipped God ‘in sincerity & Truth’, and their different expressions of faith had roots in the same religious tradition, how are commonalities in their spiritualities best described? Some studies use ‘evangelical’ to describe religious affinities that transcended denomination. The term has been the subject of historical debate, though meanings coalesce around the importance of the heart and affections in religion, and are often associated with eighteenth-century movements of spiritual renewal or revival. While the word was used only sparingly by each of my subjects, most religious historians would not hesitate to designate Bolton an

1009 Jane Attwater diary, volume for 1773–74, passim. AL, Attwater Papers, acc. 76, I.A.3.
1010 Jane Attwater diary, note dated 1776 on back of volume for 1773–74. AL, Attwater Papers, acc. 76, I.A.3.
evangelical, and Steele’s version of mid-century dissent had recognisable evangelical influences. Yet Talbot’s inclusion in this study restricts such usage, for she did not think of her religious life in terms of the new focus on the affections or religious experience, and the popular revivals at mid-century went unremarked by her. While not evangelical, Talbot was a dedicated believer and her faith was the primary means by which she ordered her life. Thus the use of evangelical to signify a more ‘real’ or ‘true’ religion, because of its associations with conversion (the new birth) and living lives of active holiness, becomes problematic.\textsuperscript{1012}

Other studies use the terms ‘inward religion’\textsuperscript{1013} and ‘heart religion’ (or ‘religion of the heart’)\textsuperscript{1014} to denote a focus on interiority rather than theology or outward ritual. The language was germane to the period: John Wesley wrote in 1746, ‘it is more especially my desire, first, to guard those who are just setting their faces towards heaven…from formality, from mere outside religion, which has almost driven heart-religion out of the world’.\textsuperscript{1015} While usages of such terms can overlap with the evangelical revival,\textsuperscript{1016} they can also be understood in a broader sense, more freely crossing denominations and centuries.\textsuperscript{1017} To varying degrees, each of the women

\textsuperscript{1012} Noll, \textit{Rise of Evangelicalism}, Ch. 9: ‘True Religion’.
\textsuperscript{1015} ‘Preface’ to \textit{Sermons on Several Occasions} (1746), Wesley, \textit{The Works of John Wesley}, 1:106.
\textsuperscript{1017} David Hempton frames his discussion of eighteenth-century missions, both Catholic and Protestant, in terms of ‘heart religion’. David Hempton, \textit{The Church in the Long Eighteenth Century} (London: I. B.
considered here was concerned with inward holiness and with outward works; each exerted great effort (including efforts made through writing) to believe; each fashioned her inner life and communal interactions by religious belief first of all. Using the more expansive ‘inward religion’ or ‘heart religion’ restores high church Anglicans such as Talbot to discussions of vital religiosity in eighteenth-century England. Furthermore, her activities as a bluestocking, and her close connections with other bluestockings, suggest new possibilities for exploring their lives in terms of interiority, rather than intellectual accomplishment alone or socially oriented piety.\textsuperscript{1018}

Again, perhaps the women considered here might most simply and helpfully be thought of as Protestants. Here too, however, we encounter an interesting and unexpected commonality, and a striking example of women’s creative use of personal writings to negotiate their faith, testing language and implementing religious practices in ways that harmonised sometimes only uneasily with ‘official’ beliefs. As we have seen, women across the denominational spectrum considered here appropriated Catholic imagery and language in surprising ways, given the common public invectives against Catholicism in eighteenth-century England. J. G. A. Pocock argues that ‘the strategy of Anglicanism’ in the period was ‘attacking popery and enthusiasm by turns’.\textsuperscript{1019} Yet Talbot and her friends

\textsuperscript{1018} As noted earlier, recent interest in the religion of the bluestockings has focused on their writing activities, their connections with Anglican clergy, and their theology. On commentators’ focus on the social, outward piety of the bluestockings, see O’Brien, \textit{Women and Enlightenment in Eighteenth-Century Britain}, 57.

used writing imaginatively to fulfil religious roles (as saint or confessor) or to convey gifts imbued with spiritual significance (as relics). She also absorbed Catholic writings, remarking in 1763 that she was ‘very deep in French Divinity, & a little Popery excepted, it is really very good’. John Wesley, though politically anti-Catholic and sometimes derided as a ‘papist’ himself, found in Counter-Reformation piety meaningful models of spiritual interiority. He published a life of Gaston Jean Baptiste de Renty, a seventeenth-century French nobleman he looked to as an archetype of earthly perfection, which Ann Bolton and her friends read and admired. The women considered here all had ecumenical reading practices, confidently crossing denominations (including Catholicism) and looking backward in time for spiritual models.

As their religious lives were fed by earlier spiritual expressions, so the religious and writing practices analysed here stretch forward in time, challenging periodisations often used to delineate denominational activity and early evangelicalism. At the same time, the spiritually intense and person-focused activities analysed here very often transpired independently of references to external events such as the French Revolution. Thus while the years 1740 and 1790 have been used as approximate chronological limits

---

1020 Catherine Talbot to George Berkeley, 8 October 1763. BL, Add. 39311.  
for this study, the spiritual activities and cultures under discussion breached those boundaries. As generational interactions have been analysed and the afterlives of manuscripts were traced into the nineteenth century, this thesis has demonstrated ongoing affinities in the way women’s personal texts were used. Across denominations, such continuities running into the nineteenth century are more striking than chronological shifts, including the narrowing of women’s worlds in the 1790s that is observed by Davidoff and Hall and others. This thesis thus has illuminated not only the contemporary significance of women’s personal writings in diverse religious cultures, but the enduring qualities of female religious writing and writing practices.

Catherine Talbot, Anne Steele, and Ann Bolton never met, but their spiritual lives and writing practices have remarkable affinities. From episcopal palace, manor house, or humbler home, they each made their way to church or chapel on Sundays and throughout the week. In cosmopolitan city, provincial village, and market town, they carved time from busy days to sharpen pens and dip them in ink. Slipped into a friend’s hand or conveyed by horseback along the same roads, their letters, diaries, and poetry expressed their own deeply held faith even as they encouraged and challenged the spiritual lives of others. In transcribing their affection and devotion onto paper and then sharing those writings with family and friends, these women did not only write their own lives: through their writings they formed religious communities.

1025 Davidoff and Hall, *Family Fortunes*, xx-xxi.
Appendix 1

Biographical Index

A note concerning names: When historical subjects are women who married, decisions must be made regarding how to refer to them. A number of overlapping principles, which together aim at clarity and simplicity, have guided my decisions. I have chosen to refer to subjects consistently, by either their birth or married name, even if their marital status changed during the period covered by this thesis. Most often I chose the name they used during the majority of the literary interactions considered here. Thus Jane Attwater appears throughout this thesis by her birth name, despite the fact that she married in 1790 and became Jane Blatch. When subjects are known in scholarly literature by a particular name, I continue to use that name here. Thus I do not refer to Ann Bolton as Ann Conibeere, which is her married name, because she appears as Bolton in Methodist historiography. I have tried also to avoid using triple names (Ann Bolton Conibeere), unless doing so is necessary to provide clarity. Thus Anne Cator Steele is differentiated from Anne Steele by the inclusion of her birth name.

Arundell, John (fl. 1774–85)
A member of the Arundell family of Stroud, Gloucestershire, John Arundell was a longtime suitor of Ann Bolton, appearing often in her diary as ‘Mr A’. His sisters Nancy Arundell and Mary Scudamore were Bolton’s close friends. The Arundell family had many Methodist ties, but John Arundell was not religiously serious and therefore Bolton would not agree to marry him.

Arundell, Nancy (fl. 1777–84)
Nancy Arundell, of Stroud, Gloucestershire, was a Methodist and longtime friend and correspondent of Ann Bolton. Her sister was Mary Scudamore and her brother John Arundell.

Ash, John (1724–79)
John Ash was a Baptist minister at Pershore, Worcestershire. A close friend of Caleb Evans, together they published A Collection of Hymns Adapted to Public Worship (1769), which included sixty-two hymns by Anne Steele. Ash was also closely connected to the Steele family: he was married to Elizabeth Goddard, whose sister, Martha Goddard, was William Steele’s second wife; as well, his daughter Betsy was a close friend of Mary Steele.

Attwater, Anna Gay (1710–84)
Anna Gay was a cousin of Anne Steele living at Haycombe, near Bath. She visited the Steeles at Broughton in 1732, at which time her aunt Anne Cator Steele encouraged her
decision to join the Baptist church. In 1734 she married Thomas Attwater and they had
four children, including Jane Attwater. Anna Attwater kept a diary, fragments of which
survive in her daughter Jane’s diary.

**Attwater, Jane** (1753–1843)
Jane Attwater, the youngest child of Anna Attwater and Thomas Attwater, was raised in a
Baptist home at Bodenham, Wiltshire. She was a prolific diarist and occasional poet, and
was particularly close to her cousin Mary Steele, born the same year as her. They were
longtime correspondents. Her father died when she was a teenager and from 1773, after
the last of her siblings were married, she cared for her mother in the family home. In
1790, at the age of thirty-seven, she married Joseph Blatch, who had pursued her for
fifteen years. They had one daughter, Anna Blatch, who died of consumption at the age of
sixteen.

**Beddome, Benjamin** (1717–95)
Benjamin Beddome was a Baptist minister at Bourton-on-the-Water, Gloucestershire. A
collection of his hymns, originally written to be sung after his sermons, was published
posthumously as *Hymns Adapted to Public Worship or Family Devotion* (1818). In 1742
he proposed marriage to Anne Steele, but she declined him.

**Benham, Mary Steele** *(b. 1691/2)*
Mary Steele was the sister of William Steele and aunt of Anne Steele and William Steele.
Following the death of their mother, Anne Froude Steele, she lived with and cared for her
young niece and nephew until their father’s remarriage to Anne Cator. She later married
John Benham.

**Benson, Catherine**
See Catherine Benson Secker.

**Benson, Martin** (1689–1752)
A close friend of Edward Talbot, Thomas Secker, and George Berkeley from the 1710s,
Martin Benson’s associations with the Talbot family resulted in various ecclesiastical
preferments. In 1734 he was made Bishop of Gloucester. The brother of Catherine
Secker, Benson was a frequent visitor to the Secker-Talbot household and an ongoing and
affectionate pseudo-parental figure in Catherine Talbot’s life.

**Berkeley, Anne Forster** *(c. 1700–86)*
Married to George Berkeley, Bishop of Cloyne, Anne Berkeley was the mother of George
Berkeley and Julia Berkeley. She became acquainted with Catherine Talbot in 1752, after
the Berkeley family relocated from Ireland to Oxfordshire, and they remained friends and
correspondents until Talbot’s death. After her husband’s death, Anne Berkeley lived in
Oxford until returning to Ireland in 1754 with her daughter Julia. By the early 1760s
Anne Berkeley was again living in England, where she accompanied her son and his
family through various ecclesiastical preferments.
Berkeley, Eliza Frinsham (1734–1800)
Eliza Frinsham was the eldest daughter of Henry Frinsham, Anglican vicar at White Waltham, Berkshire, near Windsor. In 1761 she married the younger George Berkeley, who was also an Anglican vicar. George Berkeley had been romantically connected with Catherine Talbot, and after his marriage to Eliza Frinsham, the three maintained a friendship until Talbot’s death. Eliza and George Berkeley had four children including George Monck Berkeley, of whom Talbot was especially fond. She referred to him in a letter to Eliza Berkeley as ‘our son’.

Berkeley, George (1685–1753)
George Berkeley was a philosopher and Bishop of Cloyne in Ireland, and in 1752 moved with his wife Anne Berkeley and their children George and Julia to Oxfordshire, when his son began studying at Oxford. George Berkeley and Thomas Secker had known each other since the 1710s, and when Berkeley died in 1753, Secker (then Bishop of Oxford) cared for the bereaved Berkeley family.

Berkeley, George (1733–95)
George Berkeley was the son of philosopher and Bishop of Cloyne George Berkeley. He met Catherine Talbot in 1752 when he moved from Ireland to Oxfordshire to begin studying at Oxford. Berkeley probably proposed marriage to Talbot but she turned him down, though the two remained lifelong friends and correspondents. In 1761 he married Eliza Frinsham and they had four children. Berkeley was an Anglican vicar, patronised by Thomas Secker, and he held posts at Bray, Berkshire, at Acton, Middlesex, and at Canterbury.

Berkeley, Julia (bap. 1738–fl. 1795)
Julia Berkeley was the youngest daughter of George and Anne Berkeley, and was fourteen years old in 1752 when she moved with them and her older brother George to Oxford. Catherine Talbot took Julia Berkeley under her wing, referring to her affectionately as ‘my daughter’, and often exchanged diaries with her. Julia’s health was delicate and in 1754 her mother returned with her to Ireland for her health.

Blatch, Anna (1793–1809)
Anna Blatch was the only child of Jane Attwater and Joseph Blatch. She was given the middle name Theodosia after Anne Steele. Her mother taught her to keep a diary, parts of which survive within Jane Attwater’s own diary. Anna Blatch died of consumption at the age of sixteen.

Blatch, Jane Attwater
See Jane Attwater.

Blatch, Joseph Goodenough (d. 1840)
Joseph Blatch, of Bratton, Wiltshire, married Jane Attwater in 1790, after pursuing her for fifteen years. Together they had one daughter, Anna Blatch. Joseph Blatch was a deacon in the Bratton Baptist Church.
Bolton, Ann (1743–1822)
Born at Witney, Oxfordshire, Ann Bolton was the eldest child of six born to Edward Bolton and Sarah Beacham Bolton. Ann Bolton converted to Methodism at the age of nineteen, an event that so disturbed her family that she was turned out of the family home for a brief time. Within months her younger brother Edward also converted, and eventually most members of her family, including her parents. She was deeply involved in the work of the Witney Methodist Society, through which she came to know John Wesley. They corresponded for nearly twenty-five years until his death in 1791. She was one of a select group that attended his burial. Through the 1770s and 1780s she lived alternately at Witney and at Finstock, Oxfordshire, dividing her time between caring for her parents and helping her brother Edward Bolton run his farm. She later mentioned having a ‘small shop’ in which she appears to have sold cloth. She married George Conibeere in 1792 and relocated to Gloucester, though when he died in 1799 she returned to Witney, where she lived the remainder of her life.

Bolton, Edward (1716/7–91)
Edward Bolton, of Witney, Oxfordshire, was variously described as a baker and a brewer. In 1741 he married Sarah Beacham and together they had six children, including Ann Bolton and Edward Bolton. Initially hostile to his daughter’s religious beliefs, in time he converted to Methodism through her influence.

Bolton, Edward (1746/7–1818)
Born at Witney, Oxfordshire, Edward Bolton converted to Methodism at the age of sixteen through the influence of his elder sister, Ann Bolton. Like her, he became very involved in the Witney Methodist Society and later served as a local preacher. From 1774 he rented a large farm at Finstock, Oxfordshire. He was often in financial difficulty and seems to have finally given up the farm by the late 1780s. He married Hannah Sheppard in 1784 and they had eleven children. His eldest son, also Edward Bolton, married Elizabeth Ward, the niece of Sarah Nind and Ann Eden.

Bolton, Edward (1785–1837)
Edward Bolton, of Finstock, Oxfordshire, was the eldest child of Edward Bolton and Hannah Sheppard Bolton. He was a farmer, married Elizabeth Ward in 1815, and they had seven children.

Bolton, Elizabeth Ward (1788–1854)
Elizabeth Ward, of Oxhill, Warwickshire, married Edward Bolton in 1815 and moved to Finstock, Oxfordshire. They had seven children. She both was born into and married into a Methodist family, and she kept a diary from 1820 to 1853.

Bompas, Selina (1830–1921)
Selina Bompas was the granddaughter of Anne Steele’s niece, Anne Steele Tomkins. The Steele family archive was inherited and added to by Bompas.

Bosanquet, Mary
See Mary Bosanquet Fletcher.
Briggs, Elizabeth
See Elizabeth Briggs Dickinson.

Briggs, Philothea (1753–1823)
Philothea Briggs was the younger daughter of Elizabeth Perronet Briggs and William Briggs, who was John Wesley’s book steward at the Foundery. Born in London, she spent her childhood there and at Shoreham, Kent, where her grandfather, Vincent Perronet, lived. She was a correspondent of Ann Bolton, and they met together over the years in London, Shoreham, and Stroud. In 1781 Briggs married Thomas Thompson of Hull, a local Methodist preacher. Thompson was a banker in William Wilberforce’s firm, and later became the first Methodist MP. Philothea and Thomas Thompson had several children, including a son, Thomas Perronet Thompson, and a daughter, Philothea, for whom her mother wrote a diary.

Bullock, Mary
See Mary Bullock Steele.

Butler, Joseph (1692–1752)
A friend of Edward Talbot from the 1710s, Butler’s associations with the Talbot family and with Thomas Secker directed his ecclesiastical career. In 1738 he was made Bishop of Bristol, and in 1750 Bishop of Durham. Butler was a regular visitor to the Secker-Talbot household and one of several parental figures in Catherine Talbot’s life.

Campbell, Jemima
See Jemima Campbell Yorke.

Carter, Elizabeth (1717–1806)
Elizabeth Carter was born at Deal, Kent, the eldest child of Nicholas Carter (an Anglican vicar) and Margaret Carter. In 1741 she met Catherine Talbot and in 1758 Elizabeth Montagu, and these lifelong friendships produced lengthy correspondences that were later edited and published by her nephew, Montagu Pennington (in 1808 and 1817, respectively). Pennington also published Carter’s Memoirs (1807), in which additional letters to Talbot and others are printed. Carter remained single and lived much of her life at Deal, though as a young woman she spent some time in London pursuing a literary career. A widely-published poet, she was also celebrated for her translation of All the Works of Epictetus (1758), which she published with the help and encouragement of Talbot and Thomas Secker. Once she had secured her literary status and financial independence through her writings, she began to spend winters in London where she spent much time in the Secker-Talbot household and participated in the gatherings of the bluestocking circle.

Cator, Anne
See Anne Cator Steele.

Cator, Jane
See Jane Cator Gay.
**Chapman, Patty** *(fl. 1770–90)*
Patty Chapman was a friend and correspondent of Ann Bolton and corresponded as well with John Wesley. She participated in the leadership of the Methodist movement at Watlington, Oxfordshire, and Bolton visited with her there.

**Conibeere, Ann Bolton**
See Ann Bolton.

**Conibeere, George** *(c. 1738–99)*
George Conibeere, of Gloucester, was described as an ‘upholder’ in contemporary documents and appears to have been comfortably wealthy. He was connected with the Gloucester Cathedral and for much of his life was likely a devout Anglican. In December 1790 his first wife died and in January 1792 he married Ann Bolton, after a lengthy correspondence in which she instructed him in the spiritual ideals and practices of Methodism. They lived together at Gloucester, where she was his class leader, until his death in 1799.

**Cottle, Grace** *(fl. 1729–61)*
Grace Cottle was a cousin and correspondent of Anne Steele, who, together with her half-sister Mary Wakeford, stayed with the Cottles while they were at school at Trowbridge, Wiltshire. Grace Cottle’s grandson was the printer Joseph Cottle, who was one of Hannah More’s circle as well as a friend and patron to Samuel Taylor Coleridge and Robert Southey.

**Cottle, Molly** *(fl. 1732)*
A relative of the Steele family living at Trowbridge, Wiltshire, Molly Cottle visited the Steeles at Broughton in 1732, at which time Anne Cator Steele encouraged her decision to join the Baptist church.

**Dickinson, Elizabeth Briggs** *(1751–1822)*
Elizabeth Dickinson had many familial links to Methodism. Her grandfather was Vincent Perronet, vicar at Shoreham, and a longtime supporter of Methodism. His daughter Elizabeth Perronet married William Briggs, who was entrusted by John Wesley with his publishing affairs, and they had two daughters: Elizabeth and Philothea. Both were correspondents of Ann Bolton. Elizabeth Briggs married Peard Dickinson in 1788. They had four children who all predeceased their parents.

**Dickinson, Peard** *(1758–1802)*
Peard Dickinson was an Anglican clergyman who served as curate for Vincent Perronet and afterward as John Wesley’s assistant at City Road Chapel in London. He married Elizabeth Briggs, Vincent Perronet’s granddaughter, in 1788, and they had four children who all predeceased their parents.

**Dunscombe, Mary Steele**
See Mary Steele.
**Dunscombe, Thomas** (1749–1811)
Thomas Dunscombe, of Tiverton, Devon, was educated for the Baptist ministry at Bristol Baptist College, where he was taught by Caleb Evans. He was ordained in 1773. After serving in ministry for almost twenty-five years, and nearing the age of fifty, he married Mary Steele in 1797.

**Dutton, Anne** (1692–1765)
Anne Dutton, of Great Gransden, Huntingdonshire, was a prolific writer, publishing some fifty volumes of poetry, hymns, theological discourse, autobiography, and letters. Most of these volumes were published anonymously or under her initials, ‘A. D.’ Married to a Baptist pastor who visited the Steeles at Broughton in 1735, she may have known Anne Steele, for Dutton’s Bible later came to be in her possession.

**Eden, Ally** (*fl.* 1769–81)
Ally Eden was a daughter of Henry Eden, who built the Methodist chapel at Broad Marston, Gloucestershire, and was a lay leader there, and the sister of Thomas Eden, vicar of Ilmington, Gloucestershire. She was also a friend and correspondent of Ann Bolton, and they frequently visited each other.

**Eden, Ann Ward** (1743–1801)
Ann Ward was born at Oxhill, Warwickshire, married Nathaniel Eden in 1765, and moved with him to Honeybourne, Worcestershire. They had seven children. Her sister, Sarah Nind, provided her with ongoing spiritual encouragement (interspersed with parenting advice) through correspondence.

**Eden, Sarah** (*fl.* 1770–82)
Sarah Eden was the daughter of Ann and Nathaniel Eden, and when she was a child three of her aunts—Sarah Hawkes, Sarah Nind, and Elizabeth Ward—encouraged her religious development through letter.

**Etheredge, Clemence** (*fl.* 1732)
Clemence Etheredge was Henry Steele’s granddaughter and lived at Broughton, Hampshire. She was baptised in the summer of 1732, as were her cousins Anne and William Steele.

**Etheredge, Sarah** (*fl.* 1732, *d.* 1791)
Sarah Etheredge was Henry Steele’s granddaughter and lived at Broughton, Hampshire. She was baptised in the summer of 1732, as were her cousins Anne and William Steele. In 1734 she married John Kent, the assistant pastor of the Broughton Baptist Church.

**Evans, Caleb** (1737–91)
Caleb Evans was a Baptist minister at Bristol and later principal of Bristol Baptist Academy. Together with his close friend John Ash, he published sixty-two of Anne Steele’s hymns in *A Collection of Hymns Adapted to Public Worship* (1769). Evans was a personal friend of Steele’s; was instrumental in publishing a second edition of her *Poems on Subjects Chiefly Devotional* (1780), to which he appended a prefatory biographical
‘Advertisement’; and following her death began a correspondence with her niece Mary Steele.

**Fermor, Henrietta (Countess of Pomfret)** (1698–1761)
The Countess of Pomfret was a longtime friend of the Duchess of Somerset, and their lengthy correspondence was later published (1805). Known for her piety, Catherine Talbot expressed a desire to meet her at the end of her life.

**Fletcher, Mary Bosanquet** (1739–1815)
Married to John Fletcher, Methodist supporter and vicar of Madeley, Shropshire, Mary Fletcher had a ministry of preaching and, later in life, provided pastoral guidance through extensive correspondence and visiting. Ann Bolton corresponded with Fletcher throughout the 1790s and visited her at Madeley in 1797.

**Freind, William** (*bap.* 1715, *d.* 1766)
William Freind was the rector at Witney, where Ann Bolton attended St Mary’s Anglican Church. He was also connected to Catherine Talbot and her circle. In 1739 he married Grace Robinson, a niece of Elizabeth Montagu.

**Frinsham, Eliza**
See Eliza Frinsham Berkeley.

**Froude, Anne**
See Anne Froude Steele.

**Froude, Edward** (1645–1714)
Edward Froude was Anne Steele’s maternal grandfather, and had been a Baptist pastor at Erlestoke, Wiltshire during the time of persecution preceding the Act of Toleration in 1689.

**Froude, Nanny** (*fl.* 1732)
A relative of the Steele family living at East Knoyle, Wiltshire, Nanny Froude visited the Steeles at Broughton in 1732, at which time Anne Cator Steele encouraged her decision to join the Baptist church.

**Gay, Anna**
See Anna Gay Attwater.

**Gay, Elizabeth** (1715–43)
Elizabeth Gay, of Haycombe, near Bath, was a cousin of Anne Steele, and attended school with her in 1729. A niece of Anne Cator Steele, she stayed at Broughton for some months in 1731 and her aunt encouraged her increasing religious seriousness. After Gay returned to Haycombe, her aunt continued to encourage her through letter. In 1743 she married Thomas Phipps and soon died, probably in childbirth.
Gay, Jane Cator (1680–1756)
The sister of Anne Cator Steele, Jane Cator married John Gay and settled at Haycombe, near Bath. A Baptist meeting met in their home. Jane and John Gay had four children, including Anna Gay, whose daughter was Jane Attwater. The Gay family was close to the Steele family living at Broughton, and there was frequent travel and correspondence between the two families.

Gay, Jane
See Jane Gay Gibbs.

Gay, Richard
Richard Gay was a Baptist minister in the seventeenth century, during which time he was imprisoned with John Bunyan for not conforming to the Established Church. This story was retold within the family circle throughout the eighteenth century. His son John Gay married Jane Cator.

Gay, Richard (1717–36)
Richard Gay, of Haycombe, near Bath, was a cousin of Anne Steele. Throughout 1731 and 1732 his aunt Anne Cator Steele encouraged his spiritual seriousness through both visit and letter. In 1736, with his cousin William Steele at his side, he died at the age of nineteen.

Gibbs, Jane Gay (1723–63)
Jane Gay, of Haycombe, near Bath, was a cousin of Anne Steele. In 1750 she married Philip Gibbs and together they had two children. She traveled to Broughton in 1751 and her aunt Anne Cator Steele guided her to the decision to be baptised. Her spiritual autobiography is preserved in her aunt’s diary.

Goddard, Martha
See Martha Goddard Steele.

Grey, Mary (1719–61)
Lady Mary Grey was the aunt of Jemima Yorke, though as she was only three years older, the two girls grew up together as something like siblings. Catherine Talbot was their childhood friend, and their friendships endured into adulthood. Portions of Talbot’s diary are addressed to her as ‘Laura’. In 1742 Mary Grey married David Gregory, later dean of Christ Church, Oxford.

Hawkes, Sarah Eden (1759–1832)
Sarah Eden was born at Broad Marston, Gloucestershire, the daughter of Thomas Eden and Mary Loxdale, and thus early moved in Methodist circles. She married and moved to London, where she was came under the evangelical influence of Richard Cecil and John Newton. Sarah Hawkes remained connected to her family and regularly visited Broad Marston and corresponded with family members, including her niece Sarah Eden.
James, Sarah (fl. 1771–82)
A Methodist living at Gloucester, Sarah James was a friend and correspondent of Ann Bolton. Bolton visited her in 1782.

Johnson, Elizabeth (1720–98)
Elizabeth Johnson had a reputation for particular piety within the Bristol Methodist community and was well known to Methodists throughout Britain, including John Wesley. Ann Bolton visited her in 1772 and transcribed some of Johnson’s correspondence to others into her own letter-books.

March, Jane (1743–c. 1816)
A supporter of the Methodist movement in London, Jane March corresponded widely with Methodists throughout Britain, including Ann Bolton. In 1771 March was at the Foundery with Bolton when Bolton had a climactic experience of spiritual assurance.

Montagu, Elizabeth Robinson (1718–1800)
Born at York, Elizabeth Robinson married Edward Montagu in 1742 and thereafter divided her time between London and Sandleford, an estate in Berkshire. Montagu hosted bluestocking gatherings from the 1760s and knew many literary and political figures of the day. The success of Elizabeth Carter’s translation of Epictetus caused Montagu to seek out her acquaintance in 1758, and they remained close friends until Montagu’s death. Through Carter, Montagu became acquainted with Catherine Talbot, with whom she visited and corresponded, though they were never intimate friends.

Mortimer, Elizabeth Ritchie
See Elizabeth Ritchie.

Nind, Sarah Ward (bap. 1747, d. 1783)
Sarah Ward was born at Oxhill, Warwickshire and married local Methodist preacher James Nind in 1772, after which she moved to Tewkesbury, Gloucestershire. She was well known within the British Methodist world for her piety, and had several children before dying in childbirth at the age of thirty-six. Nind kept a diary that was subsequently cherished by and circulated amongst her family and friends. While the majority of it is not extant, one volume survives amongst the personal papers of her friend Ann Bolton.

Overbury, Nancy (fl. 1800)
Nancy Overbury, of Tetbury, Gloucestershire, belonged to a long-standing Baptist family that was closely aligned with the Whitaker family at Bratton, Wiltshire. She was friends with Mary Whitaker and corresponded with her towards the end of the eighteenth century, until Whitaker’s death in 1800. After Whitaker’s death, her aunt Jane Attwater corresponded with Overbury.

Pennington, Montagu (1762–1849)
Montagu Pennington was Elizabeth Carter’s nephew and named for her friend Elizabeth Montagu. Educated by Carter as a child, he later became an Anglican vicar and lived with his aunt for nearly twenty years. Carter left her papers to Pennington and he published,
amongst other works, Carter’s Memoirs (1807) and her correspondence with Catherine Talbot (1808).

**Perronet, Damaris** (1727–82)
Damaris Perronet, of Shoreham, Kent, was the eldest daughter of Vincent Perronet and very involved in the Methodist movement at Shoreham. She was influential in the increasing religious seriousness of her niece Philothea Briggs.

**Perronet, Vincent** (1693–1785)
Vincent Perronet, of Shoreham, Kent, was the father of Damaris Perronet and Elizabeth Briggs, and the grandfather of Elizabeth Dickinson and Philothea Briggs. An Anglican clergyman, Perronet supported Methodist activity in his parish. Charles Wesley referred to him as the ‘Archbishop of Methodists’, and he was a friend and advisor of both Charles and John Wesley. John Wesley’s Plain Account of the People Called Methodists (1749) had originally been written as a letter to Perronet.

**Phipps, Elizabeth Gay**
See Elizabeth Gay.

**Pomfret, Countess of**
See Henrietta Fermor.

**Richardson, Samuel** (*bap.* 1689, *d.* 1761)
A popular author, Samuel Richardson was a friend and correspondent of Catherine Talbot. Talbot and Elizabeth Carter suggested traits for the title character of Richardson’s Sir Charles Grandison (1753–54), who came to embody for Talbot (as for others) ideal Christian qualities. Talbot also edited Grandison and read it in company with friends and family.

**Ritchie, Elizabeth** (1754–1835)
Elizabeth Ritchie, of Otley, Yorkshire, was born to Methodist parents and, while initially hostile to Methodism, converted in 1772. She was connected to many leading Methodists and traveled extensively, sometimes with John Wesley, visiting Methodist communities throughout England. Her many correspondents included Ann Bolton. She stayed with John Wesley during the final months of his life, was with him when he died, and wrote a published account of his final days. In 1801 she married Harvey Mortimer.

**Rowe, Elizabeth Singer** (1674–1737)
Elizabeth Rowe, of Frome, Somerset, was the daughter of an Independent minister. A popular poet of an earlier generation, she had been a close friend of the Duchess of Somerset and Isaac Watts, who published her Devout Exercises of the Heart (1737) and dedicated it to the Duchess. The Duchess preserved many of Rowe’s manuscripts after her death and made them available to Catherine Talbot, who read them at Percy Lodge and returned with them to her home in London. Rowe was read and admired by those across a denominational spectrum, including Catherine Talbot, Anne Steele, and Ann Bolton.
Rundle, Thomas (1687/8–1743)
An Anglican clergyman and Church of Ireland Bishop of Derry, Thomas Rundle was an early friend of Edward Talbot and, following his friend’s death, Rundle took a special interest in his young daughter Catherine, and wrote to her letters of advice and guidance.

Ryan, Sarah (1724–68)
Sarah Ryan was a Methodist preacher and close friend of Mary Fletcher, who preserved some of her late friend’s manuscripts. These manuscripts were afterwards shown to Ann Bolton on her visit to Madeley, Shropshire.

Scudamore, Mary Arundell (fl. 1777–96)
Mary Scudamore, of Stroud, Gloucestershire, was a Methodist and longtime friend of Ann Bolton. Her sister was Nancy Arundell and her brother John Arundell.

Secker, Catherine Benson (c. 1695–1748)
Born into an Anglican family in Cradley, Herefordshire, Catherine Benson was a close friend of Mary Talbot. After Edward Talbot’s death in 1720, Benson invited the pregnant Mary Talbot to share her home, and when a daughter was born some months later she was named Catherine after Benson. When Benson married Thomas Secker in 1725 the Talbots moved with her to Secker’s home. Her brother Martin Benson, the Bishop of Gloucester, was close to the Secker-Talbot household.

Secker, Thomas (1693–1768)
Born at Sibthorp, Nottinghamshire and raised a nonconformist, Thomas Secker left dissent to take orders in the Church of England, rising through the ecclesiastical ranks to become vicar of St James’s, Piccadilly, Bishop of Bristol, Bishop of Oxford, Dean of St Paul’s, and eventually Archbishop of Canterbury. In 1725 he married Catherine Benson, who was living with Mary Talbot and her four-year-old daughter Catherine Talbot. The Talbots became part of the Secker household, and while the Seckers had no children of their own, Secker explained that Catherine Talbot was ‘instead of a child to my wife and me’.

Seymour, Frances Thynne (Duchess of Somerset) (1699–1754)
Frances Thynne married Algernon Seymour, Earl of Hertford, in 1715, thus becoming Countess of Hertford, the title by which she is most often known. She was a friend and patron of Elizabeth Rowe and other poets, as well as a poet herself. A lifelong Anglican, she corresponded with well-known religious figures across a denominational spectrum, including Isaac Watts, Philip Doddridge, and Selina, Countess of Huntingdon. Following her father’s death in 1748, she became Duchess of Somerset. In 1751 she met Catherine Talbot, an event that initiated an intensive correspondence and Talbot’s extended visits to her home at Percy Lodge.

Smith, Sukey (fl. 1771)
Sukey Smith was correspondent of Ann Bolton, who encouraged Smith through letter in Methodist faith and practice.
Somerset, Duchess of  
See Frances Thynne Seymour.

Steele, Anne (1717–78)
Anne Steele was the second child of William Steele, Baptist minister and timber merchant, and Anne Froude Steele, who died when Steele was three years old. She lived and died in Broughton, Hampshire: she lived with her father and stepmother until his death in 1769, and thereafter with her brother and his family. She was particularly close to her niece Mary Steele, who had lost her own mother as a child, and acted as a ‘second parent’ to her as well as a literary and spiritual mentor. While Steele received several marriage proposals, including one from the Baptist minister Benjamin Beddome, she never married. A poet and hymn-writer, Steele’s two-volume Poems on Subjects Chiefly Devotional, by Theodosia was published in 1760 and republished posthumously with a third volume of Miscellaneous Pieces, in Verse and Prose in 1780.

Steele, Anne Cator (1689–1760)
Born into a Baptist family near Trowbridge, Wiltshire, Anne Cator most likely met William Steele, a widower with two small children, when he traveled through the area preaching in Baptist chapels. They were married in 1723 and she then moved to Broughton, Hampshire, where she lived for the rest of her life and was very involved in the life of the Broughton Baptist Church. The stepmother of Anne Steele and William Steele and the mother of Mary Wakeford, Anne Cator Steele was also the spiritual matriarch of a widespread Baptist family and took an active role in encouraging the spiritual seriousness of nieces, nephews, and more distant relatives. She was also a prolific diarist and correspondent.

Steele, Anne Froude (1684–1720)
Anne Froude, likely of Edington, Wiltshire, was the daughter of Edward Froude, a Baptist minister, and Elizabeth Blackborrow. Froude was the first wife of William Steele and the mother of Anne Steele and William Steele. She likely died in childbirth, for an infant son, Thomas, was buried two months after her death.

Steele, Henry (1654–1739)
Henry Steele, of Broughton, Hampshire, was the minister of the Broughton Baptist Church from 1699 until his death. From 1708 his nephew William Steele served as his assistant in the church, taking over the role of minister after his uncle’s death. Henry Steele was married to Clemence, and they had one daughter, also called Clemence.

Steele, Martha Goddard (1734–91)
Martha Goddard was the sister-in-law of Baptist minister John Ash and attended his church at Pershore, Worcestershire. In 1768 she married Anne Steele’s brother William Steele, whose first wife had died in 1762. Together they had three children, two of whom survived to adulthood.

Steele, Mary (1753–1813)
Mary Steele was the daughter of William Steele and Mary Bullock Steele. She was born in Broughton, Hampshire and lived there most of her life. Her aunt Anne Steele helped to
raise her after her mother’s death in 1762, also serving as a spiritual and literary mentor. Mary Steele’s long poem *Danebury: Or the Power of Friendship* was inspired by her close friendship with her cousin Jane Attwater. Written in 1768, when she was fifteen years old, her father William Steele brought it to publishers and it was printed in 1779. She continued to write poetry throughout her life, though only a few other poems were published. Mary Steele was resistant to the Calvinistic theology of her family’s Baptist faith and postponed baptism until 1795, when she was forty-two. In 1797, at the age of forty-three, she married Thomas Dunscombe, a Baptist minister. They had no children.

**Steele, Mary**
See Mary Steele Benham.

**Steele, Mary Bullock** (1713–62)
Mary Bullock was the first wife of William Steele, whom she married in 1749, and they had one daughter, Mary, in 1753. Mary Bullock Steele was baptised and joined the Broughton Baptist Church in 1750. Often in ill health, she died in 1762 at the age of forty-nine. Her daughter was then nine years old, and from that time her aunt Anne Steele acted as her surrogate mother.

**Steele, Mary**
See Mary Steele Wakeford.

**Steele, William** (1689–1769)
William Steele, of Broughton, Hampshire, was a Baptist minister and timber merchant. From 1708 he assisted his uncle Henry Steele in the pastorate of the Broughton Baptist Church, and assumed the role of minister following his uncle’s death in 1739. In 1713/4 he married Anne Froude and they had three children: William, Anne, and Thomas (who died as an infant). In 1723 he married Anne Cator and they had one child: Mary.

**Steele, William** (1715–85)
William Steele was the eldest child of William Steele, Baptist minister and timber merchant, and Anne Froude Steele, who died when he was five years old. Steele lived in Broughton, Hampshire for his entire life. As a teenager he began to help his father with his timber trading and eventually took over the business, which became increasingly successful. In 1758 he purchased a large estate and manor home called Pigeon House, which he renamed Broughton House. He married Mary Bullock in 1749, and they had one daughter: Mary. Mary Bullock Steele died in 1762. In 1768 he married Martha Goddard, and they had three children: Anne, Martha, and William (who died as an infant).

**Talbot, Catherine** (1721–70)
Born in Berkshire, Catherine Talbot was the posthumous child of Edward Talbot, Archdeacon of Berkshire, and Mary Martin Talbot. Talbot was raised in the household of Thomas Secker, later Archbishop of Canterbury, and had close ties to many ecclesiastical and aristocratic elites. As an adult she became close friends with Elizabeth Carter and knew many of those associated with the bluestocking circle. Her essays remained unpublished until after her death from cancer at the age of forty-nine. Carter then
published them as *Reflections on the Seven Days of the Week* (1770) and *Essays on Various Subjects* (1772). Talbot did not marry though she had several proposals, including one (probably) from the younger George Berkeley.

**Talbot, Edward** (1690/1–1720)
Edward Talbot, of Berkshire, died of smallpox five months before his daughter Catherine Talbot’s birth. He was then Archdeacon of Berkshire, and his friends Thomas Secker, Martin Benson, Joseph Butler, and others took a special interest in caring for his widow and daughter.

**Talbot, Mary Martin** (c. 1691–1784)
Mary Talbot was Catherine Talbot’s mother. They had an affectionate relationship and lived together for Talbot’s entire life, most of it in Thomas Secker’s household. After Catherine Talbot’s death, Mary Talbot gave her daughter’s manuscripts to Elizabeth Carter, who published them as *Reflections on the Seven Days of the Week* (1770) and *Essays on Various Subjects* (1772).

**Thompson, Philothea Briggs**
See Philothea Briggs.

**Underdown, Hannah** (*fl.* 1738, *d.* 1783)
Hannah Underdown, of Deal, Kent, was a friend of Elizabeth Carter, and when Carter was in London between 1738 and 1742, she and Carter corresponded. In 1755, John Carter (Elizabeth Carter’s eldest brother) married Frances Underdown (Hannah Underdown’s daughter).

**Wakeford, Joseph** (1719–85)
Joseph Wakeford was a linen draper and banker at Andover, Hampshire, where he attended an Independent Church. His first wife, Hannah Towgood Wakeford, died in 1746, and in 1749 he married Mary Steele. Wakeford had a daughter, Hannah, from his first marriage, and he had five children with Mary Steele, though only two, William and Mary, survived to adulthood.

**Wakeford, Mary Steele** (1724–72)
Mary Steele was born at Broughton, Hampshire, the daughter of William Steele, Baptist minister and timber merchant, and Anne Cator Steele. She was the half-sister of Anne Steele and William Steele. In 1749 she married Joseph Wakeford and moved to Andover, after which time she and Anne Steele initiated a purposeful correspondence intended to encourage each other in their efforts to live serious religious lives. Mary Wakeford had five children, though only two, William and Mary, survived to adulthood.

**Wakeford, Samuel** (1754–67)
Samuel Wakeford, of Andover, Hampshire, was the son of Joseph and Mary Wakeford. He was also Anne Steele’s nephew, and when he was a child his aunt wrote to him letters of religious guidance and encouragement.
Wakeford, William (1753–1819)
William Wakeford, of Andover, Hampshire, was the son of Joseph and Mary Wakeford. He was also Anne Steele’s nephew, and when he was a child his aunt wrote to him letters of religious guidance and encouragement.

Ward, Ann
See Ann Ward Eden.

Ward, Elizabeth
See Elizabeth Ward Bolton.

Ward, Elizabeth (b. 1749)
Elizabeth Ward, of Oxhill, Warwickshire, was a sister of Sarah Nind and Ann Eden. She encouraged the religious development of her niece, Sarah Eden, through letter. She later married a Mr Mortimer.

Ward, Sarah
See Sarah Ward Nind.

Watts, Isaac (1674–1748)
Isaac Watts was an Independent minister and writer, and crossed denominational lines to become a leading figure in the eighteenth-century Protestant world. He was a correspondent of the Duchess of Somerset and a close friend of Elizabeth Rowe, whose *Devout Exercises of the Heart* he published in 1737, with a dedication to the Duchess.

Wesley, John (1703–91)
Born at Epworth, Lincolnshire to nonconformist parents, John Wesley was educated at Oxford, where he participated in the Holy Club and was later fellow of Lincoln College, and ordained in 1728. As founder, with his brother Charles, of the Methodist movement, Wesley traveled and corresponded extensively. It was likely on a visit to Witney in 1764 that he met Ann Bolton, who had converted to Methodism the previous year. She was twenty years old and he was sixty, and their meeting initiated a close relationship and regular correspondence that ended only with his death in 1791.

Whitaker, Mary (1773–1800)
Mary Whitaker, of Bratton, Wiltshire, was the daughter of Caroline Whitaker and Thomas Whitaker and the niece of Jane Attwater. Until her death in 1800, at the age of twenty-seven, Whitaker engaged in a purposeful religious correspondence with her friend Nancy Overbury.

Whitaker, Philip (1766–1847)
Philip Whitaker, of Bratton, Wiltshire, was the son of Caroline and Thomas Whitaker and the nephew of Jane Attwater, who taught him to write a diary. In 1798 he married Anne Andrews, and he became a leader in the Bratton Baptist Church.
Wilkins, James (fl. 1741, d. 1755)
James Wilkins was vicar of Hurstbourne Tarrant, near Andover, Hampshire. The Duchess of Somerset had a role in his preferment and was a longtime correspondent.

Yorke, Amabel (1751–1833)
Amabel Yorke was the eldest daughter of Jemima Yorke. Known as Bell to Catherine Talbot, who took a special interest in her childhood friend’s child, Talbot wrote letters to the young Amabel and her sister Mary Jemima. After Jemima Yorke’s death, Amabel Yorke transcribed her mother’s thirty-year correspondence with Talbot into seven large volumes.

Yorke, Jemima Campbell (1722–97)
Born in Copenhagen, in 1725 Jemima Campbell moved to Wrest Park in Bedfordshire, the country seat of her grandfather, Henry Grey, the Duke of Kent. While her parents remained in Denmark due to her father’s diplomatic career, Campbell was raised in England with her aunt, Lady Mary Grey, just three years her elder. When her grandfather remarried, the two young girls were established in a household in London, where Thomas Secker regularly looked in on them. Through Secker, Campbell met Catherine Talbot, who became a lifelong friend and correspondent. In 1740 Campbell married Philip Yorke and concurrently was made the Duke of Kent’s heir. When the Duke of Kent died several weeks later, Jemima Yorke became Marchioness Grey. The Yorkes divided their time between London and Wrest Park, where Catherine Talbot sometimes made extended visits. They had two daughters, Amabel and Mary Jemima, known to Talbot as Bell and Mouse.
Appendix 2

Family Trees

A note concerning people included: To enhance clarity, the following family trees contain only those people who appear in the analysis.

1. Steele family tree
2. Talbot and Berkeley family trees
3. Bolton-Ward-Eden family tree
4. Perronet-Briggs family tree
5. Catherine Talbot’s parental figures
6. Anne Cator Steele’s spiritual care for younger relations, 1732
7. Sarah Eden and her aunts
8. Steele manuscripts descent
9. Attwater manuscripts descent
2. Talbot and Berkeley family trees

Edward Talbot (1690/91–1720) m. Mary Martin (c. 1691–1784)

Catherine Talbot (1721–70)

George Berkeley (1685–1753) m. Anne Forster (c. 1700–86)

George Berkeley (1733–95) m. Eliza Frinsham (1734–1800)

George Monck Berkeley (1763–95)

Julia Berkeley (bap. 1738–fl. 1795)

George Robert Berkeley (1767–75)
3. Bolton-Ward-Eden family tree
4. Perronet-Briggs family tree

Vincent Perronet
(1693–1785)
m. Charity Goodhew
(1688–1763)

Edward Perronet
(1721–92)
Charles Perronet
(1723–76)
Damaris Perronet
(1727–82)

Elizabeth Perronet
(d. 1822)
m. William Briggs
(c. 1722–c. 1788)

Elizabeth Briggs
(1751–1822)
m. Peard Dickinson
(1758–1802)

Philothea Briggs
(1753–1823)
m. Thomas Thompson
(1754–1828)
5. Catherine Talbot’s parental figures

- Martin Benson (1689–1752)
- Catherine Benson (c. 1695–1748)
- Thomas Secker (1693–1768)
- Thomas Rundle (1687–1743)

- Edward Talbot (1690/1–1720)
- Mary Martin (c. 1691–1784)

- Catherine Talbot (1721–70)

- Joseph Butler (1692–1752)
- Anne Forster (c. 1700–86)
- George Berkeley (1685–1735)

---

affectionate and religious kinship

marriage / biological kinship
6. Anne Cator Steele’s spiritual care for younger relations, 1732
7. Sarah Eden and her aunts

Mr Hawkes ——— Sarah Eden (1759–1832)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nathaniel Eden (d. 1817)</th>
<th>Ann Ward (bap. 1747, d. 1783)</th>
<th>James Nind</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sarah Ward (bap. 1747, d. 1783)</td>
<td>Elizabeth Ward (b. 1749)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sarah Eden (fl. 1770–82)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
names in bold mark custodians of manuscripts
9. Attwater manuscripts descent

Thomas Whitaker (1735–84)  Caroline Attwater (1745–1824)  Jane Attwater (1753–1843)


Joshua Whitaker (1801–64)  Jane Saffery (1805–84)

John Whitaker (1840–1915)  Mary Brinkworth (1837/8–1915)


Marjorie Reeves (1905–2003)

names in bold mark custodians of manuscripts
Manuscripts related to Ann Bolton are preserved in various repositories, both public and private (see Chapter One). The bulk of those in private hands are in the possession of Vanessa, Lady Bolton, of Pudlicote, Oxfordshire, and generously were made available to me for the purposes of this study. Vanessa Bolton’s late husband, Sir Frederic Bolton, was a descendant of Ann Bolton’s brother Joseph, and the papers were handed down the family along that line. These papers include thirty letters from John Wesley to Bolton. Still cherished as a memory of their eighteenth-century ancestor’s brush with fame, Wesley’s letters are carefully preserved in acid-free plastic sleeves. The papers at Pudlicote also include Ann Bolton’s diary, along with many of her letters and other miscellaneous documents. These manuscripts had been stored in a trunk in the attic, and were in considerable disarray when I began my work on them (see Figure 22).

Much of the trunk was filled with a diary, written by Bolton over a period of almost thirty years. A total of 1,300 manuscript pages have survived, the earliest extant entries written in 1769 and the latest in 1797. Bolton’s diary-writing method meant that the document was in approximately one hundred pieces. While sometimes she used readymade notebooks for her diary, most often she did not. When she did not, she wrote on large loose sheets that she folded horizontally and vertically, slitting the folded edges to create quires of eight sheets each. After filling the eight sheets, she would set them aside and take up another large sheet, fold it, slit the edges, and begin again. These quires of eight pages were almost always incompletely dated (dates might appear as ‘Saturday
13 October’, ’13 October’, or simply ‘Saturday’), and sometimes the smaller sheets created by slitting edges had become separated from each other. In one instance Bolton stitched together quires to form a booklet after writing, though unfortunately she ordered the pages incorrectly. The diary had become terribly disorganised in the centuries since its writing and thus had to be reordered. This physical reconstruction required careful scrutiny of both material and internal evidence.

Figure 22: Bolton manuscripts (before)

Materially, attention was paid to such properties as paper used, torn edges, pin piercings, and staining. Bolton’s paper supplies altered from time to time, so sometimes the size of paper used or watermarks in paper located undated fragments within a certain timeframe. At other times, pages had been torn or torn out of notebooks and I was able to align edges to reestablish dating (see Figure 23). Sometimes pages that had once been
pinned together had become separated, and piercing patterns were used to reestablish order. And at other times matching stains confirmed the earlier correlation of pages that had become separated.

**Figure 23: Ann Bolton diary reconstruction**

Internal evidence was also used to reestablish diary order. Incomplete dating, when compared to historical calendars, helped to narrow down fragments to several possible datings: thus ‘Friday 6 February’ might have occurred three times during the period in which Bolton wrote her diary. Sometimes sentences that began at the end of one fragment clearly concluded at the beginning of another. In one instance, eight fragments were thus shown to follow one another, and the confident dating of one fragment established the dating of all others in the sequence. Textual references were also used:
Bolton’s reference to an event, such as John Wesley’s funeral or her own possible marriage, confirmed dating; her reference to snow or excessive heat located fragments in certain seasons; her tendency to prolonged reflection on particular Bible verses (often referred to as ‘promises’) correlated certain entries; and references to ongoing visits in certain locations connected fragments. Cross-referencing to a range of documents was also used to establish dating: church burial records confirmed the date of a friend’s death; the *Arminian Magazine* was checked against her recorded reading of articles; and Wesley’s diary and journal established his (and others’) presence or absence at a particular place. Bolton’s habit of conversing with Methodist preachers and reflecting on their sermons was particularly helpful in reconstructing her diary. Since Methodist preachers typically were assigned to circuits for two years, her reference to a preacher’s ongoing presence in a certain location located relevant entries within a two year window. *Hall’s Circuits and Ministers* was used to identity those windows.1026

Attention to material and internal evidence, and often several pieces of evidence in conjunction with one another, was thus used to reorder the diary. In this way all but a few weeks were dated confidently, and those weeks that could not be dated precisely have been placed in the correct year. The restored document—the manuscript diary of an eighteenth-century Methodist laywoman, kept daily for almost thirty years—is unique and provides an important new lens into eighteenth-century Methodism.1027

The trunk at Pudlicote also included several diary volumes that were not written by Ann Bolton. Though the writers were anonymous, I was able to identity the author of

---

1027 The John Rylands Library at Manchester, which stores the national Methodist archives, contains nothing comparable in terms of lay-authorship or length. The majority of eighteenth-century diaries at the John Rylands Library were written by Methodist preachers. Those written by women were almost all written by preachers’ wives and are considerably shorter in length. Mary Fletcher’s diary, which is longer, is arguably at least partially professional.
one volume as Bolton’s friend Sarah Nind (born Sarah Ward), of Oxhill, Warwickshire, who appears in Bolton’s diary as ‘Mrs Nind’. My reasons for concluding that the anonymous author was Nind are based on internal evidence matched to baptismal and other records of St Lawrence Church at Oxhill: the author wrote from Oxhill; the author gave her date of birth, which corresponds with Sarah Ward’s baptism on 16 July 1747; and the author often mentioned ‘Sister E’ of Honeybourne, who would be her sister Ann Eden who married Nathaniel Eden of Honeybourne, Gloucestershire. The Edens, a prominent Methodist family at Broad Marston, Gloucestershire, appear in Bolton’s diary from its beginning. Identifying the author of this diary volume helped me to establish connections between the Bolton, Ward, and Eden families (see Appendix 2).

Other manuscripts in the trunk included correspondence, letter-books, conversion narratives, biographical and spiritual reflections, sermon notes, and commonplace books. Multiple conversion narratives were ordered according to content, sometimes cross-referenced with Bolton’s diary. The letters were written by a range of writers, including well-known Methodists such as Elizabeth Ritchie and Jane March, and unknown Methodists such as Mary Scudamore and John Arundell. Authorship of unsigned letters was determined, on occasion, by matching handwriting and style. The Bolton manuscripts at Pudlicote are no longer stored in a disordered trunk in the attic, but are secured and preserved in archival boxes and acid-free sleeves (see Figure 24). The cataloguing system I devised has been used to reference manuscript items.
Figure 24: Bolton manuscripts (after)
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